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LUDORIUM - gamesdatabase.at
How to use our data base LUDORIUM to find more games!
The navigation menu is available in German, English,
French, Italian and Czech.
All data in the database are based on copies in the archive
of the Austrian Games Museum. All facts have been taken
directly from the game and were checked again. All these
games are physically existing and available from the archive of the Games Museum.
We would like to assist you to find the right game for you
and your group and have therefore linked several parameters to the games. Up to now not all games have been
linked to all parameters, we are permanently working on
updating older games.
Currently our database offers more than 28.000 texts and
over 20.000 images. The majority of those come from
the articles in our monthly publication WIN The Games
Journal.
Our menu system currently is available in 5 languages:
German, English, French, Italian and Czech. The texts are
currently mostly in German and English, we are working on
offering them in additional languages, too.

The best companion

Besides letters many languages contain special characters.
In case your keyboard cannot print them, here’s the
solution:

Dagmar de Cassan, Editor-in-Chief

For „Österreich“ type in only „sterreich“ or „_sterreich
For Gygés“ type in only „Gyg“ oder „Gyg_s“!
Parts of any term are valid search entries, too!
„_“ replaces any special character!
SEARCHING: Already with SEARCH you have many options
to find the game of your choice:
SEARCH FOR A GAME OR AUTHOR (There you can enter
the complete term or only part of it, which will yield more
results):
TITLE OF THE GAME
PUBLISHER
PERSON (Author, Artist, Editor)

RESULT OF THE SEARCH
Back to SEARCH
Last page
One game forward
One game back
Next page

SEARCH ON RECOMMENDATIONS (this information has
only been entered for some of the latest years)
GROUP – ALL, KIDS, FAMILY, FRIENDS, EXPERTS
SIZE OF GROUP – ALL, SINGLE PLAYER; TWO PLAYERS,
MANY PLAYERS
PREFERENCES – ALL, RANDOM, TACTIC, STRATEGY,
CREATIVE, KNOWLEDGE, MEMORY, COMMUNICATION,
INTERACTION, DEXTERITY, ACTION

BOXES ACTIVE AND VALID FOR ENTERING A NEW SEARCH:
GROUP – KIDS, FAMILY, FRIENDS, EXPERTS
(Lists only games for the chosen target group within the
selected year)

FOR PLAYERS (more criteria for your selection)
NUMBER OF PLAYERS
ABOVE AGE
RULE LANGUAGE
CATEGORY (our classic classification)

AWARD WINNER - Spiel der Spiele, Deutscher Spiele Preis,
Spiel des Jahes
(Lists only games with such an award in the selected year)

PUBLISHED OR AWARD WINNER IN THE YEAR
YEAR – ALL or 2001 to 1979
HONORS – Spiel der Spiele, Deutscher Spielepreis, Spiel des
Jahres (Note the year)
PUBLISHED – Nuremberg or Essen (Note the year)
LAYOUT
SHORT INFO – WITH, WITHOUT (WITH means the short info
is shown instantly)
SORTING (In case of marking year current games are
shown before older ones)
„Game title“, „Publisher + game title“, „Year + publisher +
game title“, „publisher + year + game title“, „recently added
to the Museum“
ALTERNATE LISTING OF PUBLISHERS
This enables you to access a game directly without
searching.
Please note, especially when entering criteria: The more
you enter the fewer results the system will yield, please
remember when making your selection.
When you have made your entries, simply press the
SEARCH button!

PUBLISHED – ESSEN, NUREMBERG
(Lists only games from Essen or Nuremberg within the
selected year)

SIZE OF GROUP – ALL, SINGLE PLAYER; TWO PLAYERS,
MANY PLAYERS
(Lists the games with the chosen group size within the
selected year)
PREFERENCES – RANDOM, TACTIC, STRATEGY, CREATIVE,
KNOWLEDGE, MEMORY, COMMUNICATION, INTERACTION,
DEXTERITY, ACTION
(Lists all games fitting the chosen preference within the
selected year)
TEXTS
(Lists texts – short – middle – long- extra – in the language
stated)
LINKS
(Lists active links to a publisher or other internet sites)
IMAGES
(Shows additional images of the game)
We hope that you will find your game within our system.
Please help us to improve and let us know your comments
or suggestions at: office@spielen.at

This year we proudly announce: This is the best
Games Companion since we began our work
in 1988; we have never had 120 pages and
the content speaks for itself: 867 games from
156 publisher, this has not been available before and you will not find something similar
anywhere else on the market.
This is the seventh year in which our Games
Companion is published at SPIEL in Essen, this
time - adapted to modern times - as a PDF edition for free download for all.
Please make us of this handbook and recommend it to your family, to your friends and acquaintances, to whoever is interested in games.
Because, if you are interested in games, you
need this compilation as it is no list of new releases, but a compilation of description of how
the games work and an evaluation of those mechanisms. Using this handbook, it will be easy
to find similar games that might be of interest
to you,.
We are sure that among all those games there
will be your game, use the information that is
available in the following pages, it is unique in
its way.
And this year, too, we may draw your attention
to a new activity of ours - we offer two games,
published by the Austrian Games Museum.
Both games, the card game Flip a Bird, winner
of the Austrian Game Designer Competition
2015, and the card game Royal Goods, the
latest game by Alex Pfister, are available for a
donation of €7. The net profit from both games
goes completely to our Charity “Grenzenlos
spielen”.
We also provide other information on games on
the internet, you can check the data base of the
Games Museum anytime for text and images
of games.
Infos: http://www.spieledatenbank.at
We do more than publish a handbook and a
monthly journal. We are Stiftung Spielen in
Österreich. Please visit our websites, information on http://www.spielen.at
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GAMES BUYER INFORMATION SYSTEM - GABIS
STRUCTURE
Each game review also features an evaluation which can help you to find the game
that best suits your tastes. The color accompanying each game title represents the
User Group. The headline also contains icons for age and number of players.
The Bar in the evaluation box displays color codes for up to 10 Features of a game.

Mmm!
Designer: Reiner Knizia
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

5

USER GROUP
We have defined 4 target groups (color accompanying the head line)
Children: Games for children an educational games. Adults can play in a guiding
function.
Families: Children and parents play together, all have the same chance to win and
have fun.
Friends: Young people and adults play together as equals
Experts: Games with special demands on rules and playing time. Especially for
game geeks
Please note for the user groups Children, Families and Friends: Children who love
to play can be ahead of their peers! Please note that our target group “families” does
not imply the classical concept of „family games“! Furthermore, our user groups can
overlap. The choice of suitable games always depends on your playing partners and
your fun with games!

Cooperation is necessary to avoid the cat while you collect
mice food. One player rolls three dice - featuring five types of
food and one red x - and all decide together where you place
at least one dice. After each roll you can re-roll unplaced dice or
take food away and cover the source spot. If you cannot place
a die after a re-roll the turn ends and the cat advances one step
towards the pantry. If, in a turn, you cannot cover the last spot
for a food type, the cat also advances one step. When all food
spots are covered before the cat reaches the pantry, all players
have won together.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no
Cooperative dice game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Games that are especially eligible for Solo play or for 2 players or Large groups of
players are marked with an icon.
FEATURES
Each game targets preferences for different features in a player, therefore each game is not suitable for each player. We have listed
10 features players note when deciding on a game. Only if a player finds his preferred features in a game he will enjoy the game.
The color code marks the dominant features. Educational games train the highlighted preference.
No colored boxes: This feature is neclectable or not present
One colored box: This feature is present, but not essential
Two colored boxes: This feature is present and important in the game
Three colored boxes: This feature is dominant and essential
Chance: The game is influenced by dice, cards or any other form of random generator
Tactics: Take decision, short-term planning, planning based on one move
Strategy: Think ahead, long-term planning, planning for several moves
Creativity: The player has to provide words, phrases, images and other creative efforts
Knowledge: Cultural and educational knowledge, long-term memory
Memory: Remember, learn by heart, short-time memory
Communication: Talk to each other, negotiate, inform
Interaction: Influencing each other, bluffing, auction
Dexterity: Motor skills
Action: Body movement, balance and reaction
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Version: The edition of the game on which the review is based
Rules: This lists the languages in which rules are available or are included in the game, often even more translations can be found
on the web
In-game text: A YES marks a game with language-dependent components that cannot be played without translation or knowledge of the language

IMPRESSUM
Game by Game 2016 * Games Companion * ISBN 978-3-950739-11-9
englische Ausgabe des Spiel für Spiel 2016 * Spiele Handbuch
Erscheint jährlich seit 1988, englische Ausgabe vom 8. Oktober 2015
Verkaufspreis: weltweiter kostenloser PDF-Download
Anfragen zum Spielehandbuch richten Sie bitte per Email an:
office@spielen.at, mehr Spiele: http://www.spieledatenbank.at
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Medieninhaber: Verein Österreichisches Spiele Museum (e.V.)
Obfrau Dipl.Ing. Dagmar de Cassan, 2285 Leopoldsdorf,
Raasdorfer-strasse 28, Österreich, http://www.spielemuseum.at.
Das Österreichische Spiele Museum ist ein gemeinnütziger Verein, der
sich zur Aufgabe gesetzt hat, das zeitgenössische Spiel zu dokumentieren und zu kommunizieren. (Archivstand: mehr als 26.000 Spiele)

Redaktion: Alle Texte von Chefredakteur Dagmar de Cassan.
Kontrollredaktion: Maria Schranz. Titelgrafik und Layout: Andreas
Resch. Bildbearbeitung: Walter Schranz. Satz und Endredaktion:
Ferdinand de Cassan und Bernhard Czermak.
Koordination der Arbeiten: Stiftung„Spielen in Österreich“
(tätig durch viele ehrenamtliche Mitarbeiter), http://www.spielen.at

Hersteller und Verleger: Verein Interessensgemeinschaft Spiele (e.V.)
Obmann Mag. Ferdinand de Cassan, 2285 Leopoldsdorf,
Raasdorferstrasse 28, Österreich, http://www.spielefest.at.
Die Interessensgemeinschaft Spiele (IG Spiele) ist ein gemeinnütziger
Verein mit der Aufgabe, die Verbreitung der Idee des Spielens im
Familienkreis durch Veranstaltungen und Publikationen zu fördern.

Copyright: Dieses Buch enthält urheberrechtlich geschützte Teile, ohne
schriftliche Bewilligung aller Inhaber dieser Rechte ist die Vervielfältigung, Mikroverfilmung und die Einspeicherung und Verarbeitung in
elektronischen Medien sowie jede Art von Verwertung verboten. Das
Bildmaterial wurde uns von den Spieleverlagen zur Verfügung gestellt.
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3-in-1 Collector’s Edition

3 sind eine zu viel!

Designers: Chalker - Urinko, Jenkins - Steely, Tinney
Publisher: Mayday Games

Designers: Christoph Behre, Reinhard Staupe
Publisher: Amigo Spiele

6

4 gewinnt

10

Publisher: Hasbro

6

An unusual game collection - three swimmer games in one
edition! In Get Bit! You need to stay ahead of the shark; you play
a card for movement, identical cards cancel each other out, the
last lin line is bitten. In Walk the Plank! you are a useless crew
member and should walk the plank, but the captain is short of
men and intends to keep two of you, so you play cards to move
other pirates into the water. In Hold your Breath!, those remaining
silly pirates play hold your breath in the water. In Round 1 you
dive down as far as you can and must come back up in Round 2,
despite „Panic“ or „Shark“ cards played by other players.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: no

Two is the magic number! Cards of values 0, 30 and 60 begin one
row each. Three cards are placed for a starting display into the
rows, you are dealt 20 cards and take 8 in hand. In turn you place
a card into the correct position in a row. When it is the 5th card,
you take - if your card is the highest in the row - the card to the
right of the starting card, otherwise all cards that are higher than
yours. Cards you take are sorted by color. If you take the 3rd card
of a color, you turn over all three. 6 or 7 colors in your collection
earn you a bonus; one card of a color scores 1 point, 2 cards
score 5 points and turned-over cards -1 point each.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

The classic game that keeps changing again and again - in 2014
the game returned under its old name „4 gewinnt“ and shows
the old familiar colors of red, yellow and blue. You have a set
of pieces in your color - red or yellow - and alternate with your
opponent to place one piece into the 6x7 vertical wall, which is
blue in this edition. If you are first to place four of your pieces in
a horizontal, vertical or diagonal row, you win. This is again the
simple original version, no pushing out of pieces, no simultaneous playing but only clever inserting of pieces!
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Three „water“ games for 2-6/4/5 players, ages 10/6/8+

Card game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Placement game for 2 players, ages 6+

4 zu mir!

7 Steps

Designer: Heike Baum
Publisher: Noris Spiele

Designers: Michael Kiesling, Reinhard Staupe
Publisher: Kosmos

5

7 Wonders Duel

10

Designer: Antoine Bauza
Publisher: Repos Productions

24 animals are hiding in the jungle; players need to find out
where they are hiding. Each player secretly draws between 4 and
8 animals and places them behind his screen; then all players
draw two cards. When you now already have one or two groups
of animals fitting your card(s) you show both animals and card,
lay down the card, keep the animals and draw a new card. In
your turn you ask another player for an animal you need – if he
has it you get it and have another turn. If not, your turn passes to
your left neighbor. If you can complete a card you show animals
and cards, as before. When all cards are taken you win with most
cards.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Seven board tiles with 7 colored dots each are laid out. In a turn
you place 1 to 7 discs for points and draw new discs up to 7. You
begin a turn with a disc on an empty spot of the same color, a
Level 1 tower. Then you can place more discs, always adjacent
to the previous disc, on the same level or maximum one level
higher, and score points equal to the new level. If you score 7 or
less you receive an assistant or victory point tile, at your choice,
for use in later turns. A Level 7 Tower is dismantled and its discs
are distributed to spots of this color. If you cannot replenish to 7
discs, you win with most points at the end of the round.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Two in the world of 7 wonders - you lead a civilization and build
world wonders an buildings in three eras. The game starts with a
display of four military tiles, five progress tiles and four wonders
in front of each player. You take available cards from the pre-set
display and use them for buildings, coins or a wonder. When the
conflict marker reaches the opposing capital it gives you military
victory. Six different scientific symbols in town grant you instant
victory. Civil victory is achieved by most victory points from
cards, progress tokens and position of the conflict markers.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr it nl and others * In-game text: yes

Memo and set collecting game for 3-6 players, ages 5+

Placement game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Development game with cards for 2 players, ages 10+

8 * 28

27th Passenger

30 Days of Night

Designers: David L. Hoyt, Colin Morgan, Mike Hirtle
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

Designers: Christos Giannakoulas, Manolis Zachariadis
Publisher: Purple Games

Designers: Doug Eckart, Aaron Lauster, Max Michael
Publisher: IDW / Pandasaurus Games

8

You want to get as near as you can to 8 or 28. You draw a card
and set it down hidden. The active dealer prepares a gem - first
blue, later red - and offers one hidden card to each player to
view. If you accept, you display it openly. If your open cards pass
28, you are out of the round. In turn all are active dealer until nobody takes a card. Then half of the gems is taken by whoever is
nearest to 8, the other half goes to whoever is nearest to 28. 1/11
can count for 1 or 1. If you manage 8 and 28 exactly, you take all
gems. When there are no red gems left, each blue gem is worth
1 point, each red one 2 and you win with most points.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

You must identify assassins without harming innocents and be
the last one to survive! In the Station phase you reveal an event
and passengers and supply new ones. In the Travel phase you
play a face-down action card and resolve them in the order of
1) Investigation, Tail-After, Pursuit in relation to another player,
with feature cards - 2) Assassination, if a player has the identity
you name; if not you are out of the game - 3) Scheming with
Observation and Intimidation - 4) Deception with Low-profile or
Disguise, you reveal your card only at the appropriate moment
or to deflect an action directed at yourself.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: yes

Survival, based on the comic book series. A a Vampire you want
to devour the population of a remote Alaskan town, together
with your brethren, but must also defend your herd of tasty
Humans against treacherous Undead. 1) You draw a location for
the round. 2) You choose a tactic. 3) You play threats into Shadows and Threat cases on location 4) feast on migrant population
5) defend your herd of humans and - if Day 30 has not passed
- play 6) a new round. After 30 days the vampire with most
devoured humans in Phase 5 and surviving humans in Phase 5 is
the winner. Announced for Q1/2016
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: yes

Card game on sums for 3-6 players, ages 8+

Deduction game for 3-6 players, ages 10+

Vampire game for 2-4 players, ages 12+

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age

5
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504

A Fistful of Penguins

Designer: Friedemann Friede
Publisher: 2F-Spiele

Designer: Jonathan Franklin
Publisher: Wattsalpoag

Abenteuerland

8

Designers: Wolfgang Kramer, Michael Kiesling
Publisher: Haba

10

Ludosophers in a far-away galaxy have created 504 worlds
for a modular game system. From nine modules - Pick up &
Deliver, Race, Privileges, Military, Exploration, Roads, Majorities,
Production and Shares - you choose three for a game. You turn
to the corresponding pages in the Book of Worlds to learn the
details and rules for the game in the chosen world. All worlds
use a map, most worlds have residents; the modules determine
starting position, starting money, victory condition etc. There
are race games (World 253) or the World of Combative Explorers
(456) and so on. If you play worlds 123, 456 and 789, you have
experienced each module once.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Players are asked to catch animals for a zoo, each player starts
with six penguins and 10$. You take the number of dice for the
round and roll them; then you can either 1) cash them in for
money and tokens or 2) spend a penguin to roll a spare dice and
add it to your roll or 3) spend the dice showing penguins and
take more penguins. Steps 2) and 3) can be repeated as often
as you want. The final result earns you penguins and money depending on your final combinations of animals. After three such
rounds with 4, 5 and 6 starting dice to win with most money.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr * In-game text: no

King Agamis of Abenteuerland calls adventurers to deflect the
threat from Fog Creatures. You choose one of three scenarios
and after initial preparations the active player reveals two terrain
cards and puts the respective items on the board and then
moves adventurers according to detailed rules. On some squares
you find gold, herbs, swords or companions. A Fog Creature
must be fought - with Strength 1 from the adventurer and additional power from sword, companions, herbs and/or gold you
must achieve the strength of the Fog Creature to defeat it. Each
scenario has a different way to calculate victory points and also
uses different final scorings.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Modular game collection for 2-4 players, ages 12+

Dice game for 1-6 players, ages 8+

Adventure game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Absolutely English!

Abyss Kraken

Activity Champion

Designers: Fay MacSween, Kelly James
Publisher: Piatnik

Designers: Bruno Cathala, Charles Chevallier
Publisher: Asmodee / Bombyx

Designers: Paul Catty, Ernst Führer
Publisher: Piatnik

12

The game comprises Challenge cards and Question cards
on Grammar, Vocabulary, Phrases, This & That and General
Knowledge. You want to be the first player or first team to collect
all cards according to your challenge card and to answer the
Final Question correctly. Question or instruction according to
the topic color you rolled are read to you; if you answer correctly,
you take the card. Instead of rolling you can swap two cards
already collected for a card from a missing topic, which you
must answer correctly. Pot Luck cards are event cards; the Open
Trading Floor cards initiate a trade minute; all can swap collected
cards with everybody.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

The Guild of Smugglers has settled in a graveyard of enormous
deep sea creatures and engages in illegal trade with Nebulises black pearls - and are supported by the Kraken People. Allies of
Kraken don’t unite - if you recruit Nobles with them you receive
Nebulises. When you have Kraken Allies at the end, you receive
Nebulises before EP are calculated and do not unite. At the end
each Nebulis costs you 1 point and a majority of them 5 Eps.
Nebulises cannot be used for politics at court, but with pearls for
payment. New Nobles can be reserved with Guardians. Four of
the six new locations may only be entered by members of the
Smugglers Guild.
Version: fr * Rules: fr pl * In-game text: yes

A special edition of Activity - 550 cards come with four terms
each, which are marked with a symbol for the method of
explanation - drawing, explaining with words or pantomime
- and with a point value. You draw a card and try to explain as
many of the four terms as you can within a minute so that the
others guess them correctly. When a term is guessed, you tilt
the timer - end of different colors facilitate the correct re-setting
- and explaining player and guesser move their markers. When
someone crosses the finish line, you win at the end of the round
if you are in front. As an alternative you can use two run-times of
the timer for a turn.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Language learning game and quiz for 2-16 players, ages 12+

Expansion for Abyss for 2-4 players, ages 14+

Creative communication game for 3-10 players, ages 12+

Activity Club Edition

Activity Junior

Designers: Paul Catty, Ernst Führer
Publisher: Piatnik

Designers: Paul Catty, Ernst Führer
Publisher: Piatnik

18

Activity My First

8

Designers: Hablit, Eberl, Catty
Publisher: Piatnik

4

While the first edition of Activity Club Edition still featured some
terms that were taken from the original Activity Edition the new
edition of this adult version of Activity contains new terms. The
topics are pertinent and you should only play this game if you
are adult and do not mind the topic. Each of the cards features
two terms and both terms must be represented and guessed
at within a minute. When a team guesses the erotic question
correctly within 30 seconds it earns bonus points. As usual, the
winner is the team that reaches the finish first with their marker.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

In this version of Activity the mechanics of the game are adapted for school children. As usual, you must communicate a term
to your team members by drawing, explaining or pantomime. If
the team names the term correctly, the pawn of the team moves
forward on the board. The color of the pawn’s location determines the method of communication you must use to explain
the term. The board has been adapted to a playing time suitable
for children and the graphics suit the intended age group, too.
This, of course, also goes for the terms used in this successful
adaptation of a game mechanism to another target group.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

The elephants „Lila“ and „Grün“ are on their way to the lake.
The variable board allows a short or a long game. Children play
in two teams following the usual rules of Activity. When the
term is guessed correctly the elephant goes to the next color
square corresponding to the one shown on the card. Terms are
illustrated with pictures. Activity My First is a very well working
version for small children, which is also suitable for children in
their first years of school.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Communication game for 3-16 players, ages 18+

Game of creative communication for 3-16 children, ages 8+

Communication game on definitions for 3-16 children, ages 4+

6

Colour codes for target groups (Headline Colour)
For children + learning
With friends
For families
For experts

Colour codes for features (Bar in Evalution box)
Chance
Strategy
Knowledge
Tactics
Creativity
Memory

GABIS explanation on page 3
Communication
Interaction

Dexterity
Action
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Activity Original Jubiläumsausgabe

Activity Sport

Air Alliance

Designers: Paul Catty, Ernst Führer
Publisher: Piatnik

Designers: Paul Catty, Ernst Führer
Publisher: Piatnik

Designer: Akio Nomura
Publisher: Route11

The best-selling creative and communication game is celebrating its birthday. Since 25 years we draw, gesticulate or explain.
The game celebrates itself with a new edition featuring the
same well-proven mechanics. As in every Activity edition you
must - depending on the location of your marker - get your
team members to name a term. You must either draw or do
a pantomime or use words for your explanation. New in this
Anniversary edition are the terms - 3000 new terms have been
collected, otherwise the rules are unchanged as regards to the
standard Activity Original edition.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

For this version you need to form two to four teams, of equal
size, if possible. 110 cards show six terms each and are sorted by
the numbers on their backside, these numbers indicate the level
of difficulty. The active member of the team draws a card and
rolls a die for the method of explanation - drawing, explaining
with words or pantomime. When the team guesses the term
within the time frame, it takes the card. When a term is printed
in red, you play an “open round”, in which all players can guess.
After eight rounds you add the card values on the backsides
of the cards you did win. Activity Sport can be used to expand
other editions.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

You are the owner of an airline and plan routes based on
Passenger Cards on display at the Baggage Claim. You collect
those cards and thereby points by moving your planes. The
airports have different shapes and planes are moved, started
and landed at those airports according to detailed rules. You can
form alliances, move markers on your Boarding Pass and move
your planes; then the display of Passenger Cards is changed and
you place Passenger Cards that you collected on your Boarding
Pass for the next round. At the end you add all miles = points on
your Passenger Cards plus a bonus of 30.000 for each triplet of
symbols on them.
Version: multi * Rules: en fr jp + de * In-game text: no

Creative communication game for 3-16 players, ages 12+

Creative communication game for 4-16 players, ages 12+

Logistics game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Aladin’s fliegender Teppich

Alfa Beta

Publisher: Goliath Toys

Designer: Dugald Keith
Publisher: Piatnik

4

Ali Baba

8

Designer: Dominique Ehrhard
Publisher: Piatnik

5

Zephire is fast but unfortunately clumsy Flying Carpet, and yet
you try to load him with the maximum possible amount of items
for transport. You use the scorpion on the game unit to adjust
the level of difficulty. The active player pulls a treasure from the
magic bag and puts it on the carpet. When treasures trop of you
replace them and must then draw and place a second item. If
you cause Zephire to crash you have lost the game.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Think of a long word quickly! Where is the problem? Well, it is in
the heap of letters on the table and in the hooks, because you
must line up the letters on them. 100 hooks in orange, green
and red show letters. You take the first letter of your word and
then you can only use the bottom hook to pick up another letter
- always only available once, no shuffling! Letters must hang in
correct alignment and order. If you lose a letter, your turn ends.
If you manage a correct word, you keep it. When all letters are
used or of no use anymore, you score 1 point for each orange
hook, 2 for green and 3 for red ones.
Version: multi * Rules: cz de fr hu it nl pl sk * In-game text: no

In the bulky amphorae treasures out of Ali Baba’s Cave are hidden, but as it is the way in fairy tales, some amphorae are empty
and in some of them robbers are lurking. Cards are laid out facedown and you reveal one card: You take an empty amphora.
An amphora with a robber is put back face down. Am amphora
with treasures is taken up in hand and you can continue to
reveal cards until you end your turn or are forced to end it. If
reveal the robber you lose the treasures currently in hand. If you
stop voluntarily, you set down the treasure cards. If you have 12
treasure cards, you win.
Version: multi * Rules: cz de en fr hu it sk * In-game text: no

Dexterity game for 2 or more players, ages 4+

Dexterity game with words for 2-5 plyers, ages 8+

Memo game for 2-6 players, ages 5+

Alien Frontiers

Alle Vögel sind schon da!

Designer: Tory Niemann
Publisher: Game Salute / Clever Mojo

Designer: Reinhard Staupe
Publisher: Amigo Spiele

Alles Banane!

4

Designer: Karin Hetling
Publisher: Kosmos

5

Planetary development and resources management are the
topics, you use your fleet and Alien technology to explore an
artifact of an alien race in orbit and to construct orbital stations
to set up colonies at strategically important locations. Dice are
space ships that you assign to stations for resources, fleet expansion and colonization. Markers on a planet represent influence
on orbital stations and territorial control. The active player rolls
all dice, uses alien Technology cards and assigns dice. Whoever
places his last colony triggers the end of the game and you win
with most points.
Version: en * Rules: en and others * In-game text: yes

The host of the Bird Party does not accept every gift. For all players to win together at least one gift must remain on the table. 16
bird cards show one of four birds on the back and a gift on the
front. 16 Peephole cards show a bird, a gift and a color. The bird
cards are spread out bird side up. You turn over the top peephole card and you must now turn over a bird card with the same
bird on the back - when gift and/or color correlate, the bird card
is turned back over and stays; your turn ends. If not, the bird card
is taken out of play and you turn over any other card, and so on.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Tell it with a banana instead of with words! 12 cards are on
display. The active player secretly chooses a card, takes the
banana and tries to enact a pantomime to describe the chosen
item. Whoever believes to know the item, puts his chip on the
card. When the first chip is placed and is placed correctly, the
guesser receives the card. If not, the active player continues to
act, and the chip stays on the card. When the item is not guessed
at all, the banana passes to the next player and all take back their
chips. When the draw pile is empty, you win with most cards.
Variant “Superbanane”, only the active player sees the card.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Resources management for 2-4 players, ages 13+

Memo game for 1-4 players, ages 4+

Pantomimic guessing game for 2-6 players, ages 5+

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age

7
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Alles Tomate!

Alte Dunkle Dinge

Amphipolis

Designer: Reiner Knizia
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

Designer: Simon McGregor
Publisher: Feuerland Spiele

Designer: Reiner Knizia
Publisher: Desyllas

6

10

You assist Max and Emmi to sort out the chaos on a farm. 7
theme cards are displayed, one farm card each is – after a short
time to memorize it – placed face down underneath the theme
card of the same color. Then a card from the stack is turned up. If
you are first to name the item that is hidden under the farm card
next to theme card of the same color as the card you just turned
up, you get the card. The card you just turned up is placed
face-down next to theme card, again after a few moments to
memorize it. When all cards are given out, you win with most
cards in your stack.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Adventurers want to learn secrets from a dark jungle river. In
each turn of the game you travel to a Fateful Location and
confront an Ominous Encounter. If you master those you
learn ancient secrets and acquire useful items in the guise of
markers that give support in future encounters. All encounters
are mastered with combinations of dice, cards and markers.
Failed attempts alert Dark Things which can cost you points. In
the aftermath of encounters you acquire equipment cards at
trade posts for tools. You win if you have collected most Ancient
Secrets when the Nameless Event happens.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

An important archeological site is threatened by a landslide,
teams of archeologists hurry to save the finds. In your turn you
draw four random tiles and put them into the corresponding
sorting areas on the board. Landslide tiles are placed on one of
the entrance cases. Then you take any two tiles from any sorting
area on the board and display them. Now you can use one of
your characters, but each of them only once. They give you additional tiles from different areas. When all entry cases are filled,
you score for relics in your personal display.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Memo game for 2-8 players, ages 6+

Dice and set collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 14+

Set collecting game for 1-4 players, ages 10+

… and then, we held Hands

Android: Netrunner

Antarctica

Designers: David Chircop, Yannick Massa
Publisher: Ludicréations

Designers: Richard Garfield, Lukas Litzsinger
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Designer: Charles Chevallier
Publisher: Argentum Verlag

Cards show two basic emotions in two colors. You win if you
and the other player enter the target case in consecutive turns.
To advance you end your moves on cases of the same color as
the target card. Each step is paid for with a color-corresponding
half of a card that can also be on display in the partner’s cards.
When then the partner cannot move the game is lost. Emotional
balance is adapted for each card played, for blue and green to
the right, for black and red to the left. If it is at zero, you can draw
cards. When a turn ends in the opposite half of the board you
re-arrange your cards and use the other color half.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: no

A Living Card Game, set in the Android universe – Runner versus
Corporation. Both have their own deck of cards and goals. The
Corporation can spend three Clicks per turn for actions; to install
server protection or to trace the runner. The Runner can spend
four Clicks; for instance for a Run – a hacker attack on Corporation with different targets; when he manages to get into a server
he might find something valuable or just destroy the Corporation project. If you collect seven points, you win. Core Set, with
deluxe expansions like “Daten und Bestimmung” and Data Packs,
z.B. „Mumbad Zyklus. “
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr pl * In-game text: yes

Due to Global changes, the interest in Antarctica rises. You build
research centers and mine resources. The sun frees one ship in
turn from the ice and allows its owner a turn. The ship moves to
a free spot and its owner can set buildings there, or construct
a ship, or hire scientists or achieve scientific progress or pass.
When someone has placed his last scientist or if there is nothing
left to build, you win with most victory points from majorities in
areas, research, prestige buildings and resources.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Cooperative card game for 2 players, ages 12+

Card game for 2 players, ages 14 and up

Area control game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Antike II

AquaSphere

Aramini Circus

Designer: Mac Gerdts
Publisher: PD-Verlag

Designer: Stefan Feld
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele / H@ll Games

Designer: Steven Aramini
Publisher: iello

8

Ancient people found cities, build temples, sail the seas and discover science. Legions and galleys open up new living space and
defend their people from enemies. You enter a square and apply
its actions. Before that, you receive a coin, and afterwards you
can found cities or win an ancient personality. The new edition
introduces two new boards and the new card Bellona to balance
the starting player advantage, as well as city markers for controlling resources of a newly founded city. Military has become
more expensive and conquest of cities easier. Temples for victory
points are now neutral without damaging other players.
Version: multi * Rules: de en + fr * In-game text: no

A trial lab in the Deep Seas. Teams - comprising an engineer, a
scientist, programmable bots and exploratory submarines - collect the maximum possible amount of data. In four rounds you
must program bots, expand laboratories and collect knowledge
points. For this you have player turns per round until all have
passed, followed by an interim scoring and preparation for the
next round. In a player turn you program your bot and resolve
the action - expand laboratory, take time marker, take crystals,
catch octopod, use submarine, take research card or program
bot.
Version: multi * Rules: de en + fr it pl * In-game text: no

The Circus moves on and you want to load up your animals fast
and be the first to leave. You have an engine, a swap marker and
five animal cards; four wagon cards and one animal card are
on display. In your turn you have two actions from the options
of drawing an animal card, load available wagon with animals,
that is, discard animals and take the wagon card, or change
your swap marker - they are jokers: Two animals depicted on it
replace any other animal. To score you place the wagon behind
the engine, value or color must correspond to the previous
wagon. IF you achieve the given score, you win. Series Mini
Games.
Version: multi * Rules: en fr * In-game text: no

Strategic development game for 3-6 players, ages 12+

Strategic/tactical development game for 2-4 players, ages 12+

Card collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

8

Colour codes for target groups (Headline Colour)
For children + learning
With friends
For families
For experts

Colour codes for features (Bar in Evalution box)
Chance
Strategy
Knowledge
Tactics
Creativity
Memory

GABIS explanation on page 3
Communication
Interaction

Dexterity
Action
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Architecto

Area 1851

AssasssinCon

Designers: Michel and Robert Lyons
Publisher: Foxmind Games / Carletto

Designer: Justin Blake
Publisher: Game Salute / Five24 Labs

Designer: Binh Vo
Publisher: Mayday Games

6

Architecto is a three-dimensional tangram. The game contains
building blocks in seven different shapes and in varying number,
but all of the same color, which can be combined into a multitude of shapes. The 50 puzzles are sorted into 6 different grades
of difficulty. Each puzzle shows the number of parts needed to
solve it. For some puzzles there is more than one solution. The
solutions at the end of the booklet show the different shapes in
different colors to enable players to control their solution. Series
Brain Builder.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

As one of five tinkerers you modify gadgets of alien origin or
from settlers and natives to create unique items which enhance
your reputation with the neighbors. In 15 rounds you play six
phases: Event, preparation, action, distribution, assistant and
rotation. Most important are actions - you craft something, you
modify something, discard a card, activate an assistance or do
something with dice. Delivered gadgets earn you reputation points and in the rotation phase you and all your tinker
cards to your neighbor. Will he make a hand-woven shirt with
bioluminescence?
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: yes

Welcome to the Convention of Secret Agents! In between
seminars on practicable invisibility and fashion shows for Ninja
hoods you roam the corridors and try to knock out the others
before you are caught yourself. In the modes of either “Tag
Tournament“ or „Cloak ‚n Dagger“ - simple and difficult - you
play rounds in which you choose characters and are assigned a
target. Rounds comprise the phases of planning, movement and
elimination. Points are awarded on the basis of scenarios, in Tag
Tournament for eliminating targets and surviving the round, and
Cloak ‚n Dagger for eliminating targets, surviving the round and
alerting the guards. If your score is five points, you win.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: no

Logic bulding game for 1 player, ages 6+

Set collecting game with dice for 2-5 players, ages 13+

Action and deduction game for 4-6 players, ages 12+

Asterix & Obelix Mau Mau

Auf den Spuren von Marco Polo

Auf der Flucht

Designer: Peter Neugebauer
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

Designers: Daniele Tascini, Simone Luciani
Publisher: Hans im Glück

Designer: Sonja Klein
Publisher: Gmeiner Verlag

8

The classic card game in a new version. You are dealt eight cards,
the rest is draw pile. The top card is revealed and you always
put down a card of the same color or the same character as the
previous card. When you play special cards, you name a color
and there are potions or - in a mini-game - Romans & Boars for
all. Potions are played for actions using a village card with potion
symbol. Last but one and last card - cannot be a special card! are announced with Mau and Mau Mau and you score points for
the cards left over in other’s hands and for Romans & Boars.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

As one of the companions of Marco Polo you plan your route
through lucrative cities to score points with them and with
completing orders, and you also try to meet targets for the final
scoring. Completed tasks give you advantages; in cities you can
use privileges. In each round you roll and place dice on action
cases and implement the action - take money, visit the market,
camels, Khan’s favor, taking orders, use city cards or travel. Before
or after an action you can do additional actions. After five rounds
you score completed target cards, trade posts in Beijing and,
with it, goods as well as the majority of completed orders.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Both players simultaneously investigate a case - you are investigator and culprit in turn. You construct a case for your opponent
from location and escape vehicle cards; crime scene and arrest
scene are visible, with four locations and five vehicles face-down
in-between. In turn you ask three questions; answers are “yes”
or “no”. Then you can play an investigation card, which your
opponent can answer with a defense card, or swap a card. When
five location cards and four escape vehicle cards of your case are
turned up and you name the locations of accomplice and loot in
your case correctly, you win; if not, your opponent wins.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Card shedding game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Development and worker placement game for 2-4 players, ages 12+

Crime puzzle with cards for 2 players, ages 14+

Auf nach Indien!

Auf Teufel komm raus

Designer: Hisashi Hayashi
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

Designers: Tanja and Sara Engel
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

Auf Zack

10

Designers: Kirsten Becker, Jens-Peter Schliemann
Publisher: Drei Hasen in der Abendsonne

6

Seafarers are searching for the route to India and as a noble
sponsor you win with most victory points from discovering new
coastal towns, sale of goods and buildings. At the start, Lisbon
and three more towns are discovered = turned up. Money and
victory points are called Banker and Historian and are marked
with tokens on numbers. If you are out of markers, a surplus is
forfeit. A turn comprises 1) two actions of your choice for cost/
conditions – hire help, move ship including discovering town,
sell goods, build, make an invention or speed up ship and 2)
put tokens for later use as banker or historian on Lisbon and use
technologies.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

48 coal pieces with devils and numbers are lying face down in
the oven. All bid secretly on the highest sum in coals that will be
revealed by any player without the devil making an appearance.
Then you turn up coal until you stop or the devil appears. If
you stop you name the sum of coals; devils means a sum of 0. If
your bet was lower or equal to the highest coal sum your stake
is doubled or trebled; if your bet was lower you lose your stake.
Then all add their chips and place their marker: In last position
or when on area 0-50 you get 50 per turned-up devil. If you
reach a chips sum of 1600, the game ends and you win with the
highest total.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

On 44 tiles you find 11 different images, always in different
numbers. Those tiles are shuffled face-down and laid out, the
wooden discs are placed, numbers showing, between the tiles.
In your turn you reveal 2 tiles - when they show different images
you turn them back over. If the image is the same, all players add
the number of images quickly and grab the disc with the corresponding number. Whoever grabs the correct disc first, gets the
pair of tiles. When all are taken, you win with most tiles.
Version: multi * Rules: de es it nl * In-game text: no

Worker placement game for 3-4 players, ages 12+

Bidding game for 2-6 players, ages 10+

Educational game on calculations for 2-5 players, ages 6+

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age

9
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Aus die Maus

Ausgerechnet Fernweh

Publisher: Foxmind Games / Carletto

Designers: Bernhard Lach, Uwe Rapp
Publisher: Huch! & friends

5

Automobiles

10

Designer: David Short
Publisher: Alderac Entertainment Group

In a double-sided disc sit 28 mice, that is, marbles, in six rows
with 3-5-6-6-5-3 marbles. Players alternate their turns and press
down any number of mice in one row of their choice. You are allowed to press down all mice in a row. With your turns you try to
force your opponent into having to press down the last mouse
and thus lose the game. When all mice are down, you turn over
the disc for a new round. Whoever wins three such rounds wins
the game. In the expert rule you may only press down mice in a
row that already shows gaps when the mice you want to press
down are adjacent to each other.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Special edition for the 10-year anniversary of the series. Where
is Hammamet? West of Aix-en-Provence? North of Recife? You
draw the top card and insert it in the north-south or east-west
row. Then others can doubt; the new card and one neighboring card are checked. When the numbers in direction of the
arrows get bigger, the card is in correct position. Whoever was
correct receives a chip from the other player. In scoring rounds,
triggered by an Intermezzo card, all guess how many cards are
wrong all-over and the display is checked from the starting card.
If you guessed correctly you get two chips. After 45 cards you
win with most chips.
Version: de * Rules: de and many others * In-game text: no

Automobiles is a deck building game in which you use cubes
instead of cards; for each type of cube there are reference cards
stating cost, effect and value for money. In each round you have
a standard turn, in which you use active cubes for car and racing,
or an alternative turn for a pit stop and repairs. In a standard turn
you choose cubes and apply them one by one, use remaining
cubes for money to buy more cubes, move the car, gain wear
and clean up your cube piles. In the alternative turn you remove
all wear cubes from your active pile. When someone crosses the
finish line, you win at the end of the round if you are in front.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: yes

Tactical placement game for 2 players, ages 5+

Geography quiz game for 2-6 players, ages 10+

Deck building game with a racing topic for 2-5 players, ages 14+

Avalon

Aya

Designer: Don Eskridge
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Designers: Olivier Grégoire & Thibaut Quintens
Publisher: Blackrock Games

Bad Habit

8

Designer: Valéry Fourcade
Publisher: moses.Verlag

The sequel to The Resistance, a deduction game on secret identities. Arthur’s companions win if they succeed in three quests;
Mordred’s henchmen win by successfully block three quests.
The Leader ensures that all Mordred’s men know each other and
that Merlin knows all minions of Mordred. In a round the Leader
selects a team; players discuss it and then vote on the team; if it
not confirmed the role of Leader passes to the next player who
tries to select a team. If confirmed, the team starts a quest by
voting on it. Arthur’s companions must vote success, Mordred’s
minions can choose! The quest fails when there is only one vote
of failure!
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Aya, Goddess of Water - in her world we cooperate for images
of landscapes and animals. In the placement phase you place
domino pieces, tiles and animal-image markers according to
stringent rules within a double run of the sand timer. This results
in an upright chain of Dominos with landscape tiles in-between
and the dominos and animal-image markers on top of them.
You start the chain and all dominos topple. Then all score
animal-images and landscape according to their positions in
relation to each other and to the domino chain. The points you
score are meant to show your achievement in a ranking and
should be topped next time.
Version: multi * Rules: en fr * In-game text: no

You pull your hair? You evade questions? Do you have a problem? No, you play Bad Habit and adher to the rules. You draw a
card and choose a bad habit. In turn the others ask questions
and you include the tick in your answer and answer truthfully,
unless the cards demands something else. You may not introduce other ticks for sidetracking others. After your answer the
player who asked can give a guess. IF he is correct, he takes the
card. When your bad habit has not been guessed after six questions, you give back the card. If you do not use the bad habit and
get caught, all others take a card. You win with three cards.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Deduction and discussion game for 5-10 players, ages 13+

Cooperative placement game for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Observation game for 3-6 players, ages 12+

Bakerspeed

Bamboleo

Designer: Marko Jelen
Publisher: Österreichisches Spiele Museum

Designer: Jacques Zeimet
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

7

Bang!

6

Designer: Emiliano Sciarra
Publisher: dV Giochi

Bakerstreet’s hobby detectives try to catch criminals in order
to help LeStrade. Three deduction dice for features show three
colors, three symbols for the type and three numbers for the
number of persons. For each possible combination there are two
corresponding cards. The active player rolls three dice one after
the other in a sequence of his choice. After each die all players
try to discard a card with the correct number of features. The
fastest player may leave his card on the table. When nobody can
discard a suitable card, you ignore previous results in the next
toll(s) of this turn. Whoever is first to be out of cards, wins.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

The one and only mechanism in Bamboleo is balance! The
difference and beauty of the game lies in the unusual, unusually
pretty and challenging realization of the game. On a wooden
base vaguely shaped like an abstract tree trunk sits a wooden
disc on a cork ball. Before you balance the disc on the ball you
set all 30 wooden shapes on the disc. And yes, balancing the
full disc on the ball on top of the base. If you manage to balance
the disc, it is your task to remove one piece in your turn without
disturbing the balance and let the disc tumble! When it tumbles,
the pieces you collected up to this moment are scored.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr gr nl no * In-game text: no

On location at a wild-west genre film! Each player secretly chooses a role – sheriff, deputy, outlaw or renegade – and a character
with special abilities, but only the sheriff is known to the other
players. You draw two cards and use them to assist yourself,
maybe to acquire a horse or a weapon, or you attack another
character within your range. “Bang” is used to shoot; your target
may use “Missed” to defend himself. If you lose all life points, you
drop out of the game. You win if you eliminate your opponents:
The sheriff the outlaws, the outlaws the sheriff and the renegade
should be the last one standing.
Version: de * Rules: cn de fr fi gr hu it kr pl se * In-game text: yes

Dice and reaction game for 2-5 players, ages 7+

Game of balance for 2-7 players, ages 6+

Wild-west card game for 4-7 players, ages 10+

10

Colour codes for target groups (Headline Colour)
For children + learning
With friends
For families
For experts

Colour codes for features (Bar in Evalution box)
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Bang! Dodge City

Bang! Expansion Pack

Bang! Gold Rush

Designer: Emiliano Sciarra
Publisher: Abacusspiele

Designer: Emiliano Sciarra
Publisher: Abacusspiele

Designer: Emiliano Sciarra
Publisher: Abacusspiele

Dodge City is the second expansion for the card game Bang!
Cards are shuffled separately and stacked open-faced; the
Sheriff takes the top card from the stack and puts it on the table,
the top card is in play and players must adhere to the demands
of the card. The expansion introduces 15 new characters and 40
new cards, plus 8 role cards for a game for 8 players, there is a
second renegade card. Cards with a green edge cannot be used
n the same round in which they are played. This expansion now
also allows for a game of three players.
Version: de * Rules: de en it * In-game text: yes

This Expansion Pack combines three expansions: In The Valley of
the Shadows - 8 new character and 16 new other cards - the gunslingers meet rattlesnakes, tornados and bandits, ghosts of dead
enemies can return. Wild West Show: 10 Wild West Show and 8
character cards. Wild West Show cards are stacked separately.
When a Diligence or Wells Fargo card is played, the top Wild
West Show card is revealed and implemented. High Noon and a
Fistful of Cards: The respective decks are stacked open-faced; the
Sheriff lays out the top one, it is now in play and its instructions
must be followed.
Version: de * Rules: de en it * In-game text: yes

Expansion for Bang! You secretly choose a role – sheriff, deputy,
outlaw or renegade – and a character with special abilities,
only the sheriff is known. You draw two cards and use one to
assist yourself or you attack another character. If you lose all life
points, you drop out of the game. You win if you eliminate your
opponents: The sheriff the outlaws, the outlaws the sheriff and
the renegade should be the last one standing. In Gold Rush new
equipment and character cards are added, as well as two new
mechanisms: You can buy equipment for new abilities with gold;
and in the Schatten variant an eliminated player comes back
into the game.
Version: de * Rules: de en it * In-game text: yes

Expandsion for Bang! for 3-8 players, ages 8+

Expansion for Bang! for 4-7 players, ages 8+

Expansion for Bang! for 4-7 players, ages 8+

Bang! The Dice Game

Bang! The Duel

Bang! The Walking Dead

Designers: Michael Palm, Lukas Zach
Publisher: dV Giochi

Designer: Emiliano Sciarra
Publisher: dV Giochi

Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

8

Shootout with dice in the Wild West! As sheriff, outlaw, deputy
or renegade you have the same goals as in the card game
and roll five dice, maximum three times. You can set aside and
reroll dice. Dice show symbols with different effects, which are
implemented in the order of Arrow, Dynamite, Bull’s Eye 1 and
2, Beer and Gatling - for yourself, your neighbor or all players.
For arrow, bull’s eye, dynamite or Gatling you lose a life, for
beer you win one. Dynamite cannot be rerolled and arrows are
implemented after each roll. When you lose your last life, you are
out of the game.
Version: en * Rules: en it * In-game text: no

Finally a game for two! Showdown in Wild West with 24 new
characters and a total of 80 cards with new symbols and abilities.
Each player controls a gang of gunslingers, either siding with
the law or siding with the outlaws. There are always two of them
actively engaged, the one at the front, the other as a rear guard.
When one is eliminated from the game, you replace him with
another. You have your own, individual deck and discard cards
to a joint pile, so you can use opponent’s cards later in the game;
in general the mechanisms from Bang! apply. You win, if you
eliminate all opposing characters first.
Version: multi * Rules: en it * In-game text: yes

TV series topic - each player secretly chooses a role with special
abilities. You draw two cards, play any number of cards and
discard surplus cards, the hand limit equals your current health
points. You can play an attack, heal yourself and can only have
one card per type and only one weapon on display. If you are
out of health points, you are out of the game. The leader of the
Survivors must eliminate all Saviors and the Loner; Survivors
have the same goal as the Leader, Saviors want to kill the Leader
and eliminate each others, Loner Hilltop wants to be only one
to survive.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Dice game for 3-8 players, ages 8+

Card game for 2 players, ages 8+

Card game for 4-7 players, ages 13+

Barking up the wrong Tree

Barragoon

BattleLore Zweite Edition

Designers: Gary Dicken, Steve Kendall, Phil Kendall
Publisher: Ragnar Brothers

Designers: Robert Witter, Frank Warneke
Publisher: WiWa Spiele

Designers: Richard Borg, Robert A. Kouba
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

You should take care not to bark up the wrong tree, but collect
as many different trees as you can. You can only place one type
of dog at a tree. All very calm and rural until someone places
a cat at a tree, because then, of course, more and more dogs
are barking up that tree, that is, different types of dogs can be
placed at that tree. 63 cards comprise ten types of dogs, six mongrels and seven different cats with markers for their placement
in the tree, and 43 discs represent ten types of trees. In each
round more dogs, cats and trees are introduced into the game.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

In order to win you need to defeat all opposing pieces or hinder
them to move by moving your own pieces and placing of
Barragoons. A Barragoon carries six different symbols and can
be crossed in direction of its arrow on top. Pieces move their
value or value minus 1, orthogonally and can change direction
once in a move by 90°.; they cannot be crossed or you cannot
defeat one of your own pieces. When a piece moves onto a
square with an opposing piece or a Barragoon, the piece or
Barragon is defeated, a Barragoon is placed again immediately.
For a defeated piece each player places one new Barragoon, the
defeated player goes first.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr es it nl * In-game text: no

BattleLore combines elements from board game, role playing
and taple top in a conflict between 2 factions, played out in scenarios.The new edition is set in the Runebound universe, Lords
of Daqan versus Uthuk Y’llan on the battlefields of Terrinoth. A
player turn comprises main phase and refresh; the main phase
is split into command, activation, movement and attack; refresh
comprises victory points, drawing of cards and power. Aim of
the game is to conquer a given number of banners or coat-ofarms tiles. Banners are acquired from the standard bearer of a
defeated enemy unit and coat-of-arms from conquering terrain
tiles.
Version: de * Rules: cn de en ru * In-game text: yes

Placement game for 2-5 players, ages 14+

Abstract placement game for 2 players, ages 8+

Fantasy-Tabletop for 2 players, ages 14+

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age

11
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Battlestar Galactica

Bausack

Designer: Corey Konieczka
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Designer: Klaus Zoch
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

Beasty Bar and New Beasts in Town

8

Designers: Stefan Kloß, Anna Oppolzer
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

8

In Battlestar Galactica your allegiance to a team is secret and
teams have different goals. Humans are searching for the way
back to Earth and the Cylons want to destroy mankind. A move
comprises the drawing of ability cards, movement, action, crises,
activating Cylon ship and preparing for jumping. Humans win if
they travel a minimum of 8 units and do a final jump. Cylons win
if they hinder Humans to achieve their goal. The Pegasus expansion introduces support for Galactica from Battlestar Pegasus;
Exodus Expansion introduces the options Cylon fleet, Conflicting
Loyalties and Ionian Nebula. In the new expansion Götterdämmerung mutiny threatens.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr it pl * In-game text: yes

A bag full of unusual building blocks – you find a mushroom,
an egg cup, a pyramid, or a Christmas tree. Players build towers
according to their rule of choice: A joint tower built by all. Or
an individual tower, you 1) bid for blocks to place or 2) bid for
placing a block and also for refusing a block, if you cannot bid to
refuse you quit the game or 3) have a base and build your own
tower, but at the start all players have chosen blocks and placed
them in a row; then you build and can take blocks from other
rows. Or 4) you win with three red blocks in your tower, blocks
are auctioned and placed in any tower.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr nl * In-game text: no

Party at the Beasty Bar, your animals want to attend. You place
one of four animals in hand at the end of the queue and apply
its action, followed by “permanent animal actions in the queue
and, finally, the entrance check at Heaven’s Gate: When five animals are in the queue the two foremost ones can enter and the
last animal is thrown out. You end your turn with drawing a card.
When all animals are played you win with most animals in the
bar. New Bests in Town introduces new animals and corresponding rule changes; it can be combined with Beasty Bar, in this case
you choose 12 animals of value 1-12 for your deck.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

SciFi board game for 3-6 players, ages 10+

Game of creative building for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Card placement game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Beeren klau‘n

Bellz

Designer: Jacques Zeimet
Publisher: Noris Spiele

Designer: Don Reid
Publisher: Game Factory

4

Bermuda

6

Designer: Carlo Emanuele Lanzavecchia
Publisher: Huch! & friends

Magic Raven „Schnabelgrün“ hat created Giant Berries, which we
want to pick, and from time to time we must pull the raven out
of the swamp. Schnabelgrün starts on any bush. You turn up a
card and resolve it: For a number Schnabelgrün moves along the
bushes; if he ends up on berries, you take them. If he ends up
on an empty bush you turn the bush to the swamp side. When
Schnabelgrün ends up on an empty swamp you put two berries
on it to save him. If the card shows raven + berry you can take
a berry from another player. If you cannot place 2 berries on a
swamp when necessary, the player with most berries discards
to and wins.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

40 Bellz -little bells in four colors, 20 small ones, 12 medium ones
and 8 big ones - are shuffled on the playing surface, which is the
spread-out inside of the cloth package. The active player takes
the magnetic wand, decides on the big end with the strong
magnet or the thin end with the weak magnet and collects Bellz
in his color with it. He cannot switch the ends and his turn ends
if he picks up more than one color of if a Bellz falls off the wand.
In this case he puts back all Bellz collected so far. If you are happy
with the number of Bellz you collected you take them off the
wand and set them aside. Whoever collects his 10 Bellz first, wins
the game.
Version: multi * Rules: de fr it * In-game text: no

Players dive for treasures guarded by an evil witch. All play
simultaneously and place diving cards below treasure cards, up
to the maximum stated for the depth. Each card placed must be
lower or higher by one than the previously added card. Players
themselves time the round, they hold their breath while placing
cards. The first player who has to draw breath terminates the
round and it is scored. Treasures in correct rows go to players,
the others to the witch. After five rounds players win together
when the number of their treasure cards is higher than the total
damage points on the treasure cards of the witch.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr nl * In-game text: no

Move, roll and collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 4+

Magnetic collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 6+

Cooperative card game for 3-6 players, ages 10+

Bibi Blocksberg Verhexter Hexenbesen
Designer: Kai Haferkamp
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele

Biff Baff

5

Big Brain Bang

Publisher: Goliath Toys

3

Designer: Danila Goryunov
Publisher: Rightgames RBG

Kartoffelbrei the witches’ broom has noises for ten different destinations and you need to reach them and get back home before
it crash-lands. You fly = run to the destination indicated by the
noise, touch the card and run back to the house to hand the
broom to the next player. When you hear the noise for a crash
landing you must take a „Hexverbot“ = „No Magic allowed“ card.
Or all players run about the room and only whoever touches the
destination determined by a noise first does not have to take a
Hexverbot card. When someone has three Hexverbot cards, the
game ends and you win with fewest days on your Hexverbot
cards.
Version: multi * Rules: de fr it * In-game text: no

The drumming game board with color cases is marked with
hand symbols for two tones and equipped with a magnetic
turntable. The turntable indicates rhythmic sequences. The
game offers 13 different suggestions for games using rhythm
and movement. Depending on the chosen game you place
different magnets on the turntable: Bass (low tone) - Snare (high
tone) - Psst - snipping. The individual variants train rhythm,
memory, playing teams, that is, harmonics, and reaction.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Neurons transfer thoughts, the gaming table represents the
brain, Players add fragments of the neural network and try to
pass on their on thought. Each part of the network scores victory
points. You roll for an idea, choose two of the three dice and
catapult one on the table according to given methods - then
you place one tile at the dice and determine its owner according
to its placement. With the black tile you can destroy tiles. When
all tiles are on the table or destroyed, you score for your network
and unused explosion markers.
Version: multi * Rules: de en ru * In-game text: no

Listening and reaction game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Music game for 1-4 players, ages 3+

Placement game with dice for 2-4 players, ages 12+

12

Colour codes for target groups (Headline Colour)
For children + learning
With friends
For families
For experts

Colour codes for features (Bar in Evalution box)
Chance
Strategy
Knowledge
Tactics
Creativity
Memory

GABIS explanation on page 3
Communication
Interaction

Dexterity
Action
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Bim Bamm!

Bioblo Classic Box

Designers: Michael Palm, Lukas Zach
Publisher: Drei Hasen in der Abendsonne

6

Bite Night

4

Publisher: Bioblo

Designer: Ronald Wettering
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

8

Uncover animals and count them! 16 double-sided tiles show
animals in characteristic color and background color; one side of
the tiles shows a white frame, the other a black frame. The action
tile decides which side is used. In your turn you can either turn
over an animal tile or use the action tile. Depending on its visible
frame color you swap a card with your draw pile or with another
player and turn over the action tile. If you see five animals as
depicted on your card, you call “Bim Bamm” and put down the
card for a victory point and draw a new one. In case of a mistake
you lose a card and if you collect cards, you win.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Bioblo - short for Biological Blocks - are new innovative building blocks: Flat, longish oblongs with a comb structure. They
come in different colors, are light and easy to use, even when
you place them vertically in your construct. They are also an
egolocical novelty - they are made from 60% wood shavings
and a biological synthetic component on plant basis (mainly
sugar cane) and thus are made from 100% renewable resources.
Another advantage: You can clean them in a dishwasher or
washing mashine. The Bioblo Classic Box offers 202 blocks and
a cotton bag for those who do not want to re-align the blocks
in the box.
Version: de * Rules: - * In-game text: no

All players collect moon tiles and enter secret collecting goals,
called rendezvous cards, into the game. You play turns made up
from rounds, and a round comprises: 1) Choosing a rendezvous
card and place it face-down on the board, the order must not
be changed! 2) All place three moon tiles into the middle, reveal
them simultaneously and grab three tiles again, if possible
corresponding to the secretly played rendezvous cards. When
all moon tiles have been assigned in this way, you turn over the
stack of rendezvous cards and implement the action or score the
points incurred.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: yes

Counting and reaction game for 2-5 players, ages 6+

Building blocks for 1 or more players, ages 3+

Collecting game for 3-4 players, ages 8+

Black Hat

Black Stories Bibel Edition

Black Stories Dark Tales

Designer: Timo Multamäki
Publisher: Dragon Dawn Productions

Designer: Johannes Bartels
Publisher: moses.Verlag

Designers: Corinna Harder, Jens Schumacher
Publisher: moses.Verlag

Data hacking is the topic - cards are the same on both sides, so
you know your opponents cards. You play one or several cards
or the same value; the others follow with a card or the same
number of cards of another value. The same number of cards of
higher value take the trick and you move your own marker or an
opposing marker. When Blackhat is played, the lowest combination wins and the winner of the trick can pick up cards from the
trick. When someone is out of cards, you score the round and
play another one. When a marker is on the critical asset slot or
cannot move you score the game and the game ends, you win
with the lowest score.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

The story teller is called the arbiter, he reads the story on the
front of the card. The other players are his people and may pose
any questions, but must pose them in a way that the arbiter can
answer with yes or now. The arbiter can give hints or deviate
players from totally wrong assumptions. The answer on the
back of the card is the only correct and acceptable solution. This
edition tells 50 stories from the Bible where you can find many
morbid, black-as-night stories in the Old and New Testament,
from the Garden of Eden to the Resurrection of Jesus. And sometimes the stories even have a Happy End.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

The story teller is called the arbiter, he reads the story on the
front of the card. The other players are his people and may pose
any questions, but must pose them in a way that the arbiter can
answer with yes or now. The arbiter can give hints or deviate
players from totally wrong assumptions. The answer on the back
of the card is the only correct and acceptable solution. This edition tells 50 black stories from the realm of myths - we encounter
horrible worms, snarling zombies and malicious, back-stabbing
witches and many more creatures that populate the realms of
myths, legends and folk lore. Creepiness at its best!
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Trick-taking card game for 2-6 players, ages 10+

Narrative deduction game for 2 or more players, ages 12+

Narrative deduction game for 2 or more players, ages 12+

Black Stories Das Verhör

Black Stories Latein Edition

Black Stories Junior In 80 Rätseln um die Welt

Designer: Johannes Krenner
Publisher: moses.Verlag

Designer: Holger Bösch
Publisher: moses.Verlag

Designer: Andrea Köhrsen
Publisher: moses.Verlag

8

After first investigations detectives meet in conference.
Suspects, case and interrogation cards are available. You choose
a case card including all related interrogation cards; each
player draws a suspect and is dealt 5-8 interrogation cards, in
relation to the number of players. Each suspect is assigned a
letter which relates to text blocks on the interrogation cards.
Following detailed instructions you use front and back side of
the interrogation cards, may only note and mark suspect name
and interrogation card numbers; otherwise you listen and give a
guess on the culprit. The culprit is who is marked most often on
the investigation sheets.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

The story teller is called the arbiter, he reads the story on the
front of the card. The other players are his people and may pose
any questions, but must pose them in a way that the arbiter can
answer with yes or now. The arbiter can give hints or deviate
players from totally wrong assumptions. The answer on the
back of the card is the only correct and acceptable solution. This
edition features 50 aenigmata nigerrima and at this point you
should know Latin because rules and puzzles are in Latin language - a gift from heaven for pupils, providing a replacement
for Caesar, Cicero and Co. Narrationes Nigrae delectant!
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

This is the junior version of Black Stories, intended as a special
adventure edition which features the puzzles form the board
game version, Black Stories Junior Das Spiel. The leader of the
expedition reads the riddle and answers questions of the other
players; the extensive text beneath the answer helps him to give
answers; sometimes he must improvise, when the text does
not provide an answers. Players are called the guessing crowd
and can consult. If you want a more difficult version, you try to
pose questions in a way that the leader of the expedition can
answer with yes or no only. A player may continue to ask until
the answer is no.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Detective game for 3-6 players, ages 12+

Narrative deduction game for 2 or more players, ages 12+

Guessing and communication game for 2 or more players, ages 8+

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age

13
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Blindes Huhn

Blitz-Dings

Blood Bound

Designer: Heike Risthaus
Publisher: Ostia Spiele

Designer: Andrew Innes
Publisher: Kosmos

Designer: Kalle Krenzer
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

10

You try to win chickens of maximum value in auctions and to
land the Blind Hens with your fellow players. Three cards are
drawn by the auctioneer and auctioned as a package - the
auctioneer offers 1 or 2 of them openly, he alone knows all cards.
You make a bid; the highest bidder takes the package and pays
the auctioneer with cards already in his hand. When the auctioneer is the highest bidder, he pays one card in turn to all players,
they choose the card. When the end-of-game card is drawn, you
score color majorities and card values in three colors as well as
Blind Hens and golden grains.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

In turn players turn over a card showing a symbol and a term.
When two cards show the same symbol a flash duel of card
owners takes place: For instance, if two circles and the terms
sports utensil and tourist attraction are visible, the duel is won
by whoever names a tourist attraction first if he holds the card
with sports utensil, and vice versa. The winner gets the card of
the other player for a victory point. When the removal of the
card results in the forming of a new pair a new duel ensues.
Joker are placed separately, show two symbols and trigger duels,
too. When all cards of a set are revealed you win with most cards.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: yes

A long time after the War of the Vampires the Clan Elders search
for survivors for the Last Stand. As a clan member you attack
others to gain information on their identity. The active player
passes or attacks another player who takes damage. For damage
you must place a marker from stock next to your face-down
character card; the marker must concur in one symbol with the
character card. The attacked player can ask if another player will
take the attack instead. Players with unrevealed rank can offer to
take the attack instead. If you take your fourth damage, you are
overwhelmed. If you are the clan leader, the others win; if not,
your clan wins.
Version: de * Rules: de en jp * In-game text: yes

Bid and bluff game for 3-5 players, ages 10+

Reaction and party game for 3-6 players, ages 10+

Bluff and deduction game for 6-12 players, ages 14+

Blue

Boost!

Designer: Stephan Riedel
Publisher: Clicker-Spiele

Designer: Julien Sentis
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

6

Booty

6

Designer: Alexander Cobian
Publisher: Mayfair Games

Five puzzles with 48 parts show the same overall image, but
colors of detail images change from puzzle to puzzle. One puzzle
per player is broken up, each player keeps the marked stating
piece and then you shuffle all pieces together. Now all players
simultaneously search for the pieces they need. If you are first
to complete a puzzle, you win the first round. All score in order
of finishing, then you play a second round in which you swap
puzzle pieces to get the colors sorted out in your puzzle. The
active player chooses a part and names the player with whom
he wants to swap. Whoever has left the fewest wrong parts in
his puzzle, wins.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

100 round tiles come from ten categories and you are meant
to collect most tiles by finding cards of the same category first animals, jewels, sweets, fruits, cookies, monsters, buildings, musical instruments, plants or vehicles. Cards are shuffled and dealt
evenly to all players. All turn over their first card and put them
in the middle. Whoever spots two or more cards belonging to
the same category, e-g- fruits, names the category and points
out the cards. If he is correct, he takes all cards, if not, he pauses
and the others continue their search. Cards not taken in a round
remain on the table. Includes variants.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Distributing spoils evenly is a challenge despite a Gentlemen’s
Agreement among the pirates to do it correctly. One player is
the Quartermaster of the round, spoils cards are revealed and
the QM decides. He offers a share, you can accept or decline.
The QM prepares the share, including a marker for rank; all can
discuss the share, the QM decides. Then a player can claim the
share in order of rank, the QM only gets it if nobody else accepts.
You check the share - if it contains Trade Routes or Might, you
must play those cards. Then the game continues with a new
share and maybe a new QM. When the deck is out of cards, you
win with most points.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: yes

Spotting and placement game for 1-5 players, ages 6+ or 8+

Spotting and Collecting game for 2-8 players, ages 6+

Card game for 3-6 players, ages 10+

Bop it!

BrainBox

Publisher: Hasbro

Designer: Gary Wyatt
Publisher: The Green Board Game / Carletto

8

Brains

8

Designer: Reiner Knizia
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

8

Futuristic, cool, hip, fun! The game unit randomly names actions
which you must act out very fast using different parts of the unit.
The feature “scream” can be shut down. If you react correctly you
hear a specific sound and a new order. If your reaction is wrong,
the run ends or - in the multiplayer variant - you quit the game.
If you have managed to score 100 points at the beginner’s level,
the unit accesses the Master Level, and after that the Professional Level. In those levels spoken orders are mixed with sound
orders. You can play alone or hand on the unit to other players or
play in party mode.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Aim of the game is to win as many cards as possible within the
pre-set time limit of 10 minutes. You draw a card from the box,
look at the picture while the timer runs, roll a die and hand on
the card to your neighbor. He poses the question according to
the die result. If your answer is correct, you receive the card and
pass the turn to the next player. If not, you put the card back into
the box and the next player draws a card. It is important to take
a close look at the pictures, because all answers can be found
on it. There are several theme sets available, among them “Wilde
Tiere” or “Meine ersten Bilder”.
Version: de * Rules: cz de en fr * In-game text: yes

Japanese gardens are difficult to arrange as you have to adhere
to parameters. The game comprises puzzles for 50 gardens. You
choose a puzzle and take the board all seven garden tiles. Each
empty case on the board must be covered with a tile in a way
that complies with all parameters of the board. You can turn the
tiles any which way before placing them. You are meant to play
the 50 puzzles in the sequence of their numbers, as they get
consecutively more difficult in five levels of difficulty. The rules
contain a clue for each puzzle and a separate brochure holds all
solutions.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Reaction game for 1 or more players, ages 8+

Educational memo game for 1 or more players, ages 4+

Mental training for 1 player, ages 8+

14

Colour codes for target groups (Headline Colour)
For children + learning
With friends
For families
For experts

Colour codes for features (Bar in Evalution box)
Chance
Strategy
Knowledge
Tactics
Creativity
Memory

GABIS explanation on page 3
Communication
Interaction

Dexterity
Action
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Brettspiel-Adventskalender 2015

Brick Party

Broom Service

Designer: diverse
Publisher: Frosted Games

Designer: Luca Bellini
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag / Post Scriptum

Designers: Andreas Pelikan, Alexander Pfister
Publisher: alea / Ravensburger

An unusal idea for the time before Christmas; Instead of sweets
or little stocking stuffers each „window“ of this Advent calendar
conceals an expansion for one of 24 different games. As is
appropriate for an Advent Calendar, there are no details, only
a list of games for which an expansion is provided: Abyss, Arler
Erde, Bohnanza, Cacao, Carcassonne, Catan, Colt Express, Die
Burgen von Burgund, Doctor Panic, El Gaucho, Funkenschlag,
Glasstraße, Isle of Skye, Las Vegas, Loony Quest, Marvel Dice
Masters, Orléans, Rokoko, Splendor, Targi, VivaJava, Wizard,
ZhanGuo und Zooloretto.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Racing each other in building! At the start of the round you form
teams and reveal one rules card, e.g. “Use at least one brick of
each color”. The Architect is the explainer and chooses a shape
cards. At a signal the architects begin to explain to the Builders
what they must build. The number of bricks is given, the value
of the card cannot be told and the Architect is not allowed
to touch bricks, but can point them out. When an Architect
deems his team’s construct to be correct, the other teams have
one runtime of the timer to complete their construct. Correct
constructs score cards for points for Architect and Builder. With
family version.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: yes

As a collector, witch or druid you try to produce lucrative potions
and to deliver them via broom service for income. In each of
the seven laps you choose four out of ten roles. As the active
player you choose a role and then choose either its courageous
more risky or its cowardly action - the cowardly one is resolved
instantly. Then, if other players hold the same role, the must play
the card in turn and also decide on courageous or cowardly,
implementing cowardly and taking over with courageous from
the previous player who chose courageous. Collector roles bring
resources, witches move pawns and deliver potions and druids
deliver potions.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Compilation of expansions for 24 games

Communicative building game for 4-9/2-4 players, ages 8/5+

Role selecting and collecting game for 2-5 players, ages 10+

Brügge

Brügge Die Stadt am Zwin

Bubble Bomb

Designer: Stefan Feld
Publisher: Hans im Glück

Designer: Stefan Feld
Publisher: Hans im Glück

Designer: Henri Kermarrec
Publisher: Amigo Spiele

8

Merchants in Bruges strive for influence with those in power,
rival among each other and guard against outside events. One
round comprises: Phase One – draw cards; Phase Two – roll
dice and distribute threat markers, Phase Three – play cards for
actions; Phase 4 – check majorities and change of starting player.
In Phase Three you place four cards one by one and use it for
one of six actions – take 2 minions, take 1-6 guilders, discard
one threat marker, build 1 canal tile, build 1 house or display
1 person. You score for persons, houses, advantages, majority
markers, canal tiles and advancement when one draw pile is
empty.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Four independent modules as expansions for Brügge, to be
used individually or in combination. Module 1: Neue Bürger Additional cards, that is, two new cards for each of the eleven
groups from the core game. Module 2: 5. Spieler - Board and
components for a 5th player; the board is based below the main
board and shows two new canal segments on its left; there
are no rule changes as regards a game of four. Module 3: Das
Zwin - Additional action for canal construction; you place a ship
in the color of those dice that show 3 or 4, you can use ships on
anchor places. Module 4: Die Börse - In each round one of the six
possible actions is improved.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

9 of 56 chips and the bomb tiles are on display. You draw 7 chips
and all try simultaneously to achieve a combination fitting one
of the bomb tiles - all chips of the same color or with the same
symbol or all chips in different colors or different symbols or most difficult - seven chips with different colors and symbols.
You may turn over your own chips, turn over chips on display
and swap chips with those on display. If you achieve a combination you set aside one chip and draw a new one. When the last
chip is drawn the game ends and you win with most points from
collected chips.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Development game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Expansion for Brügge for 2-5 players, ages 10+

Spotting and collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Bubbles

Buccaneer Bones

Designer: Wolfgang Dirscherl
Publisher: Piatnik

Designer: Kris Gould
Publisher: Wattsalpoag

6

Buongiorno, Signorina

8

Publisher: moses.Verlag

8

Cards are on display, they all show four bubbles in four colors
and different sizes. Four dice in the colors of the bubbles show
numbers of varying values. Bubble cards are displayed - showing
the grey or orange framed side, depending on the level of difficulty - and the active player rolls the dice. Now all players search
for the card that corresponds to the dice result. For instance, for
red 20, green 19, yellow 14 and blue 5 the card must show the
red bubble as the biggest one, followed by green and yellow,
the blue bubble must be the smallest. If you find the card, you
take, also from a fellow player. If you collect four cards, you win.
Version: multi * Rules: cz de en fr hu it nl pl sk * In-game text: no

Six ships for each player sail on six routes between harbor and
islands, with the one goal to capture treasures - they are pirate
ships, after all! You roll dice, can re-roll once and can move a
ship towards the harbor for two identical results. Three identical
dice take you from harbor to island or back. When your ships are
already on an island, you have special abilities from them in your
turn, in relation to dice results. In case of a failed roll you may
mark a treasure belonging to a richer pirate and steal in your
next turn with a triple result. If you steal your third treasure, the
game ends and you win.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr * In-game text: no

You greet, salute, blow a kiss and do all this to be rid of cards
first. 51 cards are dealt as evenly as possible and stacked for
each player. The active player reveals a card and puts them on
the stack in the middle. As long as it is pasta, nothing happens,
regardless of the variety. When a King appears, all salute; a Lady
is greeted with „buongioro, Signorina“. All blow a kiss to the
Cowhand and when a Horse appears you slap the table. The
slowest player takes all cards. If you play your last card, you win,
but only if you do the action fast and correctly.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Spotting and reaction game for 2-4 players, ages 6+

Dice game for 1-4 players, ages 8+

Reaction game for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age

15
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Buttons

Butts away! Heroes

Designer: Benjamin Schwer
Publisher: Noris Spiele

Designer: Chen Zhi Fan
Publisher: Big Fun Games

8

C-Cross

6

Designer: Ludovic Gimet
Publisher: Gerhards Spiel und Design

Buttons for Stars! You win with five stars in a row or twelve stars
on the board. Button next to button or button on star is not
allowed. You can roll dice or pass. If you roll, others can make use
of the dice with golden pips only. The active player uses all dice
and puts a button at a crossing of black and white dice results. If
you cannot place something, you remove all buttons and a black
dice for the round. IF you pass, you also set aside a die. When
each player has set a die aside, those you passed, receive a star
for each triple of symbols covered and one star for a covered
triple of the symbol on their own button card.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

To be evil towards Heroes is not easy, so you need in the role of
an Evil One to steal a treasure from the castle to prove how evil
you are! A track castle-cave is laid out with hero and action cards.
You roll and move, all can counter with cards, even you yourself.
Then the target spot of the Evil One is implemented - you take
the action or do nothing or are sent back on a hero card of the
same color. On the way back you move dice result -1 - you carry
a treasure! - and otherwise play as on the first lap. If you are sent
back four time, you quit the game. The last one in play or the first
one at the cave with a treasure wins.
Version: multi * Rules: cn en * In-game text: no

Two opposite sides of the board must be connected with your
own C-shaped tiles. To place a tile you must first conquer the
field for it with three of your own pawns. You alternate to place
a pawn on any free spot out of five possible spots in a field or
two pawns directly adjacent into two different fields. If you place
the third pawn you conquer the field and place a tile. To place
it you take back your own pawns; if opposing pawns are in the
field you replace pawns of your own somewhere on the board
with them. This can result in your opponent winning a field, he
cannot refuse it. Chain reactions are possible.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Placement game with dice for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Roll & move game for 2-5 players, ages 6+

Abstract placement game for 2 players, ages 10+

Cacao

Café Melange

Calculino

Designer: Phil Walker-Harding
Publisher: Abacusspiele

Designer: Stephan Riedel
Publisher: Clicker-Spiele

Designer: Martin Nedergaard Andersen
Publisher: Beleduc

8

4

You have 11 worker tiles featuring between zero and three
workers along one edge and place them adjacent to jungle tiles,
jungle and worker tiles alternate. Depending on the type of
jungle tile bordering your worker(s) you receive cocoa beans or
sell beans or move the water carrier on the score track. Temples
score gold for victory points for majorities in adjacent workers
at the end of the game. Sun worshipping places give you sun
tokens, they can be used to overbuild worker tiles or score gold
at the end. You can only own three sun tokens at any given time.
When all workers are placed, you win with most gold.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Rush hour at Café Central in Vienna, meeting point of celebrities
from Art, Literature, Politics and Science. Clever seating for
guests and celebrities earns you victory points, but before that
you must reserve seats according to preferences, for instance
shape or color of furniture. You place reservation cards and
markers and additional means to reduce the selection, until only
one seat remains which is possible and thus reserved. Now you
can seat your guest or celebrity. Action cards influence seats or
trigger additional scorings. When a total of 21 guests has been
seated, the game ends with a final scoring of additional points
for combinations of your own guest and celebrities.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Octopus Calculino wants to take starfish to the buoys for sunbathing and can take along four starfish per color. Each player
has an octopus board and places pegs for starfish in three colors
randomly into the three sections of the peg row. You roll three
color dice and place one die per section at the corresponding color, if possible, and then place those marked pegs into
Calculino. Whoever fills all tentacles first, wins. In a version you
place number dice next to the corresponding results on the
peg row. In another version you work with values 1-18 and only
remove one peg per turn, from the position equal to the total of
1, 2 or 3 dice.
Version: multi * Rules: cn de en es fr it nl * In-game text: no

Tile placement game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Placement game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 4+

Callisto

Camel Up

Designer: Reiner Knizia
Publisher: Piatnik

Designer: Steffen Bogen
Publisher: eggertspiele / Pegasus Spiele

7

Camel Up Supercup

8

Designer: Steffen Bogen
Publisher: eggertspiele / Pegasus Spiele

8

Callisto is a placement game with the aim to place as many of
your tiles as possible on the board. Depending of the number
of players, a different board is used. In their first and second
turns all players in turn place a tower on the board. New tiles are
placed bordering those of your own tiles or a tower with at least
one side. By placing the third tower you can start a new area and
so impede another player. If no further placement is possible, all
players count the knobs on their remaining tiles. The player with
the lowest number wins.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Camel race in the dessert - camels move along the race track and
players bet on stage results and final results. A player turn comprises exactly one out of four options: Take a stage tile to bet on
a camel - place your desert tile on the track - take a pyramid tile,
use the pyramid to toss dice and move the camel in the color
of the die ejected by the pyramid - bet on final winner or loser.
When all camels have been moved once, a stage ends and is
scored. When a camel unit crosses the finish line, you win - after
a stage scoring and the final scoring - with most money.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Supercup provides for additional modules for the camel race in
the desert; you can use them individually or in any combination with the core game. Components for a game with nine
and ten players are also provided, in this case you should use
all modules. Module 1 comprises an extended track and dice
for galloping, a camel can now move up to two times in a lap.
Module 2 introduces a photographer - you now can choose
the action option to take the photographer tile and position
the camera which will take pictures of camel units on this spot,
against payment. Module 3 offers bets on position and Module
4 betting partnerships in a game of six or more players.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Abstract placement for 2-4 players, ages 7+

Race and betting game for 2-8 players, ages 8+

Expansion for Camel Cup for 2-10 players, ages 8+
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Colour codes for target groups (Headline Colour)
For children + learning
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For experts
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201 6
Candy Chaser

Captain Black

Designer: Masa Suganuma
Publisher: iello

Designer: Reiner Knizia
Publisher: Ravensburger

10

Carcassonne

6

Designer: Klaus-Jürgen Wrede
Publisher: Hans im Glück

10

As a smuggler you try to transport candies illegally and make
them secretly more expensive. You choose a set of cards and
draw a goal card. You roll and either move a candy by that
number of steps up or down on the scale and only then into
the finish area when at least one more candy has passed the
value of 3. When a candy has reached the finish, you can guess
who smuggled which candy and hand one of your cards to this
smuggler. If it is correct, the accused player is out of the game,
otherwise the accuser. When all have passed or accused, you
win with the mist valuable candy fitting your goal card. Series
Mini Games
Version: multi * Rules: en fr * In-game text: no

The ghost of Captain Black wants to get back to his treasure
island to rest in peace there. The Captain guides you through the
game, the level of difficulty is chosen at the start. The Captain
gives instructions on how to place the task tiles. To resolve a
task you move to its location. Usually it is enough to remove the
task tile, sometimes a second sailor must be there or you must
play a mini game. A turn comprises 1) roll a die and move your
marker and 2) move the Captain to your location and listen to
his instructions on the task or for rewards. When all sailors reach
the island and all tasks are solved, all players win together. Series
Brettspiel-Elektronik.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

In turn players add landscape tiles to a grid, with correlating
adjacent edges to form a landscape of cities, roads, meadows
and monasteries. Each player commands seven retainers, called
meeples, which are placed as a knight or highwayman, farmer
or monk on a free landscape type of the newly placed tile. When
a landscape type is completed, the city or road or monastery
is scored and you take back the meeple. Cities and meadows
may merge and are then scored by majorities. When all tiles are
placed, the meadows are scored and you win with most points.
Version: de * Rules: de en and many more * In-game text: no

Guessing game with dice for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Adventure game with electronics, for 2-4 players, ages 6+

Tile placement game for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Carcassonne Edition II

Carcassonne Goldrausch

Designer: Klaus-Jürgen Wrede
Publisher: Hans im Glück

Designer: Klaus-Jürgen Wrede
Publisher: Hans im Glück

8

Carcassonne Südsee

8

Designer: Klaus-Jürgen Wrede
Publisher: Hans im Glück

7

A modern classic in a new outfit - for this new editions the
graphics of the game have been redesigned. Cover and tiles
have been changed and the rules have been revised for even
easier access to the game: Otherwise the game is the same: You
place landscape tiles for a landscape of cities, roads, meadows
and monasteries next to each other, adjacent card edges must
correspond. Seven meeples are placed on newly placed tiles and
are scored when the landscape type is completed. Meadows are
scored at the end of the game and the winner is the player with
the highest score. Two mini expansions - The Abbot and The
River - round off this edition.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fi fr nl * In-game text: no

The series Carcassonne Around the World takes us to the Wild
West with this edition - tiles are placed as usual and you place
cowboys on railway tracks, mountains, prairies and roads. Newly
placed mountains are equipped with mining tiles. Instead
of placing a cowboy you may place or relocate your tent or
take a mining tile from the mountain on which your tent is
currently located, independent of other cowboys or majorities
on the mountain. Scorings for mountains and railways feature
additional details, e.g. double points for only one engine on the
track and mining permits on mountains, both in interim scorings
and the final scoring.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Landscape tiles are laid out to form a South Seas island archipelago. Runways connect islands and yield shells, the islands
yield bananas and fish come from the ocean. Four ships are
on display. In your turn you draw a landscape tile and place it
next to at least one already in place, landscape features must
correspond! Then you can place an islander on it or take back an
islander. Completed runways, islands, ocean regions or markets
are scored and you get the goods. Finally, you can deliver goods
to a ship for points. When the last tile is placed or the last ship
taken you win with most points after a final scoring.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fi fr nl * In-game text: no

Tile placement game for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Tile placement game for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Placement and position game for 2-5 players, ages 7+

Carcassonne Über Stock und Stein

Carcassonne Winter-Edition

Designer: Klaus-Jürgen Wrede
Publisher: Hans im Glück

Designer: Klaus-Jürgen Wrede
Publisher: Hans im Glück

7

Carcassonne Star Wars Edition

8

Designer: Klaus-Jürgen Wrede
Publisher: Hans im Glück

8

Tiles show fields with or without harvest symbol, lanes,
meadows and animals. Harvest chips show six different harvest
symbols. You begin with four meeples and 2 stables. You draw
and place a tile at a suitable place in the display. Then you can
put a meeple on lane or field or place a stable on a meadow,
provided the landscape types are still free. Then you score, if
applicable, and can then, if you extended a lane, move your
meeple along the lane for one 1 per tile. Harvest symbols on
completed fields get you chips. When all tiles are placed you
score points for lanes, open fields, harvest chips and animals on
8 tiles around a stable.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Winter-themed edition of Carcassonne featuring twelve additional terrain cards. You place tiles with correlating landscape
features edge to edge to form a landscape with cities, roads,
meadows and monasteries. You have seven meeples at your
disposal, which you place as knights, farmers, monks or thieves
on an available landscape on a newly placed tile. Those meeples
earn you points when the landscape is complete and can then
be placed again. Cities and meadows can merge during the
game and then the points are scored according to majorities.
When all landscape tiles have been placed, meadows are scored
and you win with most points.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text:no

In a Galaxy far, far away … Carcassonne! Duels over asteroid
fields or planets in the Star Wars universe. 78 tiles show trade
routes, asteroid fields or planets. You have a character card plus
five small and one large, corresponding meeples. As usual, you
place a tile in your turn and can then place a meeple as a trader,
explorer or conqueror. When regions merge and result in several
meeples there, each of those meeples combats with 1 die per
meeple + 1 die for faction symbols; the higher value wins, the
loser scores 1 points. Planets can also be attacked directly from
an adjacent tile. With team version for four players.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Tile placement game for 2-5 players, ages 7+

Tile placement game for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Tile placement game for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age

17
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Carcassonne Abtei und Bürgermeister

Carcassonne Brücken, Burgen und Basare

Designer: Klaus-Jürgen Wrede
Publisher: Hans im Glück

Designer: Klaus-Jürgen Wrede
Publisher: Hans im Glück

8

Carcassonne Burgfräulein und Drache

8

Designer: Klaus-Jürgen Wrede
Publisher: Hans im Glück

8

Fifth expansion with 6 estates, wagons, mayors and abbeys
each. AN abbey is placed in a gap, completes all adjacent tiles
for for a scoring and is scored like a monastery when a monk
is present. The Mayor is placed in cities and scores the coats of
arms in a city. An estate is placed at the crossing point of four
tiles with a meadow and the meadow is instantly scored. The
wagon is placed on road, city or monastery and scored like a
meeple; and a wagon can also be relocated instead of being
taken back after a scoring. The new landscape tiles feature cities
with 2 separate boroughs, roads with three meadows and roads
with roundabouts.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

The 8th expansion contains 12 new landscape tiles with bridge
markers, 12 bridges and 12 castle parts. When a bazaar is turned
up, the tile is placed and a bazaar takes place. You turn up one
tile per player and the tiles can be bought with victory points.
A bridge continues a road and is built on the tile just placed or
a tile adjacent to this tile. The ends of bridges must be placed
on meadows. A small town of two tiles can be expanded to a
castle and scores the points of the first building that is scored in
the vicinity.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

In the 3rd expansion the land around Carcassonne is plagued by
a Dragon. The Dragon moves when a volcano is placed or when
a card with the Dragon is placed. Now each player must move
the Dragon one tile horizontally or vertically till the Dragon has
moved over six tiles or is stopped by a cul-de-sac. The Lady removes an opponent’s knight if she is placed next to an occupied
town, the placing player may not place a pawn anywhere in this
move. The Fairy can be moved when no pawn is placed. Tunnel
and Monastery within a town are also new.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Expansion for Carcassonne for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Expansion for Carcassonne for 2-6 players, ages 8 and up

Expansion for Carcassonne for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Carcassonne Der Turm

Carcassonne Graf, König und Konsorten

Designer: Klaus-Jürgen Wrede
Publisher: Hans im Glück

Designer: Klaus-Jürgen Wrede
Publisher: Hans im Glück

8

Carcassonne Händler & Baumeister

8

Designer: Klaus-Jürgen Wrede
Publisher: Hans im Glück

8

The 4th expansion brings 18 landscape tiles with a tower icon,
30 wooden tower parts and a tower for card storage. Depending
on the number of players you receive 5-10 tower parts. In your
turn you draw and place a card as usual. Then you can place one
of your men, or place a tower part on a tower location, or place
a tower part on an already existing tower, or place a meeple on
a tower and thus finish the tower. Placing a tower part entitles a
player to capture one meeple of another player, equal numbers
of prisoners between players are exchanged; you can also buy
back a prisoner for 3 points on the scoring scale and place him
immediately.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

6th expansion with one new expansion and three mini-expansions, previously published. Graf von Carcassonne: City cards
are laid out for Carcassonne and begin the game, The Count
is placed into the city. If you trigger a scoring and do not score
yourself, you may put a meeple into Carcassonne. König und
Raubritter: The King goes to whoever owns the biggest city, for
one point at the end of the game. The Robber Baron goes to the
owner of the longest road fr one point per completed road. Der
Fluss II is placed at the start and you can place a meeple there
already then. Kultstätten steal points from monks.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

2nd expansion for Carcassonne featuring 24 new landscape
tiles; 20 show goods, 4 are without goods. There are also goods
tiles and one pig and one builder for each player. When a player
completes a city with goods symbols, he receives one good
per symbol. If you own most of a type of goods at the end of
the game you score 10 points. Pig and builder are treated like
normal meeples - the pig raises the value of cities for farmers
and may only be placed with your own farmer. The builder
allows double turns in cities or on roads when they are extended
or completed.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Expansion for Carcassonne, for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Expansion for Carcassonne, for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Expansion for Carcassonne for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Carcassonne Minis

Carcassonne Schafe und Hügel

Designer: Klaus-Jürgen Wrede
Publisher: Hans im Glück

Designer: Klaus-Jürgen Wrede
Publisher: Hans im Glück

8

Carcassonne Wirthäuser und Kathedralen

8

Designer: Klaus-Jürgen Wrede
Publisher: Hans im Glück

8

A set of six mini expansions in small cubic boxes that can be
used alone or in combination with other minis for the core
game. Each expansion features one card for expansion #7,
Kornkreise. Mini 1 Die Fluggeräte - 8 cards with a flying machine.
Mini 2 Die Depeschen - 8 cards dispatches and 6 female meeples.
Mini 3 Die Fähren - 8 cards with a ferry symbol and 8 wooden
ferry pieces. Mini 4 Die Goldminen - 8 cards with a gold symbol
and 16 gold pieces. Mini 5 Magier & Hexe - 8 cards marked with a
Magician’s Hat symbol and a wizard and witch piece. Mini 6 Die
Räuber - 8 cars with a robber symbol and 6 robber pieces.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

9th expansion with 18 landscape tiles, showing hills or vineyards, 18 sheep and wolf chips and 6 shepherds. Shepherds are
placed on meadows and you draw a chip: A sheep is placed, a
wolf removes sheep and shepherd. If you expand a meadow
with shepherd you can expand the flock - again by drawing a
chip and placing the sheep, a wolf would again chases away
sheep and shepherd - or score the flock for 1 point per sheep,
sheep and shepherd are then removed. Sheep on merged
meadows count for all players; at the end of the game sheep
have no value. Hills decide ties for their owner, vineyards next to
monasteries score 3 points each.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

First expansion for Carcassonne, featuring 18 new landscape
tiles. Some of them show inns which score 2 points for the
highway robber for the completed road segment. When the
tiles with inn are part of an unfinished road, the roads are not
scored! Cathedrals score 3 points for each tile in a completed
city; if a city with cathedral is not complete, the city does not
score points. Other new components are point tiles for scoring
and one big meeple for each player who stands for two standard
meeples. One set of meeples for a 6th player completes the
expansion.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Expansions for Carcassonne, for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Expansion for Carcassonne for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Expansion for Carcassonne, for 2-6 players, ages 8+
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Carnac

Caro

Designer: Emiliano Venturini
Publisher: Huch! & friends

Casa Banana

Publisher: Noris Spiele

8

Designer: Thilo Hutzler
Publisher: Beleduc

4

You must set up the megaliths and dolmens of Carnac. Player A
places a megalith vertically, showing any color, on a free square.
Player B can now tilt this megalith - which now shows two symbols - and enter a new one vertically, or pass. When B tilts, A then
decides if he tilts and places or passes. When B did pass, A places
a megalith vertically, and so on. When at least three symbols of
the same color are adjacent, a dolmen has been created. Two
dolmen that merge result in one dolmen and are counted as
such. When all megaliths have been used or all squares are filled
you win with most dolmen.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr nl * In-game text: no

Building blocks, but only seemingly! In the elegant box of
abstract design you find a number of squares made out of highquality wood and coming in four colors: white, light grey, dark
grey and burgundy red. These blocks demand that you to think
around corners! In turn you place a square for a high score and
consider carefully, because space is scarce and not every combination of colors is allowed. And of course, the other players, too,
have a piece to place!
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

The Monkey King holds a jungle party, but the tree house is too
small for the number of guests. The first player of the round rolls
both dice - the number die determines the number of support
pillars, the symbol die determines the shape of the treehouse
platform. In turn you draw an animal and put it on the platform;
animals already there cannot be relocated. Animals can be
stacked, but never laid down. Each successfully placed animal
earns you a banana chip. When an animal tumbles off, the round
ends. If you caused the fall, you discard a banana Chip and a new
round begins. After three rounds you win with most banana
chips.
Version: multi * Rules: cn de en es fr it nl * In-game text: no

Abstract placement game for 2 players, ages 8+

Abstract placement game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Dexterity game for 2-4 players, ages 4+

Castle Crush! Cubes & Cards

Castro

Designer: Tsai Huei-Chiang
Publisher: Studio Soso

Designer: Jürgen P. K. Grunau
Publisher: Noris Spiele

8

Cat 10

8

Designer: Yoshihisa Itsubaki
Publisher: Big Fun Games

6

The expansion „Cubes & Cards“ introduces new challenges:
Family members - each color is a kingdom and comes with two
family members with two abilities that are used in different
phases of the game; Mini buildings - Goal and Fortress; Building
blocks showing crowns, jewels and curses. The abilities of those
additions all relate to building, attack and scoring; the castle
is no longer scored in the building phase, only in the scoring
phase, and there is a new phase allocation: A player with fewer
than three blocks receives blocks.
Version: multi * Rules: cn en * In-game text: no

Castro offers a combination of the mechanisms from Yatzy and
“Four in a Row”. Squares on a game board are marked with
results of dice rolls, each player has 15 pagoda roofs. You roll five
dice and have five rolls to achieve a useable result, which you
need not announce before rolling. You may set dice aside and
re-roll them later. The dice result determines – within certain
restrictions for when the result was achieved - where on the
board you can place one of your pagoda roofs and if you can
cover another payer’s roof with one of your own. If you cannot
place a roof, you lose a roof. Whoever achieves four roofs in a
row first, wins the game.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Cat pods are shuffled, three XL markers are displayed in the
middle. In turn you open a pod, that is, turn over the disc and
can then open more pods or stop; when the total of revealed
pods equals 10, you take an XL marker and all open pots. When
the total is lower, you can open one more pot and then take all.
When the total is higher than 7, you can chuck out all pods, roll
a die and implement the roll - draw 2 or 3 cards from players or
discard two discs and take an XL marker. When the total is higher
than 10, you have lost the round and discard all pods. When all
pods have been used, you win with most points.
Version: multi * Rules: cn en * In-game text: no

Expansion for Castle Crush! for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Dice and placement game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Risky collecting game for 2-6 players, ages 6+

Cat Box

Cat Hiding DX

Designer: Aza Chen
Publisher: Two Plus Games / Big Fun Games

Designer: Alex Tseng
Publisher: Big Fun Games

6

Catan Play it smart

3

Designer: Klaus Teuber
Publisher: Kosmos

10

Cats love cardboard boxes and you want to get them for them.
You are assigned a secret cat color and win if a majority of cats
in this color is visible. You hold Cat Box cards, one is revealed to
start the display. Then you play a card from your hand, secret
side up, or one from the hand of another player, public side
up. All cards are placed in the same alignment and the new
card must cover one or two squares of a card already in place.
When all are out of cards, you count your own visible cats. There
are special rules for the Chihuahua identity. Advanced rules
included.
Version: multi * Rules: cn en jp * In-game text: no

You begin with three cards in hand, each one features part of a
cat - face, tail or paws. 4x4 cards are placed in a grid, face-down.
You play a card from your hand and try to turn up three corresponding ones from the grid and score them. Cat Hiding DX is
the deluxe edition and comes with five different versions of the
game with different target cards; three pattern dice earn you bonuses in the deluxe game variant; Cat Teasers and Toy Rat swap
cards or shuffle cards in the display. Pattern cards are played
before drawing a target card and used like revealed cat cards.
Version: multi * Rules: cn en * In-game text: no

20 years of The Settlers of Catan - a relaunch for Spiel des Jahres
1995, it is now called Catan. In the Play it smart mode the new
Robber piece activates an app when a 7 was rolled or a settlement or city was build. Placement of the Robber on the corresponding spot triggers an event which demands decisions or
reacts to the current game situation. Some events are part of a
treasure hunt with which you can find treasures and acquire the
special victory point “Biggest Treasure”. Otherwise, standard rules
apply and to win you need, as usual, 10 victory points from cities,
settlements, development cards and special victory points.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Card placement game for 2-5 players, ages 6+

Memo game for 2-5 players, ages 3+

Development game with app for 3-4 players, ages 10+

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age

19

201 6
Catan kompakt

Catan Entdecker & Piraten

Designer: Klaus Teuber
Publisher: Kosmos

Designer: Klaus Teuber
Publisher: Kosmos

10

Catan Händler & Barbaren

10

20 years of The Settlers of Catan - with this new name the game
is now also given a practical and attractive travel edition, a
compact edition of the game. The transport box folds out into
a hexagon and thus provides the board; all components are
stowed safely away in pull-out drawers and the two dice come
with their own box. Roads and settlements are pinned safely to
the board. The game is played according to the standard rules
and you need 10 victory points from cities, settlements, development cards and special victory points. This edition includes a
variant for two players.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

20 years of The Settlers of Catan and a relaunch as Catan. In
several scenarios you discover unknown oceans and build settlements on newly discovered islands, supplemented by missions:
Conquer pirate lairs, catch fish and deliver them to the Senate
or acquire spices from the Spice Islands. New components
are settlers, ships, harbor settlements, units as well as pirate
ships, schools of fish and bags of spices. Victory points come
from building settlements, harbor settlements and completed
missions. The „Land in Sicht“ scenario explains the first rules;
scenarios or missions add more rules. Expansion for a 5th and
6th player is available, too.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr it nl jp and others * In-game text: yes

Travel edition of Catan for 3-4 players, ages 10+

Expansion for Catan for 3-4 players, ages 12+

Catan Seefahrer

Catan Städte & Ritter

Designer: Klaus Teuber
Publisher: Kosmos

Designer: Klaus Teuber
Publisher: Kosmos

10

Designer: Klaus Teuber
Publisher: Kosmos

10

20 years of The Settlers of Catan and a relaunch as Catan. Caravans come out of the Southern desert, in the North the Catan
Council is built and barbarians threaten cities. Knights fight the
barbarians und new settlers build bridges in the East. The variants „The Friendly Robber“, „Catan Event Cards“, „Harbormaster”
and „Catan for Two“ as well as the scenarios for the campaign
– including „The Fishermen of Catan“, „The Rivers of Catan“, „The
Caravans“, „Barbarian Attack“ and „Traders & Barbarians“ – can
be combined with each other and also with scenarios from
the other expansions. The expansion for a 5th and 6th player is
available, too.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr it nl jp and others * In-game text: yes
Expansion for Catan for 3-4 players, ages 10+

Catan Junior

12

Designer: Klaus Teuber
Publisher: Kosmos

6

20 years of The Settlers of Catan - An ideal time for a relaunch.
The Game of the Year 1995 is from now on called Catan, the
components come in the plastic version. The Expansion Catan
Seafarers is offering 16 different scenarios, which of course
use components from the basic game. At sea roads turn into
shipping lanes and ships, and wool and wood are necessary to
build ships. Rules for the different scenarios always demand a
specific selection of components and provide different victory
conditions. This expansion can only be played together with the
basic game of Catan. The expansion for a 5th and 6th player is
available, too.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr it nl jp and others * In-game text: yes

20 years of The Settlers of Catan and a relaunch under the new
name of Catan. Catan is threatened by Barbarians while players rival to expand a city to a metropolis using wares for new
development cards. When the barbarians are not defeated, they
pillage a city belonging to the player who supplied the fewest
knights for the defense. This expansion for Settlers of Catan
transfers many elements from the card game to the board game.
As all other expansions, Cities & Knights can only be played
together with the basic game. The expansion for a 5th and 6th
player is available, too.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr it nl jp and others * In-game text: yes

You build pirate camps on islands and ships to reach those
islands. You start the game with two camps and two ships, already built. Five commodities are laid out on the market. You roll
the die and receive commodity cards. Then you can build, ask
Parrot Coco for help - both paid for with commodities - or swap
commodities with the market, other players or the stock piles. If
you roll a 6, you relocate Käpt’n Jack, who can only block. If you
currently hold most “Parrot Coco helps” cards, you place a camp
in the fortress for free. The first player to place all his camps wins
the game. New edition 2015 under the new name.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr fi it nl kr * In-game text: no

Expansion for Catan for 3-4 players, ages 10+

Expansion for Catan for 3-4 players, ages 12+

Development game with dice for 3-4 players, ages 6+

Celestia

Chef Alfredo

Designer: Aaron Weissblum
Publisher: Blam! Éditions

Designer: Michael Schacht
Publisher: Queen Games

8

Chenghuang: Wächter der Stadt

5

Designer: Jacky Huang
Publisher: Big Fun Games

Gulliver did search in vain for Celestia; in his footsteps we search
for celestial cities and their treasures and win with the most
valuable collection. The captain of the round steers the aircraft.
As captain you roll for the events of the stage according to the
number of dice for the next target. Each passenger decides to
stay or to travel on. If you stay, you draw the top treasure card.
The captain copes with events by discarding equipment cards,
moves the aircraft and hands the aircraft to the next player. If
he cannot accomplish this, the aircraft crashes, nobody takes
treasures and a new journey begins.
Version: multi * Rules: en fr nl * In-game text: no

Chef Alfredo makes the best soups, but unfortunately he has
forgotten which one is in which pot. Four pots are on the stove
including recipe tiles. You roll a die - for Chef Alfredo you switch
two pots. An ingredient result must be put into a pot, you put it
in and check, but do not announce a mistake. Your left neighbor
takes the die without changing it and can accept your choice
of pot and roll again, you receive a Chef tile. If he doubts your
choice and compares the die and the recipe tile in the pot.
Whoever is correct, takes a Chef tile and all ingredients from the
pot go back to stock. When all Chef tiles are taken, you win with
most of them.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

The God of the City judges living and dead souls and hands
out rewards and penalties in this world and the netherworld,
according to the state of the city. We are part of his patrol and
need to complete missions. You take a Night General card and
show its ability. Then you draft Virtue & Vice cards until you hold
six, discard one, display the others and reveal the top row. Then
all apply their special abilities and discuss scoring. Then a vote is
taken and, adhering to a complicated procedure, a score is taken
and/or cards are discarded. After four rounds you win as best
guardian with most points.
Version: multi * Rules: cn en * In-game text: yes

Card game for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Dice and memo game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Card game for 3-6 players, ages 12+
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Chimera

Chopstick Dexterity

Designer: Ralph H. Anderson
Publisher: Abacusspiele

Designer: Greg Lam
Publisher: Mayday Games

Chronos Conquest

10

Designer: Guillaume Aubrun
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Chimera is similar to Tichu for three. In a round two hunters confront a chimera. A round of bidding decides who is chimera. The
hunters work as a team, but each tries to win the most valuable
treasure cards for himself. The chimera leads one of the possible
card combinations, the next player must always play the same
combination of higher value or pass, but he can also play Trap
or Chimera Attack. If you win the trick you lead the next one.
When someone has played all cards, points are scored in relation
to the bids and the last one to play a combination as well as for
treasures in tricks. You win with a score of 400 or higher.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr jp * In-game text: no

Chopsticks, used with dexterity! YOu hold a pair of Chopsticks,
25 wooden pieces in a bowl represent Shrimp, Tentacles, Nigiri,
Onigiri and Sushi Rolls in one of five colors. Discs correspond
to the shapes, there are joker shapes and joker colors, and also
special discs. You choose a variant of the game and reveal a
disc accordingly. Depending on the symbol you try to place the
corresponding shapes as quickly as you can into your own bowl.
For the final challenge you place the shape and color jokers to
form a grid and then place the correct shapes at the crossings as
fast as you can.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: no

Playing with time - all play simultaneously and start the game
with run-down timers; you can only move your own, run-down
timers. You can move timers between cards or you can turn it
over again where it stand or take if off the board. When your
timer is alone on a card and has run-down, you take this card for
victory points or effects, for instance plagues, with which you
can send opposing timers to hell. In Hell, different rules apply
to timers. If you are not alone on a card, you negotiate. Two city
cards and 40 god cards, two of them for Greek Gods - introduce
special abilities to the game, which are activated by timer.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Card game for 3 players, ages 10+

Dexterity game for 2-3 playes, ages 10+

Game in real time for 2-6 players, ages 10+

Ciao!

Ciao, ciao

Designer: Olivier Finet
Publisher: Gigamic

Designer: Alex Randolph
Publisher: Drei Hasen in der Abendsonne

7

Cinema Frontier

10

Designer: Kuro
Publisher: Manifest Destiny / Japon Brand

Color cards have colors and symbols. In turn you play a card in
relation to colors and symbols, but of higher value than your
predecessor. If you cannot do so you draw a card. All begin
with seven cards and place a card accordingly, event cards can
change the flow of the game; if you do not want to place a card
you draw a card, too. Card value depends on color, green <
yellow < red and the number of symbols in cards, rock < paper <
scissors. A joker always fits, you name a symbol for it, and a Millstone can only be played on a Wild Card which triggers actions.
If you are out of cards, you win.
Version: multi * Rules: 11 languages * In-game text: no

Three of your markers need to be led across the bridge to the
winner’s rostrum; the die determines the number of steps a
marker can take; you name it and your opponents can believe
you or not. When a player is caught lying his marker falls into the
swamp and is out of play; when a player told the truth one of
the doubter’s markers falls off and out of play. If you manage to
get three markers across, you win, or if you manage the highest
score on the rostrum from the position of your markers when
nobody managed to get three markers across. If you arrive later,
you score higher! If you have only markers on the rostrum you
can still doubt – and fall!
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it nl * In-game text: no

As an up and coming film director you choose actors and scenes,
find money, advertise the film and make the best one! You place
cards for scenes and actors using the mechanism of either “add
to a pile or choose a pile”. If you did choose to take a pile, you
film the scene, preferably with your own actors. If you are last
to take a pile, you must draw an event = accident card, but you
are also starting player for the next round. Special abilities of
actors have influence on the filming. You score, when a scene
is finished, can acquire bonuses for combining scenes and win
with most points.
Version: multi * Rules: en jp * In-game text: no

Card game for 2-6 players, ages 7+

Bluff game with dice for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Set collecting game for 3-5 players, ages 10+

City Council deluxe Edition

Civilization: Das Brettspiel

Claim it!

Designer: Elad Goldsteen
Publisher: Golden Egg Games

Designer: Kevin Wilson
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Designer: Kris Gould
Publisher: Wattsalpoag

As a member of the city council in a newly founded city you
support political groups for victory points. You propose, vote,
implement plans, activate zones and buildings, deal with
unemployment and have actions. Effects on the city bring or
cost more residents. When all crime and pollution markers
are on the board the city is closed down by the government.
Includes two expansions: Disaster Deck with 10 event cards with
disaster effects and cooperative game mode. Government Agent
introduces the new interest group of Government Agency; the
agent wants to modify plans; more cards result in higher scores
with more variety.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: yes

Using diplomacy, war, economy and technology players guide
their people through the millennia from ancient times into
the space age. Each player leads a civilization and starts with a
small city without any inventions; he builds, expands, absorbs
smaller nations around him and must finally enter into conflict
with other big developing civilizations. You can either achieve a
cultural or technological or economic or military victory. A game
round has five phases which all players execute in turn. The
phases are: start of turn, trade, city management, movement
and research. Expansions “Ruhm und Reichtum” and “Weisheit
und Kriegskunst”.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr it kr pl * In-game text: yes

1855 in the Wild West - players are gold diggers which claim
their territories and defend them against take-over. You roll
three dice and place your white marker and can then either roll
again or replace the white markers with markers of your own
color. You must assign one die to a row, the other to a column
and the third die to a white or black marker. Depending on the
situation on an area there are different rules for what markers
you can place. If you have claimed the necessary number of areas there is one last round and then the player with the biggest
area of connected squares wins.
Version: en * Rules: en es fr * In-game text: no

Deluxe edition of City Council for 2-5 players, ages 12+

Historic simulation for 2-4 players, ages 13+

Dice and placement game for 2-5 players, ages 8+
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Click Clack Lumberjack

Cloud knows

Designer: Justin Oh
Publisher: Mayday Games

Designer: Jesse Li
Publisher: Two Plus Games / Big Fun Games

5

Cluedo Die drei ???

8

Publisher: Winning Moves

8

A nice tree is set up using a trunk part and light plastic discs. Bark
parts are inserted into each of the discs. Bark parts in the bottom
disc are supported by the top of the somewhat larger trunk part.
Each player in turn knocks twice on the tree with the axe, trying
to dislocate one of the disc enough for a piece of bark to fall off.
Only bark may fall, no part of the tree trunk. If you crash the tree
you have lost; the others can go on playing with the still standing rest of the tree or award points for bard parts knocked out
successfully so far and so determine a winner in points.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Who does not remember the images that you saw up in the
clouds as a child? In three rounds one player is Cloud, the others
are Winds. Cloud chooses a topic card and a term and indicates
the silhouette on the Sun Wheel which is kept secret. Winds
draw cloud cards from the bag. Cloud chooses three cards from
the bag and tries to partially lay out the basic shape of the answer. Winds guess first at the kind of cards Cloud will have to use
and then they guess what the cards are meant to depict. Correct
guessing of cards and image is rewarded with rainbow chips.
Version: multi * Rules: cn en jp nl * In-game text: no

In Rocky Beach items have disappeared and the three detectives
are tasked with finding out what was stolen by whom and
hidden where. You play according to standard Cluedo rules - you
roll dice, move, stop at a location or take - if you cannot reach a
location an Advantage Card. At the location you interrogate your
fellow players and are shown a card when it corresponds to your
question. Information thus received is marked on your sheet. If
you think you can solve the case you move to headquarters and
voice an accusation. If you are correct you win the game - if not,
you are out and the others continue to play.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Dexterity game for 2-7 players, ages 5+

Silhouette guessing game for 3-6 players, ages 8+

Deduction game for 2-6 Players, ages 8+

Cluedo Die nächste Generation

Cluedo junior

8

Publisher: Hasbro

Cluedo Sherlock Edition

5

Publisher: Hasbro

Publisher: Winning Moves

8

Cluedo Die nächste Generation - Clue as we know it and yet it
is different! This development of the classic detective game introduces new characters and a new background story together
with new graphics; the setting is now among secret agents; at
the outset the guests of the victim were intended to protect one
of six Cluedo houses which shelter the biggest secrets of the
word. But yet again murder has happened before they could
receive instructions; the case is secretly set up and must be
solved by deducing weapon, crime scene and culprit. Only one
of the secret agents can be the murderer.
Version: de * Rules: de en and others * In-game text: yes

Somebody has eaten the cake all by himself and the little hobby
detectives search for the owner of the sweet tooth. As in Cluedo
the case is randomly assembled at the start - maybe Gloria at
5 with cocoa? Each case features clues in the guise of pictures
underneath playing pieces, players need not be able to read.
Those clue pictures are also on the notepads of players, so that
you can cross them off. Connecting Cluedo junior to Cluedo are
the familiar characters, albeit in a comic-book design: Baronin
von Porz, Oberst von Gatow, Professor Bloom, Fräulein Gloria,
Frau Weiß and Reverend Grün.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Gentleman villain Jim Moriarty has been found dead and the police has no clue. Crime locations are locations from the TV series
and in play are Detective Inspector Lestrade, Mrs. Hudson, Irene
Adler, John Watson, Sherlock Holmes und Mycroft Holmes. You
play according to standard Cluedo rules - you roll dice, move,
stop at a location and interrogate your fellow player there and
are shown a card when it corresponds to your question. Information thus received is marked on your sheet. If you think you can
solve the case you voice an accusation. If you are correct you win
the game - if not, you are out and the others continue to play.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Deduction game for 3-6 players, ages 8+

Deduction game for 2-6 players, ages 5+

Deduction game for 2-6 Players, ages 8+

Cluedo The Big Bang Theory

Codenames

Colt Express

Publisher: Winning Moves

Designer: Vlaada Chvátil
Publisher: Czech Games Edition

Designer: Christophe Raimbault
Publisher: Asmodee / Ludonaute

8

Sheldon is aggravated, someone has meddled with his Untouchables and he has assembled his friends to find out culprit and
crime location. Did Howard shred the Shelbot in the stairway?
You play according to standard Cluedo rules - you roll dice,
move, stop at a location and interrogate your fellow player there
and are shown a card when it corresponds to your question.
Information thus received is marked on your sheet. If you think
you can solve the case you voice an accusation. If you are correct
you win the game - if not, you are out and the others continue
to play.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Two teams elect a Master Spy. 25 random codenames are laid
out. Both Master Spies agree on a random code key and insert
it into the holder. The code determines agents for each team,
neutral persons and the Assassin in the display of codenames.
Master Spies alternate to give a clue of word + number, indicating the number of codenames the clue is relating to. When a
team touches a code name and is correct, it can keep guessing
and the card is covered with the team color. Touching of neutral
agents or agents of the other team terminates your turn, they
are also covered in appropriate colors. If you touch the Assassin
you lose the game for your team.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: yes

The Union Pacific Express is robbed - who will be the richest
bandit of the gang? Bandits are placed according to templates
into the carriages and you draw 6 caqrds from your deck. In
five rounds you have one move in turn in the Planning phase
and play one action card into the middle, corresponding to the
conditions stated on the round card; then those action cards
are resolved in the order they were played - move, change level
train/roof, fire, robbery, hit or marshal. After this action phase
you - maybe - resolve an event indicated on the round card,
for instance angry marshal, braking or taking the conductor
hostage. Spiel des Jahres 2015.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Deduction game for 2-6 Players, ages 8+

Word guessing game for 2-8 players, ages 14+

Card action game for 2-6 players, ages 10+
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Colt Express Postkutsche & Pferde

Completto

Designer: Christophe Raimbault
Publisher: Asmodee / Ludonaute

Designer: Heinz Meister
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele

Concordia

8

Designer: Mac Gerdts
Publisher: PD-Verlag

With guessing/betting rounds of „Horse or Bandit“ you place
bandits into the train. Using the action card „Riding“ a bandit
can switch from train to horse and reach cards at the front of the
train or the Stage Coach. The Coach is an “additional” car which is
not entered by the Marshal; its interior and roof are adjacent to
the car on the same height for actions of “Fire” and “Hit”. A bandit
in the Coach must take a hostage. The Accompanying Gunman
is only active if someone wants to steal the money box. Whisky
bottles are new kind of spoils for the action “Robbery”. Also new
are hostages, Rounds Cards, new events and a rule for playing in
teams of two players.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

22 numbered tiles must be arranged in ascending order from
left to right. 100 number tiles are laid out face-down, you take
17 and then reveal 5 tiles one by one and insert them in any
position in your row, in ascending order. You either 1) place a tile
from the pool openly in your row and your face-down tile in that
position goes to the pool. Or, 2) you relocate a face-down tile in
your row. Open-faced tiles that are inserted must fit the order
and two consecutive numbers give you an extra turn. If a tile
from the pool does not fit, you return it open-faced. Such a tile
can be taken by any player.
Version: multi * Rules: de fr it * In-game text: no

Fame and Fortune in the Roman Empire. As a colonist you go on
the modular board into one of the provinces in the Empire or in
Italy to produce brick, food, cloth, wine or tools. All begin with
an identical set of cards and acquire additional cards, which are
used for actions and victory points. The Tribune lets you take
up spent cards again, which results in an intermediate scoring.
If you build the last house or buy the last character card, you
take Concordia, followed by a last turn for each player. Then you
score Gods on character cards in relation to buildings, goods,
colonists, etc. Concordia gives you 7 points.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Expansion for Colt Express for 2-6 players, ages 10+

Placement and sorting game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Development game for 2-5 players, ages 12+

Concordia Salsa

Cornwall

Designer: Mac Gerdts
Publisher: PD-Verlag

Designer: Johannes Schmidauer-König
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele

Cosmic Encounter

8

Designers: Jack Kittredge, Bill Eberle, Peter Olotka, Bill Norton
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

This expansion for Concordia introduces three new features:
Salt is a new good, and can be acquired in Salt Cities. Salt is used
for a joker good and can replace any other good. You cannot
buy salt for money and you cannot sell it, and Salt Cities do not
count for Mercurius. Forum introduces 27 Forum cards with
new strategic options; Patricians are permanent cards, Burghers
give once-only advantages. There are also two new maps/
scenarios - Byzantium and Hispania. Starting city for Byzantium is
Byzantium, Starting city for Hispania is Saguntum. There are also
rules how to play the new scenarios without Salt.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Cornwall is developed and you lay claim to areas. 36 landscape
tiles have three hexes each, with either moor, forest, mountain,
village or meadow. You reveal a tile and add it to the display.
At least one landscape type must be enlarged and two edges
must touch edges in the display, but need not correspond. If you
expand more than one area, you earn a coin per area. An area
with a cottage cannot be expanded. Then you may place up to
three meeples on the new tile, possibly against payment, and
then you score newly closed-off areas. Meeples in those areas
are placed in the pub; you can buy them back for coins and use
them again.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

As one of 50 alien races with special and exclusive features you
want to conquer planetary systems and attack planets of other
races. In this revised new edition of the original game from
1977 we encounter races from earlier editions and also new
ones. They are accompanied by new technology cards, flares
etc. to optimize the well-considered deployment of forces and
the selection of allies. You win if you are the first to set up five
colonies on planets outside your own home system. To achieve
this you need a well-balanced combination of aggression and
negotiation abilities. Kosmischer Angriff is the latest expansion
featuring 20 neu Aliens.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Expansion for Concordia for 2-5 players, ages 12+

Tile placement game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

SciFi conquest game for 3-5 players, ages 12+

Council of Four

Coup

Coup Rebellion G54

Designers: Simone Luciani, Daniele Tasscini
Publisher: Cranio Creations

Designer: Rikki Tahta
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Designer: Rikki Tahta
Publisher: Indie Boards & Cards

Councils of four Noblemen govern the kingdoms of the Empire.
Players as merchants want to acquire permits to set up Emporiums in the cities of the three kingdoms. The active player draws
a politics card and does actions. Options are electing a Councilor,
acquiring permits with cards in Councilor colors and with money
and execute a bonus, building an Emporium with a permit or
build an Emporium with Help of the King for money and cards in
analogy to the acquisition of permits. There are also facultative
side actions and progress on the Nobility track. When someone
builds his last Emporium, you win at the end of the round with
most points.
Version: en * Rules: de en it * In-game text: no

Political revolution and fights for power! For each role - Grand
Duke, Assassin, Captain, Contessa and Ambassador or Inquisitor
- there are three cards. In a round you choose one action that is
automatically successful if not deflected or contested. As regards
to the ownership information on the corresponding card you
can lie, bluff or tell the truth. Negotiations are possible, but arrangements are not binding. Face-down cards in front of players
represent influence; in case of loss of influence due to a lost challenge you must reveal a card of your choice. When both cards
are revealed you are out of the game. The last one in play wins.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

In a none too far away future chaos reigns in the country,
factions fight for power and you have connections to government and rebels. In a round you choose an action; if it is not
challenged or deflected, it succeeds automatically. On owner
information for the corresponding card you can lie, bluff or tell
the truth. Negotiations are allowed, agreements not binding.
Secret cards in front of playes represent life and influence. If you
lose influence due to a lost challenge you must reveal such a
card. When both cards have been revealed, you are out of the
game. The last player remaining wins the game.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Development game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Bluff game with cards for 3-6 players, ages 13+

Bluffing game for 3-6 players, ages 13+
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Cowboyschreck

Crabz

Publisher: Hasbro

Designer: Henri Kermarrec
Publisher: Huch! & friends

4

Cranium Junior

7

Publisher: Hasbro

5

Buckaroo, terror of cowboys, is back. The obstinate mule must
be made to carry a cowboy’s equipment. First you must put the
saddle on the mule and then load the other items in any order
onto the saddle. Each item must touch the saddle, you cannot
fasten anything to ears or tail and you may not touch or hold
the mule while you load something onto the saddle. If one or
more items fall off during your turn you must quit the game. You
also must quit when the mule kicks in your turn. Whoever is last
in play or loads the last item onto the mule without it kicking,
wins. Three levels of difficulty are provided. New edition in new
packing.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr it pt * In-game text: no

Flood is coming in and crabs climb to safety on higher ground.
You move a crab, depending on its size, between one and
three steps: Across other crabs, but not over empty squares
or water. The move must end on one of your own crabs or an
opposing crab. Big crabs can sit on any crab, medium ones only
on medium or small ones and small crabs can only end on small
crabs. Only the top crab can move. All crabs must be connected
in a group. When a split occurs, the smaller group is taken off the
board. If you cannot move, you are out of the game, your crabs
remain on the board. The last one in play wins.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr nl * In-game text: no

Cards show an image and a word for the name/description of
the image, which also stands for the correct answer. You draw a
card; the location color of your marker determines the type of
action for the description - pantomime with sounds, describing,
modelling with using accessories or drawing, You have 60
seconds to make the others guess correctly. Whoever gives the
right answer first, moves one step forward, you as card owner
and clue giver move the number of steps stated on the card. On
multi-colored cases you choose the type of action. Whoever is
first to reach Cranium Central, wins.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Dexterity game for 2-4 players, ages 4+

Placement game for 2-4 players, ages 7+

Creative party game for 2 or more players, ages 5+

Cranium Party

Crazy Bullets

Publisher: Hasbro

Designer: Christopher Visiliou
Publisher: Desyllas

Crazy Coconuts

8

Designer: Walter Schneider
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

5

Cranium is a party game for two teams, featuring four categories
of tasks - Wörterwurm, Starsteller, Denkonaut and Kreatokater.
Depending on the color of the case beneath your mover you
solve a task of the corresponding category - answering questions, drawing or modeling clay, solving a word puzzle or acting,
singing or imitating. Your goal is to reach Cranium Central in the
middle of the board. If you solve your task within the time limit,
you roll the die and move on. When you reach Cranium Central
you must solve a task in a category chosen by your opponents
to win the game. This edition features a board without a Fast
Track.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Shootouts war a favorite pastime in the Wild West, but what happens when bullets go crazy? You have a stack of 32 cards that
tpoint to the opposite player. You reveal the top card and must
1) reveal a new card when no bullet on the card shows the color
of the gun handle. 2) When a bullet has gun handle color the
turn passes to the player whom the bullet is targeting. 3) When
two or more bullets show the color of the handle, the targeted
players execute a duel - whoever has his hand first on the card
wins and discards a card from his stack. If you touch a card by
mistake you take it. The first one out of cards wins.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: no

A King for Monkey Mountain is needed - each player holds a
catapult behind the red line on his board. If you manage to
shoot a coconut into a cup you take the cup, even from an
opponent, and puts it on a free space on his personal board.
When all places in the bottom row are taken you build the next
level of the pyramid, etc. If you take a red cup, you have another
turn. With two “magical” cards you can influence the result of a
shot or change the rules for the duration of a turn. If someone
completes his pyramid or when all coconuts are in cups, you win
with a complete pyramid or with most coconuts in your cups.
Version: multi * Rules: de en kr * In-game text: no

Creative party game for 4 or more players, ages 12+

Reaction game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Dexterity game for 2 players, ages 5+

Crime Master

Crokinole

Designer: Sonja Klein
Publisher: Gmeiner Verlag

Publisher: Noris Spiele

Crossboule C3

8

Designer: Mark Calin Caliman
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

6

Scene of Crime: Metropolis. 25 cases await their solution. One
player is Crime Master, detectives decide on team work or individual investigations. One player draws a case and lists all facts
on the card and the details that need to be found out. The Crime
Maser takes the card “Solution of the Case”. Investigators I turn
pose questions that must be answered with yes or no. Everyone
can keep asking until he gets a “no”. When you name correct
details you score a points. When the investigators can think of
no questions anymore or 12 points have been awarded, you win
with most points.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

One versus one or in teams you snip your discs for points and
win with 100 points. In case of two players each one has 12 discs,
in a team six discs. You choose a quadrant on the board and
snip a disc that touches the outer ring. When opposing discs
are in play, you try to hit the,. A disc in the center hole scores 20
points, one in the circle of pegs 15 points, one outside the circle
10 points and one in the outer ring 5 points. After each snip you
remove all discs hitting the outer ring. Copious rules for valid
and invalid moves and removal of discs.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Variant of Boules, featuring soft balls, playable in any surrounding. The small target boule is called ”Jack”; if you throw it, you
determine how everybody throws their boules, “left hand only”
or “roll them” etc. You try to get your own boules as close as you
can to Jack. You can play “Dog eat Dog” or in teams. First you
throw Jack; then each player in turn throws one of his boules.
When all are thrown, you score for lowest distance to Jack and
for combos that are formed by one or more of your boules
touching Jack. With 13 points you win a set, with two sets you
win the match. Two-Player Sets in many color versions.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr nl * In-game text: no

Deduction game for 2 or more players, ages 14+

Dexterity game for 2 or 4 players, ages 8+

Dexterity game for 2 or more players, ages 6+

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age
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Cthulhu Realms

Cubingos

Designer: Darwin Kastle
Publisher: ADC Blackfire

Designer: Theora Concept
Publisher: Piatnik

Cubo

5

Designers: Julien Gupta, Johannes Berger
Publisher: Queen Games

8

In the Cthulhu universe we want to drive opponents to insanity
or retain enough sanity ourselves when the general deck is
spent. You start with a stack of 10 cards - 2 Initiates, 2 Goons and
6 Followers - as well as 50 Sanity points. If your Sanity drops to
zero, you are eliminated from the game. In each turn you play
cards on the table, using standard deck-building mechanisms,
and you can use each card effect once, when requirements are
met. Cards in four colors can be Entities, Artifacts or Locations.
Card effects are Draw/Discard, Abjure, Acquire Abjured Card,
Gain Conjuring Power, Gain/Lose Sanity or destroy Locations.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Cubingos are cheery but moody fellows and change the color
of their fur and their facial expression. 13 Cubingos cubes show
a Cubingo on each edge, one body half on one side of the cube,
the other on the adjacent side of the edge. 16 cards show different Cubingos. A card is revealed and each player grabs a white
cube and tries to form a Cubingo by adding his cube to the starting cube or another cube on the table. If you form the correct
Cubingo, you take the card and a new cube. When all cubes are
placed or all cards have been taken, you win with most cards.
Version: multi * Rules: cz de fr hu it nl sk pl *: In-game text:no

You have 4 red dice, four blue dice and one white joker die.
The starting player rolls 2 red and 2 blue dice from stock. At a
signal all players roll all their 9 dice and then re-roll their dice
or arrange them into a Cubo: 3x3 dice with the white joker die
in the middle. In the horizontal and vertical rows you want to
form as many straights and triplets as possible. If you are done
you cover your dice and take one die from the middle; it can be
swapped for scoring later, and the round ends for all: Straights
score the value of the highest dice, triplets the value of one die;
mono-colored results score double.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr nl * In-game text: no

Deck building card game for 2-4 players, ages 14+

Visual placement game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Dice game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Cucina curiosa

Cyclades

D-ICED

Designer: Reiner Knizia
Publisher: Noris Spiele

Designers: Bruno Cathala, Ludovic Maublanc
Publisher: Matagot / Pegasus Spiele

Designer: Zitnansky Marek
Publisher: Huch! & friends

8

7

Stormy seas, the kitchen wobbles and the lobsters escape. The
kitchen must be straightened so that you reach the lobsters and
not bones. Each player has a board and a set of tiles; one player
shuffles and stacks his tales face-down. Then he reveals a tile
in turn, the others find this tile in their stock and all place the
tile on a free square on their board, never overlapping. You can
rotate the tile, paths need not continue. When 16 tiles have been
placed you score one point for each lobster that you can reach
from the entry, and two penalty points for each bone.
Version: multi * Rules: de fr it * In-game text: no

Players control Sparta, Athens Corinth, Thebes or Argos, and use
wealth, troops and good connections to the gods to enhance
their prestige. In order to win you must be first to own two
metropolises. This you can achieve by building, intellectual
advancement or through conflicts. You start with 5 gold, 2 fleets
and 2 islands, so the board is different for each number of players. In each round you place mythological creatures, influence
the hierarchy of the gods, earn income, donate sacrifices to one
of the gods and implement actions. These actions depend on
the hierarchy and the available gods.
Version: de * Rules: de fr and others * In-game text: no

Logic puzzle with dice. Seven blue and one red die must be arranged in a grid of 4x4 in a way that meets the chosen task. Each
tasks demands that each die has as many neighbors as his value
indicates and that the dice listed in the task are placed showing
the indicated values. You always start with the red die in the
given position and then arrange the blue ones. A die is adjacent
if it touches a die orthogonally or diagonally. The game offers 80
tasks is four different levels of difficulty.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr nl se * In-game text: no

Placement game for 1-4 players, ages 8+

Resources management game for 2-5 players, ages 13+

Logic puzzle for 1 player, ages 7+

Da ist der Wurm drin

Da Luigi

Designer: Carmen Kleinert
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

Designer: Rüdiger Dorn
Publisher: Kosmos

4

Da Yu: The Flood Conqueror

8

Designer: Kidd Hsu
Publisher: Two Plus Games / Big Fun Games

10

Worm-burrowing party in neighbor’s garden! You pick a worm
head and let it disappear into your worm’s tunnel. Then you roll
the die and push a worm section of this color into your worm’s
tunnel. When the first worm head appears at the other end, the
round is finished. You win, if the head of your worm is furthest
ahead. In the version for older children you can place your daisy
tile and your strawberry tile next to the corresponding slit in the
tunnel of the worm which you believe will become visible first.
If you picked the right slit, you can feed the tile to your worm by
pushing it into your own tunnel.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

You score by serving your guests fast and correctly. You take
food cubes from the market, pay for them with guest movement
along the time-line towards the exit and then distribute the food
cubes on guest cards. Completed guest cards are set aside, the
food cubes are placed next to the market. When a guest leaves
the restaurant with an incomplete order you take a lemon. If
you enter new guests into play you keep them yourself or hand
them to other players, guest peculiarities are implemented.
When all guest cards are in play, you win after a final round with
most points from completed guest cards minus lemons plus
flowers.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

The Yellow river floods China, Da Yu instigated the construction
of canals and drains. As players we are his assistants and search
three villages for tools. Five flood cards are on display, tool cards
are sorted and stacked, and you start with one tool of each kind.
Then you use three action points - use tool for victory points,
go to an adjacent flood card, reveal tool or discard or pass - and
then draw tool cards and take flood cards with 10 drain markers.
A new flood card is placed. When all flood cards are gone, you
add victory points from tool cards and flood cards.
Version: cn * Rules: cn en * In-game text: no

Dice game for 2-4 players, ages 4+

Placement game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Placement game for 2-4 players, ages 10+
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Dadaocheng

Dark Tales

Das Expedition Natur Spiel

Designers: Eason Kao, Tsai Huei-Chiang
Publisher: Studio Soso

Designer: Pierlucca Zizzi
Publisher: dV Giochi

Designers: Christoph Puhl, Arno Steinwender
Publisher: moses.Verlag

10

8

Dadaocheng in Taiwan - we trade resources or acquire buildings in Dadaocheng. In your turn you can switch resources
discs twice or turn them over; then you choose three or four
orthogonally adjacent identical resources and take 1 or 2 cubes
accordingly. If such discs are adjacent to a store house you place
a cube there. When then there are three or more cubes in store,
you remove all. Then you turn the row ow discs back over, if this
creates a new row you use this one, too. When a cube is in each
store house you pick one up and can then buy buildings or sips;
at the end buildings, ships and resources earn you prestige.
Version: multi * Rules: cn en * In-game text: no

Stories in the Land of Dark Tales do not always have a Happy
End! With randomly selected Setting Cards A and B you choose
the Story. In your turn you draw a card, play - optional - an item
and resolve the effects according to the valid card A and then
you play a card. You score the icons of the card for victory points,
placement location and effects. Items that you receive are laid
out. The interactions between cards and items are the key to
the game, the effects of the items change with the background
stories, the Setting cards. If someone cannot move, you resolve
card B and win with most victory points.
Version: multi * Rules: en it * In-game text: yes

Explore nature, good at each Saison, but best done from April
to October. Suitable dressed and well-equipped you take task
cards, explorer passes and stamp. Players form teams and draw
three task cards per round. Then all try to execute their tasks fast
and well and take them back to headquarters. If you succeed
you get a stamp in your explorer pass. For each task you must
present a find; in case of orange tasks you need to show the
location of your find or describe it exactly. In case of questions,
the team leader decides. The team that is first to collect eight
stamps is the winner.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Resources management for 1-4 players, ages 10+

Card game with a fairy tale topic for 2-4 players, ages 14+

Outdoor game for 2-12 players, ages 8+

Das neue Österreich Quiz

Das neue Wien Quiz

Das Spiel des Lebens

Designers: Melita and Robert Sedlaczek
Publisher: Piatnik

Designers: Melita and Robert Sedlaczek
Publisher: Piatnik

Publisher: Hasbro

8

Did you know it or did you guess, asks the cover and the game
asks unusual questions about Austria. 220 cards ask one question each and provide a choice of three answers. The standard
game is intended for 3-6 players, rules for 2 or for more than six
players are included. You are asked a question and decide on
Risk or Answers. If you answer correctly in case of Risk, you get
3 chips for a correct answer and none for a wrong one. In case
of Answers you get 2 chips for a correct answer and a second
choice for wrong one, winning you one chip if you choose correctly from two answers.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Did you know it or did you guess, asks the cover and the game
asks unusual questions about Vienna. 220 cards ask one question each and provide a choice of three answers. The standard
game is intended for 3-6 players, rules for 2 or for more than six
players are included. You are asked a question and decide on
Risk or Answers. If you answer correctly in case of Risk, you get
3 chips for a correct answer and none for a wrong one. In case
of Answers you get 2 chips for a correct answer and a second
choice for wrong one, winning you one chip if you choose correctly from two answers.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

More than 100 years of Game of Life! At the start players must
decide between a fast-track career and the longer track via a university degree. Then you roll the die and move along the paths,
at crossroads you must choose the long way. You follow the
instructions of the squares on which you end your moves and
you buy life insurance if you want to and can afford it. You can
take out loans. You marry, have children, acquire status symbols,
and cross the customs bridge to reach your feudal mansion or
your retirement home. When the last player reaches one of these
destinations the richest player wins the game.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Quiz game for 2-21 players, ages 14+

Quiz game for 2-21 players, ages 14+

Move & roll game for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Das Spiel des Lebens Banking

Das Spiel des Lebens Ich … unverbesserlich

8

Publisher: Hasbro

5

Publisher: Hasbro

Das Spiel des Lebens junior
Publisher: Hasbro

4

At the start players must decide between a fast-track career and
the longer track via a university degree. Then you roll the die and
move along the paths, at crossroads you must choose the long
way. You follow the instructions of the squares reached with
your moves and buy life insurance if you want to and can afford
it. You can take out loans. You marry, have children, acquire status symbols, and cross the customs bridge to reach your feudal
mansion or your retirement home. When the last player reaches
one of these destinations the richest player wins the game. New
edition with bank cards instead of cash and a card reader!
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Minions in their factory have only one goal in life - the want to
become the favorite Minion of super evil Gru, but for this they
need five Banana Hands. You choose one of the four collectible character miniatures and can then collect bananas from
the plantation, steal them from other players, buy them for
“Bananentacken” from the bank or use action cards. SuperDreh
can also help to acquire a banana hand, you choose a number
and then turn the wheel. Action cards that you draw at the band
conveyor bring surprises and if a Minion should still be bored it
can change its profession.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

The junior version offers a fabulous day at the Fun Fair to all
players. You dash across the board in your cute little car, of
course according to the value indicated on the famous number
wheel. You visit attractions, for instance Water Park, Chocolate
Factory or the Zoo. The Fun Train takes you to the other side
of the board, very fast! Action cards are drawn on the way and
invite players to act, sing or tell stories. With these activities you
win stars for your adventure card or some pocket money to pay
entrance fees at the attractions. Whoever is first to collects ten
stars, wins.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Move & roll game for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Roll & move game topic for 2-4 payers, ages 5+

Roll & move game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age
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Das ultimative Superduell

Dead Man’s Draw

Dead Man’s Draw

Designers: Roberto Fraga, Christian Lemay
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag / Le Scorpion Masque

Designer: Ryan Bruns
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Designer: Ryan Bruns
Publisher: Mayday Games

Five duels must be won. You use 116 duel cards - standard ones,
time duel cards or mass duel cards. The target card is on the
table, three more special cards are somewhere in the room or
on the table. The first challenger chooses his opponent, another
player is arbiter and reads out the first duel cards. Opponents
duel according to those instructions. If you win, you keep the
card. You must do your best to win; if not, you lose automatically.
If judgement from other players is needed it must be given in
fairness. Cards that cannot be met are discarded. Variants for
really big groups are listed.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: yes

Pirates out for spoils! Spoils cards show ten different symbols;
character cards show a pirate and a jewel and abilities. 10 cards
in the discard pile can only be reached via symbols. The rest is
spoils stack. You draw the top card, implement the symbol and
can draw another card - if it shows the same symbol you lose all
cards collected in this turn. Symbols on character cards influence
symbols on spoils cards. If you stop voluntarily, you take all cards
and sort them by symbol. When all cards have been drawn you
win with most points from the top cards in your spoils. Variants
are included.
Version: de * Rules: de en ru * In-game text: yes

Pirates out for spoils! Spoils cards show ten different symbols;
character cards show a pirate and a jewel and abilities. 10 cards
in the discard pile can only be reached via symbols. The rest is
spoils stack. You draw the top card, implement the symbol and
can draw another card - if it shows the same symbol you lose all
cards collected in this turn. Symbols on character cards influence
symbols on spoils cards. If you stop voluntarily, you take all cards
and sort them by symbol. When all cards have been drawn you
win with most points from the top cards in your spoils. Variants
are included.
Version: en * Rules: de en ru * In-game text: yes

Action game with cards for 3-20 players, ages 12+

Collecting game with cards for 2-4 players, ages 13+

Collecting game with cards for 2-4 players, ages 13+

Der Eiserne Thron Zweite Edition

Der Herr der Ringe Das Kartenspiel

Der Herr der Ringe Mau Mau Freie Völker

Designer: Christian T. Petersen
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Designer: Nate French
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Designer: Peter Neugebauer
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

8

In Westeros intrigues are often deadlier that swords and axes.
King Robert Baratheon is dead, and the houses Stark, Lannister,
Baratheon, Martell, Tyrell or Greyjoy lay claim to the throne.
Elements from expansions were incorporated into this second
edition of the board game: harbors, garrisons, Wildling cards
and siege engines. Using diplomacy, planning and clever use of
cards you try to acquire control over the majority of fortresses
and towns to claim the throne for your house. The 10 rounds of
the game comprise Westeros phase, planning phase and action
phase.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

In the cooperative Living Card Game players, in a fellowship of
heroes, master dangerous adventures in Middle Earth. The Core
Set features 226 cards in four starter decks, which can be used
immediately for an introductory game. This is amended by scenarios and 84 Encounter cards which you can master. The cards
used are hero cards, player cards, encounter cards and adventure cards. If at least one player survives until the last part of the
adventure deck has been dealt with, the players win together.
Adventure Packs, deluxe expansions and Saga expansions, the
latest one is “Das Verlorene Königreich / The Lost Realm”
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr it pl * In-game text: yes

Mau Mau revised! A location card states a special rule. You
always discard a card of the same color or the same number,
subject to the special rule or color demand. If you draw “The One
Ring” you display it. Another player can put down a ring bearer
for himself instead of playing it normally and claim „The One
Ring“. If you play special cards you name a color and, for “Mittelerde”, reveal the next special card. The last but one and last
card - no special card! - are announced with Mau and Mau Mau
and then you score for the number of cards retained by other
players, the ONE Ring and maybe Mount Doom.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Fantasy development game for 3-6 players, ages 14+

Card game with a fantasy topic for 1-2 players, ages 13+

Card shedding game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Der Herr der Ringe Mau Mau Mordor

Der Hobbit Der Kampf um den Arkenstein

Der Isses!

Designer: Peter Neugebauer
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

Designer: Seiji Kanai
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

Designer: Alex Randolph
Publisher: Drei Hasen in der Abendsonne

8

10

Mau Mau revised! A location card states a special rule. You
always discard a card of the same color or the same number,
subject to the special rule or color demand. If you draw “Palantir”
you display it. Palantir can be taken over by a location card for
Barad-dûr. If you play special cards you name a color and, for
“Mittelerde”, reveal the next special card. The last but one and
last card - no special card! - are announced with Mau and Mau
Mau and then you score for the number of cards retained by
other players, for Palantir and some location cards. Can be
combined with Freie Völker.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

An interpretation of the battle for the arkenstone, based on
Love Letters. You win the round if you hold the Arkenstein at
the end or did get nearest to him. 17 cards for Middle Earth are
marked with numbers, the higher they are the nearer they are
to the Arkenstone. The texts name the effect of the card and a
quotation from the film. You hold a card, draw a card, play a card
openly and cope with the effects; the cards remain visible. When
all cards are used you earn a crown with the Arkenstone or the
card with the highest number on hand. With 3-5 crowns you win
the game.
Version: de * Rules: de en jp * In-game text: yes

You secretly choose the color of the marker you want to put on
the silver coin by putting its card at the bottom of your stack;
you can move any marker by one step or jump over one or
several adjacent markers to be nearer to the silver coin at the
end of the turn; a diagonal is considered to be longer than a
straight distance. You win the silver coin by 1) moving on top of
it or 2) by choosing the color with which your opponent moves
onto the coin or 3) by correctly naming the choice of your opponent by pointing it out with “Der isses” or “that’s the one”. You
cannot pass but must move a marker or say “Der isses”. You win
with four coins.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Card shedding game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Card game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Placement and bluffing game for 2 players, ages 10+
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201 6
Der kleine Rabe Socke Das große Rennen
Designer: Michael Schacht
Publisher: Amigo Spiele

Der rasante Malstift Turbo

5

Der Rat von Verona

8

Publisher: Goliath Toys

Designer: Michael Eskue
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Who will win the race in the woods? Two laps are run, in which
you also must remove obstacles from the track. The active player
rolls both dice and may, if he wants to, re-roll one of them. The
number die indicates how far you may you’re your card. The
action die allows you to change lanes or to remove an obstacle.
This you can do at any time in your turn. Another car blocks
the lane like an obstacle, but cannot be remove. If you have
completed the first lap, you take a small cup for an indicator. If
you are first to cross the finish line after the second lap, you win
and get the big cup.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Drawing is the motto of the game, but with a special pen! At the
start you set the time on the pen and then you play in clockwise
direction. The first player draws a card, rolls the die and reads the
topic or chooses a topic. Then he has 10 or 15 seconds to relate
the topic, then the pen pulls in the mine. If someone guesses
correctly, painter and guesser score one point per player. When
nobody guesses correctly, the next player draws the topic, but
scores two points less. When ten cards have been played, you
win with most points.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Verona is fed up with the conflict between Montague and Capulet families, a council is meant to mediate the conflict and to
bring peace. You draft your hand of cards which have abilities or
an agenda; you play a card on either Council or Exile and can, if
you want, use its abilities; also optional is playing of an influence
marker on a character showing an influence icon. When all cards
have been played you can place one last influence marker. Then
you ignore all cards that do not meet their agenda and score
character cards that meet their agenda.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: yes

Race game for 2-5 players, ages 5+

Guessing and drawing game for 2-10 players, ages 8+

Card and placement game for 2-5 players, ages 13+

Der Räuber Hotzenplotz Die magische Kristallkugel

Der Schatz der 13 Inseln

Designers: Kai Haferkamp, Markus Nikisch
Publisher: Haba

Designer: Marco Teubner
Publisher: Haba

4

Der verdrehte Sprach-Zoo

6

Designer: Klaus Kreowski
Publisher: Ravensburger

4

Kasperl, Seppel, Großmutter and Wachtmeister Dimpfelmoser
chase Räuber Hotzenplotz. Characters and bushes are only visible from the back. A task card shows character and destination.
You roll a die and move a character or the sun or replace the
task card. If you moved a character, you check with the crystal
ball - when character and bush fit the card, you take it. When all
tasks are complete or the sun is on the last case, players in turn
may discard one task card and pull out a fence piece to find Hotzenplotz. If you find him, you win; if he is not found, Hotzenplotz
wins. Includes solo and cooperative variants.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Dirigibles are at the start. You either target a new island to
research an object on remain on your current island to research
a new object. You fly “blind” with the mask on your face and
one finger on the ship to move it. If you reach an island without
meeting obstacles (volcano smoke or clouds), the others inform
you. To research you reveal a tile - if if fits your order card, you
take it. In case of meeting an obstacle you take a damage card
or must repair your ship. Two complete orders give you a clue
about the treasure island. With three clues you can approach the
treasure island. If you reached the correct one, you win.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr it nl * In-game text: no

The monkey must get back onto his tree before the zoo opens
again. Beginning with a blue image chip and a green animal
chip you tell a story using both images. The next player fills the
next two slots accordingly and tells another story. When all slots
are full the window for the blue image chips is covered. You
reveal the top animal card and turn the wheel until this animal
appears in the window for the animal chips. Now you must
remember the story told for this animal and the monkey moves
one step if you remember correctly. Variant included. Series:
Spielend Neues lernen
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text:no

Memo and search game for 2-4 players, ages 4+

Adventure game for 2-4 players, ages 6+

Educational game on language for 2-4 players, ages 4-7

Der zerstreute Pharao

Descent 2. Edition Reise ins Dunkel

Deus

Designer: Gunter Baars
Publisher: Ravensburger

Designers: K. Wilson, D. Clark, C. Konieczka, A. Sadler
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Designer: Sébastien Dujardin
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag / Pearl Games

5

The absentminded Pharao has hidden his treasures in 48 pits
under pyramids. You reveal a target card and then move one
pyramid onto the adjacent free spot. When the gap opens over a
wrong treasure, your turn ends; if you find an empty pit, you can
continue. If you find the treasure, you take the target card. When
the target cards marked “2” come into play and you win such a
card, you apply the special action stated on the back. When all
target cards are taken, you win with most points on them. In the
expert version you hide additional chips which introduce events
or additional points. Series “Unsere besten Familienspiele”, new
edition.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

The 2nd edition of Descent is based on the 1st edition and
introduces a revised character and combat systems for playing
epic campaigns or individual adventures. Up to four heroes pitch
themselves again the Overlord and cooperate to defeat him by
an extremely astute approach. The goals for each adventure are
different and you win or lose as a group. New in this edition are
defense dice, simplified rules for “line of sight” and a new mechanism for control of the Overlord Powers as well as the possibility
to develop your hero with experience and strength. A new
expansion is “Schloss Rabenfels” and “Labyrinth des Verderbens”.
Version: de * Rules: cn de en es pl * In-game text: yes

You lead and develop an ancient civilization and must keep
on the right side of the gods. In each turn you decide between
building and making a sacrifice to a god. In order to build you
play a building card and place the building. The card is placed in
the column of the same color and you can profit from all abilities
of all cards in this column - victory points, resources, money,
and progress in science or attacks on neighbors or building
a temple. To make a sacrifice you discard cards and get help
from one of the gods in return. When all Barbarian villages have
been attacked or all temples have been built you win with most
victory points.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: yes

Search and memo game for 1-5 players, ages 7+

Fantasy adventure game for 2-5 players, ages 12+

Development game for 2-4 players, ages 12+

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups
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Dice City

Dice Run

Designer: Vangelis Bagiartakis
Publisher: Alderac Entertainment Group

Designer: Spartaco Albertarelli
Publisher: Kaleidos Games

Die Akte Whitechapel

10

Designers: Gianluca Santo Pietro, Gabriele Mari
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

16

Rolldovia needs a new capital and you want to prepare your
town. You begin with five dice for your town on your own board.
In the dice phase of the turn you remove your dice one by one
and apply the effect of its location or relocate a die or replace
four location cards or reactivate a location or pass and receive
markers, which upgrade armies or bring resources. With army
strength from locations you can attack bandits or locations and
resources of other players. New locations, defeated bandits and
goods export with trade ships give you victory points. In the
Building and Trade phase you can built locations according to
available resources.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: yes

A race among 30 dice! Players need to meet a secret specification in four stages. All dice are rolled and sit in the middle. You
play a card, draw a card and move all dice as stated on the card,
turn them, swap them - e.g., if you played “All red ahead” then
you take, beginning with the first group, all red dice in a group
and move them one position ahead. When a stage card appears,
it triggers a scoring - 1 point for each color and number in the
first group that corresponds to your specification - and you get
new specifications. Whoever has the highest score after four
stages, wins.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Jack the Ripper is being tracked, he in turn must commit five
murders without being caught. In four nights you prepare the
starting situation according to detailed rules. In the Pursuit
phase Jack marks a target space on this sheet and moves or uses
a special marker. When he reaches the case carrying the number
chosen for his hide-out Jack announces that he has successfully
escaped. Otherwise police men figures move and can announce
investigating for clues or taking into custody. When the number
named for taking jack prisoner corresponds with the number for
Jacks hide-out, he is caught and has lost the game.
Version: de * Rules: de en it nl pl * In-game text: no

Worker placement with dice for 1-4 players, ages 14+

Race game with dice for 3-6 players, ages 10+

Bluff and deduction game for 2-6 players, ages 16+

Die blutige Herberge

Die Burgen von Burgund

Die frechen Mäuse

Designer: Nicolas Robert
Publisher: Pearl Games / Asmodee

Designer: Stefan Feld
Publisher: alea / Ravensburger

Designer: Peter Neugebauer
Publisher: Noris Spiele

5

Somewhere deep in the country owners of a hostelry rob or kill
travelers. Free rooms are filled with travelers of one of five kinds.
All players in turn have one and then a second action - bribe
travelers or kill them, build an annex, bury a corpse or pass.
For each action you choose a card in the hostelry, play cards
according to its level and take back cards with corresponding
talent symbols. When then a policeman is present, you pay for
removal of unburied corpses, and travelers that are still alive
depart. When the incoming stack is empty for the second time,
you win with most money according to the track plus annexes
minus unburied corpses.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: yes

Players are princes in 15th century Burgundy and acquire
victory points from trade, animal husbandry, city development
and knowledge extension in five turns with five rounds each.
For each turn a display of function-hex-tiles and trade tiles is
prepared. In each round you roll your dice for two actions, in any
order and also the same one twice. Workers are used to change
dice values. Actions are: Take or place hex tiles, sell goods or take
workers. At the end of a round you get coins from mines owned
and results from knowledge tiles. After 5 turns you score for
unsold goods, coins, workers and your own yellow tiles.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Cheese, sausage, bread and junk, all strewn about in the attic,
the little mice try to salvage what they can. You roll and move
your mouse, not crossing other mice and not on spots guarded
by the cat. When your mouse arrives at a chip you take it. A
bread chip you can keep or swap it for another chip from a fellow player. If you roll the cat you may relocate her to chase mice
away into their holes, from where the start afresh. When only
5 chips are left on the board, you win with most points from 3
points for each cheese, 2 for each sausage and 1 for each bread,
the majority of junk earns you six points.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Card management game for 1-4 players, ages 14+

Resources management game with dice for 2-4 players, ages 12+

Dice and gathering game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Die geheimnisvolle Drachenhöhle

Die Holde Isolde

Designers: Carlo Emanuele Lanzavecchia, Walter Obert
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele

Designer: Nicolas Poncin
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele

5

Die Kunst, aufzuräumen

8

6

Publisher: MeterMorphosen

Little Dragon Edgar collects colored gems for lucky charms, players help him to find six of them. The board shows cases for six
gem colors, four cases for each color. Edgar is switched on and
placed on his starting case. You roll the die and for 2, 3 or 4 you
slide (!) Edgar in any direction along paths and cases, never twice
over the same case. If you roll a dragon symbol you may lift
Edgar off the board and put him on any case. When Edgar spews
fire at the end of a move, you may lay down a card of the same
color as the case with Edgar. You then draw a new card. Whoever
sets down six cards first, wins.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it nl * In-game text: no

You are a knight and want to win the heart of Fair Isolde. Six
months you court her by excelling in different events. Six boards
- for Isolde, Jousts, Tournaments, Studies, King’s Service, Quest
for the Grail and Charity - show a track of cases and there are 52
cards in those six categories. You draft five cards, play one card
at a time and move your marker on the board corresponding to
the card, on taken cases you go on top of other marker(s). When
four cards are played, the boards are scored; some of them only
in certain rounds. If you have most points after six rounds, you
win Isoldes hand. Includes variants.
Version: de * Rules: de fr * In-game text: no

A memo game of a different kind - as usual there are pairs of
cards that must be matched and found using the standard
mechanisms for memo games - you turn over two tiles of your
choice, one after the other; if they match, you keep them. If they
do not match, you put both of them back, face-down. The pairs
themselves are the surprise and fun in the game - one card for
instance shows a nicely arranged bunch of flowers, the others
rows of painstakingly ordered parts of it - stems, leaves and blossoms ordered by color and size. Or a heap or Smarties, which are
sorted by colors and placed in columns that are reminding one
of an abacus.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Movement and collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Placement game with cards for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Memo game for 2 or more players, ages 6+
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Die Legenden von Andor

Die Legenden von Andor Chada & Thorn

Die Legenden von Andor Die Reise in den Norden

Designer: Michael Menzel
Publisher: Kosmos

Designer: Gerhard Hecht
Publisher: Kosmos

Designer: Michael Menzel
Publisher: Kosmos

10

Heroes protect the realm of Andor from evil creatures, which
advance to the King’s Castle, and heroes lose when too many
creatures invade the Castle. In five legends we must defend the
Castle and complete Legend Objectives. A narrator moves along
a letter track; when there is a legend card for a letter, it is read
out - it tells the story, introduces creatures and resources, and
names legend objectives and additional rules. Each hero has 10
hours per turn; the narrator moves when a creature is defeated
and when all heroes have used up their turn time. When the
narrator reaches the end of his track, legend objectives must be
complete.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr ru * In-game text: yes

On their way to Andor their ship founders and Chada and
Thorn end up on an unknown island. The display of a scenario is
prepared. You have three rows of hero cards and other types of
cards on the table. You always use one of the cards in front, then
they are put at the back of the row, as are newly acquired cards.
Heroes can walk, fight or use their special abilities. Other cards
are used according to symbols or card texts. When Chada and
Thorn stand on adjacent path squares, they can support each
other. When both reach their finish squares, both players have
won against the game.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

In this „big“ expansion the heroes follow a n appeal for help from
the North to Hadria. In four legends they confront the might of
the sea and frightening sea monsters. The expansion can only
be played together with the base game and mainly follows the
rules of the base game, with various changes, for instance: On
the new North board the Sea Warrior replaces the Dwarf; instead
of moving on land you can now sail a ship. On the North Board
the Narrator is moved only after every second killed creature,
on the Hadria Board only after every third killed creature. Three
characters don’t feature in the game, but can be used to invent
your own legends.
Version: de * Rules: de fr jp * In-game text: yes

Cooperative adventure game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Cooperative card game for 2 players, ages 10+

Cooperative adventure game, part II, for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Die Legenden von Blue Moon

Die letzten Tage von Atlantis

Die Paläste von Carrara

Designer: Reiner Knizia
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Designer: Marcin Wełnici
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Designers: Wolfgang Kramer, Michael Kiesling
Publisher: Hans im Glück

As one of the rivaling heirs to the throne of Blue Moon you
want to attract dragons to your side when you win a battle, and
are rewarded with shards of the Holy Crystal. Each player has a
deck for a people, for instance for Vulca or Hoax. Players lay out
cards, placing them according to type, and the combat values
of the chosen type of combat are compared. Whoever wins a
combat attracts a dragon; winning the game depends on where
how many dragons stand. Normally, you win, if you have more
dragons on your side of the board, but when all dragons are in
the neutral area you win if you are the one who still has cards.
New edition of Blue Moon with nine people decks.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

As the head of a Royal house you want to save your people. In
the Senate phase you reveal a bid and all place markers in order
of the bid into the Senate. In the Faction phase you choose a faction for alliances. In the Voting phase you place five politics card
face-down and vote on them in sequence; you vote for your
own card. If you win you can implement either your card or that
of your left neighbor. In the Doom phase you check majorities
for refugees and Senate, move ships, resolve an event, clear up
the board and draw politics cards. After three rounds you win
with most victory points.
Version: de * Rules: de en pl * In-game text: no

Carrara -a synonym for white marble; players are Italian Noble
families and must build fabulous buildings adorned with unusual objects. The king checks the progress and awards coins or
victory points. In a turn you have one of three actions: Buy building material, build or score buildings or cities. Building material is
acquired from the turntable, buildings are paid for with building
material; in a scoring your receive coins and / or victory points
and also objects. After each action you can make an additional
buy. The order cards of the game govern end of game and final
scoring. Comes in an Introductory version and an Expert version.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: yes

Fantasy card game for 2 players, ages 14+

Bid and placement game for 3-5 players, ages 10+

Development game for 2-4 players, ages 12+

Die Portale von Molthar

Die Prinzen von Machu Picchu

Die Staufer

Designer: Johannes Schmidauer-König
Publisher: Amigo Spiele

Designer: Mac Gerdts
Publisher: PD-Verlag

Designer: Andreas Steding
Publisher: Hans im Glück

10

Twelve or ore power points make you the Chosen One to save
Molthar. Four pearl cards and two character cards are on display.
The active player has three actions from four options: Take a
pearl card, replace all pearl cards, put a character card on his
portal - maximum two cards - or activate a character. To activate
a character you must play the combination of pearl cards stated
on the character card. Activated characters leave the portal
and give you power points, diamonds or special abilities. When
someone has twelve power points on activated characters, you
win at the end of a final round with most power points.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Incan Princes try to save their civilization in the shelter of Machu
Picchu, the Spaniards try to find Machu Picchu. By moving
within a city quarter you trigger actions - you can produce, introduce new Incans and acquire virgins or shamans. When llamas
are sacrificed you achieve progress on the Incan Path and this in
turns yields victory points. The game ends with the salvation of
Machu Picchu - if all virgins and shamans were acquired - or the
Spaniards conquer Machu Picchu at the end of Day Nine and
gold is included in the calculation of victory points.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Emperor Heinrich VI. The Staufer traveled tirelessly through
his lands and reigned from his horse. As princes we travel with
him and want to gain influence. This is achieved by occupying
administration venues in the region, offering advantages and
victory points. In your turn you place the action marker on the
supply track for Ambassadors or Nobles on the Deployment
track to place Ambassadors and Nobles into a free administration venue. Those moves are done in order of action markers,
followed by a regional scoring and a cleanup-phase including
movement of the King. In the 5th round you do a final scoring
for task cards and treasure chests instead of the cleanup phase.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Card game for 2-5 players, ages 10+

Worker Placement game for 2-5 players, ages 12+

Placement game for 2-5 players, ages 12+

Icon explanation
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Large Groups
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Die verrückte Vogelscheuche

Die Welt

Die Yacht der Macht

Designer: Klaus Zoch
Publisher: Noris Spiele

Designer: Günter Burkhardt
Publisher: Kosmos

Designer: Björn Lippold
Publisher: Krimi total

4

16

Sparrows want to get grain from the straw bales, Magic Raven
Schnabelgrün helps them. You roll two dice and may hide grain
chips in the bales. Then Schnabelgrün flies to the bale determined by the color die and you take the chips from this bale.
Whoever is first to collect six grains, wins. Two blue bales and
choice of color if Schnabelgrün already sits on the color rolled
allow for some tactics. In variants Scarecrow and rotten grains
are introduced. The Scarecrow chases Schnabelgrün away and if
rotten grain is in the bale you cannot take any grain, unless you
spend on magic star.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Players choose how detailed they want to locate sites all over
the world. Sites are laid out, each player chooses one. To locate
your chosen site you place the first marker for the Continent
board, then for West, Middle or North on that board, followed
by a choice of North, South or Middle. Finally, you can choose
one square of four in the resulting grid area. For each correctly
placed marker you score one point, but if there is one mistake,
you do not score at all. If you placed enough correct markers for
a card, you keep the card for a bonus at the end of the game.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

EL Presidente reigns over the island republic of Bananas Grandes
and invites us to his birthday party on his yacht. The latest title in
the series of KRIMI Total dinner games takes us to the Caribbean.
The host of the dinner invites and hands out the roles with first
information. Then you meet for dinner, if possible in fancy costumes, and play your role. All must tell the truth and tell all that
they learn about third parties. The culprit may lie. Missing clues
can be supplied by the host as results of police investigations.
When the culprit is named in the final voting, the case has been
solved. Includes recipes by Benjamin Biedlingmaier.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Memo and collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 4+

Site location game for 2-6 players, ages 10+

Crime dinner game for 8-9 players, ages 16+

Die Zwerge Das Duell

Difference

Designers: Michael Palm, Lukas Zach
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

Designer: Christophe Boelinger
Publisher: Gigamic

Dimension

6

Designer: Lauge Luchau
Publisher: Kosmos

8

Based on the novels by Markus Heitz you are either a Dwarf
defending „das Geborgene Land“ or an enemy. Each side has
its own deck with allies, victory points, support, event and turnof-events. You draw four cards from the stack and alternate as
active player, executing the phases supply, dice and cards. For
supply you draw cards, then you roll dice and use the result to
play cards or to use card effects. If someone draws the last card
from the draw pile, the game ends and you win with most victory points. Includes an adventure scenario for the board game
based on the novel „Der Triumph der Zwerge“.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

The game comprises 25 double-sided, easy cards featuring
Circus/Castle and 25 difficult ones featuring Lake/Dragon. You
choose an image, place one of the face-down cards on the table
and deal the rest evenly to all players. All play simultaneously:
You turn over your top card and try to spot the two differences
between your card and the reference card on the table. If you
spot them, you say “Difference” and point them out. If you are
correct, your card becomes the new reference card. Each card
has one difference in common with the previously placed card.
Whoever is out of cards first, wins. Variants are listed.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr it nl pt * In-game text: no

Aim of the game is to place marbles correctly. Six task cards
determine how the marbles must be placed to achieve the
highest possible score. Parameter cards demand “color A not
next to color B” or “ a total of 4 marbles in the given colors” or
“more marbles of color A than of color B” or “color A not under
marbles” or “not on top of marbles” or “marbles of given colors
must touch” or “exactly this number of marbles in the given
color(s)”. You score +1 for each marble on the board and pay a
penalty of -2 for each missed parameter; you can earn bonuses
for placing all colors or placing less marbles than the player with
most marbles.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Card game for 2 players, ages 10+

Spotting game for 2-6 players, ages 6+

Placement and logic game for 1-4 players, ages 8+

Dino Race

Dinomino

Designer: Roberto Grasso
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag / Ares Games

Designers: Andreas Roschal, Dominik Juras
Publisher: Piatnik

8

Discoveries

7

Designer: Cédrick Chaboussit
Publisher: Asmodee / Ludonaute

A Race of Dinosaurs - a pair of dinosaurs and the egg need to
cross the finish line! For your turn you draw a card for each of
your dinosaurs on the track. Then you play cards to move one of
your dinosaurs, always corresponding to the next terrain that he
will enter. With special cards you can obstruct other dinosaurs put them back, hand them the egg, steal a card or push over an
opposing dinosaurs. The event die gives you cards or makes the
volcano erupt. A dinosaur at the finish gives you a prize marker;
when you have your second dinosaur at the finish you have also
saved the egg, should you carry it - the game ends!
Version: en * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Dinos are coming! If you place tiles cleverly, you advance your
Dino, the Dragon Fruit gives you more power. The grid of 10x10
squares is surrounded by a numbered track; 100 tiles show four
different symbols on colored backgrounds; 8 tiles are Dragon
Fruit jokers for any tile. You draw three tiles, four more are placed
on starting squares on the board. You place a tile on the board,
symbols adjacent to other tiles must be identical. Then you
move your Dino the number of correlations you managed to
achieve on the board. If you cannot place a tile, you must quit
the game. When nobody can place a tile, you win if your Dino is
furthest advanced.
Version: multi * Rules: cz de en fr hu it nl pl sk * In-game text: no

During their expedition Lewis & Clark fill their travel diaries with
descriptions of newly discovered varieties or plants and animals
and draw maps of areas they crossed. You, as the leader of an
expedition, collect geographical, biological and ethnological
information from tribal and discovery cards. To achieve this you
use your own, opponent’s and neutral dice according to detailed
placement rules, partially preparing dice-related actions over
several rounds. When no-one can place a new card into the
exploration area, you win at the end of the round with most
discovery points from three areas of knowledge.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr pl * In-game text: no

Movement and collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Placement and race game for 2-4 players, ages 7+

Worker Placement with dice for 2-4 players, ages 14+
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Disney Die Eiskönigin Der Magische Eisfels

Disney Die Eiskönigin Olaf aus dem Häuschen

3

Publisher: Hasbro

5

Publisher: Hasbro

Disney Die Eiskönigin Partyfieber Doktor Bibber
Publisher: Hasbro

6

Players race to the Magical Icy Rock, together with Anna Olaf
and Elsa. You choose a character and spread the friendship tokens face-down. The active player turns the spinner and moves
his character forward accordingly. If the target spot is occupied
you go to the next free spot. On stones of the path your turn
ends. If you meet Hans, you go back three spots. On jewel spots
you turn over a friendship token - if is one of your friends you
take the token and advance 6 spots. If you are first at the finish
you win; or you win instantly if you have three friendship tokens.
Series Pop-Up Magic, combines with other titles of the series.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Olaf is completely out of shape and his parts are strewn all over
Arendelle, players come to his assistance. You choose Elsa, Sven,
Kristoff or Anna and place a marker at the start. In your turn you
press the Snowball: For 2, 3, 4 and 5 you move forward accordingly. For a six you may place a marker at the start or move six
steps; you roll again in both cases. If you reach a taken square
you move the marker there back to its house. When your marker
has moved around the course once you move it onto the backmost free finish spot. If all your markers are at the finish, you win.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Doctor Bibber has changed - he has entered the realm of
Arendelle and comes in the guise of characters from the license
topic of Disney Die Eiskönigin. It is Anna’s Birthday and the party
is meant to be unforgettable, but unfortunately Elsa’s ice-cold
powers intervene in the guise of little snow-men. The topic is
taken from the short film of the same name and the purpose
of the game is to re-introduce harmony to Anna’s Party by
removing all the little snow men. And of course there are light
and sound effects.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Roll & move game for 2-3 players, ages 3+

Dice game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Dexterity game for 1 or more players, ages 6+

Disney Frozen Junior Labyrinth

Disney Frozen Mein magisches Wettlaufspiel

Disney Riesen Bilder Rallye

Designer: Max J. Kobbert
Publisher: Ravensburger

Designer: Forrest-Pruzan Creative
Publisher: Ravensburger

Designer: Forrest-Pruzan Creative
Publisher: Ravensburger

5

3

4

On the reduced board of 5x5 squares you lay out a labyrinth
as usual, tiles showing characters from Disney Frozen are set
ready, face-down. The first tile is revealed and all try to reach this
character first. For this you slide the extra labyrinth square in one
of the mobile rows until a piece falls out at the other end. Then
you move your marker as far as you can and want towards the
currently wanted character. Whoever arrives there first, gets the
tile. When all tiles are taken, you win with most. For older children you turn over the crossroad tiles to bends and deal out the
characters evenly. Whoever reaches all his characters first, wins.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr it nl pt * In-game text: no

An adventure in the fairy tale world of Disney Frozen for the very
young players. You want to reach the Ice Palace in the kingdom
of Arendelle with your friends Elsa, Anna, Olaf and Kristoff. But
paths change suddenly! You use the spinner: When the hand
points to a color, you go to the next free spot of this color. When
it points to a snowflake, you go to the next snowflake spot, they
are entrances into the moveable board parts. When the spinner
indicates the turning symbol, you either turn one or all four
moveable parts to the other side, which can trigger changes and
even shortcuts. Whoever reaches the palace first, wins.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

On the game board of 1.80 m length, all players want to get
to Cinderella’s Castle. The active player uses the spinner - for a
number you move forward accordingly; for Clock 1 and 2 you
move the clock hand 1 or 2 hours forward and turn the spinner
again. For Mickey Mouse you reveal the top search card, name
the item and all look for it on the board. If you find it, you mark
it with a ring. When the timer runs out, all move their markers
forward one step for each item they marked. Images on board
and search card do not correspond 1:1. When all players reach
the castle before midnight, they have all won together.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Sliding and position game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Roll & move game for 2-4 players, ages 3+

Spotting and race game for 1-6 players, ages 4+

DKT Alpen

DKT Classic

8

Publisher: Piatnik

DKT Europa

8

Publisher: Piatnik

Publisher: Piatnik

8

DKT, Austria’s equivalent of monopoly, now under the aegis of
Austria’s traditional and oldest producer of games, has been
given a new, typical Austrian twist with a special edition for her
capital. Following the well-known rules players, in the guise of
tourists, move through the Austrian mountains and want to
make big money with mountain huts and hotels. In this version,
amendments to the traditional rules - roll & move, buying lots
and paying rent or building houses and hotels - demand body
action, you must “wedeln” or moo! Summer and winter tourisms
demand different activities and tourist attractions, after all!
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

DKT, Austria’s equivalent of monopoly, has been re-launched
unchanged by Austria’s traditional and oldest producer of
games. You roll the die and move your marker. If you end on a
free lot, you can buy it. If you do not want to buy, the lot is NOT
auctioned. If you end up on owned lots, you pay rent to the
owner. On lots you own you can build houses and hotels. If the
bank has not enough houses to satisfy the demand, houses are
auctioned. Event squares must be observed. You may only be
indebted to the bank. If you go bankrupt, you quit the game and
your assets are auctioned. The last one in play wins.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

This version features 21 European countries, and the special
squares, too, have been adapted to the topic. The rules correspond to those of the standard edition. You roll the die, move
and buy lots of land. Land that is not bought is not auctioned.
On lots owned by other players you pay rent. On your own lots
you build houses and hotels. If the bank has not enough houses
to satisfy demand, houses are auctioned. Event squares must
be observed. You cannot run up debts. If you go bankrupt, you
quit and your assets are auctioned. The last in play or the richest
player after an agreed amount of time of play wins.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Economics game with dice for 3-5 players, ages 8+

Economics game with dice for 3-6 players, ages 8+

Economics game with dice, for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age
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DKT junior

DKT Urlaub

5

Publisher: Piatnik

DKT Wien

8

Publisher: Piatnik

8

Publisher: Piatnik

The junior version of the Austrian classic! Players spend their
pocket money on acquiring fairground attractions and traffic
in entrance tickets. When a player has collected 5 different
entrance tickets, the game ends and the winner is the player
with the highest amount of money. You roll the die, move your
marker and can either buy an attraction or pay entrance fee for
it. At the house you receive pocket money or pay the owner.
The piggybank can be looted or you can pay money into the
piggybank. Surprise cards are carried out. On the way to the
playground you pause for a round and come back into the game
via your own home.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

For DKT, Austria’s equivalent of monopoly, now under the aegis
of Austria’s traditional and oldest producer of games, there
is now yet another version. Following the well-known rules
of the core game players invest in the most favored holiday
destinations. You buy hotels, cruise ship companies, restaurants
or boarding houses in Austria, Italy, Croatia, Spain, USA, Turkey
or Egypt. In addition to the standard rules – roll & move, buy real
estate lots, build boarding houses and hotels on them and pay
or collect rent – you can use train or plane to reach your destination more quickly. Souvenirs let you make additional money.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

DKT, Austria’s equivalent of monopoly, now under the aegis of
Austria’s traditional and oldest producer of games, has been
given a new, typical Austrian twist with a special edition for her
capital. Following the well-known rules you visit Hofburg or
Donauturm or even the sewers in Vienna’s „Underworld“, evoking a flavor of „The Third Man“. You build hotels and typical Viennese cafés, hoping for customers, and instead of going to jail you
take a Fiaker and visit a Heuriger in Grinzing. And if money runs
scarce, there is always a therapy on the couch of a fellow player!
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Economics game with money for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Economics game with dice for 3-6 players, ages 8+

Economics game with dice for 3-5 players, ages 8+

Dog of War

Doktor Bibber

Designer: Paolo Mori
Publisher: Cool Mini or Not

Publisher: Hasbro

Domus Domini

6

Designer: Hans-Georg Thiemann
Publisher: franjos Spieleverlag

In Gravos, power structures continually change, noble houses
fight in bloody battles about control over land, people and
resources. In four rounds you represent a „Dog of War“ and
decide which house you want to support. Victorious houses
become more valuable for a player who has influence there.
Influence is a key element, but you can also win with victories
in battles, with rewards or wealth from riches and soldiers. One
round equals a year and comprises the deployment phase for
the battle as well as the phases recruiting, action and result of
battle with evaluation for houses and victory points for captains
of victorious houses.
Version: en * Rules: en es it * In-game text: yes

Patient Paul lies on the table in the operating theatre and players try in turn to heal poor Paul. In order to do so they use the
pincers to extract bones and other things from Paul’s belly. But
take care! Don’t touch anything but the things that need to be
taken out. Don’t jolt anything or scrape along the edges of the
wounds! If you do, Paul will start to scream because of pain and
his nose will gleam red and your turn will be over. This action
game with special effects has been re-launched again, Ptient
Paul looks different and the cover has been changed, too.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

The Prior of Cluny needs assistance from other monasteries and
pays with money or Letters of Indulgence. In a round there is a
lot to do: You identify actually cheap goods for production, hand
out cattle herder, drunkard and vegetable barrow, pay interest
and workers in the field, hire a Cellerar and buy vegetables or
you buy dogs and kennels to fend off drunkards or lay monks,
save money and deliver food, use drunkard or lay monks for
begging. Other options are use of vegetable chips and vegetable barrow and scoring of the round. After five rounds you
win with most Letters of Indulgence.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr nl * In-game text: no

Conflict simulation for 3-5 players, ages 14+

Dexterity game for 1 or more players, ages 6+

Worker placement game for 2-6 players, ages 10+

DRCongo

Dream Team

Dream Team

Designer: Steve Kendall
Publisher: Ragnar Brothers

Designers: David Mair, Tony Vadasz
Publisher: Piatnik

Designer: Wolfgang Warsch
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

The Democratic Republic Congo is destined to take its rightful
place in world economy thanks to assistance from industry
CEOs. The game is placed in four levels; several turns are
comprised of phases; four of those are Action phases in which
you resolve one action or pass. Action options are set up
industry, use means of transport, develop city, production or sell
resources. The phases Starting up, Election of state secretaries
and Support cards are not played in the base game. Kinshasa is
already developed and delivers first points via government ship
and government railroads. Variants are Rebel game, Government game, Ragnar game or solo game.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Two teams play against each other, but the teams are formed
and mixed anew each round. The active player rolls the category
die, draws a card and reads out the text of the respective
category, statement or question plus three answers. The team of
the active player discusses the answer, he takes the decision and
places his die accordingly. Then the other team, too, answers
with a, b, c, tick or X by placing their die. The team with the correct answer advances; when both guess correctly, the challengers receive a scoring marker. Three of those markers give them a
step forward. The first player at the finish wins.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Teams of two players agree on a topic. Within the time frame
all write down as many suitable terms as possible. Then you
ask your partner for terms that he might have on his list, you
yourself need not have this term on your list. If he has the term,
both partners advance three steps. When an opposing team also
has the term, you advance only one step. When the partner does
not have the term, you discard a bonus marker, if possible. When
only one team has bonus markers, it advances three steps per
marker and the round ends. When all have been starting player
once, the team in the lead wins.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Develpment game for 1-4 players, ages 14+

Quiz game for 3-6 players, ages 10+

Communication game for 4-10 players, ages 12+
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Dreck am Stecken

Drecksau

Designer: Stefan Breuer
Publisher: Gmeiner Verlag

Designers: Frank Bebenroth, Arpad Fritsche
Publisher: Kosmos

Drecksause

7

Designer: Gunter Baars
Publisher: Kosmos

6

All players – virtual ones in case of less than 6 – each are dealt a
culprit and a crime card as well a time table of the main crime.
You question a player – from round 2 even a virtual one. He must
answer with yes or no, can lie, and places one of his 3 truth cards
or his 1 lie card. A virtual player answers by special rules. With
the “threat” card you can check a card placed. If a player wants to
solve or if all have been questioned 4 times, all must name their
suspicions for all players. You score for correct suspicions and
lose points for wrong ones. You win if you achieve the highest
score.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Each player tries to be the first to only have swines in his display
and to clean up the other players‘ swines. You have 3-5 clean
pigs in front of you and are dealt three cards. In your turn you
play a card and either place it next to your pigs – the Stable,
the Lightning Rod and Annoy-the-farmer. Or you discard the
card – Mud, Rain, Lighting and Farmer-scrub-the-pig. You can
implement the action of the card. Stables protect against rain
that cleans up pigs, lighting destroys an opposing stable unless
protected by a lightning rod, Annoy-the-farmer nails the stable
shut and protects against farmer-scrub-the pig.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Muddy across the finish? Finish photo achieved! You start with
six black & white pictures and a clean pig. The spinner determines how often you may push your pig with the broom - it can
end up in the meadow, or slide into a mud puddle - you turn
the marker to muddy, or slide into a water puddle - you turn the
marker to clean, or slide across the finish line - when it is muddy
at that moment, you turn over a pig photo. If you push the
farmer out of the puddle, you turn over the farmer photo. When
the pig is thrown out of the box, it goes back to the start, clean!
Whoever turns over all photos first, wins.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Deduction game for 3-6 players, ages 12+

Card game for 2-4 players, ages 7+

Dexterity game for 2-4 players, ages 6+

Drunter & Drüber

Dudab

Designer: Klaus Teuber
Publisher: Hans im Glück

Designer: Csaba Hegedüs
Publisher: A-Games

9

Duell

8

Designers: Ignacio Sánchez, Jorge Piñán
Publisher: Sphinx Spieleverlag

The burghers of Schilda build a new, obviously completely crazy
town. City walls and roads have been left out, the river runs right
through midtown. You are assigned a group of buildings and
defend them against demolition. Wall, river and road tiles are
placed, hopefully without covering your buildings, and nobody
should notice which buildings you are protecting. You can also
demand a vote on outhouses, as they are obstacles and cannot
be built over easily. When no further tile can be placed, you turn
over your building cards and add the points on non-covered
buildings. You win with most points.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Aim of the game: Least amount of cards and points. A cards is
placed in one of three columns: Number + 1 on a number of
different color and symbol, or Shaman or Dudab. If you place
the 6th card, you take the front five for scoring and discard all
but 2 cards in hand to discard pile or your scoring pile. When
the draw pile is empty, you score 1) your hand: +5 per Dudab in
hand, rest of hand to scoring pile. 2) Score your pile: a) discard
all pairs Dudab+Shaman; b) score negative for all pairs of
Dudab+number of your choice; c) positive points for all number
cards and d) +5 for Shaman. After one round per player you win
with fewest points.
Version: en * Rules: en hu * In-game text: no

Each living player lays down a hidden action card. Then, on a
signal, each points to another player and reveals his card with
the other hand. One card deflects any number of the kind of
weapons indicated on the card. If you shoot, you cannot be hit;
if you re-load, you are hit when shot at. If you cannot deflect,
you are hit and turn your duel card to the grave side. If you play
re-loading and are not hit, you can take back all actions cards. All
still living continue to play. When only one player is alive, he wins
the round and 1$. When nobody has 5$, another duel begins. If
you own 5$, you win instantly.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Placement game for 2-4 players, ages 9+

Card game for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Card duel for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Dungeon Busters

Dungeon Fighter

Designer: Tomohiro Enoki
Publisher: Korea Boardgames

Designers: A. Buonfino, L. Silva, S. T. Sorrentino
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

7

Eclipse

8

Designer: Touko Tahkikallio
Publisher: Asmodee / Lautapelit

Adventurers confront monsters for jewels. One player is the hero
of the first dungeon and discards one of five monsters randomly.
Then he reveals one monster and each player choses a combat
card - you can discuss this and negotiate; and cards are revealed:
When the sum of the combat cards is stronger than the monster
it is destroyed, identical cards cancel each other out and there is
now reward but penalties when the monster wins and and the
cards were the lowest. Rewards are dealt out in ascending order
of card values. After three dungeons you win with most points
from collected jewels.
Version: multi * Rules: en kr + jp * In-game text: no

New dungeons, new adventures, new magic items and rather
horrible monsters, and again we go and confront them. But
in this dungeon our abilities determine the abilities of our
character. Can you hit the target when throwing the dice from
under your legs with closed eyes? And make it bounce once?
When the die is not completely in one target zone you must
count its corners to determine the zone. Need you ask why the
monsters sometimes win, even in a dungeon we designed?
After “Dungeon Fighter Feuer Frei!” with Fire as central topic and
“Die große Welle” for Water as topic there are now “Abgefahrene
Winde” for Air and Rock ’n’ Roll for Earth.
Version: it * Rules: de it * In-game text: no

Despite all efforts to keep peace, the tensions and missunderstandings among the seven main races and in the Galactic
Council become more frequent. You control one of those
interstellar civilizations, build battle ships, intensify research
and technology and explore new star systems. In the complex
strategy game you can try many strategies to win, adapted to
strengths and weaknesses of your own civilization. After nine
rounds you win with most victory points from controlling galactic sectors, battles, diplomatic alliances, researched technologies,
discoveries and monoliths under your control.
Version: de * Rules: cz de en it fi fr pl * In-game text: yes

Card game for 3-5 players, ages 7+

Adventure game for 1-6 players, ages 8+

Complex development game for 2-6 players, ages 14+

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age
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Eclipse: Rise of the Ancients

Eclipse: Shadow of the Rift

Eight Epics

Designer: Touko Tahkikallio
Publisher: Asmodee / Lautapelit

Designer: Touko Tahkikallio
Publisher: Asmodee / Lautapelit

Designer: Seiji Kanai
Publisher: Kanai Factory / Minimal Games

The Galactic conflicts gain movement, new factions appear on
the scene and therefore adversaries of long must suddenly form
alliances in order to fight the new danger. System that have
been deemed to be empty, suddenly teem with Ancients whose
ship capacity is frightening and whose readiness to negotiate is
simply not there at all. The expansion introduces warp portals,
rare technologies, developments, alliances, Ancients Home
Worlds as well as the possibility to play with nine and offering a
choice of four new Alien races. The modular system allows you
to choose single components or to use all.
Version: de * Rules: de en fi fr * In-game text: yes

The uprising of the Ancients has ended, The Seven are still in
power and the the most important species live in relative prosperity. But suddenly new factions appear, species develop and
time and space are distorted. New species are Pyxis Unity with
their Nanomachines, Shapes of Dorado can distort the spacetime-continuum and one species comes with two factions,
Octantis Autonomy and Vanguard. New mechanisms are Time
Distortion and Evolution. Anomalies destroy whole systems.
All modules in the expansion can be used individually or in any
combination together with the base game.
Version: de * Rules: de en fi fr * In-game text: yes

As godlike heroes players try to save the world from various
disaster. To resolve such a disaster - in the shape of a card drawn
- you must roll the indicated number of dice and achieve the
total value or dice combination indicated on the card. This will
not work or be achieved by only rolling dice - you will have to
change dice results. This can be achieved by using heroes, but
the price for their use is loss of hero life points. Communication
between players about optimum use of heroes is allowed. When
all heroes have been used to deflect a disaster and and were not
successful, the game ends and all players have lost.
Version: multi * Rules: en jp * In-game text: no

Expansion for Eclipse for 2-9 players, ages 14+

Expansion for Eclipse for 2-6 players, ages 14+

Cooperative dice game for 1-8 players, ages 10+

Einfach Genial

Ekö

El Capitan

Designer: Reiner Knizia
Publisher: Kosmos

Designer: Henri Kermarrec
Publisher: Sit Down!

Designer: Charlotte Fillonneau
Publisher: Gigamic

10

6

Tiles show symbols in six colors and you place tiles to score for
groups of symbols. You always have a stock of 6 tiles and place
one tile per turn, if possible next to identical symbols. Symbols
on the board must not be covered. Then you score for groups of
symbols, starting from the newly placed tile. The new tile itself
is not counted. A score of 18 in a symbol color grants a bonus
move. When placement is no longer possible, the game ends.
The winner is the player whose lowest score of all six symbol
colors is higher than the lowest score of all other players.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr it nl jp kr and others * In-game text: no

Ekö was an Emperor in ancient times in a prosperous country.
His heirs destroyed the realm and were banned into the desert
and cures with having to use rocks, sand an wind for their
armies. You need to accumulate 12 points from camps, towers,
fortresses and imprisoned emperors and a castle in a capital or
eliminate all opposing discs. In the movement phase you move
or move to stack discs or to attack. As an alternative, you build
camp, tower or fortress, for 1-3 discs in an adjacent stack. In the
support phase you introduce at least one disc - if possible, the
emperor - into the board, there are special rules for the emperor.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

El Capitan, the pirate captain, needs a successor and tests his
crew for quick reactions and for memory. A row of pirate cards
is on display. Each cards shows an image and you memorize
the position of the card. Then the cards are turned over. In your
turn you draw a card from stack and now each player must
remember where in his row this image is positioned. He puts his
boat on it and blocks the draw pile with his hand. All that answer
correctly split gold coins in order of their hands on the draw pile.
There are special rules for special cards, and the richest pirate
wins and becomes El Capitan.
Version: multi * Rules: 19 languages * In-game text: no

Tile placement game for 1-4 players, ages 10+

Placement game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Memo game for 2-6 players, ages 6+

El Grande Big Box

Eldritch Horror

Elefun

Designers: Wolfgang Kramer, Richard Ulrich
Publisher: Hans im Glück

Designers: Corey Konieczka, Nikki Valens
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Publisher: Hasbro

3

As a Spanish Grande you use 30 Caballeros to acquire majorities
in regions and to increase your influence at court. In a round you
choose a power card for turn order and Caballero movement
from stock to court. An action card determines further action
options and movement of caballeros from court into regions.
After each three rounds, the game is scored. New edition for the
20 Years Anniversary including all expansions - Großinquisitor
& Kolonien, König & Intrigant, König & Intrigant 2 (the former
Players Edition), König & Intrigant 3 (the former Unverkäufliche
Sonderkarten), Grandissimo - plus a new Anniversary edition
and new components.
Version: de * Rules: de en es it nl * In-game text: yes

As an investigator you solve mysteries in order to ban the Great
Old One. A round begins with an action phase for traveling,
resting, exchanging, preparing, looking for support and using
„action“. In the encounter phase you fight monsters or resolve
encounter cards and in the myth phase you resolve a myth card,
including doom marker, revenge effects, appearance of gates,
monsters and clues, displaying a rumor and myth markers and
other events. When three mysteries and maybe the Last Mystery
have been solved, investigators win, but there are several ways
to lose the game. New expansion “Vergessenes Wissen”.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr jp pl * In-game text: yes

Elefun, the baby elephant, plays with butterflies and gently
blows them high into the air with his long, long trunk. As
it blows softly, the butterflies do not get far away from the
elephant! The children are invited to play along with Elefun and
the butterflies and are supposed to catch the butterflies with
their net. First, try and catch those dancing in the air. At the end
of a round you can take care of those butterflies that have sunk
to the floor. The player who catches most of the butterflies wins
the game. In this edition glimmering fireflies dance out of the
trunk and there is a fast refill-feature. Series: Elefun & Friends
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

New edition of El Grande for 2-5 players, ages 12+

Cooperative horror adventure for 1-8 players, ages 14+

Dexterity and action game for 1-2 players, ages 3+
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Buy all Lookout products online: www.spielkarten.com/shop

Now in distribution by
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Elfenland de luxe
Designer: Alan R. Moon
Publisher: Amigo Spiele

Elfer raus! Jubiläums-Ausgabe

10

Publisher: Ravensburger

Empire Engine

7

Designers: Chris Marling, Matthew Dunstan
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

New edition featuring all versions and variants so far published
and, new, Elfenseas. In Elfenland, you travel terrain-specific,
using giant pig, elven wheel, magic cloud, unicorn, troll wagon,
dragon and raft through plains, forests, deserts, mountains, rivers and lakes, to collect location stones. Means of transports are
laid out on the roads, everybody can pay to use them with travel
cards drawn every round. After four rounds you win with most
stones. Elfengold expands Elfenland with gold pieces and spells.
Elfensea is played on a more difficult board, using the rules of
Elfenland, with bonus markers and different use of means of
transport.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

14 different variants are offered in the rules for this classic card
game using 80 cards. In the basic game you place first the red
11, if someone holds it, otherwise the green or blue one, is
laid out then you place cards next to it, either a 10 or a 12. A
new 11 begins a new row. You can add as many cards as you
want, as long as the sequence is correct, but sometimes it is
tactically better not to play all possible cards to hinder other
players in adding. This edition introduces 30 action cards, which
influence game play. Anniversary edition, series Ravensburger
Kartenspiele.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Mekannis is an entirely mechanical planet where machines
determine the options for rivaling empires. In eight rounds you
plan by assigning a cog wheel to each machine, revealing and
rotating the machines. Then you implement the topmost action
of each machine; all players do the actions of a group simultaneously - weapons, production and inventions, attack & defense.
Actions usually relate to transfers of commodities and soldiers
to action and scoring areas, in case of attack / defense also into
areas of other players. You win with the highest score from commodities, soldiers and inventions, export & salvages.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Movement and collecting game for 2-6 players, ages 10+

Card game for 2-6 players, ages 7+

Tactical card game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Ene Mene Muh Eddy, das schwarze Schaf

Ene Mene Muh Lauf, Pinguin!

Designer: Ingeborg Ahrenkiel
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele

Designer: Ingeborg Ahrenkiel
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele

3

Ene Mene Muh Wer holt die Kuh vom Eis?

3

Designer: Ingeborg Ahrenkiel
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele

3

Baby sheeps have run away, but are frightened by Boar Bruno
and want to get back to their pasture, where Eddy, the Black
Sheep, protects them. You roll a die and put the sheep of this
color on the board. For purple you Bruno towards the pasture
gate, for black he goes back one step towards the forest. When
the first player has all his sheep on the pasture, this player wins.
When Bruno reaches the pasture first, he wins. If Eddy has
chased Bruno back to the last spot in the forest, Bruno has lost
and you win, if you have fewest sheep left. Series Ene Meine
Muh Mein erster Spielspaß!
Version: multi * Rules: de fr it * In-game text: no

Pingi, Pungi, Pingi and Pangi want to reach the penguin playground and catch fish on the way and encounter Orcas. You roll
a die and move your penguin. On spots with fish you receive the
depicted number of fish. On Orca spots you must discard the
depicted amount of fish to distract the orcas. On penguin jump
spots you can roll again or, in the expert version, decide where
you want to jump to. When the last penguin reaches the playground with the exact die roll or jumps there, you win with most
fish. You also can end the game when the first penguin is on the
playground. Series Ene Meine Muh Mein erster Spielspaß!
Version: multi * Rules: de fr it * In-game text: no

Kuh Hilda takes a walk on the frozen lake; the ice cracks and she
manages to reach a floe and needs help to get back on land. You
turn over a card, describe it and place it on your board, if it corresponds. If not, you replace it and the turn passes. If you find the
Wind card, the cards on the table must be shuffled. If you find
the Frost card, Kuh Hilde receives help and you may turn over
two more cards. If you are first to completely fill your board, you
have saved Hilda, win the game and receive the Kuh-Hilda Order
of Merit. Series Ene Meine Muh Mein erster Spielspaß!
Version: multi * Rules: de fr it * In-game text: no

Educational game on colors for 2-4 players, ages 3+

Dice and collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 3+

Memo-Lotto for 2-4 players, ages 3+

Ene Mene Muh Zugepackt, weggeschnappt!

Ententanz

Designer: Ingeborg Ahrenkiel
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele

Publisher: Hasbro

3

Epix

3

Birds Anton and Adele play with color dice and pairs of colors
on cards: On the cards you see two items in different colors, the
backside of the cards has two color halves. Depending on the
level of difficulty you lay out cards backside up or picture side
up. You roll both dice and search for the corresponding color or
picture pair, say “Schnapp” and put your hand on the card. If you
are correct, you take the card and win with 8-6-4 cards with 2-3-4
players. Series Ene Meine Muh Mein erster Spielspaß!
Version: multi * Rules: de fr it * In-game text: no

A plastic board with a moving surface simulates a pond. Pressing
the button lets the twelve yellow ducklings move around, they
are all marked on the bottom with a colored symbol. Each player
has been assigned such a symbol on one side of the board. In
turn, players pick up a duckling to check on the symbol. If it is
yours, you put the duckling into your nest. If not, you put the
duckling back in the pond. The movement of the pond surface
changes the position of the ducklings. Therefore players must try
to memorize the position of the ducklings they already checked.
Whoever collects his three ducklings first, wins.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Reaction game for 2-4 players, ages 3+

Memory game for 2-4 players, ages 3 and up

38

Colour codes for target groups (Headline Colour)
For children + learning
With friends
For families
For experts

Designer: Rikki Tahta
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

The king has died and his successor must be elected before
the end of the year. As a noble man in the realm you strive for
the throne, using force against other noblemen and gold for
your subjects to be first to conquer an opponent’s castle or to
own most land and gold at the end of the year. In each turn =
season you bid for the starting player position, choose from
action options and implement them, receive income and shift
the turn marker. All but implementation of actions is done by
all players simultaneously; player actions are taxes, building or
movement(attack with rules for units and terrain effects.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: yes
Position and conflict game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Colour codes for features (Bar in Evalution box)
Chance
Strategy
Knowledge
Tactics
Creativity
Memory

GABIS explanation on page 3
Communication
Interaction

Dexterity
Action

201 6
Equilibrio

Erwischt!

Escape

Designers: Michel and Robert Lyons
Publisher: Foxmind Games / Carletto

Designer: Christian Lemay
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Designer: Kristian Amundsen Østby
Publisher: Queen Games

7

Equilibrio can be described as a three-dimensional tangram.
The game comprises building blocks in seven different shapes,
and also in different numbers for each shape. All blocks have
the same color and can be combined into a multitude of
constructions. The 60 puzzles are sorted into 6 different grades
of difficulty, each puzzle shows the number of parts needed to
solve it. The solutions at the end of the booklet show the different shapes in different colors to enable players to control their
solution. In Equilibrio the constructions must be built vertically
and stay upright. Series Brain Builder.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

A game within a game and for all occasions! Each person
receives a card and decides if and when to enter the game. The
duration of the game is fixed, and from now on all players try to
execute all three tasks on the card, but at all costs in front of several witnesses. If you manage to complete the task, you wait 30
seconds and name the task. If you believe that someone else just
completed a task, you call “Gotcha” and name the task. If you are
right, the player cannot score this task. At the end of the game
all add their scores and name witnesses, if necessary. “Erwischt!
2” features 60 new cards and can be combined with “Erwischt!”.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr pl * In-game text: yes

The magical gems in the temple chambers must be activated
within 10 minutes in this real-time adventure, complete with
soundtrack, to enable adventurers to flee the cursed temple. All
roll their five dice simultaneously and as fast as they can to use
them to discover new chambers, enter chambers, activate gems,
flee or remove blockades from dice. During two countdowns
you must get back to the starting chamber each time or lose
a die. For same tasks you need to cooperate. During the third
countdown all players must reach the exit. If only one of them is
left behind, all lose the game together.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr nl * In-game text: yes

Logic and building puzzle for 1 player, ages 7+

Party game for 4-50 players, ages 12+

Cooperative real-time adventure for 1-5 players, ages 8+

Escape Quest

Escape Quest

Escape Traps

Designer: Kristian Amundsen Østby
Publisher: Queen Games

Designer: Kristian Amundsen Østby
Publisher: Queen Games

Designer: Kristian Amundsen Østby
Publisher: Queen Games

Adventure in real time - magical jewels in temple chambers
must be activated within 10 minutes to enable adventurers to
escape. All roll their five dice simultaneously and use them to uncover new chambers, enter chambers, activate stones, flee and
remove blockage from dice; cooperation might be necessary.
With the runtime of the third count-down of the sound track
all need to be out of the temple. If only one remains behand, all
have lost. Expansion 1 Illusions introduces components for the
6th player, an escape card, a treasure tile and modules Kammern
der Illusionen and Spezialkammern with double chambers,
treasure chamber and chalice.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr nl * In-game text: yes

Adventure in real time - magical jewels in temple chambers
must be activated within 10 minutes to enable adventurers to
escape. All roll their five dice simultaneously and use them to
uncover new chambers, enter chambers, activate stones, flee
and remove blockage from dice; cooperation might be necessary. With the runtime of the third count-down of the sound
track all need to be out of the temple. If only one adventurer remains behind, all have lost. Expansion 2 Quest features two new
modules, Questkammern and Charaktere - Characters provide
special abilities for players. Quest needs the base game to play
and can be combined with Illusions.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr nl * In-game text: yes

Adventure in real time - magical jewels in temple chambers
must be activated within 10 minutes to enable adventurers to
escape. All roll their five dice simultaneously and use them to
uncover new chambers, enter chambers, activate stones, flee
and remove blockage from dice; cooperation might be necessary. With the runtime of the third count-down of the sound
track all need to be out of the temple. Expansion 3 Traps includes
two new modules, Fallenkammern and Zeitkammern, which introduce an additional time element into the game, using a sand
timer. Traps needs the base game to play and can be combined
with Quest and Illusions.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr nl * In-game text: yes

Expansion for Escape for 1-6 players, ages 8+

Expansion for Escape for 1-6 players, ages 8+

Expansion for Escape for 1-6 players, ages 8+

Escape Zombie City

Escape Zombie City The Survivor Chronicles

Espresso fishing

Designer: Kristian Amundsen Østby
Publisher: Queen Games

Designer: Kristian Amundsen Østby
Publisher: Queen Games

Designer: Davide Rigolone
Publisher: Piatnik

8

The game mechanics of Escape combined with a Zombie topic!
Within 15 minutes players must reach the bus, starting from the
church, in this real-time adventure and leave the town in order
to escape the zombie hordes. The town is set up from modular
pieces randomly. Then all roll their five dice simultaneously and
as fast as they can to collect - in the first phase of the game items, tools, medicine and stores, fight zombies and find the exit.
Some zombies must be fought cooperatively, but for this you
need to be at the same location. In phase Two you must leave
town on time on the bus.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr nl * In-game text: yes

The game mechanisms of Escape with a Zombie topic! Within
15 minutes players must reach the bus and leave town in this
real-time adventure to escape from the Zombie hordes. The first
expansion features two modules: Challenges and Characters. In
Challenges so-called challenge rows are added and you must
comply with those challenges before you can leave town; the
more roads the more difficult. For Characters each player choses
a character - Nerd, Grandma, Policeman, Shopping Queen, Vendor or Construction Worker - with special abilities; you choose
one for the game and can us it as often as you want.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: yes

Espressi help against falling asleep, as you want to catch as many
fish as possible. The box with fishes is put in the middle for a
pond and you hold two Espressi chips. You roll three blue and
two red dice and and can re-roll each one individually, once.
Then you may fish or steal fish. To fish you need worm, wave and
hook - waves x hooks determines the number of fishing rolls
with the white die. To avoid the falling-asleep symbol you can
discard an espresso chip before rolling (!). For certain dice combinations you may steal fish or espressi. When the pond is empty
you win with most fish, ties are decided by the yellow fish.
Version: multi * Rules: cz de en fr hu it nl pl sk * In-game text: no

Cooperative real-time adventure for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Expansion for Escape Zombie City for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Dice game for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age

39

201 6
European Union

Exodus: Edge of Extinction

Extra! Extra!

Designer: Alex Tseng
Publisher: Big Fun Games

Designer: Andrei Novac
Publisher: NSKN Games

Designer: Andrew Bond
Publisher: Mayfair Games

As Chairman of a European political party you have different
preferences and abilities. You need to push advantageous
petitions and win the maximum of available influence points.
After three rounds with rising numbers of parties in relation to
the expansion of the EU you win with most points. Depending
on the version you play the phases of European Council - with
bids for member states and resulting votes for the voting - and
the European Parliament in the advanced version and evaluate
party cards. You can use lobbying and forge alliances or enter
into agreements with others.
Version: multi * Rules: cn en * In-game text: no

Again and again, survivors of the catastrophe are drawn into
conflicts in their new home on Proxima Centauri. The mechanisms of the expansion are those of the base game: Upkeep
phase with ship repairs - Council phase with voting, election for
Chancellor and turn order and dealing of combat cards - Action
phase, mostly unchanged - WMD phase with targeting home
planet as well as distance check and damage rolls for various
technologies - Conquest, this was heavily revised. Cubes are
limited and their optimum use must be part of your strategy,
albeit their being some obligatory uses for them.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: yes

As Editor-in-Chief of a newspaper you fight for headlines, news
and stories. Yon your own board you must - depending on the
chosen scenario - fill the front page, back page or center pages
of your newspaper. To acquire a story from the Editor’s deck
you must discard News Cards, corresponding to the number
of story and photo icons on the story; all cards must have the
same topic, that is, color. To acquire those cards you must send
your reporters to the News Deck on the game board and collect
News Cards from six cities. Stories, headlines and ads earn you
Circulation points and you win with most of them.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: yes

Auction game with a political topic, for 3-5/7 players, ages 12+

Expansion for Exodus for 1-6 playes, ages 14+

Placement and collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 14+

Eye Know play it smart

Fädel-Maus

Designers: Paul Berton, George Sinclair
Publisher: Kosmos

Designers: Anja Wrede, Christoph Cantzler
Publisher: Ravensburger

Falsch gedacht!

3

Designers: Bruno Cathala, Ludovic Maublanc
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

In this picture quiz you choose one of 14 picture cards and name
the specified image. For a correct answer you take a #1Chip and
the card - for points in color sets at the end of the game - and
answer a question; if you cannot name the image, the others
in turn can try to name it. For the question you bet 1 to 5 chips,
choose the type of question and receive chips accordingly, if you
answer correctly. When all have been active five times, you win
with most points from chips and sets. In the play-it-smart version
you choose picture card or app challenge offering picture fragments; you must recognize the picture within a time frame.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Who assembles the most beautiful animal chain by threading
animals together? The mouse is going for a trip, which other
animal friends are accompanying her? Puzzle parts with various
animals are laid out. The same animals are available in cut-out
shapes with holes. You are given a string with the mouse at the
end, and the puzzle part showing the mouse is the starting part.
Now you add a puzzle part and look for the same animal in the
same color. When it is found, it is threaded next to the mouse.
Series: spielend Erstes lernen
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

The current quizmaster reads five questions from five cards in his
hand. He reads the first question and then reveals the backside
of the next card(!) in his left hand. Then all can answer; the first
answer or the first start for an answer counts. When the card in
the left hand shows “richtig”, the expert ior a green circle, your
answer must be correct; if it shows „falsch“, the Dumb Jack or a
red square, you must give a wrong answer to be correct. But, the
wrong answer must come from the correct category. Correct answers earn you the card for a point, wrong ones lose you a card.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: yes

Visual trivia quiz with app for 2-8 players, ages 12+

Educational game for 1-2 players, ages 2½+

Quiz game for 3-10 players, ages 10+

Fendo

Find nix

Designer: Dieter Stein
Publisher: Gerhards Spiel und Design

Designers: Brad Ross, Robert Leighton
Publisher: Piatnik

Firefly

7

Designers: Aaron Dill, John Kovaleski, Sean Sweigart
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Your goal in Fendo: Define areas, place borders and conquer
squares. You realize this goal on a board with 49 squares in a 7x7
grid. Two pieces begin the game opposite each other on the
otherwise empty board. The active player either moves his piece
in a direkt line, can change direction once and places a border
stick in a square adjacent to the new location of the piece - or
introduces a new piece on the board. A completely enclosed
areas can only hold one piece, the only possible open area can
hold any number of pieces and border sticks. You win, if you
control more squares in closed areas.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Look carefully is the motto here - each card features the
elements of animal, item, as well as color and shape of its background. You score if you are first to discard all your five cards.
One card is revealed as the first Findnix card. If, in your turn, you
hold a card that has two elements in common with the Findnix
card, you place your card on top of the Findnix card and your
card is the new Findnix card, the turn passes to the next player.
Should your card show three elements, you place it also as the
new Findnix card, but have another turn, if you hold a suitable
card. If you are first to collect the necessary number of points,
you win.
Version: multi * Rules: bg cz de fr hu it nl pl sk * In-game text: no

A story card must be chosen by a player and resolved successfully in order to win. You have a choice from four action and can
choose two of them in a turn and interact with other players.
Actions are Flying, Buy Equipment and Hire Crew, Make Deals
and Finish Jobs. Quite a few actions are illegal and can have
consequences. In case of Movement from planet to planet you
must draw and resolve a “Full Speed” card for each step. When
the story card gives you several goals, you must complete them
in the given order to win. The expansion “Piraten & Kopfgeldjäger / Pirates & Bounty Hunters” again introduces new Job and
Supply cards.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Abstract placement game for 2 players, ages 10+

Spotting game with cards for 2-6 players, ages 7+

SciFi adventure for 1-4 players, ages 13+

40

Colour codes for target groups (Headline Colour)
For children + learning
With friends
For families
For experts

Colour codes for features (Bar in Evalution box)
Chance
Strategy
Knowledge
Tactics
Creativity
Memory

GABIS explanation on page 3
Communication
Interaction

Dexterity
Action

201 6
Five Crowns junior

Flash Point Flammendes Inferno

Designer: Marsha J. Falco
Publisher: Amigo Spiele

Designer: Kevin Lanzing
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

5

Flea Market

10

Designer: Leo Colovini
Publisher: Mayfair Games

8

Five big cards for the rounds show crowns in different colors.
You get five number cards, the top rounds card is revealed. In
turn you draw a card from discard pile or draw pile and discard a
card, in order to collect five cards with the same number or the
same color. All cards in the color of the rounds card and marked
with stars are jokers for any card. If you have collected five cards
the round ends and you are rewarded with a crown, all other
players can now lay out also part combinations of number or
color and take one rat marker per remaining card. After five such
rounds you win with most crowns, in case of a tie with fewest
rats.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Fire alarm – all players cooperate to save victims from buildings
on fire. Each player must spend four action points in his turn to
move, fight the fire, demolish walls, roll for fire progress – when
smoke is placed on smoke, it turns to fire – and refill information
markers. When fire reaches a spot that is already on fire, there
is an explosion. If you save seven victims before the building
crashes, all win together. Two variants for a family game and a
game for experienced players, featuring random set up, vehicles
and vehicle actions. Several expansions are available, most current are “Ehre und Pflicht” and “Extreme Gefahr”.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Market day! You try to by hidden treasures cheaply and to sell
them with profit. The sum of three Item dice determines the sale
item of the round. If you own the item, you cash a bonus from
the bank. If you do not own the item, you roll two Player dice you can re-roll once - for your Sale offer. Then, in order of the size
of offers, you can pass or buy and pay either the owner or the
bank. When all did pass, the item goes to the Agent of the round,
if unowned, or back to the owner. If, at any time, you own 45 $,
you win instantly. Otherwise, you win with most money at the
end of the round in which the last item s taken from the board.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: no

Card collecting game for 2-6 players, ages 5+

Cooperative dice game for 1-6 players, ages 10+

Dice game for 3-5 players, ages 8+

Fleet Commander: Ignition

Fleet Commander Beyond the Gate

Fleet Commander Orbit

Designers: Bergerat, Charpentier, Redici, Schindler
Publisher: Capsicum Games

Designers: Bergerat, Charpentier, Redici, Schindler
Publisher: Capsicum Games

Designer: Henri Redici
Publisher: Capsicum Games

Gravity currants as sources of energy enabled new empires to
ascend which fight for dominance. You command a fleet on
a 5x5 board with terrain characteristics and have the use of a
number of dice. In Phase I of the turn you execute effects from
asteroid fields, weapons and scenarios, then you choose three
of your dice in Phase 2 and use the results in Phase 3. Dice that
were not used in Phase 3 are placed on the command bridge in
Phase 4 as a reserve for future turns, or on special weapons. Main
winning condition is to destroy at least eight opposing types of
ships, in scenarios other winning conditions might apply.
Version: multi * Rules: en fr * In-game text: no

Gravity currants as sources of energy! You command a fleet on a
5x5 board with terrain characteristics and command a number
of dice. The basic victory condition is to destroy at least eight
opposing types of ships, scenarios can introduce other winning
conditions. Beyond the Gate is the first expansion for Fleet
Commander Ignition. It introduces Cruisers, a new type of ships
with bonuses for use of shield, new special weapons - Interdictor, Vortex Jump and Exo-Bomb - was well as two new terrain
types - Gas Cloud and Radar Anomaly as well as components for
multiplayer games. Includes two scenarios for Jump Gates.
Version: multi * Rules: en fr * In-game text: no

Gravity currants as sources of energy! You command a fleet on a
5x5 board with terrain characteristics and command a number
of dice. The basic victory condition is to destroy at least eight
opposing types of ships, scenarios can introduce other winning
conditions. Orbit is the second expansion for Fleet Commander
Ignition. A A mat of synthetic material, size 60x60cm, allows
players to extend the confrontation to solar systems. A sun in the
center of battle alters space-time for ship units.
Version: multi * Rules: en fr * In-game text: no

SciFi dice game for 2 players, ages 12+

Expansion for Fleet Commander for 2 players, ages 12+

Expansion for Fleet Commander for 2 players, ages 12+

Flexi Cube

Fliegenschmaus

Flip a Bird

Publisher: Huch! & friends

Designer: Dietmar Keusch
Publisher: Haba

6

6

Designers: Arno Steinwender, Wilfried Lepuschitz
Publisher: Österreichisches Spiele Museum

8

New in the logicus series and intended as an introduction to the
genre of logic puzzles: Flexi-Cube is made up from 12 irregularly
shaped parts. There are two parts to each side, and parts have
different colors. The sides can be opened and you are asked to
solve different puzzles: The puzzle “All sides different” has only
one solution; for the puzzle “Four different sides and two identical sides” there are three solutions with three color combinations
for the identical sides. The puzzle of “Two sides different and four
sides identical” has only one solution, as has the puzzle of “All
Sides are identical”.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

On their way to the dung heap the flies rest on some other
delicacies, but need to beware the fly swatter. The landing tiles
are aligned randomly, the dung heap sits at the end. The active
player draws a card and implements - Fight cards and swatter
cares are placed on a landing tile, for the Dust Pan you switch
two landing tiles and for the Scent card one of your own flies
moves. Then you move one of your flies by one or two tiles; if
you end on a tile with swatter card, you go back to the start; if
you encounter a flight card, you advance two tiles. Whoever has
all his flies at the dung heap first, wins.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr it nl * In-game text: no

Bird cards and special cards are stacked face down, each player
has two cards. The active player draws the top card from the
stack and places one of his cards. When the top card on the draw
pile shows a closed cage, you place the card face down; if the
card shows an open cage, you place it face up. If you believe that
there are more birds in the row than the allowed maximum in
relation to the number of players - you play your red Tip card;
your left neighbor must then place his green Tip card, the others
place theirs according to their opinion. All that made the right
shice split the cards in they row between them. When the draw
pile is empty, you score your birds.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Puzzle game for 1 player, ages 6+

Race game for 2-4 players, ages 6+

Card game for 3-6 players, ages 8+

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age

41

201 6
Flock

Flottenmanöver

Designer: David J. Mortimer
Publisher: Alderac Entertainment Group

Publisher: Hasbro

Flying Kiwis

7

Designers: Marco Teubner, Frank Bebenroth
Publisher: Huch! & friends

5

Using feeding, nest building and hatching you enlarge your
flock of birds. You choose placing a bird from your pool on one
of six action cards or activating a card with at least one bird on it.
All players with a bird on this card can apply the card effect - for
each individual bird - and pay with resources. Birds on the card
go back into the pool. Dominance and Competition cards are
applied in pecking order; for Competition you pay upkeep per
bird, relocate birds and then score action cards and birds in your
pool. When the competition card is activated for the third time,
you win with most victory points
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: no

You place your ships on your own board and must guess the
opponent’s ship positions correctly to sink his ships. In the classic
version one admiral names a coordinate, the other admiral
states hit or a miss. Both results are marked accordingly. In the
game with missions you draw the top card from your deck and
execute it; in the expert game with missions you start with 5
cards in hand and can in your turn either draw two cards or play
one or two cards and execute them. If you are first to sink the
opposing fleet you win. Revised new edition.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Kiwis want to go on holiday outside New Zealand. As they are
unable to fly, they want to hide in Kiwi fruit boxes to reach other
destinations. Each player has ten Kiwi chips and tries to snip
them into one of the 16 cubicles on the board, with the help of
his catapult. Kiwis already in a cubicle can thereby be covered by
other Kiwis. Kiwis that missed the board can be snipped again. If
you are first to arrange four of your Kiwis in a square anywhere
on the board, you call “Flying Kiwis” and win instantly. If nobody
manages that you count all kiwis in stacks where one of your
own is on top and win with most Kiwis.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr nl * In-game text: no

Worker Placement for 2-5 players, ages 14+

Deduction and placement game for 2 players, ages 7+

Snipping game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Fopp den Frosch

For Sale

Publisher: Goliath Toys

Designer: Stefan Dorra
Publisher: iello

6

Forged in Steel

10

Designer: Wade Broadhead
Publisher: Knight Work Games

Flies are hiding under cups - who will find most of them? One
player dons the big spectacles and becomes the frog of the
round, all others take a cup. The player opposite to the frog hides
a fly under his cup and the spectacles are switched on. Now the
eyes of the spectacles open and close in random intervals; after
a minimum of three times the frog may give a guess where the
fly now sits - the cup si handed on when the eyes are closed. If
the frog guesses, the turn passes to the next player to be frog. If
the frog was correct, he receives the fly.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Read estate deals at the game table. In Phase I you bid on buildings to acquire the best possible stock. In Phase II you sell buildings for cheques. In each round in Phase I you lay out building
in relation to the number of players. You can bid or pass; if you
pass you take back half of your bid and take the currently cheapest building- When all buildings are sold, you display as many
cheques as there are players; you secretly choose on of your
buildings and then reveal it, and take a cheque in descending
order relating to descending building values. When all buildings
are sold, you win with most money.
Version: en * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Colorado County around 1900. A card driven strategy game set
in the industrial revolution where players must use cards for
points to build the city or activate powerful card events. Players
construct the city together, but are always in fierce competition.
Players set Headlines which effect the development (and rules)
of the game over the course of 3 Era’s, which each have unique
cards. The paths to success are many, whether you wrest control
of municipal development, commercial, mining, industrial, or
some combination: the choice is up to you. Command your
prominent local family and manipulate grand historical themes.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: yes

Guessing game for 3-5 players, ages 6+

Bidding game for 3-6 players, ages 10+

City development game for 2-4 players, ages 13+

Fram R’lyeh

Fritz Stibitz

Designer: rerasiu
Publisher: BakaFire Party / MinimalGames

Fröschlein, aufgepasst!

Publisher: Game Factory

3

Designer: Manfred Ludwig
Publisher: Noris Spiele

4

In 12 rounds you play for one treasure each. You play a power
card and the highest card played wins the treasure. Victory
points of the treasure are only known to the dealer, the others
must guess at the victory points based on the power card played
by the dealer. The winner of the treasure is the new dealer.
Power cards used turn into Insanity cards, a treasure exorcizes
Insanity cards. Victory points for a treasure can also be negative
and turn the player into a cultist of the Old One. When all players
have turned cultists, the Old One awakens and you win with
most negative points.
Version: multi * Rules: en jp * In-game text: no

As a squirrel you collect acorns for winter. All acorns are placed
on the tree in the box, each player receives a tree log. The active
player turns the spinner. When it points to a color you use
the squirrel to pick up an acorn of this color and put it in the
corresponding hole in your tree log. For an acorn symbol you
can collect one or two acorns of any color for your log. For the
Sneaky Squirrel you can steal an acorn from another player, and
for the Sad Squirrel you must pass your turn to the next player.
For the Squirrel Storm symbol you must put back all your acorns
from the log to the tree. If you are first to completely fill your log
you win.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Storks stalk through the swamps searching for their favorite
food, frogs. You place your stork on his starting case and one
frog on the white water lily. At any time there is only one frog in
the water, moving from water lily to waterlily, whereas a stork
can enter any dot and any water lily. You roll the dice - for pips
you move your stork accordingly. For the frog you roll the color
die and move your stork to the water lily of this color. For the risk
symbol you either move your stork one step or turn over a stork
tile and implement the action. When stork and frog meet, the
frog is captured. Whoever is first to capture three frogs, wins.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Card game for 3-5 players, ages 12+

Collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 3+

Dice and collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 4+
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Fruit Fair

Fun Farm

Designer: Kris Gould
Publisher: Wattsalpoag

Designer: Luca Bellini
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

10

Fungi

6

Designer: Brent Povis
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

Harvest in the orchard - you collect apples, cherries, plums and
lemons; but take care, the raccoon steals fruits. You have also to
decide if you 1) keep fruits to enter them in special competition
or 2) send them to an exhibition immediately to win medals
and ribbons. You play rounds of five phases: 1) assign workers,
2) raccoon, 3) harvest and planting, 4) go to exhibition and 5)
assign special tiles for turn order, migrant workers, raccoon and
lorry. When the necessary number of rounds I played, you sum
the points on all awards and fruits that you own and you win
with most points.
Version: en * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Off to the sheds! Runaway animals need to be caught, the first
farmer draws a card and rolls two dice. When a card shows one
of the dice results, the card is activated and the animal on it
can be snatched. The player who grabs it gets the card and the
animal is put back in the circle. When there is no corresponding
result the card remains in place and the next farmer adds a new
one. Now, two cards can be activated in each turn. If you grab
the wrong animal you put a card back in the middle, it can now
again be activated. The game ends with the round in which the
last card is drawn from the pile and you win with most cards.
Version: de * Rules: cn de fr it ru * In-game text: no

At dawn we enter the forest to collect mushrooms and you win
with most flavor points for fried mushrooms when the last card
was taken from the forest. A display of cards is prepared and you
have one action out of five options: Take a card from the forest
and - for a card from the Deep Forest - pay with stick cards; take
all cards from the Rotten Stack; fry 3 or more identical mushrooms; sell 2 or more identical mushrooms or set out a pan; for
both Night cards count double. Depending on the number of
mushrooms you fry you can score more flavor points when adding butter and/or cidre. Selling mushrooms earns you sticks.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Placement and collecting game for 3-5 players, ages 10+

Reaction game with cards and dice for 2-10 players, ages 6+

Set collecting game for 2 players, ages 10+

Funkenschlag Die Aktiengesellschaften

Galaxy Defenders

Galaxy Trucker Missions

Designer: Friedemann Friese
Publisher: 2F-Spiele

Designer: Simone Romano. Nunzio Surace
Publisher: Ares Games

Designer: Vlaada Chvátil
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

The 10. Expansion can be used with Funkenschlag or Funkenschlag deluxe and can also be combined with all other boards
and power station decks. As a shareholder you try to get control
of companies for greatest personal wealth. In a variant you aim
to acquire shares of those companies which develop into the
biggest on the market and provide electricity to most cities. In
the second variant you control your own small company and try
to establish it on the market. Sometimes you sell shares of those
companies to acquire shares of other companies.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr gr * In-game text: no

As a secret agent you fight enemy aliens together in a team of
up to five agents. You command unique abilities to defend your
planet, based on the mechanisms of conflict simulation. The
game controls the aliens; each mission can end several ways successfully, party successfully and in failure - and the success
of a mission influences the flow of the story. Experience gained
develops your agent’s abilities. The rounds of a mission comprise
Refresh, Strategy with choice of leader, Battle - including Movement, Combat and Action - and Event, implemented according
to enormously detailed and very complex and copious rules.
Version: en * Rules: en it * In-game text: yes

You are a space adventurer and build a spaceship to reach the
Edge - where you can make profit or loss. You start with the base
of Ship 1, choose a secret tile from the middle and add it to your
ship or replace it face-up and choose a new one. You can look
at your Flight cards while constructing to be sure to equip the
ship properly. Then you use 8 cards to fly, you stack them and
then resolve them. You might have to abort a flight. Missions was
created based on the App, you are now a pilot with Corp Inc.,
discover planets, acquire new ship types, meet characters fly
missions for them.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: yes

Expansion for Funkenschlag for 2-6 players, ages 12+

Complex SciFi conflict simulation for 1-5 players, ages 12+

Expansion for Galaxy Trucker for 2-5 players, ages 12+

Game of Thrones Der Eiserne Thron Das Kartenspiel

Game of Thrones Die Intrigen von Westeros

Geheimsache

Designers: E. M. Lang, C. T. Petersen, N. French
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Designer: Reiner Knizia
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Designer: Jörg Domberger
Publisher: Gmeiner Verlag

Based on novels and board game, you represent one of the six
great houses of Westeros, assisted by other familiar characters, in
military, intrigue and fights for power. The Core Game holds all
that is necessary for a game of four players, and features readyto-play decks for Lannister, Stark, Targaryen, and Baratheon; you
start with seven cards in hand. A round comprises topic = plot,
then draw, assemble, challenges, dominance, status and taxes. If
you are first to collect 15 power points, you win. This new edition
improves gaming experience and is based on the original edition of Game of Thrones Der Eiserne Thron Das Kartenspiel.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

The Iron Throne is your goal and you secure the support of
courtiers at the Court of King’s Landing. In as many rounds as
there are players you are dealt character cards featuring houses
Stark, Lannister, Baratheon and Targaryen. According to stringent rules you play a card in a row or above other cards, in case
there is a house showing one of that house’s characters directly
beneath. The bottom row cannot exceed eight cards. If you
cannot play you are out of the game, the last one in play wins
the round a card “Iron Throne” which cancels penalty points, all
others score penalty points for remaining cards in hand. You win
with fewest penalty points.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Spies are meeting their criminal contacts according to a strict,
but variable weekly schedule. You are dealt two informant cards
in each of the five colors plus two cards from the mixed stack.
You see the weekly plans of all other and must deduce your
own. In each round all play a card face-up and then in turn name
the player with the latest and earliest date. If you think you know
your schedule you take the lowest available agent card (1-5)
and keep playing, but you cannot alter your notes. When all are
done or 12 cards are played, you win with a correctly deduced
schedule and the lowest agent card number.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Living Card Game for 2-4 players, ages 13+

Card placement game for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Deductive card game for 2-5 players, ages 12+

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age
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Geistesblitz

Gelegenheit macht Diebe

Gemblo Q

Designer: Jacques Zeimet
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

Designer: Daniel Badraun
Publisher: Gmeiner Verlag

Designer: Justin Oh
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

8

8

Ghost Balduin needs help to find things. Those items stand in
the middle and a card is revealed. All now try to quickly grab
the depicted item in the correct color or to call the name of the
item. When no item is depicted correctly you grab the missing
item in the missing color. If you crab correctly you take the card,
a mistake loses you a card. The version Geistesblitz 2.0 introduces
new items, the towel color and naming of the item in different
languages. In the variant Geistesblitz 5 vor 12 telling the time and
mirror-image items are added. You always win with most cards.
All versions can be combined.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Jewelry Exposition - an opportunity for thieves, security personnel and visitors. On six exposition days you adopt one role to
use your own cards in an optimum way and win with most
points. You hold cards in hand and put 2 markers on one or two
role cards that correspond to your hand. One player leads, the
others follow suit as demanded by the rules. When the first 7+
Choice Deal card is played, all place three markers on role cards;
whoever then plays 3+ Deal, determines the loot of the round.
After the second 7+ Choice card each player chooses his role
according to the majority of markers. When all tricks have been
played, you score points according to role cards.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Gemblo is played on a square board, pieces are made up from
small squares, some pieces have half a square - a triangle at
one end. Depending on the number of players the board has
a different size. You choose a color and start in a corner. The
active player places one of his pieces which must always touch
another piece of the same color at a corner. The piece may touch
a piece of another color along an edge. Diagonal edges of your
own pieces may touch. If you cannot place a piece in your turn,
you must quit. When nobody can place anymore, each square
in remaining pieces is 1 penalty point and each triangle half a
penalty point.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Reaction game for 2-8 players, ages 8+

Card game with a crime topic for 3-6 players, ages 12+

Tile placement game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Gemischtes Doppel 3

GeoCards Europa

Designer: Christian Gottwalt
Publisher: MeterMorphosen

Designer: Bob Galinsky
Publisher: Amigo Spiele

Geosorter

7

3

Publisher: Beleduc

Gemischtes Doppel 3 is the exceedingly funny continuation
of the successful series of games, named after and based
on the column of the same name in the SZ-Magazin. Again
you must combine twisted pairs of words and pictures that
look somewhat similar on the pictures – the game is entirely
language-dependant! One pair that can be given as an example
is flowerpop and powerflop. The pairs do not necessarily have
to make sense. Having fun is all that is required! If you want it to,
it could improve your vocabulary trying to figure out what the
picture on the card could represent!
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

47 country cards show a country on its continent, the country’s
name, the location of the capital, and states the size of the
country and its population. The back side names the capital
and shows the country in relation to its neighboring countries.
In three versions you name in Version 1 the country when the
capital is given or vice versa or name in Version 2) neighboring
countries, control is possible on the capital/continent side of
the cards, or compare in Version 3 two countries - you use the
capital/continent side - and guess which country is bigger. This
you can also play with size of population comparison. Variant of
GeoCards.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

A game that is intended to teach a first knowledge of shapes,
colors and spatial impressions. Three basic contours - circle,
triangle and square - are presented in two-dimensional pictures
and need to be filled with the three-dimensional shapes of cylinder, prism and oblong. All those shapes are available in three
colors. One of six double-sided cards is placed into the wooden
frame and shows between two and four slots showing colored
edges. Those slots need to be filled with the corresponding
blocks in the color of the edge.
Version: multi * Rules: cn de en es fr it nl * In-game text: no

Memo game and word play for 2 or more players, ages 8+

Geography game for 1-4 players, ages 7+

Sorting game for 1 player, ages 3+

Ghooost!

Gipfelstürmer

Designer: Richard Garfield
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Designer: Friedemann Friese
Publisher: Amigo Spiele

8

Gloobz

8

Designer: Alexandre Droit
Publisher: Gigamic

6

You must rid a haunted mansion of its ghosts before dawn. You
hold four ghosts, several more are stacked for your mansion, and
the rest is Crypt. You either play cards openly to the cemetery
- equal to or higher than the top card there - or draw the top
ghost from the crypt. If possible, you play this ghost and end
your turn end; if not, you take all cemetery ghosts. When the
crypt is empty, you still play ghosts to the cemetery or take all
cemetery cards if you have no suitable cards in hand. If you have
no card in hand at all, you play one from your mansion. Ghosts
can cause events. If you are out of cards, you quit; last one in
play has lost.
Version: de * Rules: cz de en it jp * In-game text: no

Capricorns = ibexes should climb to the summit with dice
results. The active player rolls up to three times, can re-roll and
set dice aside. Then you must move one ibex one step towards
the summit. Signs on the path show necessary results - indicated
number and lower or higher or a poker combination. If you
could not achieve such a result, you move one ibex back to the
start. When there is not enough room at the target spot, you
move your ibex there one step up and an opposing ibex one
step down. Chain reactions are possible. If you reach the summit,
you turn over your marker; with your second ibex on the summit
you win instantly.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Color and shape of Gloobz are represented by three figurines
and three point pots. You turn over a card. If you say “More
Gloobz”, you must grab the most frequent figurine and paint
pot on the card. For “Less Gloobz”, you need to grab figurine
and paint pot not on the card or least frequent. In case of a tie
you take all figurines and paint pots involved. A figure that you
picked up must be kept. When Megagloobz appears on a card
you can only take the multi-color figurine representing him. In
case of a magnifying glass you grab as many pieces as you can.
For each correctly taken piece you score 1 point, for each wrong
one you lose 1 point.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr it nl pt * In-game text: no

Card shedding game for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Dice game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Reaction game for 2-6 players, ages 6+
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Go da Cheese!

Golden Horn

Designer: Hisashi Hayashi
Publisher: Okazu Brand / Japon Brand

Designer: Leo Colovini
Publisher: Piatnik

6

Golden Horn Dominio da Mar

8

Designer: Leo Colovini
Publisher: Piatnik

8

Mice look forward to cheese, cats look forward to mice they
will catch and dogs to cats which the will chase away. You hold
animal cards of one color, cheese cards are displayed in a circle.
The active player draws three of his cards or puts down three
cards, the first face down in front of any cheese card, the others
open-faced before the next two cards. When all players have
placed their cards at the cheese, each row is turned up und
resolved from the bottom end forward in the sequence of dogs,
cats, royal mice and cheese, cards go to the winners of animals
for points: Dogs win adjacent cats, cats adjacent mice and
remaining mice eat cheese.
Version: multi * Rules: de en jp * In-game text: no

As a Venetian trader you sail from Venice via Mordone to
Constantinople and back. In your turn you can play pirate cards
to rob a ship on the high seas and you must move one of your
ships. In the starting harbors you can load all commodities of
one color on your ship; when the ship reaches the other end you
unload the commodities to your store and draw cards; en route
you can play wind cards for additional ship movement. A ship
cannot change direction unless is is empty after a pirate’s attack.
At the end you score commodities in storage and sets of 4, 5 or
6 different commodities; one commodity can only be scored
for one set.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

As a Venetian trader you sail between Venice and Constantinople. In your turn you can rob ships with pirate cards and must
then move one of your ships. In the starting harbors you load
all commodities of one color; in the other harbor you store your
commodities and draw wind cards; en route you can play wind
cards for additional ship movement. At the end you score commodities and sets of commodities in storage. Dominio da Mar
introduces five dominions. In a harbor you can load conquerors
instead of commodities, their ships cannot be raided. If you have
enough conquerors in store you can conquer a dominion by
returning the conquerors to stock.
Version: multi * Rules: cz de en fr hu it nl sk pl * In-game text: no

Bluff and card game for 3-5 players, ages 6+

Placement and collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Expansion for Golden Horn for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Golem Arcana

Good friends?

Grabolo junior

Designers: J. Weisman, S. Johnson, M. Mulvihil
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

Designer: Jean Tarrade
Publisher: Piatnik

Designer: Maureen Hiron
Publisher: Game Factory

6

Epic battles in the best tabletop tradition using fantastic miniatures, coupled with the latest technologies for Apps on mobile
devices. In the world of Eretso Golems and mage knights fight
for dominance for the Durani Empire or the Gudanna Dominion.
The App explains the rules and controls the game; players
decide on strategies and movement of their armies of Golems,
Knights, Great Old Ones or Relics. Golems and relics are in play as
miniatures and cards on a modular board I n various scenarios.
Knights and Great Old Ones are provided by the digital App.
Expansions are available.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

What do your friends really think about you? In your turn you
read out a question; all players now need to assign this question
to one or two players by putting two voting cards into the box,
both for one player or one each for two players. You cannot vote
for yourself. Then all assess how many votes they might have
received and place an assessment card, 0 for no vote, + for the
majority of votes and + for one or a few cards. Then the voting
cards are counted by color and then the assessment cards are
revealed. You score three points for a correct assessment of 0 or
+ and one point for +. After 12 rounds you win with most points.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

A simple aim of the game - collect cards! Collect 10-8-6 cards in
case of 3-4-5 players. All cards are spread out, animal side up,
not overlapping. You roll both dice for a combination of animal
and color and all players try as fast as they can to cover the
corresponding card with their hand. The fastest player takes the
card and stacks face-down. When the wanted card is no longer
visible you can name the player of whom you think that he is
holding it. If you are correct you take the card, if not, you discard
a card. You can also call your own name to protect your card in
case you have it.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Table-Top with App for 2 players, ages 8+

Communication and assessment game for 3-6 players, ages 15+

Memo and reaction game for 3-5 players, ages 6+

Grand Austria Hotel

Gravity Maze

Designers: Simone Luciani, Virginio Gigli
Publisher: Lookout Spiele

Designer: Oli MOrris
Publisher: Thinkfun / HCM Kinzel

Gregs Tagebuch 10 Sekunden Balla Balla

8

Publisher: Kosmos

8

In your hotel you meet customer wishes! All guests but tourists
demand rooms in their color. Dice are rolled and placed on
action cases. Then you have a turn of taking customer (optional)
and taking dice for actions: Place Cake, Strudel, Wine or Coffee
with customers in the coffee shop, prepare a room, advance on
the Emperor or Money track, use personnel and pay for it, pay 1
crown and make an action. Additional actions bring customers
to rooms for victory points or rewards, or food and drinks from
the kitchen or a politics card or use of personnel. After seven
rounds with three Emperor scorings and one final scoring you
win with most points.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Towers of clear synthetic material and a metal ball - a futuristic
ball oath. The towers have holes in their midst and curved walls.
For those components there are 60 puzzle cards which tell you
for each puzzle which towers are at the board at the start and
which must be placed according to the rules, horizontal or vertical placement is stated. When you did everything okay, the ball
rolls, only driven by gravity, from the starting position, marked
with a white dot on the puzzle card, into the red finish position.
The puzzles come in 6 levels of difficulty and show the solution
on their back side.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr nl pt * In-game text: no

First over the finish line! You roll and move, turn up a task card
and decide if you accept the challenge or - only on cases where
your chosen character is not depicted - hand it on to your left
neighbor. If the task returns to you, you must accept. You have
10 seconds to succeed. If you do, you advance the number of
steps given on the card; otherwise you must go 1 step backwards. For 2-player tasks you choose a partner to master the
challenge and both partners advance or retreat. Tasks are movement with the Balla Balla, name terms for categories or events
like moving your character or receiving a bonus for later use.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Worker placement game for 2-4 players, ages 12+

Logic puzzles for 1 player, ages 8+

Party game for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age
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Gregs Tagebuch Eiermatsch

Grimassimix

Designer: Jeff Kinney
Publisher: Kosmos

Designers: Draxler, Poteranski, Strehl, Trausmuth
Publisher: Piatnik

8

Groovy Pips

4

Designers: Lukas Zach, Michael Palm
Publisher: Drei Hasen in der Abendsonne

8

The starting player draws the top card from the stack of 50 topic
cards and reads out the topic. Then he switches on the Rupert
Egg, names a term corresponding to the current topic and
hands the Rupert Egg quickly on to another player. This player
in turn names another term and hands the egg on, and so on.
If you hold the egg when it makes a “Krack” sound, you take the
topic card and are the next starting player. If you name a word
for the second time in a turn, you must keep the egg until you
name a correct term or the egg goes “Krack”. If you collect the
third card, you quit the game; whoever is last in play wins.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

In the Grimassimix School of Clowns the main subject is making
faces including putting out you tongue, blowing out your
cheeks and performing lip acrobatics. The grimaces are placed
on the board. The top grimace card is turned up and you try to
imitate the face shown as exactly as possible. The other players
look for this special face on the board. The fastest player sets his
balloon on this face and earns the grimace card. The first player
to collect 5 cards wins. A game with lots of fun and logopedic
functions.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Cards are marked with dice combinations and point values and
you have three rolls per turn to achieve such a combination. All
choose one card from their set and then reveal the card. In turn
you take five dice, have three rolls and can set aside dice, re-roll
dice and stop after a roll. When you are done you compare the
result with the cards on display in the middle and your cards in
hand and set aside all cards showing the dice result. When your
result does not match any card you must place a card in the
middle. When someone played his last card, all others have one
more turn and then you win with most points on your cards.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Vocabulary and association game for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Game of facial expressions for 2-4 players, ages 4+

Card collecting game with dice for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Guinness World Records

Gum Gum Machine

H.I.D.E.

Designer: Grzegorz Rejchtman
Publisher: Kosmos

Designers: Stefan Dorra, Ralf zur Linde
Publisher: Huch! & friends

Designer: Keewoong Kim
Publisher: Korea Boardgames

8

One player is quiz master, his left neighbor the candidate and
chooses one of three cards on display. As the quiz master you
read out the text and the question; the candidate gives a guess.
When the tip is outside the scale, you announce 0 points and
“too low” or “too high. When the tip is within the scale you
announce the score and the candidate moves his marker accordingly. When the result was 0 or not equal to the maximum
of 6 points, the next player can now give a tip and move, if his
result is better, and so on till the maximum score is achieved or
all have guessed once or twice. After 20 cards you win, if you
advanced furthest.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

We are interns and produce Gum-Gums with the Gum-Gum
Machine, which is assembled and loaded with Gums, among
them three non-consecutive black Gum covers. The active player
switches the machine on and moves the corresponding switch.
Then you follow the colored pipe according to switch position,
do actions at machine parts you reach, take Gum(s) if possible
and must, when a symbol appears beneath a gum, also do this
action. If you have to take a black Gum, you turn ends and you
score the Gum; otherwise your turn ends at the end of a pipe or
when there is no pipe.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr nl * In-game text: no

You want to surpass a legendary secret agent of old and either
acquire the status of legend yourself or be the richest agent after
three rounds. A round comprises the phases 1) choose target
including raise of ranking, gadget cards, intel cards and rotate
identity die to the chosen target. 2) Go on a mission with up to
four turns; you draw dice up to number of players +1, roll them,
choose one and place it in ration to the identity die. 3) Mission
accomplished, in case of several agents with the same goal there
is a showdown using dice; this is not considered to be murder. If
you survive, you reveal your identity and receive intel cards.
Version: multi * Rules: en kr * In-game text: no

Quiz game for 3-6 players, ages 8+

Puzzling and collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Dice game for 3-5 players, ages 8+

Hachi-Hachi-Hana

Hamsterrolle

Publisher: Nakayoshi-mura / Japon Brand

Designer: Jacques Zeimet
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

10

Hand Made Wonders

6

Designer: Bono Light
Publisher: Two Plus Games / Big Fun Games

8

Hanafuda cards comprise 48 cards in 12 suits of four cards
each. Each suit represents a month or a different plant, usually
flowers. The cards are small, ca. 2x4 cm, and can be used for
many games. Once the standard game was Hachi-Hachi, which
means Eighty-eight, it had similarities to Casino, but was more
complicated. Today the standard game for Hanafuda cards is
Koi-Koi: You discard a card. If it corresponds to a card on the
table, you take the pair. Then you draw a card: If it does not
correspond to a card on the table, you leave it on the table,
otherwise you take the pair. With special rules for Yakus, which
are card combinations.
Version: jp * Rules: - * In-game text: no

A wooden circle with inner barriers is set up vertically and a little
pyramid is based at the bottom spot. You have seven different
wooden parts and place them in the tiers; if you are out of parts,
you win. The first players leaves the tier to the left of the pyramid
empty and places a part into the next tier, the other players must
keep to this direction. In your turn you can a part that is not
there into the same tier but higher up, where your predecessor
placed a part, or you can put it into the next free tier or the next
one after that; parts that fall off in your turn you must take! New
graphic design.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Four wonders are revealed, players are given armbands of different colors for each hand. In each round each player puts out
one hand, finds partner with the same armband color and forms
with them - using hands - the wonder in relation to the number
of players. If you are alone, you make the gesture belonging to
the tool depicted on the two-player-card. The choice of hand
for a round cannot be changed. If you manage the wonder, you
receive the reward card for the respective hand. You win with
three reward cards for each hand.
Version: multi * Rules: cn en * In-game text: no

Set collecting game with cards for 2-7 players, ages 10+

Dexterity game for 2-4 players, ages 6+

Dexterity game for 4-8 players, ages 8+
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Hands in the Sea

Happy Farm

Designer: Daniel Berger
Publisher: Knight Work Games

Designer: John Ede
Publisher: Beleduc

Happy Numbers

4

Designers: Oco Odo, Alexander Mario Maier
Publisher: moses.Verlag

First Punic War between Rome and Carthage, the action is
mostly centered in and around Sicily and Sardinia or Corsica.
Inspired by A Few Acres of Snow, this game features several new
elements, including naval battles, cavalry superiority, mercenaries, field battles, sieges, strategy cards, random events, turn
based scoring, and bribery, used in a deck-building game. Each
uses their deck of cards to perform actions, which range from
battle, colonization, and naval movement. At the end of each
turn, players resolve random events, collect income and score
victory points. The game has several paths to victory.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: no

Patrick’s father has been wishing for a tractor for some time
and the neighbor has one to offer, but he wants two cows for
it. On the farm of Patrick’s father there are only cockerels and
cockerels, so Patrick must do some swapping to get the tractor.
Players roll the die and move along the board and collect animals on certain cases: On the cases that show a bale of straw you
may swap animals: Three cockerels give you one sheep, three
sheep can be swapped for a cow and two cows will earn you the
tractor. From the barn case you can go directly to a bale of straw
case. If you are first to make the exchange of cows for tractor,
you win. New edition.
Version: multi * Rules: cn de en es fr it nl * In-game text: no

Numbers on picture cards tell stories. One hundred picture cards
present the numbers of 00 to 099, one side shows the number
incorporated into a picture, the other side the number alone. A
crab with pincers, e.g., represents 30. You draw image cards, look
at them and all players create a story. Then you draw a task card
for a mini game and are rewarded markers for correct solutions,
for instance naming the correct picture for a number. Then you
can expand the story be one number. When you hold for markers you can demand a Master card and win in case of a correct
solution. Includes duel cards for an advanced game.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Deck building game for 2 players, ages 13+

Collecting and swapping game for 2-4 players, ages 4+

Memo game for 3-5 players, ages 12+

Happy Party

Harbour

Publisher: Gigamic

Designer: Scott Almes
Publisher: Frosted Games

4

Harry Hopper

8

Designer: Florian Nadler
Publisher: Kosmos

6

Gifts are laid out face-down, each player holds a with list. The
„cake“ is assembled from board and box. The first player rolls
two dice and then puts all candles on the cake. Then he tries
to puff down the candles determined by the dice. For the cake
symbol you must puff down all candles. If you manage the correct candles, you may turn over two gifts; when you block other
candles, you may only turn over one gift. When a gift fits your
list, you take it and must then find the remaining gifts in order.
The next player can replace candles any way he likes or rotate
candles before he puffs.
Version: multi * Rules: 17 languages * In-game text: no

As an entrepreneur in the harbor of Gullsbottom you store and
trade commodities and buy buildings. As active player you place
your marker into a free building - your own one on display or
that of another player, against payment - and then implement
the building action; those are usually acquisition of commodities, transforming commodities, buy buildings with shipping of
goods or marked adaption or special actions according to text.
Parts of two-part actions can be done in any order. Symbols on
buildings give advantages to owners. If you buy your fourth
building, you win after a last turn of all others with most valuable
buildings.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Two grasshopper teams go for grass blades, which are set up
according to the template in two circles. You direct your own
grasshopper at the next obstacle, obstacles must be toppled
in sequence. You press the wings down and let go - when your
own blade or both blades topple, you take your own blade
and set up the opposing one again. If only the opposing blade
topples, you put it upright again. When nothing topples, nothing happens. The grasshopper cannot be relocated after his first
hop, but he can be rotated. You win, if your team is first to topple
the red blade.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Dexterity game for 2-4 players, ages 4+

Worker placement game for 1-4 players, ages 8+

Dexterity game for 2-4 players, ages 6+

Haru Ichiban

Hattu Möhrchen?!

Designer: Bruno Cathala
Publisher: Blackrock Games

Designers: Inka and Markus Brand
Publisher: moses.Verlag

8

Haus der Sonne

8

Designers: Florian Racky, Mark Klerner
Publisher: Feuerland Spiele

First wind in spring - nature is wakening up in the Emperor’s
Garden. You are meant to form geometrical shapes with flowers
of water lilies. Both choose a flower and turn it over. The lower
one is automatically put on the dark lily, the higher one is put
- by the thus designed Senior Gardener of the round - on any
other lily. A frog is put on an empty lily. The Junior Gardener
can then shift a lily or a group of lilies by one square. The Senior
Gardener then turns over a random lily to be the new dark one.
After eight rounds or when someone achieved a scoring formation, the round ends and the form is scored; if you reach a score
of five, you win.
Version: multi* Rules:en fr * In-game text: no

Munching carrots is the plan! You have six cards and play one in
each turn. A number must correspond to the previous card in
number or color, a special card in color and symbol. Special cards
trigger actions, e.g. discard chips or stand or rise from your chair.
„Muttu Möhrchen abgeben!“ fits all other cards but can only be
played if at least one player is standing; you then receive a chip
from all players. If you cannot play a card you draw a card. If you
stand you have to remain standing until you can play correctly
again; if you are out of chips, you must quit. If you are out of
card, the round ends. If you are the last with chips, you win.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

At the foot of the volcano - who is according to lore the house
of the sun in which his rays are captured - you go about your
business to become King of Haleakala. You place number discs
on beach spots and thereby secure actions. Then you move a
shaman or the the fishing vessel. At its new location you receive
cards to build statues or for scoring. After each round the
volcano erupts and then you score statues, fish baskets, pearls,
Nautilus and scoring cards. Those cards are returned and must
be acquired again in round Two. After two rounds and scorings
you win with most points.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Placement game for 2 players, ages 8+

Card shedding for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Development game for 2 players, ages 12+
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Heckmeck am Bratwurmeck mit Extrawurm

Hedbanz

Designer: Reiner Knizia
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

Publisher: Spin Master

8

Hedbanz Act up!

7

8

Publisher: Spin Master

Helpings of fried worms numbered 21 to 36 are laid out. You roll
8 dice, choose a value and set aside all such dice. You repeat this
until you would have to choose a value again - this is a failed
roll and will lose you a helping- or stop. You add all dice values,
5 for each worm, and take a helping for the correct value and a
minimum of one worm, maybe even from another player. When
all portions are taken you win with most worms. Heckmeck
Extrawurm introduces helpings 11 and 13, five specialists and a
Golden Die. Those are placed on portions as stated; if you own
one you can use its effect, e.g. discard the Hen if you would lose
a helping.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Players wear a head band with a character card. These “characters” can be an animal, a kind of food or an item. You ask all
players in turn a question about the card on your head; the
other players must answer truthfully. You can ask while the timer
runs. You cannot ask „What am I?“, but you can ask „Am I ...?“.
Assistance cards suggest possible questions. If you did not guess
the card when time has run out, you take a chip and get a new
card. If you guess what you are, you discard a chip, get a new
card and go on guessing while the time runs. If you are first to
discard all chips, you win.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Players wear a headband with a card and have 12 chips. You roll
the die, the player player carrying the head-band in the color
you rolled is your partner for the round and must enact the term
on your head. If you roll your own color or a missing color, all
players must act. Sounds are forbidden and you have 20 seconds
to guess the term. When you guess correctly on time you and all
actors may place a chip into the bank and start on a new card.
When you not guess correctly you keep the card for next round.
Whoever discards all chips first, wins.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Dice game for 2-7 players, ages 8+

Guessing game for 2-6 players, ages 7+

Guessing and action game for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Helios

Hengist

Designers: Martin Kallenborn, Matthias Prinz
Publisher: Hans im Glück

Designer: Uwe Rosenberg
Publisher: Lookout Spiele

Heroes

8

Designer: Adam Kwapiński
Publisher: Lion Games / Rebel.pl

You shape an area of five different landscapes, build temples
and other buildings and acquire persons for advantages. Actions
are chosen by taking action tiles of different colors, action tiles
of the same color give you advantages. Options for actions are
development for resources or special tiles, building or buying
buildings with resources for Mana or victory points, or sun
movement. Sun movement results in victory points or refilling of
empty landscape tiles. Persons are acquired and then activated
with resources and yield additional movement, Mana or victory
points at the end of the game.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Vortigern is indebted to the Saxons for their wages and the
plunder the coast of England. The active player does actions
first and then draws cards. You have one action per pawn: Free
of charge to the beach or back to the boat; get back a lost pawn
by an exploration card; move a pawn with a landscape card;
play landscape cards for a possible path; check tile at the goal
and loot he treasure - you must play all necessary cards at the
same time! - look at a path tile with an exploration card. When an
exploration card is played, the boat moves one bay ahead; that
might introduce a new book board to the game. After 12 cards
treasures are scored.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

You are a hero in a magical fantasy universe and command special mighty powers related to elements - air, water, fire and so on.
As the leader of mighty fantasy armies you send your creatures dragons, elementals, Ifrits, Hydras or Gnomes into confrontation
with opposing troops in order to - this is the aim of the game - to
defeat the opposing hero and his army. In the dice-driven card
game you roll element dice in real time for combinations of
symbols with which you can activate and move creatures, attack,
use spell cards, and so on. New edition 2015.
Version: en * Rules: en pl * In-game text: yes

Tactical development game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Placement and collecting game for 2 players, ages 8+

Card game for 2-4 players, ages 12+

Hexx & Hopp

High Five

Hilfe, Hai!

Designer: René Brons
Publisher: Drei Hasen in der Abendsonne

Designer: Bruce Whitehill
Publisher: moses.Verlag

Publisher: Hasbro

9

5

Hexagonal tiles are divided into triangles in white, red, yellow
or blue; one color can be on a tile up to three times and thus
one color can be missing, too. You have a stock of 13-15 tiles
and must add them to the display on the table. A new tile must
touch at least two tiles already there, with corresponding edge
colors. If you manage to connect to three tiles, you can hand on
two tiles from your stock to other players. If you manage four or
five connections, you hand on four or six tiles. If someone is out
of tiles, you score penalty points for remaining tiles and you win
after ten rounds with fewest points.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

60 cards suggest topics on which you need to find five suitable
words. One player reads the topic according to a pre-set number
and all write down five words. When the time has run out you
present your list. When other players have noted the same word,
you score one point per player. If nobody else has noted the
word, you score 1 points. Synonyms count for correlation; sofa
and couch will be worth at minimum two points. Who - except
the reader - has noted the bonus words given on the cards,
scores 3 or 4 points for the. When all have been reader once or
twice you win with most points.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Help! The hungry shark attacks the fish! A nicely gruesome shark
is mounted on the board. One fish per player is placed at the
start; the shark starts at the position appropriate to the chosen
variant. A dice handler is determined and the shark is started.
The handler calls out the colors rolled, twice in case of a double.
The owners of these colors move their fish forward one step per
call as fast as possible. The shark, in the meantime, continuously
moves forward; when its jaw completely covers a fish, this fish is
eaten. When only one fish is left, the game ends and the owner
of that fish has won. New edition 2015.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Placement game for 2-5 players, ages 9+

Communicative word game for 3-10 players, ages 12+

Dice game with mechanical device, for 2-4 players, ages 5+
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Hippo Flipp

Homeland Das Spiel

Hopp Hopp Häschen

Publisher: Hasbro

Designers: Sean Sweigart, Aaron Dill
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Designer: Reiner Knizia
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

4

3

Four hippos are hungry and want to gobble up as many marbles
as they can. Each player chooses a Hippo and places five marbles
into the corresponding shaft. One player presses the starter
and sends a marble into the playing board. All players press the
tail of their hippo as quickly as they can to swallow the marble.
When a Hippo has swallowed the marble, the next player starts a
new marble. When all marbles have been swallowed, the player
with most marbles in his tray wins. In a game variant all marbles
are started at the same time. There is also a variant in which you
compete for the golden marble. New Edition, series Elefun &
friends.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Agents against terrorists. In the terrorist turn you hand on the
marker, you analyze and neutralize Immediate Threats or risk
losses. Then you upgrade Threats or reveal them. In a player turn
you must claim a case as the Leading Investigator and place two
info cards; facultative actions are contact, recruit or deploy soldiers or agents or swap an info card for a marker. Then the terrorist track is filled, the terrorist mole wins. When the government
track is full, you accuse. If someone names the mole, this player
has lost and the government players tally their victory points.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

In the summer rain the burrow is full of water and bunny rabbits want to surface. The burrow has five exits, bunnies sit in
the muddle. You roll the color die - when the exit of this color
is empty you put a bunny from the burrow to the exit. When
there is already a bunny in the exit you save it and bring it to the
surface, you take it for yourself. If you roll the bunny symbol you
take a bunny directly from the burrow. When no bunny is left in
the burrow you win with most bunnies. Bunnies in exits do not
count. In a variant you can re-roll in case of a bunny symbol or
even put a bunny back into the burrow.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Action game for 2-4 players, ages 4+

Cooperative game based on the TV series, for 3-6 players, ages 14+

Dice and collecting game for 2-5 players, ages 3+

Husarengolf

Hüttengaudi

Designer: Torsten Marold
Publisher: franjos Spieleverlag

Designer: Nandi Piatnik
Publisher: Piatnik

5

Hyle7

16

Designer: Eric Solomon
Publisher: franjos Spieleverlag

Husarengolf - a mixture of action game and dexterity game. A
board with a handle in each of the four corners shows eight pits
in two colors and a neutral middle pit. Each player or each team
chooses a pit color. A ball is set into the middle pit and players
try to move the board via the handles, using dexterity as well as
force, in a way that the ball rolls into a pit of their own color. The
board may not be lifted above hip height and it is forbidden to
make the ball bounce. If the ball falls off the board, the player
causing this loses a point, you place the ball back into the
middle starting pit and begin again.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

A collection of 20 Après Ski games, varying from communication
games to card and dice games as well as party games for large
groups. If you have to take a “Gaudipunkt”, which is penalty point
that is painted on your face, you need to get rid of it by doing
“Forced Labor”. The form of this labor is chosen by all players
before the game starts, which offers lots of room for creative
ideas. “Hüttengaudi” is a fun game for very special groups of
players, big and small, for some special occasions, mostly funny,
sometimes hilarious, sometimes a bit risky and sometimes even
challenging.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Hyle7 is a version of Hyle on a 7x7 board. You play two games,
each player is once the patternmaker and once the chaos maker
and you win after two games with most points. A pattern consist
of a horizontal or vertical row of two to seven adjacent pieces
which show the same color sequence from left to right and from
right to left, like a palindrome. Players alternate turns: The chaos
maker places a piece anywhere, the pattern maker relocates any
piece, horizontally or vertically over free spaces. When the board
is full, it is scored; the pattern maker scores for each pattern
points equal to the size of the pattern.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Dexterity game for 2 or 4 players, ages 5+

Collection of party games for 3-30 players, ages 16+

Placement game for 2 players, ages 10+

Idol Conclave & Million Hit Chart

Illuminati

Im Tal der Drachen

Designer: Kazuhide Takaumi
Publisher: Madoriya / Japon Brand

Designer: Steve Jackson
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

Designers: Johannes Berger, Julien Gupta
Publisher: Queen Games

6

Idol Conclave for 3-5 players is a voting game on secret identities.
In an Idol group you want to be elected most popular member.
You have a set of cards with votes and scandals, play those cards
on other players and openly support one of the members. In the
end you win with most votes. Million Hit Chart for 1-6 players is a
cooperative game on Idol groups; this time the group wants to
create a world-wide hit. Appeal cards are laid out, you can look
at them and relocate them. They must comply with the trend
demands and appear in order to achieve the aim of the game,
the highest possible sales figures.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr jp * In-game text: yes

There were those gnomes in Zurich and a betting mafia
somewhere or rather Yuppies? Whatever, you start with a card
for your own secret conspiracy and take over additional groups
= cards with values for power, affiliation, special abilities, etc.,
which are assimilated into the power structure. You attack, shift
money around, juggle groups, negotiate, threaten and scheme
and have a lot of fun. You win by controlling of 13 groups or by
meeting the victory conditions of your own illuminati. Features
also the cards from Y2K and deluxe as well as 28 new cards, rules
for advanced play and strategy tips on the groups.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

A family of dragons lives hidden in Dragon Valley, only some
magicians are aware of this. When the dragon babies visit the
little magician’s apprentices to play dragon ball, Mage Razandar
is annoyed and you need to get the little dragons back to their
valley quickly. You roll the die – in case if a dragon baby all players holding a card in the color of the dragon baby pulled out of
the bag use their wands to lift and carry the baby to the valley.
If this magic fails, the black Razandar die is rolled and the Mage
moves toward his tower. When all dragon babies are in the valley
before Razandar reaches his tower, all players win together.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Two card games for 3-5/1-6 players, ages 10+

Satirical game of schemes for 2-6 players, ages 12+

Dexterity game for 2-4 players, ages 6+
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Imita

Imperial 2030

Imperial Settlers

Publisher: Beleduc

Designer: Mac Gerdts
Publisher: PD-Verlag

Designer: Ignacy Trzewiczek
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

3

Imita is a game in which you have to do different things to reach
the stage. You roll a color die and move forward to the next case
in this color. If it shows an item or an animal you can either imitate the sound/noise of this animal or item or do a pantomime
of this item or animal or describe the item or animal with words.
On cases marked “Single exercise” or “Partner exercise” you do
the depicted exercise either alone or together with a partner,
usually a kind of gymnastics exercise. In a variant for older players the symbol die determines the type of presentation you have
to do. New edition.
Version: multi * Rules: cn de en es fr it nl * In-game text: no

The world in the year 2030! Players embody investors and want
to achieve control over the big powers, USA, Russia, Europe,
China, India and Brazil by giving them credit. In a country’s turn
you choose a segment on the roundel and apply the action production, maneuver, tax, factory, investor or import. Thus you
collect power points, with 25 power points you end the game
and calculate vuctory points based on power and credit interest.
As regards to Imperial there are neutral regions and control over
canals, improved rules and simpler bonus payments. Can be
used as a stand-alone game or as an expansion for Imperial!
Version: multi * Rules: de en + cn nl ru * In-game text: no

Four super powers settle new regions - as one of those powers you collect victory points by expanding your realm and
obstructing your opponents. Romans and Barbarians offer a
more simple play than Egypt and Japan. In a round of the game
you receive new cards, take resources, workers, raze markers
etc. from the production of your own faction in the production
phase and use all those resources in the action phase to expand
your area of influence and to accrue victory points. In the
cleanup phase you discard all resources, worker, gold and markers. After five rounds you then score locations in the realm.
Version: de * Rules: de en pl * In-game text: yes

Creative communication game for 2-6 players, ages 3+

Economics game for 2-6 players, ages 12 and up

Card game for 1-4 players, ages 10+

Imperial Settlers: Nachbarschaftshilfe

Inkognito

Designer: Ignacy Trzewiczek
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

Designers: Alex Randolph, Leo Colovini
Publisher: Piatnik

Intrigue City

10

Designers: Christos Giannakoulas, Manolis Zachariadis
Publisher: Purple Games

55 new cards - 10 people cards each for Barbarians, Japanese,
Romans and Egyptians, plus 13 general cards and 2 people
cards for the neutral player in the solo version - can be shuffled
into the base game or be used to compile your personal people
deck. New card types: Open production locations deliver immediately after being set up and also in the revenue phase and
enable you send a worker into an open production location of
another player. Production & Ability Locations - they influence
revenue and clean up phases with stores for the next round. Instant cards can be played immediately for effects or advantages
and also uses as basement.
Version: de * Rules: de en pl * In-game text: yes

Carnival in Venice – masked agents on secret missions mingle
with the crowd. You receive cards for your identity, habitus and
a mission which must be completed with your yet unknown
partner. You identify him via information from cards you are
shown. When you meet other agents or the Ambassador you ask
for identity or habitus and are shown cards accordingly, one of
them must be correct. Colored marbles in the Phantom die determine who can be moved on land or water. To win, you must
identify your partner, reveal yourself to him only and complete
the mission together. Special rules apply to games for two, three
and five players.
Version: de * Rules: de en it * In-game text: no

The city of Aar is controlled by six guilds but in the background
the Spider Lodge pulls the strings. As a member of the Lodge
you want to become Chancellor without aggravating the guilds.
You interact offensively or defensively with the guilds - by placing action markers, implementing actions and moving intrigue
marker. You can receive guild prestige cards which you can use
in your own action phase. The total influence equals the total
of all influence markers at a guild, six influence points are the
optimum and earn equilibrium cards of guilds for power points
at the end of the game. When the era changes all vote which
guild should be preferred.
Version: en * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Expansion for Imperial Settlers for 14 players, ages 10+

Deduction game for 3-5 players, ages 10+

Worker placement game for 2-5 players, ages 12+

Iron Kingdom Die Unterstadt

Isle of Skye

Istanbul

Designers: David Carl, Will Schoonover
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag / FFG

Designers: Alexander Pfister, Andreas Pelikan
Publisher: Lookout Spiele

Designer: Rüdiger Dorn
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

Adventures beneath Corvis City in the Iron Kingdoms. Mercenaries in the service of the City Watch are tasked with solving crimes
and uncover a conspiracy. Heroes must cooperate and need the
luck of the dice to complete mission targets, best played in a
campaign of seven chapters. Missions are played in rounds. In a
round you draw an event card and players take turns in order of
their initiative, comprising three phases - deployment using dice
for villains; action with character movement; actions and drawing of talent card and a villain phase with activating of villains by
drawing a villain action card.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Clan Chieftains rival for the crown; if you manage your land best
you will be crowned king with most victory points. A round
starts with income from castle and whisky. Then you draw three
tiles, mark one for discarding and assign gold to the others,
both behind your screen before setting the screen aside. Now
each player can buy one tile from any other player for the sum
assigned to the tile, or pass; tiles that were not sold are kept
by their owners. Then you add your tiles of the round to your
land and score them according to the active scoring tiles of the
round. After six rounds you score scrolls in your land.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Merchants and their assistants buy, transport and deliver goods
in the Bazaar and buy rubies for their profits. In your turn you
execute four phases: 1) Movement, 1 or 2 steps plus placing or
collecting assistant; 2) Encounter with other merchants, pay
Lira; 3) Action for Merchant with assistant: Take goods, expand
wheelbarrow, change Mail indicator, bonus cards, collect assistants, ge money, sell goods, free family member, deliver to
Sultan, take Mosque tile, buy ruby; 4) Encounter with opposing
family members, Governor or Smuggler for money, bonus cards
or goods. If somebody has five rubies you win at the end of the
round with most rubies.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Cooperative adventure game for 2-4 players, ages 14+

Placement and auction game for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Worker Placement game for 2-5 players, ages 10+
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Istanbul Mokka und Bakschisch

Ja, Herr und Meister Grüne Edition

Ja, Herr und Meister Rote Edition

Designer: Rüdiger Dorn
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

Designers: R. Crosa, F. Bonifacio, E. Massimiliano, C. Ferlita
Publisher: Truant Spiele

Designers: R. Crosa, F. Bonifacio, E. Massimiliano, C. Ferlita
Publisher: Truant Spiele

Coffee is added to cloth, spices and fruit in the bazar of Istanbul,
and you need assistance which comes from guests in the
tavern and from the guildhall. At the start only 20 locations are
on display, Wagnerei and Karawanserei are replaced with new
versions and the end of the game is triggered when someone
has acquired 6 rubies. Coffee is not limited, but does not count
as commodity, for instance in the Sultan’s Palace. The guild cards
allow you turns without a merchant or his assistant; tavern tiles
give you permanent advantages like mosque tiles and you can
also meet the coffee merchant and acquire 2 Lira or one commodity of coffee from him.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

The Dark Lord receives his minions that are returning from their
more or less useless missions and excuse their failures with the
most outrageous fabrications. The Dark Lord decides if he allows
himself to be appeased. If not, the minion is penalized with an
Annihilating Look, if you have to suffer three of them you are out
of the game. The story is told with clue cards, and with action
cards you can shift responsibility, protest, swap hand cards with
another player or force another player to discard hand cards
(both only in Edition Green). Can be combined with Set Red and
includes the version „Ja, Mein Gebieter”.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

The Dark Lord receives his minions that are returning from their
more or less useless missions and excuse their failures with the
most outrageous fabrications. The Dark Lord decides if he allows
himself to be appeased. If not, the minion is penalized with an
Annihilating Look, if you have to suffer three of them you are out
of the game. The story is told with clue cards, and with action
cards you can shift responsibility, or protest. Can be combined
with Set Green and also includes in version „Ja, Mein Gebieter”
in the joint rules.
Version: de * Rules: de it * In-game text: yes

Expansion for Istanbul for 2-5 players, ages 10+

Satirical party game for 4-16 players, ages 8+

Satirical party game for 4-16 players, ages 8+

Jäger + Späher

Jenga bebt!

Designer: Gerhard Hecht
Publisher: Kosmos

Publisher: Hasbro

Jenga Boom

6

Publisher: Hasbro

6

You use character cards for tribe members who hunt for meat
and furs in hunting grounds and bring home raw materials
for item manufacturing from the wilderness. In your turn you
can play a character and implement the instruction or take
back tribe members - including fetching raw materials, discard
hunger tiles or create items - or initiate sundown with an interim
scoring - with 1 point per tribe member on tribe card and location cards minus 1 point per hunger tile. If someone acquired 24
points you win at the end of the round with most points. There
are rules for an introductory game, a standard game and a variant Fight for Survival.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Jenga, new and yet familiar. As usual you place three blocks
onto the base and then add level by level, always rotated by 90
degrees. Then you press the “on” switch and the tower begins to
wobble. In turn you pull out a block from any level and put it top
of the tower, using one hand only. Then you wait five seconds:
The tower does not fall - the turn passes. An earthquake happens and the tower topples - you have lost and must set up the
tower again; you win if you were the last one to place a block
successfully. If you play alone you try to make the tower as high
as you can before it topples.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Jenga – synonym for stacking games, in a new edition: 36
wooden Jenga blocks offer their familiar appearance. The base
is new – nicely shaped like a pack of dynamite sticks, the timer
in disguise. You prepare the base and then stack the blocks,
as usual. Now you play in turns: To start you press the arrow
button to start the timer; then you take a block with one hand
from within the stack and put it on top, again as usual. Then you
press the button marked with a square. Should the detonator
“explode” or the tower fall due to any other reason, the winner
is whoever was last to press the end-of-turn button without
causing the tower to fall.
Version: multi * Rules: de en + 17 languages * In-game text: no

Gathering game for 2 players, ages 12+

Dexterity game for 1 or more players, ages 6+

Dexterity game for 1 or more players, ages 6+

Jenga Classic

Jet Set

Jet Set Distant Lands

Publisher: Hasbro

Designer: Kris Gould
Publisher: Wattsalpoag

Publisher: Wattsalpoag

6

This is the currently available edition of the classic game with
rectangular blocks, this time again made from wood and attractively packed. The blocks are now housed in an oblong box that
comes with a packing aid that enables you to store the blocks
quickly at the end of your game. The rules and the mechanics of
the game are of course unchanged. All blocks are stacked, 3 in a
level, each level rotated 90° against the one below. You pull out
a block with one hand and place it on top of the stack. If you can
place the last block before the stack tumbles, you win.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

In Jet Set you acquire rights for air links between cities and place
planes on those links. In Phase 1 of a turn you replenish Flight
Cards and can pay to lay out additional card. In Phase 2 you have
a choice of one of five actions, all relating to links, planes, Flight
Cards, expenditures or income. When two vacation cards have
been revealed, you only use Final Cards from hand or cards on
display. If you Play Final Flight, you visit cities in order and can
then only put planes on the Final Flight Card. All Final Flight
Cards played, end the game und you score Flight Cards, Final
Flight Cards and planes on Final Flight Cards.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: no

In Jet Set you acquire rights for air links between cities and place
planes. A turn comprises 1) replenishing Flight Cards and 2) one
of five action options for links, planes, Flight Cards or income.
Final Flight Cards trigger the end of the game and you score
Flight Cards, Final Flight Cards and planes. Distant Lands comprises four expansions and cards for Jet Set. Distant Lands - long
distance flights; Investor - Investor cards for money; Business
Cards - Received for Long Distance links; to be used for money,
according to text or for business offers. Hub - you choose a city
and get money or bonuses for flight including the hub.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: no

Dexterity game for 1 or more players, ages 6+

Position game for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Expansion for Jet Set for 2-6 players, ages 12+

Icon explanation
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Jetzt fahrn wir übern See …

Joe‘s Zoo

Designer: Alex Randolph
Publisher: Drei Hasen in der Abendsonne

Designer: Wolfgang Dirscherl
Publisher: Piatnik

4

Jolly Roger

4

Designer: Frédéric Moyersoen
Publisher: Ares Games

A sing-and-search game with wonderful graphics! The game
features 40 picture and 40 text cards. You take all but five of the
picture cards and spread them on the table. All players have
their hands beneath the table. The text cards feature complete
lyrics of songs. You shuffle them and then the game master
hums or sings the starting verses of the song. All search for the
corresponding picture and can sing along. Whoever spots the
picture first, takes the text card. For control purposes there is
the same picture on both text and picture cards. If you make a
mistake, you must give back one of your text cards. Whoever
collects three cards first, wins.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Some animals in the zoo have gone into hiding in other
compounds and that is something Joe the animal nurse does
not like at all. So you must entice flamingo, zebra, crocodile,
anteater and tiger out of their hideouts. IF you manage this you
are rewarded with a treat. Ten animal cards are laid out in a circle
and each player has the five animals on his tip cards. Joe begins
on any animal card. You roll and move Joe accordingly. Then
all use their cards simultaneously to give a tip on the animal
beneath Joe. Then the card is checked - each correct tip earns a
feeding cube for a treat. Whoever collects six feeding cubes first,
wins the game.
Version: multi * Rules: bg cz de en fr it hu pl sk * In-game text: no

This moment a new captain has been elected. He now chooses
a new quartermaster and a target - fort, trade ship or settlement
for booty, a pirate harbor for crew cards and a treasure island as
a hide-out to secure booty. Players debate actions; the quartermaster plays the first card and then all play cards as they like. The
goal cards names the prerequisites for success. When there is
booty, the captain has first choice, the rest is handed out by the
quartermaster. Then the captain can suggest a crew member
for punishment, the quartermaster chooses the crew man. Each
player can start a mutiny after each decision the Captain takes.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: yes

Singing and spotting game for 2 or more players, ages 4+

Memo game for 2-5 players, ages 5+

Card game for 4-10 players, ages 12+

Jumbo & Co

Jungle Brunch

Designer: Detlef Wendt
Publisher: Abacusspiele

Designers: Luca Bellini, Luca Borsa
Publisher: Giochi Uniti

8

Jungolino

6

Designer: Reiner Knizia
Publisher: Piatnik

4

You want to chase away animals of other players with your
animals. You hold cards for elephants, dogs, cats and mice of
values 1 to 4. Four starting cards are laid out. Four support cards
show which animal chases away which animal, one type always
chases away one other type. All play a card face-down, then all
cards are turned up. If you played a type alone or the highest
card of a type you get the support card. Then you get all animals
of the chased-away type for a support card, from the table or
from those in front of players. After 16 such rounds you add up
the values of cards you won and you win with most points.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

In the guise of animals you look for food, beware of being eaten
and decide to eat first or be safe in a group. You hold a deck
of animals. In each round a jungle is laid out and then players
choose two cards from their hand and play one open-faced, the
other face-down. When all cards are played, face-down cards
are revealed. Bats and snakes are resolved first, then animals eat
in order of strength. If you play two identical animals you have
a group; it is safe from predators and is immune from bats and
snakes, but eats more slowly and later.
Version: multi * Rules: en it * In-game text: no

Okapi, Tiger, Hippo, Elephant, Orang-Utan and Lion are calling
us into the jungle. In the memo version the animal mats and
two cards are on display. You remember the order of cards and
animals on them and jump accordingly from animal to animal.
Interim steps and glances at the card are not allowed. When all
was correct, you add another card to the row, in case of a mistake you are out of the game. In the Speed version you distribute
the mats all over the flat or the house. Each player has his stack
of animals und you run from the table to the corresponding mat
with the top animal in the stack. If you are first place all cards
correctly, you win.
Version: multi * Rules: cz de fr hu it sk * In-game text: no

Card game for 3-6 players, ages 8+

Card game for 2-5 players, ages 6+

Movement and memo game for 2-5 players, ages 4+

Justice League Hero Dice

Kabuki

Designer: Andreas Schmidt
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Designer: Hope S. Hwang
Publisher: iello

10

Kakerlaloop

6

Designers: Inka and Markus Brand
Publisher: Ravensburger

5

Together with other heroes in the Justice league you fight villains alone, or you play in teams with friends, who use their own
sets. Heroes, towns and villains are prepared and all play simultaneously, you can play hero cards at any time. For an attack on a
villain card you roll dice. Then you apply villain and hero abilities
to the roll and hand out damage markers. A villain with damage
higher than his threat value is defeated. After a last round you
score the thon for villains and hero teams. Different hero sets are
available, for instance Batman and Superman.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

You hand out masks to actors in a Japanese play and must not
give the same mask twice to the same actor. In a round you draw
the top card and put it on stack. If you believe that the same
combination of mask and actor is twice in the stack, you check
the stack and you lose one SP-Marker for each mask correlation
in the stack. If all is correct, the player who doubted ust give
one SP back into stock. Other correlations than the currently
doubted are ignored. When masks are gone or someone is out
of SP the round ends. After three rounds you win with most
victory points. Series Mini Games.
Version: multi * Rules: en fr * In-game text: no

Beetles are roaming the cockroach’s stomping ground, but the
cockroach is defending it and pops up from the underground
again and again. While the cockroach runs around in the loops
and beneath the board, players in turn roll the die and advance
one of their beetles accordingly. When the target spot is taken,
you go to the next free one. When the cockroach comes up
and scuttles around on the board, players must pause until she
disappears again. Then all beetles that have been pushed off
their cases go back to the start. Beetles that still touch a case
continue the game from there. Whoever gets his beetles to the
finish first, wins.
Version: de* Rules: de * In-game text: no

Dice game for 1 player, ages 10+

Memo and reaction game for 2-6 players, ages 6+

Roll & move game for 2-4 players, ages 5+
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Kaleidos

Kamela zick nicht!

Designers: Spartaco Albertarelli, Angelo Zucca
Publisher: Kaleidos Games

Publisher: HCM Kinzel

Kamisado Max

4

Designer: Peter Burley
Publisher: Huch! & friends

10

First letters and objects - sounds familiar, but in this game each
player has one of 10 images in the table, slightly surrealistic,
with different topics from circus to pirate’s island. Those pictures
are choc-a-bloc full of details, partly very much alienated and
drawn in a very uncommon style. For each picture you turn the
spinner for a letter and all write down what they can find on
the picture that begins with this letter. All that you really see is
valid, euphemisms and synonyms are wanted and welcome,
and when in doubt really convincing arguments can help. New
edition with new graphics.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr it * In-game text: no

Ali Baba travels across the desert and must load his camel called
Kamela. We help him and make Kamela sit down and then help
Ali Baba into the saddle. Then you reveal the top cards - is it an
item, you place it on the saddle. If Kamela does not buck, you
keep the card for victory points. Premium cards are kept. Passing
costs you a turn. When you push off items or Ali Baba when placing a new item, you must first replace the fallen items and then
place your own item. When Kamela bucks you lose all points and
among the other players the winner is whoever has most points.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Reach your opponent’s base line with one of your dragon towers. On the 8x8 board each row has squares in all eight colors,
in different order. In your first turn you move any tower, then
always the tower in the color of the square where the opposing
tower that was moved in the previous turn did end its move.
A tower moves straight or diagonally forward, never sideways
or back. A move ends when the tower encounters an occupied
square. You can play one game or agree that you win after
several games with the pre-set score. Includes the Megasado
version which is played with 10 colors on a 10x10 board.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Word and association game for 2-12 players, ages 10+

Dexterity game for 2 or more players, ages 4+

Abstract position game for 2 players, ages 10+

Kapla 200

Karlo Karottenschreck

Designer: Tom van der Bruggen
Publisher: Piatnik

3

Publisher: Goliath Toys

Karma

4

Designer: Marsha J. Falco
Publisher: Amigo Spiele

8

Kapla planks are building blocks made from pine wood. The
planks are exactly 12 centimeters long and are fashioned in
proportions adhering to the Golden Ratio: The width of the
plank is three times the thickness of the plank and the length of
the plank is five times its width. The planks are not interlocked
or fixed in any other way; you just place them onto each other
and create beautiful, daring and breathtaking constructions. The
planks are available in several colors, too. This package contains
200 planks and a booklet with 40 models that fire your imagination for your own ideas.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Players are pinching carrots from Karlo the Rabbit, but must
take care not to frighten Karlo. At the start, Karlo is placed on
his warren; the active player spins the Wheel of Luck. It shows
if you can pinch carrots from Karlo’s warren, if you must pass
your turn or if you lose a carrot that you pinched earlier. You
need to pay attention and react quickly, because Karlo is easily
frightened and jumps out of his warren. If you manage to catch
him before he lands on the table you may take a carrot from
every player. When Karlo jumps you count the carrots that every
player pinched.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

You lay down three cards face-down, and three of six cards
face-up on those three cards, the rest are your cards-in-hand. In
turn you discard one or several identical cards or you must pick
up the discard pile, unless you play a Karma card, for actions
or rule changes. You can only discard cards that are of equal or
higher value than the top card on the discard pile. You can only
play cards from the table when your hand and the draw pile are
empty. Face-down table cards go directly to the discard pile,
with all consequences. If you are last to have cards in front of
yourself, you are the only loser.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Construction game for 1 or more players, ages 3+

Collecting and reaction game for 2-4 players, ages 4+

Card game for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Karuba

Katze und Maus

Designer: Rüdiger Dorn
Publisher: Haba

Designers: Alexej Bondarw, Ilia Anikin
Publisher: Step Puzzle

8

Keltis

5

Designer: Reiner Knizia
Publisher: Kosmos

10

On Karuba you clear jungle paths to temples to be first to grab
the most valuable treasures and to win. You have your own
island with adventurers and temples in four colors; all players
decide together on starting spaces and temple locations. One
player has the jungle tiles face down, reveals one and all use
the same tile from their stock. You can place it on the island to
build paths - maybe with gold and Crystals if depicted on it - or
discard it and move an adventurer as many steps as the tile
had path ends, to gold, crystals or a temple. On arrival in an the
temple you take its most precious treasure available.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Mice walk up the cheese pyramid counter-clockwise and want
to score most points, the next level is accessed with ladders.
Only one mouse per case is allowed. You cover a ball with a
mouse and place both at the start. On a spot with mouse symbol
you take a chip for your cheese slice, on the cat case you roll for
the cat, and on the trap case lose the ball from underneath your
mouse and must begin again at the pyramid stop. The red flag at
the top must be reached with an exact roll. You win if you have
most cheese in your slice.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Your movers should advance as far as possible on the Path of
Stones. To enter or move them one step you play a fitting card
into the ascending or descending row. Action tiles on the path
give you victory points or an additional step. If your move ends
on a stone tile, you take it and score it at the end of the game.
From the 5th step of a path your mover scores positive. When
five movers are in the finish area, you win with the highest score.
On the back of the double-sided board you can play the “Neue
Wege, Neue Ziele” expansion, featuring new path tiles and
Wishing Stone tiles, which are scored at the end of the game by
color and amount.
Version: de * Rules: cn es fr hu kr nl pl * In-game text: no

Placement adventure for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Roll & move game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Placement and position game for 2-4 players, ages 10+
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Kemet

Kerflip!

Kesselchaos

Designers: Jacques Bariot, Guillaume Montiage
Publisher: Matagot / Pegasus Spiele

Designer: Damon Tabb
Publisher: Amigo Spiele

Designer: Fréderic Moyersoen
Publisher: Haba

6

In Ancient Egypt of mythical times powerful gods deploy their
troops in a battle for power and use their powers to support
troops and to summon and control magical creatures. Day and
Night Phases alternate until one player wins with 8 or 10 victory
points, as chosen at the start of the game. The Nigh phase
comprises distribution of 2 Prayer Points and of Divine Intervention Cards, Night Powers effects and determining of turn order.
A Day Phase comprises Using the Action Tokens and Attribution
of Prayer points and permanent Victory Points of the board.
Controlling temples earns you permanent victory points.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr nl + it pl * In-game text: no

At the start of a round all draw letters from the bag, throw them
on the board and turn them over to their white side. Then you
try to find a word, name it and cannot change it. Each word can
only be named once. Then words are formed in order of their
being named; the first word is completely white and scores 10
points per letter. Then you turn it over to the purple side and
the next player forms his word; purple letters in it score 5 points,
white ones 10 points. Some letters earn you bonus cards. When
you cannot draw correct numbers of letters anymore, you win
with the highest total score from points and bonus cards.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Potion ingredient cards are dealt evenly to all and you draw a
face-down recipe card. All play simultaneously, reveal the recipe
and then turn over card on card from their ingredients stack;
cards not needed are placed on the discard pile. When you spot
a suitable ingredient on another’s discard pile, you can grab
it. When your own ingredient pile is empty, you grab another
player’s discard pile for your new ingredient pile. IF you have
all ingredients you cover them with the recipe card, take a new
recipe and continue to search. If you have three potions, you
grab the Head Witch. The game stops and you win, if all three
potions are correct.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr it nl * In-game text: no

Area control game for 2-5 players, ages 13+

Word forming game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Reaction game for 2-6 players, ages 6+

King Chocolate

King of New York

Designer: Stefan Alexander
Publisher: Mayfair Games

Designer: Richard Garfield
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

King of Tokyo

10

Designer: Richard Garfield
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

8

Six steps from cocoa to chocolate. You look after one of those
steps at a time, so you cooperate to keep chocolate flowing, but
the sole winner is the player with most money. You place a tile
and use three action points for the options Place Worker and
populate region (2AP), place tile (1AP) and move worker (1AP).
You place tiles next to each other. If possible the same colors
touching, so that you form regions. Production happens with
movement of cocoa markers from one stage to another - Pod,
bean, roasting, Grinding, Liquor, Chocolate - and you earn
money if you move cocoa out of a region.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: no

Now monsters are invading New York! You stand in a borough
and must in your turn 1) roll dice up to three times- 2) Resolve
dice, a symbol is effective as often as it appears on dice:
Lightning for energy - Heart heals - Attack damages Monster Destruction damages buildings - a destroyed building turns into
an army unit, a destroyed unit is removed - Ouch results in military attacks on targets according to dice symbols - Fame gives
you stars, maybe 4) Move into Manhattan or out of Manhattan
5) Buy cards to improve your monster and 6) End of turn with
resolving card effects. If you are the last living monster or have
20 stars, you win.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: yes

Monsters on the rampage want to take over Tokyo! You guide
one of them and win if you either reach or top 20 victory points
or are the last one standing and alive. You roll 6 dice up to three
times and then apply the results: Take 1 energy crystal for each
flash symbol, heal one life for each heart and damage, that is deduct one life of each monster not on the same location with you.
With life points at 0 you drop out of the game. Energy crystals
buy you cards; these can either be used once immediately or are
active in each of your turns. Cards modify damage, healing or
victory points. Expansions Power up! 2012 and Halloween 2013.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr it jp * In-game text: yes

Resources management for 2-5 players, ages 10+

Dice game for 2-6 players, ages 10+

Dice game for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Kingdom Builder

Kinddom Builder Nomads

Kinddom Builder Crossroads

Designer: Donald X. Vaccarino
Publisher: Queen Games

Designer: Donald X. Vaccarino
Publisher: Queen Games

Designer: Donald X. Vaccarino
Publisher: Queen Games

Each player creates his own kingdom by building settlements
to earn most gold at the end of the game. In a game you use 3
out of 10 kingdom builder cards; they state the conditions for
earning gold. Four of eight landscape boards are laid out and
equipped with location overview tiles. In your turn you discard a
landscape card and set up settlements in this landscape according to exact building rules; if they are next to location spots you
receive location tiles and can use their special actions once per
turn either before or after building. For each castle spot next to
your settlements you always receive 3 gold.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fi fr nl se * In-game text: no

Players create kingdoms by building settlements, to earn most
gold at the end. You place a terrain tile and set up settlements
according to exact rules. The first expansion Kingdom Builder
Nomads introduce components for a fifth player, four new quadrants (boards) with the terrain variety Nomad Terrain that cannot
be settled, and four new locations. 15 Nomad tiles offer special
actions and new Kingdom Builder cards bring gold during the
game. Worker and Merchants from the core game are replaced
with new cards of the same names. 25 walls from the terrain
type Quarry block terrain hexes.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr nl * In-game text: yes

Players create kingdoms by building settlements, to earn most
gold at the end. You place a terrain tile and set up settlements
according to exact rules. The second expansion Kingdom Builder
Crossroads introduces four new quadrant boards with two
different location hexes and one fortress hex, as well as six task
cards for additional gold at the end of the game. 16 location tiles
introduce special actions, among them Garrison with warriors
to block adjacent terrain hexes; wagons for wagon movement,
Lighthouse for ships to move across water and Town Hall for city
tiles to replace seven settlements.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr nl * In-game text: yes

Placement and development game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Expansion #1 for Kingdom Builder for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Expansion #2 for Kingdom Builder for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Icon explanation
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King’s Forge

King’s Pouch

Klamotten Klamauk

Designer: Nick Sibicky
Publisher: Game Salute

Designer: Kee W. Kim
Publisher: Korea Boardgames

Publisher: Game Factory

3

As a rural craftsman you want to be named King’s Forge at court.
Craft cards are items which you craft by rolling dice. A round
comprises the phases Gather - four Gather cards as sources for
resources dice and for special abilities that are paid for with dice
are laid out and you can claim one card or discard it for an action
at the docks or pass. Then all in turn have one try for crafting
- you roll all unused dice in your stock and craft when results
correspond. In clean up you secure craft cards and take back
dice. When someone has crafted four items, you win at the end
of the round with most of them.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: no

In a disorderly kingdom you are feudal lord and use abilities of
your subjects. After three rounds each you score character cards
and occupied regions. In your turn you distribute subjects from
the active zone to buildings of the same color on your personal
board and trigger effects. Resources generated as a result are
now used to build, hire characters or conquer areas on the
main board. In the recreation phases you donate surplus, score
bonuses, place subjects into the recreation zone, maybe refill the
bag and draw subjects. After nine rounds you score buildings
and lose victory points for corrupt officials.
Version: multi * Rules: de en kr * In-game text: no

20 costume cards are on display, picture side up, and each
player takes a Raccoon card. The active player rolls both dice and
chooses a card that suits both dice and then places it on his Raccoon card. For a roll like „red“ and „top or bottoms“ you can even
take two cards, one with a red top and one with a red bottom.
When there is no corresponding card, you pass your turn. If your
roll „rainbow“, you can take any card. If you roll „underwear“, your
Raccoon must undress and you lose all cards. Whoever is first to
collect five cards, wins. The game includes a memo version.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Dice game for 2-4 players, ages 14+

Worker placement game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Collecting game with dice for 2-4 players, ages 3+

Klatsch-Memo

Kling, Klang Klunker

Publisher: Drei Hasen in der Abendsonne

Designer: Justin Oh
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

3

Knätsel

6

Designer: Klaus Teuber
Publisher: Kosmos

10

The game features 64 picture tiles, that is, 32 pairs of tiles, featuring images from the children‘s book “Schnabelgrün – Band 1 Das
Schwein im Fass” (“Horngreen Volume I The Pig in the Barrel”)
and the aim of the game is to have most tiles at the end of the
game. In turn you reveal one tile and leave it face-up; when two
identical images are visible you can clap your hands quickly onto
those two tiles. If you touch a tile alone or your hand is lowest in
the stack or covers the bigger part of the tile you get the tile. To
conquer two tiles you must have used both hands. When all tiles
are claimed you win with most tiles.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

A mine tower for gems is assembled from stone and gem pieces.
The active player gets the pick-axe and twice hits a spot of his
choice in the tower. The discs should shift so that at least one
gem falls off, but no stone disc should fall! When stone discs fall
off, you get all gems on it, but pay penalty at the end for the disc.
When all gems or all stone discs have been hammered out, the
game ends and you score 3 points for red, 2 points for pink and
1 point for white gems. For each stone disc you ust deduct 10
points. Variants are included.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Knätsel are puzzles made from dough. You form Knätsel to
represent items or living beings and place them, with a clue disc,
on a Knätsel spot. The active player chooses a Knätsel, moves
the clue chip by one position and gets, depending on the now
active clue spot, answers to two questions or a letter of the term.
If you want to guess, you put your guessing piece into the funnel
and move forward for a correct solution and back for a wrong
one. The Knätsel owner moves forward in case of a correct guess.
After seven clues, unsolved Knätsel go off the board. If you pass
the finish first or are in first position when all Knätsel are solved,
you win. Team version included.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Memo and reaction game for 2-6 players, ages 3+

Dexterity game for 2-7 players, ages 6+

Creative game for 3-6 players, ages 10+

Knetivity

Kolejka

Können Schweine fliegen?

Designer: Britta Fiore
Publisher: Noris Spiele

Designer: Karol Madaj
Publisher: Huch! & friends

Designer: Sonja Hässler
Publisher: Kosmos

8

5

Putty or modelling clay has made an appearance on game
tables of yore with Barbarossa – in Knetivity it stages a fulminant
comeback. This game collection for gleeful party groups offers
an amazing 110 little, funny and fast games that you can play
on your own or in a duel for two players or with all players
together. The tasks and games use very different mechanisms
and demand not only creative thinking but also body agility and
thus provide balanced and varied fun while you pummel and
knead your putty to win.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

In Poland, in the 80ties, players are citizens trying to acquire the
merchandise on their shopping list and join different queues in
front of shops. One round of the game represents one day and
comprises the phases of Queuing up, Merchandise delivery,
Queue jumping - in three rounds you can play an action card
to manipulate the queue, Opening of stores - you take one
ware per marker in the queue, Merchandise exchange at the
outdoor market and PCT = clean-up with drawing of cards and,
optionally, taking back of markers. After five rounds you play the
special Saturday. You win if you are first to collect all merchandise on your shopping list.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr jp pl ru * In-game text: yes

24 animal features like „fur“ or „claws “ are laid out. In each round
an animal card is turned up. If you know a feature for this animal,
place your chip on this feature. You may place all four chips, but
only one chip is allowed on a card. When all are done, check the
booklet. For each correctly placed chip you advance your piglet
one step, and if you picked a wrong feature you go back on step.
After five rounds the player furthest advanced wins the game.
There is a lot of information on the animals in the booklet and
you can play several variants of the game. Edition with 18 new
animals.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Party game collection for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Historic simulation for 2-5 players, ages 12+

Game of knowledge and speed for 2-4 players, ages 5+
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Kopfit

Kraftwagen

Kragmortha

Designer: Fritz Gruber
Publisher: Piatnik

Designer: Matthias Cramer
Publisher: ADC Blackfire

Designers: Obert,Crosa,Enrico,Bonifacio,Ferlito
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

8

Fitness training for your brain in ten game chapters for a
maximum mental training effect. You are urged to play all ten
chapters in one go, the order of chapters is randomly determined with cards. For a shorter game you use either the cards
with a yellow or with a red backside. The chapters are scored
with colored pegs from cold to hot - blue to yellow - which you
place into your victory points head. You win if your head is the
“hottest” at the end. Topics of chapters are Words - forming, rearranging, sorting, associating, filling in; Memo - crowded pictures,
symbols; numbers and calculations; Knowledge, Assessment.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

As a start-up company you work on car production and technology. You research new technologies, improve engines and car
bodies, win money and prestige in races and meet customer
demands at the best possible price. In a round you play preparation, actions and scoring. The currently last worker on the action
track determines the active player. As active player, you take an
action tile, apply it and can then put a car on the market. Action
options are Hire Workers, Research, Car Body, Engine, Buyer
and Grand Prix. After the sixth car in the market you score races
and buyers. After three rounds you win with the highest score
including awards.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Kragmortha the board game is based on the card game „Ja, Herr
und Meister“. Players are naughty goblins fooling around in the
halls of the Dark Overlord and trying to steal his spell boos. A
turn comprises playing and implementing of a Movement card
and drawing a card. Then a goblin encounters the Dark Overlord,
a special “Vernichtender Blick” card is drawn and implemented.
When a goblin enters a teleporter spot, the top teleport marker
is put to effect. When a player receives his fourth “Vernichtender
Blick” card or when the last spell book card is drawn, the game
ends and you win with fewest “Vernichtender Blick” cards. New
edition 2013.
Version: de * Rules: de it * In-game text: yes

Mental training for 3-5 adult players

Development game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Fantasy adventure game for 2-8 players, ages 8+

Kreuzverhör

Kroko Doc

Designer: Sonja Klein
Publisher: Gmeiner Verlag

Publisher: Hasbro

Krosmaster Arena

4

Designers: Nicolas Degouy, Édouard Guiton
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

A crime has been planned and players must find out which
crime, and also the crime scene, the probable culprit and the
means of the crime. Both players investigate at the same time,
the questioning lasts 12 mutual questions at the most. In each
question an assumption is stated on the four details by using
case cards, and the witness names the number of correct assumptions. Further details can be learned from using an investigation card; the opponent can fend off such a card with another
card. When after 12 rounds none of the player has solved the
case, it is set aside unsolved.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

The frog-green crocodile is still going strong, and still suffers
from terrible tooth-ache. It opens its mouth very wide to look
for help. In this version of the game the principle of the travel
edition is used, the teeth are not pulled out but pressed down
to find the aching one. If you are unlucky and find the aching
tooth, Crocodile in his pain closes his mouth rather fast and you
must be quick to pull your hand out. If you touch the aching
tooth, you lose this round of Crocodile Dentist! And due to the
very good chance mechanism it will be another tooth that hurts
next time! New edition in the series Elefun & Friends
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Fantasy adventure in a table-top with individual, very unusual
miniatures - warriors from DOGUS versus warriors from WAKFU
- you want to eliminate opposing Krosmasters and win if you are
the only one holding winning-coins or the only one still having a
Krosmaster in play. You use movement points and action points
according to character cards and the joint Kamas of your team
for movement, spells, demonic rewards, winning-coins and others. A character is eliminated if it has as many damage points as
he has life points. Expansion pack with one miniature, one card
and a mini game.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr it jp * In-game text: no

Deduction game for 2 players, ages 12+

Action and chance game for 2-4 players, ages 4+

Fantasy adventure game for 2 or 4 players, ages 12+

Krosmaster junior

Krosmaster Quest

Kune v Lakia

Designer: Nicolas Degouy
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

Designers: Nicolas Degouy, Édouard Guiton
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

Designer: Babis Giannios
Publisher: Ludicréations

7

Junior edition of the fantasy adventure with individually, painstakingly designed miniatures, with one or several adventures
per game. Each Krosmaster guides his own miniature and has
his own adventure book with rules for the individual adventures.
Deco elements are obstacles and their effects must be taken
into account. Kamas are the currency for rewards, victory points
are called Gewinngroschen and you win with most of them. The
basic mechanisms have been taken from Krosmaster, you use
movement points and action points in relation to your character.
The edition is compatible with Krosmaster Arena.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

The sequel game to Krosmaster Arena. The game is compatible with miniatures from the original, but uses different game
mechanisms. Players can play together with seven miniatures,
two of them are new, in the manner of a Dungeon Crawler or
they can play one versus all others; all in all there are three different game modes. The modular arena uses double-sided board
parts. The game is compatible with all Krosmaster miniatures
and can be played by six players. To win you must win Quests
and collect Gewinngroschen; opponents are the mobs and the
demon in a way is the game master, but your opponent in the
version all against one.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Chronicles of a Royal divorce in the rabbit realm, one of the
parties will remain at court with most prestige. The various card
types are prepared and distributed. In a round both players
alternate in actions of influence, council, conspiracy or passing
until one has passed. You play cards for the actions. Influence
comprises drawing a conspiracy, implement influence effects
and change courtier loyalty. For Council you play a carrot on a
courtier and use his advice ability. Conspiracy has many effects,
you gain or store cards and influence to convert courtiers to your
side. After three rounds you score cards, attributes, colors, etc.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: yes

Fantasy miniatures game for 2 or 4 players, ages 7+

Fantasy table top adventure for 2-6 players, ages 12+

Card game for 2 players, ages 12+

Icon explanation
Solo Play
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Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age
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Kunststück

La Cosa Nostra

Designer: Sonja Klein
Publisher: Gmeiner Verlag

Designer: Johannes Sich
Publisher: Hard Boiled Games

12

La Granja

16

Designers: Michael Keller, Andreas Odenthal
Publisher: PD-Verlag

Players are thieves stealing paintings according to their orders.
The paintings are marked with their museum of origin, the
epoch, the value and chances to be sold easily. There is a cache
for each player and three joint caches. You have a painting card
and an order card, next to each cache there is another painting
card. Actions are: take a new card, move a card, play a card or fill
an order. There are basic rules for arranging the cards or capacities of the caches and limit for hand cards. “Large-scale raid”
starts the last round. Then the player with the highest total from
paintings sold wins the game.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

You control a gang and companies, recruit new villains and
invest in shops or monopoles, use the usual Mafia methods
and can cooperate for some jobs with other families and make
deals, such deals are binding. Order and influence cards are in
your card hand. Order cards are action options and are “planned”
in the planning phase to earn money or attack other players.
Gangster cards are used for order implementation, business
cards are used for jobs and for income. After four rounds and a
final pay-out you receive bonuses for active gangsters and for
violence and you win as the richest player.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

A small farm must be developed into the large country estate
of La Granja and provide for the village. Six rounds of the game
comprise: Farm Phase with farm cards, income, growth and
buying of room markers; Revenue Phase; Transport Phase with
donkey markers for player order and deliveries and, finally, the
Scoring Phase for victory points. Anytime in your turn you can regardless of the current phase - use goods to acquire silver, play
or draw a cards, take a pig, upgrade resources or take harvest
goods or you can buy and sell resources or upgrade resources or
use harvest goods.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Crime card game for 2-5 players, ages 12+

Card game for 3-5 players, ages 16+

Development and resources management for 1-4 players, ages 12+

La Isla

Las Vegas & Las Vegas Boulevard

Designer: Stefan Feld
Publisher: alea / Ravensburger

Designer: Rüdiger Dorn
Publisher: alea / Ravensburger

Last Call

8

Designer: Kris Gould
Publisher: Wattsalpoag

We explore La Isla on a quest for animal species that we believe
to be extinct. You draw three cards and assign them to actions:
Card A is placed into the holder and is active with its special
function until covered with another cord. The card at position B
gives you a marker. For action C you place or move an explorer
for two markers in the landscape color. When you occupy all
areas next to a jungle area you gain animal tiles and points. The
card placed at D moves an animal marker for victory points.
When marker positions reach a certain total, you do a final
scoring for sets of animals, playing pieces and area values for
animal markers.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

In Las Vegas you can win money in six different casinos of
varying dice values. You roll all your remaining dice and place
all dice of one value on the corresponding casino. When all dice
of all players are placed, you remove ties in dice numbers and
then players in turn take money in descending order of dice and
decreasing value of money. After four rounds you win with most
money. Las Vegas Boulevard introduces components for up to
eight players, big dice and 10 purple dice which you can use to
remove dice already placed; there is also a version for 2-4 players, based on the solo version, using bonus cards.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Each barkeeper gets all bottles of a kind and each player a card
for each kind of drink plus one coaster. Cards are dealt to the
barkeepers. If you want to move a bottle you call “order” and
move the bottle of your choice from one bartender to the other,
cards at both barkeepers are discarded. Four cards next to a
barkeeper are discarded automatically. When a barkeeper has
the right bottles for your drink, you play the card and must take
an ice cube for each bottle not needed for your drink. If you are
out of cards, you call „Last Call“ and quit the game, the others
must finish their drinks. You win with fewest ice cubes.
Version: en * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Placement and collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 9+

Dice game & expansion for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Placement game for 2-5 players, ages 12+

Lembitu

Let’s party!

Letters from Whitechapel Dear Boss

Designer: Aigar Alaveer
Publisher: 2D6.EE

Designers: Catty, Führer, Los Rodrigues
Publisher: Piatnik

Designers: Gianluca Santo Pietro, Gabriele Mari
Publisher: Sir Chester Cobblepot / Giochi Uniti

16

Estonia is target for several conquest ambitions, Danes come
from the West, Crusaders from the South and the Prince of
Novgorod from the East. All players cooperate to keep enemy
forces out of Weissenstein. Players and enemies alternate their
turns; players do not have a fixed turn order and 3-6 actions
- movement, combat or rebellion, depending on the number
of players. For the Enemy turn units are placed on the board
according to the result of rolling three dice. When an enemy unit
encounters a player pawn, the player is out of the game. When
the turn marker reaches the starting point and the enemy is not
at Weissenstein, players win together.
Version: multi * Rules: de en et fr ru * In-game text: no

The Activity cards on one side list terms and the method to explain them and on the other show the number of steps earned
for a correctly mastered task. The Tick-Tack-Bumm cards state
combinations of letters. You play a game of standard “Activity”,
until a Tick-Tack-Bumm card turns up. Now you roll the die to
determine the location of this letter combination in the word. If
you name a correct term, you pass the bomb. When it explodes,
the team with the last correct answer moves 4 steps, the one
holding the bomb when it exploded goes 1 step back. Then you
play “Activity” again. The first team over the finish line wins.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Dear Boss intensifies the experience from „Letters from Whitechapel“ - first and foremost due to the fantastic miniatures
which replace the wooden pawns from the base game. A new
screen for Jack has a marker table for the women, sorted by
nichts, so you not have to consult the rules. 40 cards for Suspects
Jack, Policemen Cards and Potential Victims introduce historical
details. You decide yourself how many you want to use, the
method to use them is explained in detail. In the police turn
one detective can declare „Cry Havoc“ and then move another
policeman at an adjacent crossroads.
Version: en * Rules: en it * In-game text: yes

Historic simulation for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Creative association game for 4-16 players, ages 12+

Expansion for from Whitechapel for 2-6 players, ages 16+
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Lignum

Liguria

Little Red Riding Hood

Designer: Alexander Huemer
Publisher: Mücke Spiele

Designer: Alessandro Zucchini
Publisher: Queen Games

Designer: Annick Lobet
Publisher: Iello / Purple Brain

7

A wood farm is expanded, with base game, advanced game
with orders or expert game including orders and planned work.
In eight rounds of the game for the seasons of two years, spring,
summer and autumn adhere to the same scheme, winter is
different. You look after provisions and food, mark wood for cutting, chooses an area for cutting, make preparations for the work
on the way to the area and then do the work according to the
current season. In winter there is only work in the wood, stores
of food and for heating must have been bought or collected
earlier in the year. After a final sale at the end of Winter II the
richest player will win.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Merchants transport colors, trade, conquer and use diplomacy.
Selection tiles and ship tiles are on display. You place a merchant,
his locations determines tile selection and silver coins. Then
you take tiles and coins, then a ship card and color cubes and
upgrade selection tiles. Now ship movement is done and you
can - depending on the location - place knights, load or unload
color cubes or use diplomats. After eight rounds each player can
move his ship one last time and then you score islands, selection
tiles in harbor as well as points from ship cards, monks, knights
and bishop’s orders as well as color sets.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Little Red Riding Hood and the Wolf as a cooperative introductory game or one player as Wolf versus all other players. You turn
over path tiles and collect gathering markers, add the card to the
path and move - maybe - Little Red Riding Hood. When the card
cannot be added, you must remove the complete path, discard
markers, move the wolf one step and start a new path. As an
alternative you reveal the markers collected so far, advance Little
Red Riding Hood accordingly and the Wolf by one step. In case
of a ? on the path you turn over the tile - is it Grandma’s cottage,
all have won or lost, depending on who did reach the square.
Series Tales & Games
Version: multi * Rules: en fr * In-game text: no

Worker placement game for 2-4 players, ages 12+

Trade game for 2-4 players, ages 12+

Fairy tale game for 1-5 players, ages 7+

Looping Louie

Lords of War

Publisher: Hasbro

Designers: Nick Street, Martin Vaux
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

4

Los Rollos

7

Publisher: HCM Kinzel

6

Looping Louie in his Flying Machine careers in low-level-flight
over the hen-coops! He is on the hunt for chicken chips that
he wants to snatch away from the players. Each player has 3 of
those chips in the side-bar of his catapult. With this catapult you
can fend off Louie and make him fly loops, nose dives and steep
ascends. You try to use Louie to steal chips from your fellow players and keep your own. If you are out of chips, you stay in the
game. The last player to own a chip wins the game. Looks like a
children’s game, but provides fun for all ages! One round is never
enough! New edition with a new cover design 2015.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Tactical battles between fantasy creatures. You have six out of 36
units in hand and play a card in each turn. Cards carry markings
for target, damage, sometimes range and also defense. At the
end of your turn you can draw a card or take back a unit from
the play area. If you you eliminate 20 cards of your opponent
or 4 of his command cards, you win. Each of the three editions
published so far holds two complete armies for two races: Orcs
vs. Dwarfs, Elves vs. Lizardmen and Templars vs. Undead. You can
play each army against any other or can draft a mercenary deck
from several armies.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

The tower is set up and each player chooses a color case for his
target space. Then all players add their balcony pieces at their
own choice. The timer is started and the first player takes a
marble and drops into one of the holes at the top. Depending
on the target space the marble reached you can then change
the position of balcony pieces and start the timer again. This I
continued until all marbles have been used. You score 2 points
for each golden marble, 1 for each silver and -1 one for each
black marble in your own target space. When the time runs out
before you place your marble, the turn is lost; you pass.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Action and reaction game for 2-4 players, ages 4+

Conflict simulation with cards for 2 players, ages 7+

Dexterity game for 2-4 players, ages 6+

LOT

Love Letter

Ludix

Designer: Néstor Romeral Andrés
Publisher: Gerhards Spiel und Design

Designer: Seiji Kanai
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

Designer: Niek Neuwahl
Publisher: Piatnik

10

LOT stands for “Line of Three“ or “Lots of Turns“. You play on a
chess-board like grid of 7x7 squares and try to place three stacks
of two pieces each in a row, horizontally, vertically or diagonally.
The active player places one piece on an empty square. When
then there is a row of three or more adjacent pieces of his color,
he must choose one of the lines of three and remove two pieces
from it. Then he places one piece on top of the remaining piece
to create a stack of two pieces. Whoever is first to form a line of
three such stacks, wins the game.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

The beautiful princess is waiting for her dream lover, but the
king wants to marry her to a prince of his choice. The princess
wants true love, not power and wealth, and only someone who
touches her heart will win her hand – so we must get our love
letters to the princess. We need helpers in the palace to ensure
that our letters will reach her. The game is played in rounds: You
draw a card, play a card open-faced and implement its effects;
the cards remain visible. When all cards have been used, you win
a heart if you hold the highest-ranking character of the palace.
Whoever holds 3-5 hearts, depending on the number of players,
wins.
Version: de * Rules: de en jp * In-game text: yes

A dice game using Roman numbers; you use four dice, each one
showing L-X-X-V-I-I on its sides and want to be the first player to
reach or top a score of 300 points. In your turn you roll all dice
once and combine them into a valid Roman number which is
also your score. You can note this score for the round and hand
on the dice or you can roll again, make up a number, add the
result to the previous score and again decide on continuing or
stopping. You can go on rolling as long as you can form a valid
Roman number with your result. If you cannot do this you lose
all previous scores from this round.
Version: multi * Rules: cz de en fr hu it * In-game text: no

Abstract placement game for 2 players, ages 10+

Card game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Dice game for 2-6 players, ages 10+
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M.U.L.E.

Machi Koro

Designer: Stephen Glenn
Publisher: Kosmos

Designer: Heikki Harju
Publisher: Asmodee / Lautapelit

Designer: Masao Suganuma
Publisher: Kosmos

8

Two players or two teams want to be first to connect two opposite sides of the board with Firestones. In your turn you either
draw cards - there is a limit for cards in hand of 15 and you use
one of the two supply cards on display - or hand cards to your
partner or place a tower or connect towers. Towers are placed on
big hexes only or on the teams base line and you play as many
cards in the hex color as there are levels in the tower. You can
take over an opposing tower by raising it by one level. Towers
are connected with Firestones, for each Firestone you place you
must discard a card of the corresponding hex color.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

M.U.L.E. is based on a computer game from the eighties - colonists settle the plane Irata on behalf of the Galactic Federation.
M.U.L.E.s - Multiple Use Labor Elements - are used and produce
commodities, which colonists then use, store and sell. Surplus or
scarcity of commodities influence market prices, planning assists
in adaption. You play the introductory game or the tournament
game or with optional rules. Main elements of the game are
acquisition of land, development and use of M.U.L.E.s for production etc.; supplying colonists and M.U.L.E.s; Production with
M.U.L.E.s, prices for products and marketing of products. Events
only play a marginal role.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: yes

You are a company owner and develop your town. For each
player two establishment are laid out openly as “built” and
four landmarks face-down as “under construction” to begin his
town. You roll the dice, one at the beginning and two when you
have completed your railway station: The corresponding type
of establishment is activated and yields income, if you own the
type – from bank or other players, in your turn or that of another
player. Then you can build a new establishment or complete
one of your landmarks; you pay the price to the bank and take
the card or turn over the landmark. Whoever completes his four
landmarks first, wins.
Version: de * Rules: de en jp * In-game text: yes

Abstract placement game for 2 or 4 players, ages 10+

Economics game for 3-4 players, ages 14+

City building game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Machi Koro Großstadterweiterung

Mafia de Cuba

Mage Wars Arena

Designer: Masao Suganuma
Publisher: Kosmos

Designers: Loïc Lamy, Philippe des Pallières
Publisher: Asmodee / Lui-même

Designer: Bryan Pope
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

8

As a company owner you develop your town. You roll dice and
the corresponding type of establishment is activated and yields
income from bank or other players, in your turn or that of another player. Then you can build a new establishment or complete
a landmark; cost is paid to the bank. Whoever completes his
four landmarks first, wins. Großstadterweiterung combines two
previously published expansions, “Harbor” and “Sharp”. 140 new
cards introduce 23 new establishments and three additional
landmarks. You play Großstadterweiterung with the core game,
using the rules of the variant “Komme, was da wolle”, in which
not all of the cards are available.
Version: de * Rules: de en jp * In-game text: yes

Gangsters steal diamonds or person chips from a box of cigars
handed round by the Godfather. He poses questions to identify
the thieves. You open the box, memorize number of diamonds
and person chips and must take X diamonds or 1 person chip.
The Godfather checks the box and interrogates players who are
allowed to lie, remain silent, talk without being asked or tell the
truth. If you are asked to empty your pockets you must do so - if
you reveal diamonds you are out of the game, otherwise you
receive a joker; when the Godfather is out of jokers or you are an
agent, the Godfather has lost and you win in relation to your role
and the number of diamonds.
Version: multi * Rules: de fr * In-game text: no

Two mighty mages confront each other in this second, revised
edition of Mage Wars. You play in rounds until one mage has
been eliminated due to accrued damage. A round comprises
preparation as “book keeping” - you collect Mana, pay costs
and select spells - as well as the action phase with Quick spell
stage, creature action and another quick spell phase. Each mage
uses his own grimoire and chooses two spells for a round. Additional spells can be assigned to familiars and magical sources.
Creatures also attack each other, attacks have side effects and
cause damage.
Version: de* Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Expansion for Machi Koro for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Bluff and crime game for 6-12 players, ages 10+

Fantasy duel for 2 players, ages 13+

Magic: The Gathering Das Brettspiel

Mammuz

Designers: James D’Aloisio, Ethan Fleischer, Craig Van Ness
Publisher: Hasbro

Designer: Nikolay Pegasov
Publisher: Abacusspiele

Mangrovia

7

Designer: Eilif Svensson
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

As planeswalkers players create the board - the Arena of the
Planeswalkers - themselves. The combine six terrain tiles,
depending on the number of players, and place Shandalar ruins
and glyphs on the board. There are five miniatures for playing
pieces: Gideon Jura, Fighter - Jace Beleren, Thought Magician Liliana Vess - Planeswalker with Necromancy - Chandra Nalaa,
Pyro Magician and Nissa Revane, Elements Magician. You use
spell cards, army cards, dice and other components, and do
not need any knowledge of Magic The Gathering Trading Card
Game, and yet key elements of the board game are based on the
Trading Card Game.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Species with different numbers of animals are dealt, together
with dinosaurs according to the number of players, to all. The
first player names an animal for the round and places 1-4 cards
for his herd. He may cheat. All others in turn can enlarge the
herd or doubt. If you doubt you check one card in the herd of
the previous player. Is it the right one, you take all the herd, that
is, all cards from all player, or else the previous player takes all. If
it is a dinosaur you implement its action. When someone places
his last card, the next one must doubt. If he finds the correct
animal, the doubted player has won. Special rules for extinction.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

The tribe lives in harmony with nature, and must find a successor for the chief. So you collect amulets and build huts on the
Stone Yard, the Pole Yard and the God Path. In your turn you first
place bowls on ritual sites and thus choose actions. Then you
move the boat and implement the action when it reaches your
bowl - draw a card, collect amulets, set up a hut. Buildings are
paid for with treasures or amulets and landscape cards. Then the
next round is prepared. When someone builds his last hut, you
score huts on Stone Yard, God Path and Pole Yard, at the end of
the round.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Adventure game for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Card game for 3-7 players, ages 7+

Worker placement game for 2-5 players, ages 10+
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Manhattan

Manhattan TraffIQ

Designer: Andreas Seyfarth
Publisher: Hans im Glück

Designer: Dirk Arning
Publisher: Mücke Spiele

10

Manila

10

Designer: Franz-Benno Delonge
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

Manhattan stands in for all skyscraper towns of this world. In
turn you play one building card which determines the building
lot, place a building piece of your choice and draw a building
card. The top piece in a tower determines the owner of the
tower. You take over a tower if you have as many levels in it as
the former owner, regardless of where in the tower. You can always place a piece on your own tower or on a free square. When
all six pieces are placed, the round ends and is scored. After four
such rounds the game ends; your highest own tower scores
three points, the majority in a tower two points and a single level
tower scores one point.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr fi * In-game text: no

In the streets of Manhattan you compete for routes and place
lorries and taxis, in Scenarios „Times Square“ and „Central Park“.
You have two out of four actions - place a tile or draw a tile or
move taxi or lorry. You place tiles with correlating edges; when
a square is formed you place a vehicle at the crossroads and
can then move vehicles already on the roads and compete at
the new location - if you have the majority of vehicles on the
crossing roads of new and relocated vehicle others must remove
theirs. You win with all vehicles on the map or -when all tiles are
placed - with most points from vehicles on the board.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

In several travels at see three ship approach the harbor by rolling
dice. First, you auction the Harbor Master. He buys shares and
decides on freight and starting advantages. Then you place
accomplices for money: You can smuggle them on board or rent
harbor and shipyard spots with them to earn money from repair
work or as an insurance agent. Or you use your accomplices as
pirate or pilot to influence the speed of your vessel. At the end of
the trip there are rewards for successful accomplices. When the
price of any good raises over 30, the game is won by the player
with most wealth.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Building game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Placement game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Economics game for 3-5 players, ages 10+

Mara und der Feuerbringer

Mars attacks

Maskenball der Käfer

Designer: Fabian DIttmann
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Designer: Jake Thornton
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Designer: Peter-Paul Joopen
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

4

Ragnarök must be avoided. Mara lends her clairvoyant abilities
to players to support them. But gods trust nobody but themselves anymore. You play a mythological location, take one of
four stacks of community cards and choose three cards from it.
Then you play turns comprising phases of Turn energy with rune
stone card, expand by playing a location or rune stone card,
Action & Combat with payment of energy values and combat
strength values on power cards with replenishing your hand.
You win with 14 victory points on cards, victory point stacks and
rune stones.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Based on a series of collectible pictures cards from Topps in 1962
on the topic of „Aliens from Mars want to take over Earth“ you
take the role of invaders or humans and fight for the fate of this
planet With a strong comic touch and lots of humor you use
simple mechanisms and activate your fabulous miniatures for
movement, shooting or close-range combat, decided by roll of
dice in order to react to events introduced by cards. Tactics come
from deliberate use of figures to achieve goals or eliminate an
opponent. You win with eight victory points or if your opponent
is out of miniatures.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Lady birds mask themselves for the costume ball and begin with
five pegs of one color on its back and they want to swap pegs.
The lady birds also need to be at the ball before all ants arrive
there. You turn the spinner and move the beetle from the indicated leaf onto the leaf of another beetle so that they face each
other. If none of them turns away, they exchange pegs. If one of
them turns away, you not exchange pegs. Your beetle can visit
other beetles until one of them turns away. A beetle with five
different pegs moves to the dandelion spots. When the spinner
ends between cases, you move an ant to the vine. New edition.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Card game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Miniatures tabletop for 2 players, ages 12+

Cooperative magnetic game for 2-6 players, ages 4+

Mastermind

Matchbox Matchic Sticks

8

Publisher: Hasbro

Matsch Max

8

Publisher: Loquai Holzkunst

Publisher: Hasbro

4

In alternate games players are either Code Setter or Decoder.
The Code Setter secretly sets a color code. The Decoder must
deduce the code by setting out a color sequence as “question”.
The Code setter answers with a red peg for „correct color in
correct position“, or a white peg for “correct color in wrong
position“. He does not place these red and white pegs in their
corresponding places in the code. You then ask again with a new
color sequence. This edition presents the mechanics in a modern
design and for five players. The biggest changes are the sliders
for information on correctly placed pegs.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

A new game in a match box - Matchic sticks are mind puzzles
in a mixture of mathematical exercises and magic. 28 small red
sticks replace the matches of the same length in the match
box; the instruction leaflet provides puzzles and also solutions.
All of this comes in different levels of difficulty; solutions are
achieved by rearranging those sticks: VI + II = ? is easy, there are
lots of more difficult tasks in the miniature box that can be taken
anywhere - think, rearrange and enjoy the solution!
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Cute little animals - hares, hedgehogs and turtles - are frolicking
in the meadow and collect berries that they want to carry to
their own tree stump. Animal Scarer max sits in the middle of the
meadow, twirls around and tries to catch the animals. Max is also
the dice of the game and announces with his knocking how far
the little animals may jump. Players decide how many animals
they send on the meadow - more animals mean more berries,
but also a bigger risk to be caught by Max’s arm. If you catches
an animal, its owner must discard all berries collected so far.
Includes a variant for more experienced players.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Deduction game for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Logic puzzles for 1 player, ages 8+

Action game for 2-3 players, ages 4+
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Maus und Mystik
Designer: Jerry Hawthorne
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Maze Racers

7

Me want Cookies!

Publisher: Foxmind Games / Carletto

8

Designer: Roberto Fraga
Publisher: iello

5

Using team spirit, courage and look, mouse adventurers pick
their way through the interactive chapters of the story, with
varying rules. A mouse can move, do an action and do Free Actions once per round. Movement, attack etc. are decided by dice
roll; in many situations, cards of various types come into play.
Opponents in encounters do the phases movement and attack.
When the time marker on the board reaches the chapter’s end
before the mice have achieved the victory conditions, all lose together. In the expansion “Dunkelwald” we go outside and meet,
among others, Three Blind Mice and Gecko Jacobe, a mercenary
as a companion against dangers.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr it * In-game text: yes

You build - on your own board, which is divided into quarters - a
labyrinth, as fast as you can and as complex as you can make it.
Two players or two teams of two players each decide on the start
and finish quarters where start and finish blocks must be placed.
There must be at least one path from start to finish. After a
minute building time players exchange boards, place the marble
in the start block and start a race, by tilting the board, from start
to finish and back. In team play each player guides the marble
for one lap of the race. The player or team that accomplishes this
fastest, wins the round.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

As a nice monster with a preference for desserts you can only eat
dessert in each course of the meal once. Three cards are placed
in a row, the rest is stacked, six pieces representing dessert are
set out. You roll the die - the result determines the dessert at the
start of the row on the card next to the draw pile. Then you follow the Liquorice line to the dessert at its other end, look for this
dessert on the next card, and so on, until you arrive at the final
dessert on the third card. Whoever snatches this piece up first,
wins the round and takes the third card; a new one in inserted
next to the stack. If you eat your fifth dessert, you win.
Version: multi * Rules: en fr * In-game text: no

Cooperative adventure game for 1-4 players, ages 7+

Construction and race game for 2 or 4 players, ages 8+

Spotting and reaction game for 2-5 players, ages 5+

Mein erstes Bohnanza

Mein kleiner bunter Krabbelkäfer

Designers: Heike Kiefer, Hayo Siemsen, Uwe Rosenberg
Publisher: Amigo Spiele

Designer: Anja Dreier-Brückner
Publisher: moses.Verlag

4

Mein Taschengeld

3

Variant of Bohnanza for children - you play with selected bean
types chosen from a total of ten bean types with Beanometer
values of one and two bean dollars, the rest is used for bean
dollars. Cards are not in hand, but on the table, and basically you
plant, trade and harvest as in Bohnanza, but you may mix bean
types on a field - “Across bean fields” rule - and must instantly
harvest when the necessary number of beans to earn one bean
dollar is on display in an uninterrupted line. With a variant for
more experienced players that leaves out the mixing of bean
types on fields and uses three bean fields.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

The little lady bird beetle wants to dress up and is searching for
colorful dots for his costume. Color dots are on the leaf. The first
player has the lady bird, puts him on his wrist and rolls the die.
For a new color you take the point from the meadow and put it
on the beetle, regardless of who is holding it. When you roll the
lady bird symbol you keep the lady bird puppet if you have it, or
you get it from whoever has it at that moment. After rolling the
die you hand on the die. When all dots are on the lady bird and
you have it on your wrist, you may fly him round the room once.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Card game for 3-5 players, ages 4+

Dice game for 2-4 players, ages 3+

Meine ersten Spiele Kleiner Garten

Meine Pferde und ich

Designer: Christiane Hüpper
Publisher: Haba

Designers: Heidemarie & Michael Rüttinger
Publisher: Noris Spiele

2

Designer: Michael Rüttinger
Publisher: Noris Spiele

6

With pocket money of 5€ you set out and want to collect the
cards with the symbols according to your wish list. You roll the
die, move accordingly counter-clockwise and implement the
action of the square you reach: On or over tart you earn 5 €, on
red and blue squares you must buy a card, if you have enough
money. On the green bank squares you can buy a savings card,
save money on it by advancing the savings marker or sell the
card back to the bank for cash. On orange squares you earn
money, at the flea market you can buy or sell, on “Money lost”
you give half of your coins to the bank.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no
Move & roll and collecting game for 2-6 players, ages 6+

Merchant of Venus

6

Designers: Richard Hamblen, Robert A. Kouba
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

The game components can be used for free play or to explain
the growth cycle of plants and gardening. Gärtner Gabriels
Garten is a cooperative game. You roll the die and Gabriel goes
to the next spot of this color. When the spot features Molly the
Mole, you place the biggest available Mole Hill tile and put it
in the middle of the board. When all tiles are in place, you set
Molly on top. If the spot doesn’tshow Molly, you look at the plot
tiles and place a suitable one into a plot - thus the plants grow
bigger. In a competitive version you are rewarded with a playing
piece - tulips, strawberry basket or carrot pail - for a completed
plot.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr it nl * In-game text: no

Who will have the most successful stable? Five stacks of cards
are available, you start in the corner circle of your color. You roll
and get horses or answer a question - for a correct answer you
get a horse, for a wrong one you give one back - or you draw a
“Bad Luck” card. The racing symbol triggers a race - all riders are
at the start of a lane and then you roll dice and move in turn
until one rider reaches the finish and wins the tournament card.
On opposing corner circles you draw a tenant horse from this
player. When all cards are taken you win with the best total of all
positive and negative points on your cards.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

As an interstellar merchant you explore galaxy clusters, reaccessible after Alien attacks, in two versions: A standard game
as a development based on the Avalon Hill original and an
implementation of the original game. In the standard game the
round marker is advanced and an event executed; player moves
comprise movement, first contact, transaction and merchant/
spaceport phases. In the transaction phase you can buy, sell
and take up and set down deliver passengers; in the merchant
phase you can trade goods, equipment and Alien technology in
interesting demand/supply mechanisms. After 30 rounds and a
final scoring the richest player wins.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Cooperative game on colors for 1-3 players, ages 2+

Roll & move game for 2-4 players, ages 6+

Mercantile game with a SciFi topic for 1-6 players, ages 12+
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Merkurya

Mess Machine

Designer: Dave Cousins
Publisher: HCM Kinzel

Designer: Nikos Chondropoulos
Publisher: Desyllas

10

Meteor

10

Designer: Mike Young
Publisher: Mayday Games

Die rätselhaften Türme Merkurya - the mysterious towers of
Merkurya - are encoded with a secret code of number and color.
If you want to inherit the throne you must decipher codes.
Halves of towers with locks and halves of towers with keys are
randomly distributed and result in a code for each tower. You either ask a question or announce the code of a player. You ask “do
you have the green lock #3?” When number or color are correct
the player answers with yes and it is his turn. When the answer is
no, the same question is posed to the next player. When you announce the code of a player and are correct the code is revealed
and the player is out of the game. The last one in play wins.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

A toy producing machine broke down and toys need to be
repaired. Parts of a picture are shuffled, laid out and revealed.
Four buttons on the board switch tow parts in the same row or
column, In your turn you take a button marker for one button
and switch tiles accordingly. When there are no markers for a
button, you must use another button. Depending on the level
of difficulty the machine can create havoc in the middle of the
game again and switch tiles, too. When the picture is complete,
you score for correlations of secretly pre-chosen buttons and
markers you took; otherwise, all have lost together.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr + gr * In-game text: no

Cooperation in real-time, rockets are supposed to destroy
meteorites. All play at the same time, one player operates the
sand timers. When all pass due to lacking resources the altitude
level including sand timer is changed. A launch site has room
for one projects, unfinished ones can be discarded; you build
technology, rockets or Retrofit for converting resources. To build
you must display suitable cards. Until the “Communications Satellite “ is built players are not allowed to talk unless announcing
Launch, Pass or Time Out. When meteors are hit with the correct
rocket, they are destroyed. Overkill can push meteors nearer to
Earth. Meteors in Altitude Level 1 can destroy Earth.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: yes

Question and memo game for 2-6 players, ages 10+

Swapping and logic game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Cooperative real-time game for 1-5 players, ages 12+

[Microfilms]

Miffy

Designers: David. J Mrtimer, Dávid Turczi
Publisher: Ludicréations

Millionenraub

Publisher: Piatnik

1

Designers: Inka and Markus Brand
Publisher: Gmeiner Verlag

A Microgame featuring 25 cards and set into the time of the Cold
War. Stakes are high at the casino in Monte Carlo, an ambassador
is combining business with pleasure and plays Poker with secret
agents who are on the search for microfilms in playing cards.
The ambassador has secretly arranged an alliance of two against
one, but freelancers are also on the game. The active player must
draw a card, pass for 1 Franc, bribe a player with a card who can
accept or decline and pay 1 Franc or do an action - with card or
against payment - or try to win by revealing identities or quit the
game if he fails.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: no

When you switch Miffy on, Miffy begins to call and needs to be
found. For babies from 6 months on you cover Miffy partly or
completely and let the baby look for it or make Miffy reappear
by pulling away the cover. For toddlers up to 30 months you
hide Miffy in suitable items like shoes or so. For children up to
four years you use the picture tiles of those items that are easily
accessed in your house. You draw three cards and choose one
thing to hide Miffy there. Then you show all three cards and the
child looks for Miffy. In case of more than one player all search
simultaneously and whoever finds Miffy takes the card. You win
with most cards.
Version: multi * Rules: cz de hu sk * In-game text: no

The starting player creates a museum room on a 6x6 grid
according to specifications for corridors and locations of
visitors and works of art. He determines starting position and
a sequence of clues, which he transfers to the Forensic Sheet
which is visible for all. The other players reconstruct the room
by interrogating witnesses: You play one police and one witness
card and are shown the corresponding clue card by the starting
player. Twice in the game you can demand to see information
requested by another player. When you know the content of
all grid spots the culprit results from the sequence of clues.
Whoever deduces this quickest, wins.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Secret agent game for 2ö6 players, ages 12+

Educational spotting game for 1 or more players, ages 6 months+

Crime deduction for 2-4 players, ages 12+

Mimiq

MindMaze Rabenschwarze Geschichten

Designers: Freddy Møller Andersen, Kritian Dreinø
Publisher: Huch! & friends

Designer: Timofey Bokarev
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

4

Minerva

10

Designer: Hisashi Hayashi
Publisher: Okazu Brand / Japon Brand

You need to collect sets, sets of three identical cards. Each player
draws three cards from the shuffled stacks. The active player
asks another player for a card that he himself already holds and
makes the corresponding face. When the asked player has one
or more such cards he hands them over; the active player can maybe - set down a set and can go asking until he does not get a
card. When the asked player does not have the card, he puts out
his tongue and the active player draw a card from the stack or - if
it is finished - from another player. When all sets are collected,
you win with most sets.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

MindMaze tells of curious happenings which players are meant
to explain. The game master reads out a puzzle, checks the
solution and then answers questions of other players with „yes“,
„no“ or „this is not important“. The images on the cards are no
clue for the solution, and even a contra-indication. You can play
the classic version with cooperative solving of the puzzle or
contest each other for points. In this competitive version each
questions incurs a penalty point. If you - not verbatim - pose one
of the listed question, you score bonus points and the again notverbatim but content-wise correct solution scores bonus points.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

As the Governor of a Roman town you want to raise her to
wealth and status. You construct military buildings, cultural
buildings and temples, using resources and gold. But you need
population and living quarters to put the other buildings to
use. Six rounds comprise four phases each: 1) Main Phase of
player turns - constructing buildings or living quarters including
activation of buildings and implementation of their effects or
use assistant or pass. 2) Buy assistant for money or fame (rounds
1-5). 3) Place fame chips for fame tile acquisition. 4) Prepare next
round (rounds 1-5). You win with most points.
Version: multi * Rules: de en jp * In-game text: no

Face-making set collecting game for 2-6 players, ages 4+

Question game on puzzles for 2 or more players, ages 10+

Resources management for 1-4 players, ages 10+
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Mistfall

Mmm!

Designer: Blazej Kubacki
Publisher: NSKN Games

Designer: Reiner Knizia
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

Mombasa

5

Designer: Alexander Pfister
Publisher: eggertspiele / Pegasus Spiele

Fantasy adventure at its purest. You choose a hero who commands a fixed deck of power and equipment cards. In the course
of the game you can add abilities from a hero’s reserve. In a team
heroes fight their way through locations full of monsters; the
board is created from modular pieces and randomly chosen
enemies and encounters. Heroes assist each other in combat
and against other events and need to reach and master a special
Ques Encounter and then complete the Final Quest before mist
swallows up another part of Valskyrr. When only one hero is
eliminated due to lack of cards, all have lost together.
Version: en * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Cooperation is necessary to avoid the cat while you collect
mice food. One player rolls three dice - featuring five types of
food and one red x - and all decide together where you place
at least one dice. After each roll you can re-roll unplaced dice or
take food away and cover the source spot. If you cannot place
a die after a re-roll the turn ends and the cat advances one step
towards the pantry. If, in a turn, you cannot cover the last spot
for a food type, the cat also advances one step. When all food
spots are covered before the cat reaches the pantry, all players
have won together.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Four trading companies in Mombasa, Cape Town, Saint-Louis
and Cairo will rise in value when spreading their activities; players acquire shares, stock up n diamonds and do good bookkeeping. Money earned in the game is usually used to pay for actions,
the majority of money is earned at the end of the game from
shares, diamonds and bookkeeping. In seven rounds you plan
actions by placing and revealing of cards and then implement
one action in turn - buy action cards with commodity cards,
expansion for new trade posts, bookkeeper and diamonds for
those tracks or bonus markers and win with most money.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Cooperative adventure game for 1-4 players, ages 14+

Cooperative dice game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Economics game for 2-4 players, ages 12+

Mondo

Monopoly 80 Jahre

Designer: Michael Schacht
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

8

Monopoly Assassin’s Creed

8

Publisher: Hasbro

8

Publisher: Winning Moves

The very fast tile placement fun - we assemble an island. The
sequel game to Mondo comprises 48 landscape tiles, which are
spread out loosely. All search simultaneously for suitable tiles for
their own display in the shape of a 3xAll search simultaneously
for suitable tiles for their own display in the shape of a 3x grid,
adhering to stringent rules for searching. The first tile is placed,
the next ones edge to edge next to one already on display, in
any orientation. Water must be on the outside and is not allowed
on the inside; you score for completed types of terrain and animals, volcanoes lose you points. After three rounds you win with
most points. Can be used also an expansion for the “big” Mondo
Board Game. Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

The Anniversary Edition on occasion of the 80th birthday of
Monopoly - to mark the occasion this edition comes in vintage
design and features wooden houses and hotels. Eight special
metal pieces each commemorate one decade - lantern, bath
tub, cannon, rider, cup, locomotive, money bag and - the latest
arrival - the cat. The basic mechanisms of the game are the same,
you buy lots, receive or pay rent, build houses and hotels, pay
tax or end up in jail. Of course the board, the Chance cards and
the Community Chest cards are done in vintage style. The game
box tells stories on the history of monopoly.
Version: de * Rules: de en and others * In-game text: yes

The story on the conflict between Assassins and Templars who
both want to influence the fate of Mankind now also on as
Monopoly board, that has been adapted to the topic. Houses
and hotels are called “Läden” and “Türme” and you use also six
exclusive collector’s figurines: Altair, Ezio, Arno, Edward, Aveline
and Connor. With Arno you already find the Assassin from the
latest game version Assassin’s Creed Unity in this game, for
which all the standard rules of Monoply apply.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Spotting and placement game for 1-4 players, ages 8+

Anniversary edition for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Monopoly version for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Monopoly Banking

Monopoly Classic

8

Publisher: Hasbro

Monopoly DC Originals

8

Publisher: Hasbro

8

Publisher: Winning Moves

Monopoly digital! 2014 the popular real estate game has been
given a package relaunch for this special Austrian edition
in which players pay with electronic cash. Monopoly with a
bank card! Players buy properties, apartments and hotels with
electronic cash, using the Visa card reader. On the board modern
times have arrived, too! Players move around the board, featuring current Austrian roads and locations, using inline-skates
or racing cards and mobile phones. In this new edition you
buy again houses or hotels, and can be fined for talking on the
phone while driving. Yet all is at it was, the last player left in the
game wins!
Version: de * Rules: de en and others * In-game text: yes

This is the standard edition of this classic game, more exactly,
the Austrian Standard edition featuring Austrian cities, roads and
special places. Monopoly is the ancestor of all games featuring
property, money, rent, interest and real estate, combined with
dice. If you invest your basic capital wisely and are a bit lucky
when rolling the die, you will win. Passing „Go“ often enough
and getting out of Jail quickly can also help to win. You roll the
die, move around the board, buy real estate, build houses and
hotels and collect rent. If you go bankrupt, you quit the game.
The last player still in the game wins.
Version: de * Rules: de en and others * In-game text: yes

Super villains and super heroes on the Monopoly board - Lex
Luthor oder Batman and other familiar characters. You move
across the universes of DC Comics and acquire locations, planets
and companies like Lexcorp or Wayne industries. You upgrade
the locations you acquired with “Detekteien” and “Unterschlupfen” instead of houses and hotels, and pay for them with money
especially adapted to suit the DC Comics topic. You use also
six exclusive collector’s figurines: Superman, Batman, Wonder
Woman, The Flash, Green Lantern and the Martian Manhunter.
The standard rules of Monoply apply.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Property game with dice for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Property game with dice for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Monopoly version for 2-6 players, ages 8+
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Colour codes for target groups (Headline Colour)
For children + learning
With friends
For families
For experts

Colour codes for features (Bar in Evalution box)
Chance
Strategy
Knowledge
Tactics
Creativity
Memory

GABIS explanation on page 3
Communication
Interaction

Dexterity
Action

201 6
Monopoly Game of Thrones

Monopoly Ich … unverbesserlich!

8

Publisher: Winning Moves

Monopoly Imperium

5

Publisher: Hasbro

Publisher: Hasbro

8

A special Monopoly for a special topic: Monopoly Game of
Thrones comes in a classy square box. In this edition you play
Monopoly in the realms of Westeros and Essos, buy real estate
lots and set up villages and mountain fortresses that were
specially adapted to the topic. For playing pieces you use six
exclusive collector’s figurines: “Weisser Wanderer, Drachenei,
Dreiäugige Krähe, Der Eiserne Thron, Die Krone or Schattenwolf”. Instead of Community and Chance cards you turn up Der
Eiserne Thron cards and Valar Morghulis cards and you play with
Golddrachen instead of the usual Monopoly money. Basically,
the standard rules for Monopoly apply.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

As is to be expected from the topic, this monopoly version is a
bit different. Minion Mjam Mjam Tom is put onto the spinner; he
works as a dice, spins around and thus determines how far your
minion can move. You buy a free lot that your reach and mark it
with a cupcake or pay rent to the owner. If you own both lots of
a color, you mark this with an ice cream cup. All characters in the
edition are exclusive to the edition and the event lots hold surprises like a spinner duel or the order to steal the moon. When
one Minion is bankrupt, the minion with most money wins and
becomes Gru’s favorite minion.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Billboards for brands instead of real estate! Each player has a
tower and two Imperium cards. You roll the dice and either
swap the top billboard in your tower for one in another player’s
tower or move your marker. On lots with billboard you buy it or
auction it. Bought billboards are played in your tower. On empty
billboard lots you pay the owner of the billboard the current
value of his tower. Cards drawn on Event and Imperium lots are
implemented. You can pay to get out of jail. For all billboards
of one color you receive a bonus office board for your tower.
Whoever fills his tower first, wins.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Monopoly variant for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Roll & move game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Roll & move game with economy topic, for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Monopoly James Bond Gold

Monopoly Junior

8

Publisher: Winning Moves

Monopoly Junior Die Biene Maja

5

Publisher: Hasbro

Publisher: Winning Moves

5

Since 1962 and in 23 films active in Her Majesty’s service and
now topic of a special Monopoly edition: Bond, James Bond.
23 of his adventure provide the board, you build hide-outs and
headquarters instead of houses and hotels. For playing pieces
you use six exclusive collector’s figurines: “Lotus Unterwasser
Auto, 007 Logo, Rosa Klebbs Schuh, Aston Martin DBS, Oddjobs
Bowlerhut and the Acrostar Minijet”. Instead of Community and
Chance cards you turn up Bond Girl and Bond Villain cards and
the money has been adapted to the topic as well. Basically, the
standard rules for Monopoly apply.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

This new junior edition of the classic game takes us back to the
roots: with one of the markers - dog, cat, car or ship - players go
on a shopping spree between burger joint and board and buy
pool, bowling alleys or pet shop. You only buy lots and pay rent,
houses and hotels are left out and the attractions of the colorful
town are illustrated in a style suitable to the user group. Prices
and rents range from one to five monopoly Dollars and thus
remain within the reference frame of junior real estate brokers.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

You want to collect inmates of the Corn Poppy Meadow and
earn Pollens. As is standard for a game of Monopoly you roll
a die and move accordingly. If you get to an inmate without
flower, you buy him; if you meet an inmate with an opponent’s
flower you pay with Pollen. On the adventure spot you draw
the top card, read it and implement it. Pollens you pay their go
into the Honey Box. On a Honey Box case you may open the box
and take all Pollen slips. You win if you have most Pollens and
inmates when one player does not have enough money to pay.
Includes Variant for experienced players.
Version: de * Rules: de * in-game text: yes

Monopoly version for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Junior edition of Monopoly for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Monopoly variant for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Monopoly Junior Die Eiskönigin

Monopoly Junior Dreamworks Dragons

5

Publisher: Hasbro

Monopoly Junior My little Pony

5

Publisher: Winning Moves

Publisher: Winning Moves

5

Another junior edition of the classic game, based on the Disney
Film: Players embody Anna, Elsa or Olaf and travel through the
winter wonderland in the kingdom of Arendelle. The characters
have been given an „icy“ appearance to correspond to the topic.
You buy lots as usual, those, too, have of course been adapted to
the topic. As in all other Monopoly games you pay rent in Arendelle, too, when you enter a lot owned by another player. All the
other mechanisms of Monopoly are in the game too, from event
cards to START and and jail. When one player has run out of
money, all other add their assets and the richest player wins.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

You play with dragons and their trainers and set up training arenas for the dragons! As is standard for a game of Monopoly you
roll a die and move accordingly. On the dragon training hints
case you draw the top card, read it and implement it. If you must
pay sheep you place them into the sheep pen. If your move
ends on a dragon lot without arena, you buy the lot; on dragon
lots with arena you pay with sheep. If you end on a sheep pen
lot, you may open the sheep pen and take all the sheep money
in it. You win, if you have most sheep and dragon lots when
the first player does not have enough sheep to pay. Variant for
experienced players.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

You collect My little Ponies and set up rainbows for them. As in
each variant of Monopoly you roll a die and move accordingly.
If you reach a My little Pony lot without a rainbow, you buy
the lot; on My little Pony lots with a rainbow you pay hearts.
On the Beauty Spot Club lot you draw the top card, read it and
implement it. If you must pay Hearts you place them into the
Book Box. If you end on a Book Box lot, you may open the Book
Box and take all the heart money in it. You win, if you have most
Hearts and My little Pony lots when the first player does not
have enough Hearts to pay. Includes a variant for experienced
players.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Monopoly variant for 2-3 players, ages 5+

Monopoly variant for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Monopoly variant for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age
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201 6
Monopoly Marvel Comics
Publisher: Winning Moves

Monopoly Nintendo

8

Publisher: Winning Moves

Monopoly Pokémon

8

8

Publisher: Winning Moves

In this collector’s edition on Comics Heroes you play monopoly
as usual, but with marvelous collector’s items: Magneto’s Helmet, Infinity Gauntlet, Agamatto’s Eye, The Thing’s Fist, Captain
Americ’s Shield or Heli-Carrier. You roll and move your pawn. If
you end on a lot that is not taken you auction it or buy it. If you
end on lots owned by other players, you pay rent. You can trade
lots that are free of buildings. On Thpooom! and Smaaash! lots
you draw the top card and implement it! On Tribute lots you pay
Membership Dues or Auction Fees. If you go bankrupt, you are
out; the last on in play wins!
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Legendary video games make their appearance on the Monopoly board; the streets have been taken over by unforgettable
characters like Mario, Luigi, Kirby or Princess Peach. You upgrade
them with Power-Ups and “Unbesiegbarkeits-Steinen” instead
of houses and hotels and use six exclusive collector’s figurines:
“Superstern, Superpilz, Master-Schwert, Samus Helm, Olimars
Rakete und Gyroid”. Instead of Community cards and Chance
cards you draw “? Block” and “Block” cards. The money has been
adapted to the topic as well. The standard rules for Monopoly
apply.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Catch´em all! You can do this in this Pokémon Kanto edition,
in which you play Monopoly as you know it of old, but not in
streets of cities, but in all eight arenas, where you find individual
Pokémons on the slots and where you build Pokémon super
markets and Pokémon Centers. For playing pieces you use six
exclusive collector’s figurines: Pikachu, Blasam, Glanda, Schiggy,
Evoll und Pummeluff. The money was also adapted to the
Pokémon universe and the usual events come from decks called
Professor Eich and Trainer-Kampf-Karten instead of Chance and
Community. All rules of a standard monopoly apply.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Monopoly version for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Monopoly version for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Monopoly variant for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Monopoly Star Wars

Monopoly The Big Bang Theory

8

Publisher: Hasbro

Publisher: Winning Moves

Monopoly The Legend of Zelda

8

8

Publisher: Winning Moves

Based on the seventh film of the series there is a new edition of
Monopoly Star Wars. The board and the rest of the components
have been adapted accordingly. The playing pieces are representing four characters - Luke Skywalker, Darth Vader, Finn und
Kylo Rem - and have been designed to be collectible pieces. You
decide on one side of the Force, can form alliances with other
players and use Force cards. On planets that you conquered, that
is, acquired, you set up outposts to rule over as many planets as
possible. And in the Star Wars Universe there are unforeseeable
events, too, introduced by the respective card decks.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

The cultic TV series has arrived on the Monopoly board, in a
special edition. You do business as usual at the best-known
locations from the series, houses and hotels are called Colliders
and Super Colliders in this version. For playing pieces you use
six exclusive collector’s figurines: “Leonards Brille, Sheldons
Sofa, Howards Weltraumhelm, Rajs Hund Cinnamon, Pennys
Weinglas, Amys Diadem and Bernadettes Mikroskop”, Instead of
Community cards and Chance cards you draw “Mitbewohnervereinbarungen” and “Glückskeks” cards. The money has been
adapted to the topic as well. The standard rules for Monopoly
apply.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Another special edition of Monopoly, this one is based on a
computer game: The Legend of Zelda. You do business as usual
in Hyrule and other locations of Zelda and upgrade them with
“Deku-Sprossen” and “Deku-Bäume” and pay for them with Ruby
money instead of the usual Monopoly money. For playing pieces
you use six exclusive collector’s figurines: “Triforce, Hylia-Schild,
Feen-Bogen, Feen-Schleuder, Enterhaken and Bumerang”.
Instead of Community cards and Chance cards you draw
“Schatztruhe”cards and “Leere Flasche” cards. The standard rules
for Monopoly apply.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Roll & move game with a license topic for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Monopoly version for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Monopoly version for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Monopoly World

Monopoly World of Warcraft Collector’s Edition

8

Publisher: Hasbro

Publisher: Winning Moves

8

Monopoly all over the world - again players worldwide voted
for this new edition of a global Monopoly. You travel to 22 cities
and acquire stamps or First-Class stamps for your travel passport.
If you have collected a stamp for a city, you can earn City Tax,
when another player travels to this city. If you are first to completely fill your passport, you win. Four exclusive playing pieces
invite you to play - Eiffel Tower, Statue of Liberty, Easter Island
Statue and Sphinx - and you use the result „Clever Swap“ on the
die to exchange stamps. Additional challenges come from the
cards in the Here & Now and Event card decks.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

The world’s most popular multiplayer-online roleplaying
game has now made an appearance on the monopoly board.
The roads have been transformed into locations in Azeroth,
Schlossstraße became Orgrimmar and Südbahnhof turned into
Tiefenbahn. You use six exclusive collector’s figurines: “Kernhundwelpe, Schicksalshammer, Murky, Ruhestein, Mechagnom
and Flugroutenstiefel.” Chance cards and Treasure Chest cards instead of Community cards - introduce events and surprises. All
the standard rules of Monoply apply.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Roll & move game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Monopoly version for 2-6 players, ages 8+
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Colour codes for target groups (Headline Colour)
For children + learning
With friends
For families
For experts

Monster My Neighbour
Designer: Pesu Nabeno
Publisher: Korea Boardgames

8

One of us is the monster, the others may be hunters, but who
is who? From the prepared deck you get four cards. Monsters
are played in the last round, hunters not in the first round. The
round ends with playing the monster or with discarding it due
to Hunter or Dog. The monster wins when is actively played;
Hunter or Dog win when the monster is discarded; as a Friend
you win or lose with the Monster. Monster, Hunter and Dog
as winners score 2 points. When Hunter or Dog win, all others
except Monster and Friends score one point. After five rounds
with new monsters each you win with most points.
Version: en * Rules: en kr * In-game text: no

Colour codes for features (Bar in Evalution box)
Chance
Strategy
Knowledge
Tactics
Creativity
Memory

Card game for 3-8 players, ages 7+
GABIS explanation on page 3
Communication
Interaction

Dexterity
Action

201 6
Monster-Falle

Mops Royal

Designers: Inka and Markus Brand
Publisher: Kosmos

Designer: Günter Burkhardt
Publisher: Noris Spiele

6

Mord im Arosa

8

Designer: Alessandro Zucchini
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

The monsters are loose in the house, but Grandma Frieda comes
to visit and must tidy them away. The cards show which monster
is up for capturing. The sliders are at the sides of the board, a
card is turned up and the figure “Monster in the Sack” is put on
the chip of this monster. Now you use the sliders to push the
monster in the middle of the board. When the monster tumbles
or falls off the track, it must start again on the monster chip.
When the timer has run out, the next player goes on sliding the
monster. Whoever puts the monster in the trap gets the card. If
you own most cards at the end of the game, you win.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

The Royal Mops needs order in its chaos. Players hold identical
sets of tiles. You lay them out for combinations and decide
once in a round which you want to score. One player draws a
face-down tile, the others take the same tile from their stock and
place it adjacent to another tile in their display, maximum 5x5
tiles. Then each one may score a combination of 3, 4 or 5 tiles,
with the same color or the same item and in an arrangement depicted on the board. When a crown is present you score bonus
points. Then you turn over a tile in the combination according to
markings. When the grid is complete you win with most points.
Version: multi* Rules: de en * In-game text: no

A 3D detection game with a new concept! Game pieces
representing victims and clues are thrown into the skyscraper;,
all listen carefully where they land. In turn you lift a level to
investigate. Depending on the presence of clues only or clues
and victim, suspects and/or investigator must throw pieces into
the hotel or place them on the investigation sheet. The pieces on
the level are thrown back into the tower. 10 pieces of one player
on the sheet or a player without pieces end the game. Clues are
converted to suspect points. If you have most of those, you are
the victim, if you have least, you win.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Dexterity game for 2-4 players, ages 6+

Placement game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Listening game for 2-6 players, ages 10+

Mount Pingo

Mucca Pazza

Designers: Arno Steinwender, Christoph Puhl
Publisher: Huch! & friends

Designer: Iris Rossbach
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

5

Munchkin Jäger des Schatzes

4

Designer: Andrew Hackard
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

Penguins go sunbathing on the coolest iceberg they can find.
The iceberg is set up and a big penguin leans to it. You reveal
your top card: A penguin goes - feet down - on the float; a big
on wants to lean to and stand stacked; small penguins lean to
big ones; the walrus pushes a big penguin and itself off the floe;
a cloud is put on top of the mountain, sea gulls are attached
anywhere and fish are tacked onto big penguins. When cards tilt
or fall or an action fails, you take cards for penalty points. When
someone is out of cards, you win with fewest cards including
your cards in hand.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr nl se * In-game text: no

Inmates from planet Cowpiter wanted to teleport to Earth, but
crazy cow Mucca Pazza pressed the wrong button and mixed up
the animals. For a game with ten animals you place heads, bodies and legs randomly into one row each, nothing may match.
In your turn you slide an end tile along the row, thus moving
all other tiles, until one tile falls out at the other side; this tile is
placed into the free spot. You can slide three times per turn, the
same or different rows. For a complete animal to remove its tile
from the landing site and place another animal there. At the end
you win with most animals.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Adventure in Munchkins Dungeon, and of course most treasures
are guarded by monsters, which do not give them up voluntarily, so ….! You have three treasure cards, roll dice, move and
implement the action indicated by your target spot. Treasure
cards can change dice results. From a monster square you go
into its room and fight, on treasure squares you draw a treasure
card. At entrances you draw a treasure, roll a die and fight the
monster in the resulting room. For fights you can request help.
Munchkin strength = Strength + bonuses from treasures. If you
lose you roll for fleeing. With the last treasure card the player
with most gold wins.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Stacking game for 1-5 players, ages 5+

Shunting and sliding game for 2-4 players, ages 4/6+

Adventure game for 2-6 players, ages 6+

Murmelmikado

My Fair Princess

My little Pony Das Pinky Pie Überraschungsspiel

Publisher: Hasbro

Designer: Kuro
Publisher: Manifest Destiny / Japon Brand

Publisher: Hasbro

5

3

Dexterity with a futuristic design! A clear spiral tower is carrying
a top with holes. Into those holes you place the colored sticks,
one stick is put through two opposite holes. When all sticks are
in place they form a grid on which the marbles are placed and
are held by the sticks at the start of the game, you simply pour
them onto the grid. Then players in turn very carefully remove
one stick and try to avoid marbles falling through the grid into
the spiral tower and rolling into their collecting bays. When all
marbles have fallen you win with fewest marbles. In a variant
you try to collect as many marbles as you can.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

War orphans need to be taken care of after the war with the
demon lord, and as a former Knight you look after them. Each
daughter wants to become princess in the castle on the hill. You
play six years of two half years each, in which daughters collect
experience points for Physical abilities, education and esteem
and grow in personality. Experience cannot improve Heroism
and Health. You can play two versions in two levels of difficulty.
You implement activities, tournaments or Dragon’s Lair, take care
of Health, earn bonuses and improve abilities. After six rounds
the daughter with the highest esteem marries the prince and
becomes princess.
Version: multi * Rules: en jp * In-game text: no

Pinkie Pie My little Pony loves surprises. This time she has baked
a cake and has hidden herself in it. Now players need to decorate
the cake with balloons for her. The cake with Pinkie Pie inside is
assembled. In your turn you take one of the balloon sticks and
put it in one of twelve holes on the cake. Pinkie Pie gets more
excited with every balloon that is added and if you are lucky,
Pinkie Pie pops out of the cake when it was you that put in a
balloon, and you win!
Version: multi * Rules: de en + 23 languages * In-game text: no

Dexterity game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Development game for 3-4 players, ages 10+

Action game for 2 or more players, ages 3+

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age
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201 6
My Village

Mysterium

Mystery

Designers: Inka and Markus Brand
Publisher: eggertspiele / Pegasus Spiele

Designers: Oleksandr Nevskiy, Oleg Sidorenko
Publisher: Asmodee / Libellud

Designer: Bruce Classco
Publisher: Mayfair Games

A new chapter in the village chronicles and a village for each
player with Abbot, Councilor, Traveler, Craftsman and Merchant.
For the expansion you use buildings and grain fields or attract
monks and customers. Before each round you roll all white and
black dice for the action phase - in this action phase all have a
turn with two dice from the pool which he can sue to activate
banners from the card display, individual buildings or village
and implement their actions. The price for actions is time and
this results in the death of village inmates and, after a certain
number of dead, in the end of the game. Now fame points from
several resources are calculated.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

A secret must be solved cooperatively by using two very different roles in three levels of difficulty. A Ghost gives cards and
supports the Spiritists who try to interpret the messages of the
cards. Events divide into reconstruction of events over a maximum of seven hours - each hour introduces new cards - and into
the revealing of the culprit, provided spiritists could complete
their reconstructions. Each spiritist must identify his suspect,
location and object, in the phases of interpretation of the Vision
and Appearance of the Ghost; spiritists may discuss and the
Ghost can never comment.
Version: en * Rules: en fr * In-game text: no

A criminal case without questions on weapon or crime site, the
only question is Who and Why? You have three suspects, one is
revealed as the victim. You hold interview markers of one color.
You play a tile from your hand adjacent to one on the board and
no further away than two squares, put an interview marker on it
and draw a tile. When suspects are placed on all suitable squares
the case ands and you score the interviews for victory points in
relation to relationships and motives, arrows mark relationships
between suspects or between suspects and victim. There are
five different variants for the mechanism.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: no

Worker placement with dice for 2-4 players, ages 12+

Cooperative, asymmetrical card game for 2-7 players, ages 10+

Crime game for 1-4 players, ages 10+

Nations

Nations Das Würfelspiel

Nations: Dynasties

Designers: E. & R. Rosén, N. Håkansson, R. Håkansson
Publisher: Asmodee / Lautapelit

Designer: Rustan Håkansson
Publisher: Asmodee / Lautapelit

Designers: E. & R. Rosén, N. & R. Håkansson
Publisher: Asmodee / Lautapelit

In four ages of two rounds each you lead a nation from Ancient
times to the beginning of the 20th century, following very
complex rules, striving for balance of needs, long-term growth,
threats and opportunities, rewarded by victory points for
achievements. A round comprises Maintenance, Action and
Resolution Phase -including production, war and two historical
events that are known from the Maintenance phase, as well as
Famine and end-of-age scoring. In this you score for nations that
are behind yours in cultural achievements. At the end you score
VP markers, colonies, wonders, buildings, military and resources
and win with the highest score.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: yes

In four rounds representing eras of history you develop your
nation. You receive new dice from development and military,
you build monuments and colonies for victory points and
resources. At the start of each round progress tiles and events of
the current era are displayed. In your turn you roll dice and then
do actions: Repeat roll, buy progress tile or build wonder. When
all have passed you collect and score books, famish and war
and determine the turn order for next round based on strength
symbols. After four rounds you score for colonies, developments,
advisers and completed wonders.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Nations: Dynasties is the first „big“ expansion for Nations and
introduces twelve new nations and also adds dynasties for the
B-Side of the base game. Also new are additional Progress cards
and Turmoil; those cards cards are added with the placement of
architects in the upkeep phase; you take them as an action and
reduce stability by two, take two gold or play a Dynasty card in
replacement for the special rule. Naturwunder are treated like
Wonders, normal „Wonders in the making“ are discarded and in
further rounds you must choose „explore“ until the Nation has
discovered this Wonder of Nature.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: yes

Development game for 1-5 players, ages 14+

Dice game for 1-4 players, ages 10+

Expansion for Nations for 1-5 players, ages 14+

Neuroshima: Convoy

Niagara

Designer: Michal Oracz
Publisher: Portal Games

Designer: Thomas Liesching
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

Nitro Glyxerol

8

Designers: Luca Borsa, Andrea Mainini
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

8

In Neuroshima: Convoy in der universe of Neuroshima one
player commands a convoy of Moloch machines on the march
to New York, which is targeted for destruction. The other player
commands the divisions of Outpost soldiers. City cards featuring
districts are laid out, each player draws four cards and Moloch
chooses a target. He attacks the chosen district and has action
options which he can use or not. Then Outpost attacks, also with
action options. Moloch can activate modules and then the battle
is evaluated. Outpost wins when Moloch is out cards in his deck
after the final battle in New York and if New York is free of robots.
Version: en * Rules: en pl * In-game text: no

Everyone wants to mine for precious stones near Niagara Falls!
Each player has two boats and some action tiles. In each turn
you choose a tile and can then move each of your boats accordingly or influence the weather. When all tiles are implemented,
the river is moved ahead according to the lowest number on
the tiles played, modified by the weather indicator. Boats that
fall over the waterfall must be bought back with stones. The first
one to own four identical precious stones or any seven stones or
one stone of each color wins the game.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr nl pl * In-game text: no

The new miracle concoction Nitro Glyxerol must be mixed. In
seven rounds you shuffle five color cards for a sequence of ingredients and then all shake their Myxxer to achieve this sequence
in the target area. If you stop - even before the timer runs out
- takes the lowest available stop card. Then the target areas are
checked in ascending order of stop cards and you receive Glyx
cards for correct ingredient positions. If you are checked later,
you might get nothing. Stop card 1 earns you mouse crap, which
must always be in front in the target area to allow you to score.
After seven rounds you win with most points on your Glyx cards.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

SciFi conflict simulation for 2 players, ages 10+

Game of moves and acquisition for 3-5 players, ages 8+

Rattling and collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 7+
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Colour codes for target groups (Headline Colour)
For children + learning
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201 6
Nomads of Arabia

Norderwind

Nullern

Designer: Kris Gould
Publisher: Wattsalpoag

Designer: Klaus Teuber
Publisher: Kosmos

Designer: Lena Kappler
Publisher: Drei Hasen in der Abendsonne

8

Players travel from town to town and catch wild animals to sell
them at the markets; if you have most money to donate when
the pilgrim reaches Mecca, wins. In a turn you move your Nomad and - depending on his destination - use Handlers to call or
catch wild animals, relocate the desert or sell animals in towns.
One step for the nomad is always free, the second steps costs
you money for animals and a 3rd Handler. If you want to move
as a Pilgrim, you discard all Handlers and all but two animals.
Towns appear when you relocate the desert, but you now that
Mecca is among the five final towns; when Mecca appears, the
game ends.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: no

As a Master Mariner you deliver goods and gold to harbor
towns, capture pirate ships and arrest their captains. You use
your 3D-Ship and upgrade it with crew, cannons and sails for
their respective advantages. You turn up ocean tiles according
to the level of your sail strength; when a tile is marked “E”, you
roll a die for an event - take gold or fight a pirate ship. An A card
gives you actions which you can, but need not, implement - up
to a maximum of two actions per turn - trade port and trader to
buy and sell goods, destination harbor to complete orders. You
win with eight or ten victory point markers for completed orders
and bonuses.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

A version of a classic game using 80 cards in four colors. You
play a trick game over 20 rounds, announcing trick numbers.
You are dealt 1 card for round 1, 2 in round 2 up to 10 in round
10, and then one less again. The top card of the stack is turned
up for trump. You announce how many tricks you will take and
lead the first one if your bid was highest. A trick without trump is
won by the highest card, otherwise the highest trump wins. For
a met announcement you score 10 + number of tricks; all other
results score a “Hupfer” or “Hupfer”+ number of tricks. A Hupfer
scores -5. Round 20 is played blindly and then you win with the
highest score.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Placement and collecting game for 3-6 players, ages 10+

Resources management game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Trick taking card game for 2-7 players, ages 8+

Numerabis

Nyet!

Designer: Jens Sattler
Publisher: Piatnik

Designer: Stefan Dorra
Publisher: iello

8

Oath of the Brotherhood

10

Designers: Vangelis Bagiartakis, Tony Cimino
Publisher: Desyllas

Using memory and combinatory abilities you want to find tiles
solving calculation puzzles. Tiles carrying numbers 1 to 49 are
spread out face-down. You roll for puzzle and game variant solo game, open round or three tiles per solution. When your
first upturned tile makes a solution impossible, you stop your
turn. For a correct solution you keep the tiles in the solo version;
in the open version they remain in place, out of play for others,
and at the end of the round the task decides who may keep his
tiles. Tasks are: Only uneven or only even numbers, sum larger
than 60 or sum smaller than 20 or dividable by 5.
Version: multi * Rules: cz de en fr hu it nl sk pl * In-game text: no

Njet is a tricktaking card game played in teams that change after
each round. You take a character card and Njet markers and
board are laid out. You are dealt 10 cards and then in the „Wish“
phase you cover one of the spots on the board, of course in
favor of your cards in hand. Remaining options are valid for the
round - may e Wolf as starting player, who chooses his team, 2
points per trick and look card and no discarding of cards before
the round. Then you place a trick taking round with follow suit
play, tricks you win are stacked individually. Cards of value 1 are
booty and scored separately. After eight rounds you win with
most points.
Version: multi* Rules: en fr * In-game text: no

The captain has news about treasures and hires pirates for the
search, but only accepts members of the Brotherhood of Pirates,
so you want to become a member. After a phase of preparation
you play the phases of Action and End of Round in each round.
For actions you place crew man or mate on a location on the
board and use him for resources or completing missions. The
second player at a location loses one Toughness, when this is
down to Zero he can only go to free locations. At the end of the
round you take back all men. After -10 rounds you can complete
a final mission and discard markers and then win with most
points.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: yes

Mathematical memo game for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Trick taking card game for 2-5 players, ages 10+

Worker placement game for 2-5 players, ages 12+

Ocean Labyrinth

OctoDice

Oddball

Designer: Max J. Kobbert
Publisher: Ravensburger

Designer: Chris Toussant
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

Designer: Nigel Pyne
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

7

8

As deep-see explorers players try to make their way to creatures
or rare artifacts. You hold cards with your target images. Between fixed tiles you lay out a labyrinth with tiles. The remaining
tile is inserted at the end of one row or column. This insertion
moves all tiles in the row or column and one tile falls out at the
other end. Then you can move your explorer as far as you can or
want to. When you reach one of your targets with your explorer,
you discard the card and aim for the next one. If you are the first
to discard all cards and get back to your starting spot, you win.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr it nl * In-game text: no

Dice game based on the board game AquaSphere. In each of
six rounds you use six dice, set aside two in each roll and then
combine a white action symbol dice with a black sector dice
with color+number for an action and may implement two of
three actions. Action options are crystals for points of the color
die, research with color, Laboratory with number for progress
on tiles, U-Boot with color - in combination with Bots - and
Octopodes. For those there is an additional rule. Twice in each of
three stages of the game I can use the result of another players
roll. After a final scoring you win with most points.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Conflict among aeronauts, pirates versus hunters of the White
Dragon empire. Each faction has its own deck and who forces
the opponent to sort out all cars from hand will win. Sorting out
cards means that you turn them to their back side, saving cards
means turning them back to front. Characters fight in groups of
three, led by the foremost card, and have 3 basis and 3 support
values for Sailing, Shooting and Entering, plus Leader Tricks and
Magical Tricks as group member. You can look at your deck, but
not rearrange it. A turn comprises event resolving (maybe), announce ability, play 1-3 cards, evaluate and apply effects.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Sliding and position game for 2-4 players, ages 7+

Dice game for 1-4 players, ages 10+

Card game for 2 players, ages 8+
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201 6
Odyssey

Oh nein! Die Schnackelstein!

Designer: Leo Colovini
Publisher: Ares Games

Designers: Carmen Kleinert, Klaus Zoch
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

Oh, Sultan

6

Designer: Alex Weldon
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

The war is over and Odysseus wants to go home, but needs
Poseidon’s forgiveness. You want to reach the Sacred Island
and make sacrifices to the gods. In two separate boards that
are hidden from each other Poseidon uses special tiles to move
one or all ships - his board shows the real location for all ships.
Navigators must guess the location of ships and move them on
their own board according to their deductions. There are several
boards for a varied play, with cover pieces you can make boards
easier or more difficult to play.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: no

Countess Schnackelstein has buried jewels in the garden, hoping that they will grow into gem trees. Moles and worms must
get rid of those obstacles for the Worm Burrowing Championship. At the start of the game you slide a burrowing tile of your
choice in a tunnel. When this results in a mole reaching a hill,
you take all gems there - rubies you keep, sapphires are given
to other players one by one, and diamonds you keep and get all
gems of a color from the tree trunk, too. Visible beetles cost you
gems, visible worms earn you an extra turn. A mole at the end
of a tunnel blocks it. When all tunnels are blocked, you win with
most gems.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Oh, Sultan offers a version of the werewolf games: Sultan
confronts assassins. The Sultan and his guards must eliminate all
assassins and there can be no more than two slaves in the game,
or the Sultan must survive one round after his cover is blown. Assassins and slaves must eliminate the Sultan or have three slaves
with blown cover next to the Sultan. You use one more character
than there are players, always one Sultan and a minimum of
three slaves, plus none to four neutral characters. In the winning
team each blown cover scores one point, each kept cover two
points; after five rounds you win with most points.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Deduction game for 2-5 players, ages 13+

Sliding game for 2-5 players, ages 6+

Deduction game for 5-15 players, ages 12+

Ohne Furcht und Adel

Ohne Moos nix los!

Designer: Bruno Faidutti
Publisher: Hans im Glück

Publisher: Hasbro

Old Town Robbery!

8

Designers: Peer Sylvester, Günter Cornett
Publisher: Clicker-Spiele

8

Eight mysterious personages compete for the most valuable
buildings. In each round players choose different roles and
decide whether to stock up on gold or draw a building card. You
need buildings in hand and need gold to build them, that is,
laying them down. The more a building costs to build, the more
points it scores at the end of the game. In each round, players in
turn, starting with the king, secretly choose one of eight characters for their special ability in influencing play - the Magician can
switch hands, the Builder receives 2 buildings free and may put
down 3 cards, the Assassin can neutralize a player!
Version: de * Rules: de en and many more * In-game text: yes

Every day in a month comes with new costs or new income,
you might win the lottery or pay for insurances. You roll dice,
move your marker and implement the events on the square you
reached; events are drawn from the respective decks. You can
take out loans and pay interest on payday. A minimum of tactic
comes from buy/sell cases, where you can decide to buy and
later sell items with profit. At the start of the game you agree
on a number of months; after this time you add up your assets
from cash, savings and interest, deduct unpaid bills, loans and
interest for loans and win if you are the richest player or the least
indebted one.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Robbery - witnesses are needed to catch the bandit! Person
cards are revealed, determined by movement of the Sheriff and
placed, with naming of a memo sentence, next to a building
and turned over again. When the Sheriff passes his building,
two citizens change position with a new memo sentence.
When this sentence is doubted, a yes/no vote is taken, cards are
checked and you get chips for correct assumptions. The Robbery
is placed to the last building. The next person card is the first
witness and all give a guess on the building where they think he
is hidden. Correct answers bring chips. The last card is the bandit
- when he is found you win with most chips.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Card game for 2-7 players, ages 10+

Roll & move game for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Communicative memo game for 2-7 players, ages 8+

OMG

One Night Revolution

One World Animal Trip

Designer: George Christofidis
Publisher: Desyllas

Designer: Ted Alspach
Publisher: Indie Boards & Cards

Designer: Fréderic Moyersoen
Publisher: Beleduc

8

3

After many attempts to dethrone him, Zeus has announced a
final competition for all twelve gods and allows them full use of
their abilities. You play one of six cards to the middle; for a hit it
must show the same number or the same god or you draw cards
- the difference of values when the card had the same color; if
the color is different on both cards you draw difference +1 cards.
Then you can - if available - the ability of the played cards. If you
are out of cards first, you win.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr + gr * In-game text: yes

A game on secret identities in the world of Resistance, but based
on One Night Werewolf, you are either a fighter for the Rebels
or the Government Informers. You play only one round, rebels
must identify an informer to win; informers must stay undiscovered. Depending on the number of players there are different
numbers of characters in play as specialists. At night, informants
declare themselves and then all players do their special action.
During the day each player takes a marker for a special action
which need not be his own. Then there is discussion and voting.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: no

In this game from the series One World, Mai-Linn, Finn, Leila and
Jamal are travelling with baby animals, showing them the most
beautiful places in the world. The board shows eight regions
with parent animals, typical plants and tourist attractions. You
draw animal cards in relation to the number of players and then,
in turn, use the spinner. You go to indicated region and drop off
a baby animal card, if you have a suitable one. For a rain cloud result you pass your turn. You can place only one baby animal per
turn in a region. You win if you are first to drop off all your baby
animals. Includes a cooperative variant for players of ages 4+.
Version: multi * Rules: cn de en es fr it nl * In-game text: no

Card shedding game for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Deduction game for 3-10 players, ages 14+

Dice game for 2-4 players, ages 3+

Icon explanation
Solo Play
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Operation Kindergarten

Orkensturm

Orléans

Designer: Harry-Pekka Kuusela
Publisher: Ludicréations

Designer: Andrea Chiarvesio
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag / Ulisses Spiele

Designer: Reiner Stockhausen
Publisher: dlp Games

Kindergarten as combat, combat against tantrums, for the ball
and for order. You try to get the kids healthy and happy into the
group rooms. In the first rounds children are introduced, then
you roll dice in all rounds and place them on cases in the lounge.
In the children phase children move, then the attendants have
actions and routines -clean up, patch up, comfort and re-group,
carry, run; then you cope with chaos and score, Boo-Hoo markers and dice cost you points. After six rounds you lose points for
missing kids and win with most remaining points.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Aventurien - Land of Das Schwarze Auge - Orks are invading Mittelreich and in the capital the fight for power and prestige is raging. In the City of the Emperor you either side with the legal heir
of the throne or with the Usurper. You use influence on persons
for prestige points or use power and influence the Orkensturm
from a distance or turn traitor. One turn comprises: Influence on
characters and their actions - contribution to the Orkensturm Outcome of Orkenstorm for the round - cards from Orkensturm
back to reserve. The outcome of Orkensturm earns prestige for
supporters of the winner. You win with most prestige.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

France in the Middle Ages - in 18 rounds of seven phases you
want to acquire commodities, coins and points from production,
trade, development or social services: 1) reveal event 2) receive
or pay money, in relation to the number of farmers. 3) draw minions for the market 4) place minions from the market on action
spots, where always several minions are needed for an action 5)
resolve activated action or pass 6) resolve event from 1) and 7)
change of starting player. If you cannot pay when you should,
you discard other items in the necessary amount. At the end you
score coins, five different commodities, offices and citizen tiles.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Placement and dice game for 2-4 players, ages 12+

DSA Board game for 3-8 players, ages 14+

Development game for 2-4 players, ages 12+

Orléans Invasion

Österreich Finden Sie Winden?

Othello

Designer: Reiner Stockhausen
Publisher: dlp Games

Designers: Günter Burkhardt, Walter Schranz
Publisher: Kosmos

Publisher: Piatnik

7

France in medieval times - in 18 rounds of 7 phases each
you acquire coods, coins and points with production, trade,
development or social services. Invasion expands Orléans with:
Blütezeit - Carpenter and buildings for victory points, a 5th
player. Die Invasion demands joint defense. Der Würdenträger - a
solitaire player must assemble enough burghers. Die Hauptstadt
Vierzon - A solitaire player upgrades Vierzon to the capital. Der
Handelsreisende - a solitaire player travels cross-country as a
merchant with important commodities. New Location cards can
also be used in the base game.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Players choose how detailed they want to locate sites on a map
of Austria. Sites are laid out, each player chooses one. To locate
your chosen site you place the first marker for North or South
on the board. Then you can choose between Western, Middle
and Eastern Regions on the board, followed by selecting a grid
square within the chosen region and then a square within this
grid square. For each correctly placed marker you score one
point, but if there is one mistake, you do not score at all. If you
placed enough correct markers for a card, you keep the card for
a bonus at the end of the game.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Othello is one of the classic games in the range of abstract
games for two players. 64 double-faced pieces are black on one
side and white on the other. Each player is assigned one color
and, in turn, you place one piece of your color on the board. This
piece must be placed always adjacent to an opponent’s piece
and in a way that you enclose one or more opposing pieces between the newly placed piece and another piece of your color;
the enclosed pieces are then turned over to your color. If you
cannot place a piece in that way, you must pass your turn. When
nobody can place a piece, you win if you have more pieces of
your color on the board.
Version: de * Rules: cz de hu sk * In-game text: no

Expansion for Orléans for 1-5 players, ages 12+

Site location game for 2-5 players, ages 10+

Placement game for 2 players, ages 7+

Pacal‘s Rocket

Pairs Piraten

Pairs Untiefe Wesen

Designer: Günter Burkhardt
Publisher: Piatnik

Designers: James Ernest, Paul Peterson
Publisher: Truant Spiele

Designers: James Ernest, Paul Peterson
Publisher: Truant Spiele

8

Pacal’s Rocket picks up the myth of the Palenque grave stone;
we build pyramids with our space ships. The number of players
determines the size of the board; all space ships begin in the
Sacred District. One player rolls for all, then all have a turn in turn;
you lift your space ship, thus leaving energy cubes, and move it.
Depending on the kind of movement you drop an energy cube
into your own ship or also into that of another player. When your
energy cubes form a distinct pattern on the board, you build a
corresponding pyramid and score points. When the game end
condition is met and after a final scoring you win with most
points.
Version: multi * Rules: cz de en fr hu it pl sk * In-game text: no

In Pairs there are cards numbered from 1 to 10, 1x1, 2x2, 3x3,
and so on. At the start you remove five cards and one card is on
display in front of each player. The active player takes a card or
passes; when he passes or is dealt a pair, the round ends and he
scores points; in case of his passing he takes the lowest cards
from the display of other players. Then you discard hand cards
face-down. If you top a certain number of points, you lose. The
pirate set offers the version Harbor, in which points are a good
thing and you win with 21 points. In the variant starboard bid
you bid on a central hand of cards and their duration before a
pair arrives.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

In Pairs there are cards numbered from 1 to 10, 1x1, 2x2, 3x3,
and so on. At the start you remove five cards and one card is on
display in front of each player. The active player takes a card or
passes; when he passes or is dealt a pair, the round ends and he
scores points; in case of his passing he takes the lowest cards
from the display of other players. Then you discard hand cards
face-down. If you top a certain number of points, you lose. The
Bottomless Depth Beings set offers the Monster variant: You
have one turn, discard 0ö3 cards or quit, you may not keep a
hand with pairs. Discarded cards are the monster’s hand. Then
the best hand confronts the monster.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Placement game for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Card game for 2-8 players, ages 8+

Card game for 2-8 players, ages 8+
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201 6
Paititi

Panamax

Pandemic Legacy

Designer: Walter Schranz
Publisher: Österreichisches Spiele Museum

7

Designers: Gil d‘Orey, Nuno Bizarro Sentieiro, Paulo Soledade
Publisher: Mesaboardgames

Designers: Matt Leacock, Rob Daviau
Publisher: Z-Man Games

You dig for the legendary treasure of Paititi. In your turn you
choose; Draw excavation cards, place excavation cards for
pickaxes, excavate or an artefact or mount an exhibition for
victory points. To excavate an artifact you need as many pickaxes
as shown on the card + the necessary amount of shovels from
your hand. Shards are discarded and you draw two excavation
cards. Artifacts you set aside; if you at least two of them you can
mount exhibitions according to a chosen card, other players can
participate. When the end of the game has been triggered by
the stop card you score remaining artifact cards and win with
most points.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

After the Panama Canal was built, ship types were assigned
two classes: PANAMAX ships were those that fit into the canal,
all others those that were too big. In the game you use dice to
choose actions. In your turn you take one die from the movement, load or character areas and try to implement optimum
actions and to earn money. You rival for the best ships, deliver
containers to ships, open and close locks, trade stocks and hire
personnel. As with the real canal, the purpose is to earn as much
money as possible. The game will be published early in 2014 in
cooperation with Heidelberger Spieleverlag.
Version: de * Rules: pt de en * In-game text: no

Fighting epidemics coupled with mechanisms from RISK. You
play over a period of a year, each month can be played twice.
The basic mechanics have been taken from Pandemic, new
features are: Markings next to cities for unrest at outbreak of the
epidemic; Legacy card stack with warnings for use. Characters
can be given names, can develop relationships and evolve.
Permanent changes to the game render each game and each
copy of the game unique, as stickers introduce positive and
negative additions. Available in two boxes with different design
and identical as to content.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: yes

Card game for 2-4 players, ages 7+

Economics game for 2-4 players, ages 12+

New interpretation of Pandemic for 2-4 players, ages 13+

Pani High!

Panic Lab

Designer: Koipara-Shibucho
Publisher: Zenfami Kyokai / Japon Brand

Designer: Dominique Ehrhard
Publisher: Gigamic

Panik Pilze

8

Designers: Jordi Gené, Gregorio Morales
Publisher: Kosmos

7

A conflict among high-school girls who want to earn money
for their clubs or committees. You fight for 12 Place cards and
with with most, when the last card was drawn. You begin with
seven cards. The active player draws a card: A Place card is laid
out and the turn ends. Otherwise, he can attack another player’s
Place card, use a Conspiracy card or end his turn. In case of an
attack both play Combat cards and values are compared, the
winner takes back his cards. Special cards influence the combat
outcome. With Conspiracy cards you change your own hand of
cards or the card hand of an opponent.
Version: multi * Rules: en jp * In-game text: yes

25 tiles showing colorful amoebas and maybe some laboratory equipment are laid out in a circle. All players try, starting
from the tile determined by a dice roll, to find the amoeba
corresponding to the dice results in color, shape and pattern.
If you are first to touch the correct amoeba you earn a chip. If
you are wrong, you discard a chip. When an amoeba passes a
mutation room, it changes its color, its shape or its pattern. All in
all an amoeba only survives four mutations, then it disappears
forever - in this case you win the chip of the round if you are first
to touch the mutation room where the amoeba died. You win
with five chips.
Version: multi * Rules: 20 languages * In-game text: no

Five types of mushrooms grow on a forest meadow and you
want to gather as many as you can. Four double-sided mushroom cards are on display. You hold three action cards and in
your turn you can play an action card or a special card or swap
action cards. If you play an action card, you first implement the
indicated action - it changes the cards on display - and then take
all mushrooms from the display that are depicted on the card.
The special card gives you mushrooms from the display or from
another player. When the last mushroom card is drawn, you add
the value of your mushrooms and win with most points. In a
variant you score mushrooms by type.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Card game for 3-6 players, ages 8+

Spotting and reaction game for 2-10 players, ages 8+

Card collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 7+

Papilio

Parfum

Designer: Udo Peise
Publisher: Beleduc

Designers: Marcel Süßelbeck, Marco Ruskowski
Publisher: Queen Games

4

Four caterpillars travel from a leaf to the most beautiful flower
on the meadow to turn into a butterfly. Face-down Flower chips
that were shuffled and laid out for a path and then turned up,
wings are laid out around the final flower. You roll five dice and
move forward as long as there is a color-corresponding die for
each step. Flowers that are vacated by a caterpillar are turned
over and not used by caterpillars further in the back. The big
finish flower is reached with a flower joker or a suitable color
combination; you find your pair of wings, turn butterfly and fly
back to the leaf. If you are first to reach it, you win.
Version: multi * Rules: cn de en es fr it nl * In-game text: no
Roll & move game for 2-4 players, ages 4+

Pass auf, kleine Krabbe

Distill aromas, mix perfumes and sell them. A perfume is composed of head note and basic note, maybe plus a heart note.
You “wake up”, that is, you choose turn order. And then you use
available actions accordingly: Draw an aroma, take an aroma
cube from the market or take a water marker. Then you distill
by placing aroma dice and succeed with each placement of a
flagon symbol; water can improve the roll; then you can take a
perfume tile, get coins and can then sell a completed perfume.
When the game end condition is met you score water markers
and win with most points.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Designer: Marco Teubner
Publisher: moses.Verlag

4

Playing in the sand makes children and crabs happy as long as
the tide does not swap the shapes away. The game box is used
for the sandbox, each player has a different mold. You roll a die:
For the shell you may make a shape and upend the mold on any
free square. For the wave you must add a piece of the wave or
put it on a free square on the board. Sand shapes are removed.
Depending on the symbol on the wave part placed you may roll
again or must set aside the wave and take another port. When
all squares are filled with sand shapes or waves you win with
most sand shapes on the board.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Dice and collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Icon explanation
Solo Play

8

Dice game with sand for 2-4 players, ages 4+

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age
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Pathfinder Unter Piraten

Pelican Bay

Designers: Mike Selinker and Team
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag / Ulisses Spiele

Designer: Jacques Zeimet
Publisher: Drei Hasen in der Abendsonne

Race against time! The dangerous villain must be defeated
before time runs out. Heroes and villains command their own
deck of cards; heroes discover locations which must be freed
and defended. “Unter Piraten” is the second basis set including
the first adventure deck for the second chapter of the story,
“Meuterei auf der Wermuth”. The Box introduces variants of
characters out of “Runenherrscher”, the focus is less on combat
and more on ability challenges. Five adventures are planned
to continue the adventure path. There will be new heroes and
familiar heroes with new abilities.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Perdition’s Mouth: Abyssal Rift

10

Designers: T. Multamäki, K. Wilson, T. Klausner
Publisher: Dragon Dawn Productions

Landscape tile featuring beach, jungle and lagoon are laid
down, two in a turn and you score the biggest landscape that
you extended. The two new tiles must each touch two already in
place with correct, adjacent landscapes and must be placed for
the same area. When an area is closed, you mark it with a pelican
and score the closed area plus the biggest open area you extended either instantly or after a second turn, you choose which.
There are special rules for joker, end-of game phase, final round
and final scoring of pelicans. You win with most points.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

In the desecrated ruins of a dwarven city heroes must stop an
evil cult summoning a Demon. In a round each hero has a turn,
monsters have a joint turn. You choose one of eight actions
on the wheel. Spaces on the wheel are limited, so you need to
discuss the selection prudently. With your deck of cards you can
support your own actions or those of other players. You can play
the levels separately or consecutively. Between levels heroes regenerate, treasures are kept and can be swapped among heroes.
Heroes win when the Demon has been annihilated and at least
one hero is alive and leaves the dungeon. Beta Version.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: yes

Tile placement game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Fantasy adventure game for 2-6 players, ages 14+

Card game with a fantasy topic for 1-4 players, ages 13+

Perfect Alibi

Perplexus

Designer: Kristian Amundsen Østby
Publisher: Asmodee / Lautapelit

Perplexus Rookie

Publisher: Spin Master

8

8

Publisher: Spin Master

All suspects for murder have an alibi, represented by a card - at
least, that’s what they tell! You need to identify the missing alibi
and thus the culprit, with the help of five assistants and clever interrogation of the other players about alibis they have on hand.
No problem, but there could be clever liars. You take a question
chip showing what you can ask, location and time and number
of alibis for this combination, the answer is a number. You can
announce a suspicion anytime; if you are correct you win, if not,
you quit the game.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr no* In-game text: no

Perplexus is a clear plastic ball with a futuristic, colorful interior,
the dexterity game of the computer age! Aim of the game is, on
the one hand, to master the three difficulty levels in the given
time frame and, on the other hand, to play each level as fast as
you can to score most points. The marble must cover a given
distance; each section of the track has its own obstacles, and all
demand concentration and spatial thinking,
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

The Rookie version of Perplexus is the easiest version of the
game, the introductory version to meet surprising challenges.
The little steel marble inside the clear plastic globe with colored
obstacles must be moved over 75 barriers to the end of the
track. To move the marble you tilt, twist or turn the big globe.
The barriers have interesting and challenging names like „Scary
Stairs“ or „Terrible Tube“ and „Igloo“ and offer those challenges in
an attractive and enticing way while training hand-eye coordination, motor skills and spatial thinking.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Deduction game for 3-5 players, ages 10+

Dexterity game for 1 player, ages 8+

Dexterity game for 1 player, ages 8+

Perplexus Star Wars Collector
Publisher: Spin Master

Perplexus Warp

8

Publisher: Spin Master

Perspecto

8

Designers: Michel & Robert Lyons
Publisher: Foxmind Games / Carletto

8

In a ball a track of obstacles and control points has been placed,
and you need to complete the track as soon as you can with a
small metal ball. Each segment has its own obstacles and all demand spatial coordination and spatial thinking. In this collector’s
edition with a Star Wars topic the track has been built around
and in the Death Star, there are tricky segments like the Light
Saber ramp, dead ends and traps. If you master the track you are
surprised with light and sound effects.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

A clear plastic ball with a futuristic, colorful interior, the dexterity
game of the computer age! Aim of the game is, on the one
hand, to master the three difficulty levels in the given time frame
and, on the other hand, to play each level as fast as you can
to score most points. The marble must cover a given distance;
each section of the track has its own obstacles, and all demand
concentration and spatial thinking. This edition is the first one
that is not shaped like a ball; it offers 80 obstacles and 60 control
points and a marble that can be directed from outside.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

A building game on perspectives and views. 55 puzzles in six
different levels of difficulty show 2D vies of 3D constructs which
must be build using 18 building blocks, called Geoblocks. Type
and number of blocks that must be used for a puzzle are given
and each puzzle shows 2D view, depending on the level of
difficulty, from one or more points of view. Solutions at the back
of the book show a different color for each type of block and the
rules also show views of each type of block, in perspective, from
front, back, right, left, top and bottom. Series Brain Builder.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Dexterity game for 1 player, ages 8+

Dexterity game for 1 player, ages 8+

Logical building game for 1 player, ages 8+
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Colour codes for target groups (Headline Colour)
For children + learning
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For families
For experts
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201 6
Phara-Oh-Oh!

Pi mal Pflaumen

Designers: W. Kramer, J. P. K. Grunau, H. Raggan
Publisher: Haba

Designer: Matthias Cramer
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

7

Pictureka Wimmelspiel

8

Publisher: Hasbro

6

The tomb of Pharao Anopheles was plundered; his mummy
roams the pyramid and must be released. In your turn you either
reveal a new desert or pyramid tile or choose one already turned
up and take a shingle stone of this color from the mummy trap.
If you manage this without a boulder or the Pharao Staff falling
out you may move your marker to the next case in the color of
the boulder. If not, you must move backwards. For scarab cases,
mummy symbols, curse of the mummy and burial chamber
there are special rules. If you own two scarabs and pull both
boulders in the color of the burial chamber from the mummy
trap, you win.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr it nl * In-game text: no

75 fdruit cards of eight varieties and with plums are divided into
25 cards each for stages I, II and III. Letters on cards indicate card
mixtures that win victory points when discarded. In a stage you
hold six (five in a game of five) cards in hand and in turn play
one fruit card. If you play the highest value you take one of the
cards that were played first - do an eventual special action - take
a dog, steal a card or take a Pi card - and discard a mixture for
victory points. Whoever takes the lowest card is given a Plum
card. After the last trick you can complete mixtures and win with
most points.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Picture boards are crammed full with a crazy, witty mass of
images of items and figures and are laid out to form a game
board. Task cards for three different game variants tell you what
you need to find in which way: Find the given item first, find it
within 30 seconds or find it on your own board. You can play by
yourself or form teams of players, but it will always be necessary
to concentrate hard to find the things in the midst the milling
masses, because the are usually hiding in unusual places.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Dexterity game for 2-6 players, ages 7+

Card games for 3-5 players, ages 8+

Spotting game for 2 or more players, ages 6+

Pie Face!

Pig 10

Publisher: Hasbro

Designer: Ayelet Pnueli
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

5

Pinata Party

6

Designer: Csaba Hegedüs
Publisher: A-Games

8

The „sling-something-in-my-face“-machine is assembled and
you can load the „hand“ with a wet sponge or some whipped
cream. Then in turn you use the spinner - the it points to the
number that tells you how often you have to turn the handles
on the machine. If you manage to turn them as often as indicated without being “pie-faced” by sponge or whipped cream,
scores double the turns for points. If you are “pie-faced” you do
not score. You can also announce that you will turn the handle
fewer times than indicated; if you do so and are not “pie-faced”
you score the number of your handle turns. Whoever collects 25
points first, wins.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Everyone receives three cards; the remaining cards form the
draw stack. You play a card on the discard stack and name the
new stack value of old stack value + new card. Then you draw a
card. When the stack value reaches exactly 10, you call “Pig 10”,
take the stack and set it down before you. When the value is
higher than 10, your right neighbor gets the stack. The mermaid
card of value 5 you can add or subtract. A second identical card
can be added or the value can be taken as new stack value. The
frog card sets the stack value to 0. When all cards are played, you
win with most cards.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Candies on the board need to be collected. Two movement
cards and one scoring card are on display. In turn, you have three
actions as active player: 1) and 2) you choose a single candy or
a candy tower to be active; then you move candy or tower according to the movement cards, twice with different cards. After
the second move two candies or towers of the same color must
be adjacent. 3) You collect candy: At minimum two of the same
color, one of the candies must have been moved in actions 1)
or 2), in a tower you only consider the top candy color. When all
have passed on movement, you score your candies.
Version: en * Rules: en hu * In-game text: no

Action game for 2 or more players, ages 5+

Card game on numbers for 2-8 players, ages 6+

Placement and collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Pingi Pongo

Pingo Pingo

Designer: Peter Neugebauer
Publisher: Noris Spiele

Designer: Roberto Fraga
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag / Iello

5

Pints of Blood

6

Designer: Kinjiro
Publisher: Huch! & friends

On their way to the South Pole penguins jump from floe to floe
and should take care not to land on one already cracked. When
the Orca is away, they may even swim. If you are first to reach the
South Pole with your penguin family, you win. You roll and move
for pips over floes and icebergs. When you overtake penguins
on cracked floes they go back to the nearest iceberg. If you land
on a floe with a whale, Orca moves one step. If you roll “blue” you
jump from iceberg to iceberg, unless the line is blocked by Orca.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

On the penguin island you can find the ultimate booty, the
golden pineapple, but you need to survive your looting trips and
bring home the maximum possible treasures. Seven life point
cars are on display, adventure cards are dealt and stacked. Both
targets sit ca. 2-3 m from the table. Music controls the game and
its duration. You alternate to be active, reveal an adventure card
and do an action. There are treasures, camps and events with
special actions - you can collect a card when the time of day fits
the music and if you are first to touch it or first to react correctly.
Wrong reactions lose you life points.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: yes

Outside the pub Zombies wait for their human snacks, within
the pub you use buddies to survive until the rescuers arrive
and try to be prepared for their conditions for taking you. A
turn comprises preparing confrontation, fight Zombies, Bus
movement for new Zombies and scoring of defeated Zombies
and bites. When the last buddy is out, Zombies win. When the
Rescue card is drawn before that you are saved if you meet the
conditions - most extra hits or discard a buddy card or fewest
beers drunk or fewest bites or more bags of chips than there are
cards in the 4th quarter. Two levels of difficulty, Starter’s Menu
and hefty Main Course.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Roll & Move game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Party game with Action for 2-5 players, ages 6+

Cooperative adventure game for 2-4 players, ages 14+

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age
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201 6
Piratoons

Pitch Fleet

Designers: Olivier Grégoire, Thibaut Quintens
Publisher: Act in Games / Blackrock Games

Designer: Bono Light
Publisher: Two Plus Games / Big Fun Games

8

Pixel Tactics

6

Designer: Brad Talton
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

A legendary ship with fantastic crew is desired, so you exert
yourself: A round comprises 1) Treasure supplies, 2) Plunder
treasures by covering boat and equipment parts in the treasure
chest with crew markers 3) Money - each pirate receives a
Doubloon for each crew marker not played in looting; 4) spoils
distribution; overlapping crew markers or those of identical
values are ignored and you take parts where you have a majority; 5) Auction - you make one hidden bid and take parts in order
of bids. 6) Combine tiles and place them. After eight rounds you
evaluate and win with most points.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Final exams for Space Pilots, they need to reach a planet and
get round the asteroid belt. Planets are on display, cards are prepared. One planet is starting planet, another one target planet.
In two teams you decide if you move your own ship or that
of your partner. You draw an energy card and have one try to
move the ship by the indicated method of snipping, may even
by using the edge of the table. You score for correct landings
and implemented energy cards. The target planet is the starting
planet for the next round.
Version: multi * Rules: cn en * In-game text: no

Nostalgic battles in the style of 8-bit games of old, red versus
blue. You draw five cards from the faction deck and choose one
of them for the leader. Rounds comprise three waves of attacks,
each one over a turn of both players with two actions - draw a
card, recruit, attack, order, remove corps and movement - of the
front attack wave and checking for losses. Then you do attack
waves of flank and rear guard.. Attacks are ranged or melee and
spell. In round 1 attack and order actions are not possible. Then
you swap attack wave cards and order of play and continue in
this way until the leader of one player is eliminated.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Placement game with auction for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Dexterity game for 1-6 players, ages 6+

Card duel for 2 players, ages 10+

Planet Steam

Pocket Imperium

Polterfass

Designer: Heinz-Georg Thiemann
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Designer: David J. Mortimer
Publisher: Ludicréations

Designer: Andreas Schmidt
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

8

Planet Steam yields resources that are mined with variable
factory units, called tank. Phases of a round are: Expansion with
placing of bonus resources, auction for specialists, place ownership markers and use dirigible - Tank phase with Tank, converter
and compressor acquisition as well as buying enhancements for
freighters - Resources phase with mining and sales - Final phase
with refilling tank. You win with most money from resources,
zones, tanks, compressors and luxury accommodations and
credit markers. New editions 2014
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

War in space! Phases of a round, always implement by all players
in turn, are planning for the sequence of commands - expansion,
expedition and invasion with revealing and implementing of
command cards - developing with supply for ships and scoring
of sectors. When identical commands are chosen for the same
location actions are implemented in seating order, the more
players implement a command the less effective it is. In a scored
sector you earn points according to the level of systems you control. After six to eight rounds you win with the highest score.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

An idiosyncratic innkeeper does not always serve all drinks
that were ordered. The innkeeper of the round rolls all barrels,
standing ones are set aside. Now guests place cards face down
for their orders, which they will only receive when the innkeeper
serves more drinks than were ordered. He can stop now and
serve or keep rolling and setting standing barrels aside. When he
stops, the barrel results, are scored for points for innkeeper and
guests, the innkeeper chooses how to use the special barrels. If
he fails – no standing barrel – only the guests score. When you
reach a score of 75 mugs, you win with most mugs at the end
of this round.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

SciFi development game for 2-5 players, ages 12+

Placement game with a SciFi topic for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Dice game for 3-6 players, ages 8+

Pony Race

Port Royal

Designer: Dominique Ehrhard
Publisher: Piatnik

Designer: Alexander Pfister
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

8

Port Royal Ein Auftrag geht noch

8

Designer: Alexander Pfister
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

8

At the start a pony color is assigned to you. The race track is laid
out with 24 tiles, including five obstacles and eight horseshoe
tiles. In turn you take the lowest available horse shoe chip, place
it onto a free pony tile and move the pony of this color by the
number of steps shown on the chip. When all five chips are
placed, the round ends and the starting player changes. If you
start from an obstacle tile you must move backwards, from a
horse shoe tile you move sum of horseshoe chip + horse shoe
tile. When a pony passes the finish that belongs to a player, he
wins; otherwise the pony and the highest horseshoe chip go
out of play.
Version: multi * Rules: cz de en fr it nl hu sk pl * In-game text: no

Cards show Ships, Persons, Expeditions or Tax Increases, with
symbols and cost/influence points. You turn up cards one by
one and decide to stop or to continue. Expeditions are set
aside separately. If you stop, you, and then all others, can take
one of the revealed cards, if any are left. Ships bring cards as
money; persons for advantages and symbols cost you money. If
you continue and cannot fend off a second identical ship with
swords on cards in your display, your turn ends. An expedition is
paid for with symbols from your display. You win with 10 influence points on cards and at least one expedition. New edition of
Händler der Karibik.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Vents in the harbor step up: Orders are added to the expeditions,
you can meet orders in two versions, either alone or with others
in a race against time; the time frame is set by a timer card stack
- with a number of cards in relation to player numbers and seals
on orders - of which you draw a card per turn. Support comes
from new characters and ships - Clerk for taking one additional
card without payment to the active player; Gunner for money
based on ships in the harbor display, Vice Admiral for coins per
Vice Admiral based on cards in the harbor and two new ships
per color.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Horse race for 3-6 players, ages 8+

Card collecting game for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Expansion for Port Royal for 1-5 players, ages 8+
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201 6
Porta Nigra

Poseidon’s Kingdom

Potato Man

Designer: Wolfgang Kramer. Michael Kiesling
Publisher: eggertspiele / Pegasus Spiele

Designers: Fraser and Gordon Lamont
Publisher: Game Salute

Designers: Günter Burkhardt, Wolfgang Lehmann
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

10

Trier and her famous Black Gate, in earlier times an important
Roman town and in this period we build the town. You hold two
cards in hand and choose one to determine actions - buy building blocks, collect them and place them on board according to
color. The builder moves into a quarter and you pay 1 coin for
each border he crosses. For important parts of a building you
get building cards. When all action cards are played you can
stock up on coins or victory points at the end. After two or three
rounds there is a final scoring for majorities in buildings and sets
of building cards.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

You need to free friends, find Poseidon’s trident, defeat the kraken and collect treasures. You choose an animal, add to the reef or
enlarge the wave; then you move one of your animals and eat or
store food. Eating frees a friend with a dice combination. Eaten
opposing dice move their owner on the kraken track and maybe
free a friend. Finally, the shark moves, eats animals and loads the
wave. At its maximum height the wave breaks and distributes
food dice. When someone has freed all friends, all players can
get kraken corals and you win at the end of the round with most
points from freed friends and corals.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

The game comprises potato cards in four colors plus Evil Potato
on some high cards and potato man of some low ones. In turn
you play a card – each color can only be present in a trick once,
the highest card played wins the trick; in case of a tie the card
played last wins and in a trick containing Evil Potato and Potato
Man wins. A trick you won earns you a corresponding sack card.
If you cannot adhere to the color rule, the round ends instantly,
otherwise after the last trick was played. You count potato sacks
on your sack cards and note their total. After four such rounds
you win with the highest total of potato bags.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Building game for 2-4 players, ages 12+

Placement and collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Trick-taking card game for 2-5 players, ages 10+

Potion Explosion

Prime Time

Privacy Quickie

Designers: Stefano Castelli, Andrea Crepi, Lorenzo Silva
Publisher: Horrible Games

Designer: Elad Goldsteen
Publisher: Golden Egg Games

Designer: Reinhard Staupe
Publisher: Amigo Spiele

8

16

Final exam at the MAgicians Academy, topic is potions. You take
ingredients from the dispenser, can cause explosions and use
potions already brewed. In each round you take an ingredient
marble from the dispenser and hope to make marbles of the
same color collide so that they explode and you can take them,
too. Each potion demands four to seven ingredients according
to the holes in the ingredient cards. If you brew three potions
with the same effect or five potions with different effects, you
earn an ability marker worth four points. Potions that you drink
influence ingredients. When enough marker have been handed
out, you win at the end of the round with most points.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: no

As director of a TV station you must hire actors and producers,
plan shows and proved income from commercials. In a round
you place markers on locations for action or auction. Actions are
implemented instantly, auctions are executed after placement
of all markers; you buy new shows and talents. Finally, you adapt
order of play. Then - in seven steps - the broadcasting schedule
is created and then you broadcast and score the schedule for
demographic values and commercial customers. At the end
of each round you get money for demography markers. After
rounds three and six there is - as end of season - an award
ceremony for victory points.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Privacy Quickie is a game of questions and answers - all players
must answer rather delicate, rather private or peculiar question,
but can do this secretly by placing a “yes” or “no” card face down.
All players then guess on how many players answered „yes“ by
placing number tiles face down. You score 3 points for each correct guess. If your guess is within an error margin of one answer,
you score 1 point. If you are the first back at start after rounding
the board you win. Privacy Quickie comes with 360 new questions and can be combined with Privacy, Privacy 2 and Privacy
Scharf wie Chili, and is also intended expressively for adults only.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Auction and placement game for 2-4 players, ages 13+

Party game for 5-10 players, ages 16+

Progress

Pronto

Designers: Andrej Novac, Agnieszka Kopera
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Designers: Udo Peise, Marco Teubner
Publisher: Huch! & friends

Puerto Rico

8

Designer: Andreas Seyfarth
Publisher: alea / Ravensburger

Progress of technologies with cards for Science, Engineering and
Culture in three eras. A turn comprises: A) Development - markers on “technologies in development” are removed. B) Actions
according to your skill tracks - 1) Discover - Lay down card,
parameters must be met in the display by card symbols and
tokens; the card is now active and yields symbols and skills. 2)
Research - lay down card with markers on it; the card is activated
by removing the last marker, and 3) Draw cards. C) Upkeep of a
player‘s card hand and display. When the necessary number of
Era IV symbols is on display, you win with most victory points in
your display.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: no

The active player turns over a card for a topic, another player
covers the timer. Now you look for words corresponding to the
topic and beginning with the letter in front of your marker. For a
correct word you move forward and find the next one. You can
move sideways or forward and jump over occupied spots. You
decide yourself when to end your turn. The timer is uncovered:
If it still runs, your turn is valid and you move the base forward
to your pawn. If not, your turn has failed and your pawn goes
back to its base. Use the joker to jump over letters or to change
the topic. Behind barriers you can choose a new track. Includes
a team version.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Players choose one of 7 characters in each round – the settler
sets up new plantations, the overseer produces new goods
which are either sold by the merchant or shipped by the captain.
The constructor sets up new buildings and the mayor brings
new settlers and the prospector gets gold from the bank. The
roles are linked to privileges for the current owner. The actions
are used by all players. The sequence in which the roles are enacted changes in each round. If you own the most victory points
at the end of the game you win.
Version: de * Rules: cn de en es fr it pl * In-game text: yes

Card game for 1-5 players, ages 12+

Speedy word game for 2-12 players, ages 8+

Resource management game for 3-5 players, ages 12+

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age
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201 6
Push a Monster

Puzzle Strike

Quanto

Designers: Wolfgang Dirscherl, Manfred Reindl
Publisher: Queen Games

Designer: David Sirlin
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

Designer: Mike Fitzgerald
Publisher: Amigo Spiele

5

8

All monsters want to get into the arena; seven of them are
already there at the start of the game. The active player rolls the
die and takes the respective monster, or, for a question mark, the
most frequent monster in stock, and places it on the big slide.
Then he tries to get the monster into the arena, using both slides
by pushing, sliding or turning monsters already there. Those
monsters may also exceed the edge of the arena, which the current monster must not do! If a monster drops off, all other players receive a tile of this monster. When someone rolls a monster
no longer in stock, you win with the longest row of monsters.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Everyone can collect victory points - here you shower the opponent with jewels to make him lose. Bag building instead of
deck building - chips in a bag instead of shuffling cards, and lots
of interaction! You draw five chips from a bag, chips “in hand”
are behind your screen. A turn comprises four phases: Stacking
- depending on the time status 1-´4 chips are added; action
with playing and implementing of chips, buying of chips from
the bank and cleanup - chips in hand and in action areas go to
discard and you draw chips from the bag. When someone has
value 10 or more in his jewel stack after cleanup the game ends
and you win with fewest jewels.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

You want to collect your own Quanto stack or cards from the
display - it holds four cards - for your scoring stack. You play one
of four cards in hand on a card in the display and can then take
single cards of the same value or several cards totaling this value
plus your own card for your scoring stack. Then you have one of
three actions; 1) form a Quanto with a card you play plus a card
from the display, take the Quanto tile of this value and add cards
to the Quanto or 2) expand or take the Quanto or 3) discard a
card from hand. If someone is out of cards you win with most
cards in your stack.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Dexterity game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Deck-melee game for 24 players, ages 10+

Card collecting game for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Queen’s Architect

Quelf

Querdenker

Designer: Völker Schächtele
Publisher: Queen Games

Publisher: Spin Master

Publisher: University Games

10

As an architect you recommend yourself and your craftsmen to
the queen by new buildings, repairs and working in the fields.
Craftsmen are placed at the action star, their current efficiency
determines approval and coins for buildings. You relocate your
architect by one to three steps on the star and implement
the action - day laborer, trip, hiring, inn to motivate workers,
trust/bonds or building - at the location of the wagon without
building and with craftsmen according to demand - or repairs
anyway with three craftsmen. If someone worked at the palace,
this player wins at the end of the round, or the player with most
prestige at palace construction.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

A crazy, funny party game with well-known mechanisms: roll
the die, move, draw a card, enact the card and reach the finish
line first. New is that you choose a character! You draw a card
in the color of the space you have reached and implement it.
Your character may influence the outcome! If you fail or answer
incorrectly, you move back the penalty number of spaces stated
on the card. The “Quelf” effect of your card can be anything –
surprise, surprise! Card categories are Regelz, Quissels, Stuntz,
Showbiss und Hirnknots. On the finish line you must answer one
additional Hirnknots to win the game.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Each card lists twenty hints, clues or bits of information as well
as the answer; this can be a person, a location or an item. The
active player, the “guesser”, names a number. The “reader” reads
him the corresponding clue and marks the question number on
the board. Now the guesser has one try to guess the term correctly. If he does, the reader scores 1 point for each clue given,
the guesser scores 1 point for clues not needed, and both move
their pieces accordingly. Cards can also feature assignments for
the player, which mostly relate to piece movement. If you are
first at the finish, you win.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Development game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Party game for 3-8 players, ages 12+

Guessing game for 2 or more players, ages 10+

Quibble

Quizduell Mini

Qwinto

Publisher: Piatnik

Publisher: Ravensburger

Designers: Uwe Rapp, Bernhard Lach
Publisher: nsv Nürnberger-Spielkarten-Verlag

8

165 Question cards are marked on the back with 2, 4, 6, 8 and
10 for the points that you can win with them. Each card shows
three questions, corresponding to the button on the timer blue for 60, yellow for 45 and red for 30 seconds time to give
the demanded number of answers, sometimes with additional
parameters. The color for the question is determined by casting
a die and you move forward for correct answers. If you do not
know all answers, can buy missing answers from other players,
for points and also haggle! But if helpers do not answer correctly
or within the time frame, nobody scores. Whoever reaches 40
first, wins.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

The quiz master of the round chooses one of three category
cards, draws a card from this category and reads out the question in the chosen level plus answers. All players guess by placing their marker on their board. If you are correct you advance
your marker. After three questions a new category is chosen.
After six category rounds you win with most points. Quizduell
Mini is played without a board and uses betting discs. Two players or two teams play in analogy to the board game. Questions
in Quizduell Mini can be used for the board game and, using the
components from Quizduell Mini, you can now play the board
game with eight players.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

In three rows of colors you want to enter as many numbers as
possible. Numbers must rise from left to right, double numbers
in a row are forbidden, gaps are possible. In a column no
number can appear twice. The active player chooses and rolls 1,
2 or 3 dice, can re-roll them once and then announces the total.
All enter this number once on their sheet, in one of the rows in
dice color. When the active player does not want to enter the
number, he marks a failure. In case of two complete rows of any
player or with the 4th failure of a player you score numbers in
rows, complete rows and bonus points for columns.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Quiz game for 3-6 players, ages 15+

Quiz game for 2-6 players, ages 12+

Game with numbers for 26 players, ages 8+
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Rabbit Hunt

Raben schubsen

Designer: Shen-Yang Pan
Publisher: Two Plus Games / Big Fun Games

Designer: Marco Teubner
Publisher: moses.Verlag

6

Raben stapeln

5

Designer: Paul Kappler
Publisher: Drei Hasen in der Abendsonne

4

Rabbits eat carrots, farmers are angry and chase opposing
rabbits away and hide their own. The farm is laid out around the
store house, eight tiles per player form the draw pile. Farmers
start at the store house with two carrots. In each turn you add
a tile to the farm and have two actions from the options of
drawing card, take a carrot up to the limit of 6 or spend carrots
to move farmers and reveal a farm card. Opposing rabbits you
take, your own you take in hand and replace tiles from stack or
hand. Events are implemented. When all your rabbits have been
caught you lose, the last one in play wins.
Version: multi * Rules: cn en * In-game text: no

Each raven defends his favorite seat. Each player sits on one side
of the wall. Ten pieces of the wall can be moved, you pull any
five over to your side. You roll - vsible for the other player: For
the white raven you place a raven on top of the wall, it is safe.
For a black raven you place a raven on one of your wall pieces, if
possible in a way that you opponent does not know where. For
the wall symbol you try to push an opposing raven off by pulling
a piece of wall over to your side. For wall + raven you may place
or push. When the last raven is placed, you win with most ravens
on your own side.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Magic Raven Schnabelgrün picks up a color die on his morning
flight and conjures up a game for it. He loves stars and so he
whips up stars in six colors, some with five spikes, and some with
only four spikes. A mistake in the spell has also produced six
ravens and six colored discs. So Schnabelgrün decides that one
might as well stack all those items. You can stack as your fancy
takes you or build raven art by copying a template or only use
the stars and follow the instructions given by the color die.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: yes

Placement and collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 6+

Riling game for 2 players, ages 5+

Creative building game for 1-4 players, ages 4+

Race to the North Pole

Raketofix

Designers: Jouni Jussila, Tomi Vainikka
Publisher: Playmore Games

Designers: Draxler, Poteranski, Strehl, Trausmuth
Publisher: Piatnik

7

Ratnaraj

5

Publisher: HCM Kinzel

8

The North Pole sits in the middle of the board and you need
to be there first with all of your expedition. To roll dice you can
use an App called Dized. You play on an 8x8 grid and do actions
according to symbols on your cards - movement, movement or
ambush, ambush without movement. Ambush attacks pieces on
occupied squares and sends them to the ship. Equipment can
be used. Then you sum the storm points in the discard pile and
rotate the board accordingly. The pole can only be reached from
marked cases. When the last member of an expedition reaches
the pole, this expedition wins.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fi * In-game text: no

You master tasks on alien planets. You roll the die: Joker – joker
card for changing card or planet. Broken rocket – pass. Planet
or planet joker – you puff the rocket to the planet you rolled
or chose and turn up a card there: On Mobilix you explain a
movement to your neighbor, he imitates it; on Chaotix you
must remember items and on Animalix you must imitate animal
noises in the correct sequence. Correct tasks earn you friendship
stars in the planet’s color. If someone visited all planets and
achieved stars there, the game ends; he gets three green stars
and all count their stars; if you have most you win.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Die Knobelpfade des Ratnaraj - Puzzling paths of Ratnaraj were
a gift to the king who loves puzzles and jewels. The board has
15 lines and variable arrows that are shuffled for each game. You
start on any crossing, place piece #1 and now follow those arrows to place pieces #2 to #19 in correct order. You cannot jump
over or cross numbers already in place. You can play alone or in
a group. There are 32768 possible arrow positions and in 10% of
them you can place 17 or 18 pieces. For a simple game you join
edge points with pieces #1 to #6,
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Movement game for 2-4 players, ages 7+

Educational game for 2-4 players or teams, ages 5+

Logic puzzle for 1 or more players, ages 8+

Rattle Battle, Grab the Loot

Ratzeputz

Designer: Ignacy Trzewiczek
Publisher: Portal Games

Designers: Christine Basler, Alix-Kis Bouguerra
Publisher: Kosmos

8

Rauf und runter

4

Designers: Inka and Markus Brand
Publisher: Ravensburger

5

Grab the loot - as captain of your own pirate ship! In scenarios
from quests you play adventure and visit to the harbor. An adventure has the phases of briefing; drop ship cubes into the sea;
actions of non-player ships from exploding to alliance; player
actions of movement or firing; combat with ship comparison;
coins for sunk NP ships; spoils for all; use crew men; repairs of
sunken ships with spoils markers, load spoils. In harbor you
acquire replacement parts, victory points and crew men. When
all quests are completed, the game ends and you add up victory
points from cards, coins, crew men and more.
Version: en * Rules: en pl * In-game text: yes

Three roots are planted according to the instructions in the rules.
Then a die is rolled and Dwarf Tilli is moved accordingly. Then
you pull out one of the roots to the left or right of Tilli, the other
players may give tips. When you find a root, you may harvest it.
If you find nothing, you plant a root and then turn the disk by
one step. When a root drops into the rabbit warren, Ratzeputz
has pinched it. If you find Ratzeputz, you must feed him a root
from the bag. When the last root from the bag has been planted,
all win together if they have more roots in total than are in the
rabbit warren.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Meerkats want to visit friends. You start in a corner and assemble
a track from four holes. The first track part is turned over and
shows the friend to visit. You roll a die and move, discard the
friend when you reached him and go the nearest ground hole. If
you manage this sequence first, you turn over the board to the
other side and continue with the pawns there. All that did visit
already, reveal the next friend, all others draw a Supermännchen
chip that can be used anytime. Visit - reach hole first - turn over
board - you continue like this until someone has visited all
friends and is back at a ground hole.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Card and dice game for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Cooperative memo and collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 4+

Roll & move game for 2-4 players, ages 5+
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Reidemeister

RevoltaaA

Designers: BakaFire Ito, Koi-Para Shibucho
Publisher: BakaFire Party / Japon Brand

Designer: Reiner Knizia
Publisher: Playthisone

Rhein River Trade

10

Designers: Stefania Niccolini, Marco Canetta
Publisher: Giochi Uniti

As an apprentice in Topologia you control strings and form
pictures shown on cards with them. You hold a yellow string of
two circles, two red strings and a blue string. Two cards are on
display and all form one of the images. If you are done, you say
“Reidemeister” and turn over the timer for 10 seconds checking
time. If there is no protest, you score full points. In case of a protest and a mistake you give the points to the protester. In case
of a protest and no mistake you get full points and all others but
the protester one point. If you have 18 points, you win. Rules for
a Race Game and a Kid’s Game are included.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr jp * In-game text: no

Ducks versus robots in a simultaneous card game. Eachplayer
has 11 cards, another 11 are laid reay, the top one of those is
turned up. All choose a card from hand and turn it up. The color
with the highest total wins, in case of a tie the card from the
deck decides. Then the player with the lowest card in the winning color winds the round, in case of a tie the next-lowest one.
The trick is stacked with visible winning color with the winner or
next to the deck. When four stacks of a color have been won you
score one point for each stack in the winning color, as well as for
hand cards of this color. Variant RevoltaaA Bananas.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr nl * In-game text: no

Since ancient times the Rhine is one of the most important trade
routes in Europe; 13 cities along Rhine show harbor, railway
station and airport and all of them except London can be
reached via roads. In rounds you have phases for orders, loading,
reserving stops en route, moving and unloading vehicles, meet
orders by selling and end of turn. In the phases players act in
reverse order of their money. After as many rounds as there are
players penalties for unfilled orders, containers on transport
sheets and lorries with a mortgage are deducted and you win
with most money.
Version: multi * Rules: en it * In-game text: no

Topological brain teaser for 2-5 players, ages 10+

Card game for 3- 5 players, ages 10+

Trade and logistics game for 2-5 players, ages 12+

Riff Raff

Risiko

Designer: Christoph Cantzler
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

8

Risiko Der Herr der Ringe Collectors Edition

10

Publisher: Hasbro

Publisher: Winning Moves

Captain Bullseye stores his cargo in the yardams to protect it
against pirates. You hold a set of cards and 8 cargo pieces. All
choose a card and turn it up simultaneously; the highest card
determines the new captain. He begins, all others follow by descending card value and place a piece in the ship’s area chosen
by the card value. If you played a card between 5 and 10 and
a piece of cargo is already in the area, you can place two parts.
Sliding cargo which you can catch is discarded; dropped cargo
must be taken and placed again later. If you are rid of all cargo at
the end of your turn, you win instantly.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

The original Risk was the predecessor of all conflict simulation
games and all strategic position games. In this new edition all is
different. You need not conquer certain territories according to
your objective card. Instead you must control a certain number
of territories or the most territories when the “cease fire card”
appears, both in the introductory game. In the standard game
you simply need to eliminate all opponents. Territories you
control earn you bonus troops. To attack you move troops into
territories, and then such attacks are resolved by rolling and
comparing dice.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

You fight for Middle Earth, siding with Mordor or the Fellowship,
and collect points for occupied areas, completely controlled
regions, used adventure cards and defended fortresses. At Sites
of Power you receive adventure cards - mission, event or power
cards, some of them demand a military leader on site when
being used. A turn is played in analogy to other variants, details
are adapted to the topic. At the end of each turn the fellowship
is moved with a dice result higher than 3. Such a result at Mount
Doom destroys the ring and ends the game. You win with most
points. The game can also be used for a standard game of RISK.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Balance and dexterity game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Tactical dice game for 2-5 players, ages 10+

Tactical dice game for 2-4 players, ages 13+

Risiko Halo Legendary Edition

Risiko Star Wars

Publisher: Winning Moves

Publisher: Hasbro

Risiko StarCraft Collectors Edition

10

Publisher: Winning Moves

You fight as UNSC, implacable Alliance or malicious parasite
Flood, on four battlefields on three maps provided in the game;
mobile Teleporters connect areas. A set of campaign cards with
difficulty levels Easy, Heroic and Legendary provides missions
which you must complete in order to win. Each faction has its
own cards to acquire reinforcement or use abilities. In Objective
Mode all fight all to complete campaign targets or survive alone;
in One-on-One Mode only one faction can survive, Slayer is an
adapted version of the classic RISK without campaign cards, and
in Team Objective you form teams.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Imperium versus Rebels, in three battles: Attack on Death
Star, Attack on the Shield Generator and Duel between Luke
Skywalker and Darth Vader. You have a set of command cards for
your faction and draw six cards. In a round you use three cards
from your hand; orders are implemented consecutively, Rebels
begin and you always choose one order from the card. Combat
success gives you bonus orders. You move your own ships and
then attack an adjacent sector or you attack without previous
movement. Combat is resolved as usually by rolling and comparing dice; whoever completes his mission, wins.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

As one of three powerful species you fight for galactic dominance in one of for game modes: Grundausbildung provides an
introductory version for 3-6 players, also 3-6 play Kommandozentrale, an advanced version of Grundausbildung; Totale Eroberung
is the updated version of the classic RISK game and Teamspiel
means battles 2-versus-2 or 3-versus-3. This versions allows and
demands consultations. Heroes only move with units, defeated
heroes come back into the game in controlled regions. If you
eliminate a player to can use the stars on his faction cards for
reinforcements.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Tactical dice game for 2-4 players, ages 13+

Tactical dice game for 2 or 4 players, ages 10+

Tactical dice game for 2-4 players, ages 13+
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Risiko The Walking Dead

Risiko Transformers

Robot Face Race

Publisher: Winning Moves

Publisher: Winning Moves

Publisher: Game Factory

6

In the mode Überleben each player turn begins with a Zombie
outbreak - you draw territory cards and place Zombies, encounters with Survivors must be resolved instantly - and an event.
Then survivors receive reinforcements and attack, and finally,
you regroup survivors. When the card Overrun is drawn, each
player has a turn to finish the round and then you win, after a
final outbreak of Zombies, with most points from controlled
regions and locations, zone supplements and bullets. In the
variant Eroberung - an updated version of the basic Risiko - you
must conquer all regions and be the only one to survive.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Decepticons begin an invasion from the corners of our world,
Autobots confront them, starting from the middle. You choose
one of the two factions. At the start of each turn you get more
units for battle, in relation to the portion of the earth that
you control. For successful battles you receive territory cards.
Humans that are defeated by Decepticons provide army units
for them as slaves. You use power cards, must avoid unfavorable
ones and collect Energon bars from the board to stay in play.
When all Energon has been used, the game ends and the winner
is the faction that controls more territories.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

A crazy inventor builds robots, hundreds of robots, but he does
not have the correct heads for his robots. All players help the
inventor to find suitable heads. Each player takes the robot
chips of one color. The active player shakes the “Robomat” which
will then indicate colors for face, eyes, nose and mouth of the
currently needed robot head. All now search the game board for
this robot head. Whoever finds it first, places his chip there. If it is
really the correct head, you set the chip aside; if not you take the
chip back and must pass your next turn. Whoever is able to set
aside all his five chips first, wins the game.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Tactical dice game for 2-5 players, ages 13+

Tactical dice game for 2-4 players, ages 13+

Spotting game for 2-4 players, ages 6+

Rock die Röhre

Rome

Römisch Pokern

Publisher: HCM Kinzel

Designer: Elad Goldsteen
Publisher: Golden Egg Games

Designers: David Parlett, Johannes Krenner
Publisher: Amigo Spiele

4

You need to connect one side of the board with the opposite
board, using parts of pipes. You choose a color, roll and place
a pipe part. The first one goes next to the starting point of the
same color. You can also remove a blocker or remove a pipe of
your own color that is already in place. You cannot connect to
opposing pipelines but can connect to the Connectors in the
middle. For a part in the middle of the board you score extra
points. Pipes may protrude from the board and if you do not
have the part you rolled you pass your turn.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Connecting game for 2-4 players, ages 4+

10

Aristocrats are on a quest for fame in the up and coming Roman
Republic. The topic is standard - deploy legions, conquer provinces, accept offices and keep the people happy with Panem
et Circenses. The new feature is the patented game system
“Rise to Power” - a method to place power dice in combination
with special action cards. Power dice determine the order of
play in ascending order of values. Placement of dice can lead to
changes in positions of other dice in relation to their values, dice
groups can evolve. Before or after placement you can active senate cards on province cards and then dice are implemented.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

You have six dice showing Roman numbers I, V and X and try
to achieve a valid Roman number. You begin with one die and
after each roll you decide to stop or to roll another die. When the
resulting number fits into an ascending sequence from position
1 to position 7 and would occur only once in this sequence, you
can enter it on the score sheet. In case of a failed throw you can
decide not to score or to use one or several action cards. Action
cards that were used are discarded. When someone has entered
seven valid numbers, you win with most points at the end of the
round, unused action cards score 5 points each.
Version: multi * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Worker placement with dice for 2-4 players, ages 13+

Dice game with cards for 2-6 players, ages 10+

Room-25

Round-o-Loot

Designer: François Rouzé
Publisher: Matagot / Pegasus Spiele

Designer: Pekka Koukkula
Publisher: Doorway Games

Royal Goods

7

Designer: Alexander Pfister
Publisher: Österreichisches Spiele Museum

Players are candidates in a reality show and locked into a complex of 25 rooms full of danger; they need to find Room 25 and
escape, guards try to prevent this with all available means. You
play rounds, comprising three phases: Programming -choice of
two actions, Action - implementation of actions and Countdown
- changing turn order. Each programmed action must be implemented. You must find Room 25, move it to the exit zone and
use “Control” to move it out of the complex when all candidates
are in the room; you cannot escape alone. Game mode cooperation and solo for eight rounds; Suspicion, Competition and Team
with 10 rounds.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr nl * In-game text: no

Players are dealt five cards from the deck as specified. Then you
play cards or discard cards and draw new cards. You play or
discard cards with identical symbols or play combinations according to the list. Cards that you play are laid out; combinations
that you play trigger changes for cards - pass your hand, shuffle
al cards in hand and deal them again, take cards, etc. When
someone draws the pirate flag, you count points on cards at the
end of the round and get a seal card for most of them. If you get
your third seal, you win instantly.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fi * In-game text: no

Chains of productions yield commodities and victory points,
Cards are used for resources, buildings or commodities. In four
phases of a round you draw cards, then lay out cards for “Sunrise”
and all determine where they want to produce, properly or
slovenly, depending on the card orientation. For “Sunset” cards
are laid out again for market and then you produce in the phase
Production and Building according to the card with worker and
production type. Necessary resources must be in the market and
can be completed with resources from hand. Eight buildings
trigger the end of the game and you sum victory points from
buildings, assistants, commodities and coins.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Semi-cooperative adventure game for 1-6 players, ages 13+

Card game for 2-4 players, ages 7+

Development game for 2-4 players, ages 10+
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Royals

Rubbish Auction

Designer: Peter Hawes
Publisher: Abacusspiele

Designer: Takahiro
Publisher: KogeKogeDo / MinimalGames

Rumble in the House / Rumble in the Dungeon

8

Designer: Olivier Saffre
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

8

In the 17th century you are a member of one of Europe’s noble
houses and claim positions with country cards and earn victory
points for bonuses. For each position there is a rank and you
need the more country cards the higher the rank. Intrigue cards
are used to contest positions. You must draw cards and can play
cards to claim a position or to take over a position. A scoring
happens after each of the three eras and the two players with
most influence in a country win victory points. After the third era
scoring titles are scored individually, a majority there earns you
victory points.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

You do not want to win this auction, as all items in it are rubbish!
In turn all players make a hidden bid with their money cards.
You win the auction and the item if your bid was the highest bid,
but you also lose honor points equal to the sum of your bid. The
player with the lowest bid wins or loses nothing, but he chooses
the item for the next auction. All other players win honor equal
to their bid. After seven rounds you get additional honor points
if you managed to acquire the secret item you were assigned at
the start of the game, and then you win with most honor points.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr + jp * In-game text: no

The house has 12 rooms, but too many people in it begin jostling for room and you need to keep your own secret character
in the house. In 12 rooms there is one character each, you are
secretly assigned two. In a turn you move a character to the next
room or remove any character from a room. When only one
character is left, you score for your best-placed character in the
line of taken-out characters. After three rounds you win with the
highest score. Rumble in the Dungeon is the sequel game, this
time you want to remain behind for the King’s Treasure.
Version: de * Rules: de + en es fr nl * In-game text: no

Placement game with cards for 2-5 players, ages 10+

Auction game for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Bluff and deduction game for 3-6 players, ages 8+

Rummikub Original

Rummikub XXL

Designer: Ephraim Hertzano
Publisher: Piatnik

Designer: Ephraim Hertzano
Publisher: Piatnik

8

Rumms

7

Designers: Gary and Oliver Sibthorpe
Publisher: Kosmos

7

Rummikub is a tile placement game with numbers, similar to
the classic card game Rummy. You lay out rows of numbers of
the same color or groups of identical numbers. You start with 14
random tiles and draw one tile per round until you can go out.
The minimum value of rows or groups to go out is 30. Then you
can add tiles to your own display or the displays of other players.
Jokers replace a number and can be exchanged for this number.
You can also rearrange the display. If you can lay out all your
tiles, you win.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Rummikub is a tile placement game with numbers, similar to
the classic card game Rummy. You lay out rows of numbers of
the same color or groups of identical numbers. You start with
14 random tiles and draw one tile per round until you can go
out. The minimum value of rows or groups to go out is 30. Then
you can add tiles to your own display or the displays of other
players. Jokers replace a number and can be exchanged for this
number. You can also rearrange the display. If you can lay out
all your tiles, you win. Special edition featuring large pieces and
large numbers.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

In the kingdom of the dragon and lion knights the team will win
that snips the opposing king off the mat. Playing mats are laid
out touching each other. You sort dice by characters, characters
have special abilities. You assemble your army with dice of a
total cost of 40 and place them anywhere on the mat, the king
must be in contact with the castle. You snip your dice to remove
opposing dice from the mat. One of your dice in the opposing
kingdom showing “captured” can be freed with one roll of the
die if if then shows “free”. A foul is punished with an extra turn for
your opponent.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Set collecting game with numbers for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Set collecting game with numbers for 2-4 players, ages 7+

Snipping game with dice for 2-4 players, ages 7+

Rush Hour Shift

Russian Railroads

Russian Railroads: German Railroads

Designers: Alex Siedband and Big Monster Toys
Publisher: Thinkfun / HCM Kinzel

Designers: Helmut Ohley, Leonhard Orgler
Publisher: Hans im Glück

Designers: Helmut Ohley, Leonhard Orgler
Publisher: Hans im Glück

8

Rush Hour is a game classic. Now it is available also for a twoplayer game on a three-part mobile board. Aim of the game
is to reach the opposite side of the board with your car and to
leave the board, by shunting vehicles and board. Both players
can move all vehicles with the exeption of the opposing Hero
car, forward or backward, not sideways and you cannot lift a car.
Only hero cars can leave the board. Cards determine the number
of cases for movement and they also tell you to move car or
board. You have four cards in hand an play one per turn and
then draw a card.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Russia at the end of the 19th century. Tsar Alexander III. orders
the Trans Siberian Railroad and other routes to be built. In an
attractive mix of resource management and worker placement
you try to construct the biggest and most advanced net of
routes and to use your workers as best as you can. Resources
are scarce and you must allocate them carefully – will you use
them for track to Siberia or the important and lucrative route
to St. Petersburg? But a route to Kiev would yield a good score!
Furthermore, you could add factories to your tableau which,
used properly, will give you advantages for track building.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr nl * In-game text: no

Shunting puzzle for 2 players, ages 8+
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Colour codes for target groups (Headline Colour)
For children + learning
With friends
For families
For experts

Worker placement game for 2-4 players, ages 12+

German Railroads is the first expansion for Russian Railroads,
comprising four modules: In Deutschland you use a Germany
tableau with free slots which can be filled with track upgrades.
At the junction on the main Munich route you decide on building to Hamburg or Berlin. You also use track upgrades for the
minor routes Dresden and Fürth-Nürnberg. Kohle is begun with
1 Coal unit, further coal comes from accordingly marked actions
and coal is used for Stoker, Foundry and Coal Works. The SoloVariante uses a card deck called „Emil“ for a counterpart. Neues
Material comprises Engineers, a Coal Works as well as “?”-chips
and “?”-cards.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no
Expansion for Russian Railroads for 2-4 players, ages 12+

Colour codes for features (Bar in Evalution box)
Chance
Strategy
Knowledge
Tactics
Creativity
Memory

GABIS explanation on page 3
Communication
Interaction

Dexterity
Action
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Sails of Glory

Samurai Sword

Sankt Petersburg

Designers: Andrea Angiolino, Andrea Mainini
Publisher: Ares Games

Designer: Emiliano Sciarra
Publisher: dV Giochi

Designers: Bernd Brunnhofer, Karl-Heinz Schmiel
Publisher: Hans im Glück

Naval battles in the Napoleonic era - Sails of Glory is a system
based on the Air Combat simulation Wings of Glory, with which
you can simulate those battles. You sue ship miniatures and
cards for abilities and maneuvers. You choose your maneuver
card, align the ship and move it; each card has several options
for wind and sails used. Movement is followed by combat and
reloading. The rules take into account details like line of sight,
collisions or ammunition flight curves and provide an introductory scenario, standard rules and optional rules. You can invent
your own scenarios and additional ships are available.
Version: multi * Rules: en it * In-game text: no

Swords instead of Revolvers! In analogy to Bang you secretly
choose a role (Shogun, Samurai, Ninja or Ronin) and a character
with special abilities. Shogun + Samurai, Ninjas und Ronin form
three secret teams with the goal of achieving most Honor points
or be the last in play. A turn comprises Resilience points, drawing
two cards, playing cards for yourself or for an attack and discarding cards. If you lose your last Resilience point, you must give an
honor point to your attacker. If you are out of Honor Points, the
game ends and you score Honor, Role Bonus, Daimyo Cards and
Deadly Strikes.
Version: multi * Rules: en it jp * In-game text: yes

This revised edition contains the core game and a rule for „Das
neue Sankt Petersburg Der Markt“ as well as some expansion
modules. In the basic game you want to mirror the development of St. Petersburg and acquire craftsmen, buildings and
noblemen. Those earn money, points or both during the game,
noblemen also score points at the end. Turns of the game comprise one round each for craftsmen, buildings and noblemen as
well as for exchange cards. A round comprises actions ö buying,
taking up in hand or displaying as well as scoring and supplying
new cards. You win if you score most points.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Conflict simulation for 2-4 players, ages 13+

Card game for 3-7 players, ages 8+

Set collecting game for 2-5 players, ages 10+

Sapiens

Sarkophag

Designer: Cyrille Leroy
Publisher: iello / Catch Up Games

Designer: Michael Feldkötter
Publisher: Amigo Spiele

10

Saus, kleine Maus

8

Publisher: Hasbro

4

Onward to new horizons! The tribe needs food and shelter, so
you connect tiles to reach the valley. On the road you find food
and new caves. In turn you place your first tile, score first shelter
points and replenish the display. Then you need to place a tile
from your personal stock into your valley and then replenish
stock; once in a turn you can score a mountain token. Connecting of identical scenes on tiles earns bonuses and food. A tribe
in a dead end is abandoned, you begin a new one. When tiles
are used up, you add your points, discard the higher of the two
values and win with the highest remaining score.
Version: multi * Rules: en fr * In-game text: no

Unfortunately ancient sarcophagi have been opened and you
need to avoid the affectionate mummies. You receive 10 cards
out of 60 in values 1 to 60, a rest is set aside. The first player leads
a card, the second one decides with his card if all others must
play a higher or lower card than the first player. If you play the
highest or lowest card accordingly, you take the trick. If you cannot follow the lead correctly, that is, must player lower or higher,
you take the trick if you played the lowest or highest card, that
is, were forced to over- or underbid most. After 10 tricks you win
with fewest mummy heads in your tricks.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Elefun has found new friends - little mice Nacho, Krümel and
Keks - they run around the cheese board, where, besides giraffe,
bananas, a boot and a bath tub, Popo, Hippo and Elefun are
frolicking around, too. But take care! The trap is easily sprung!
All mice start next to the red arrow. You spin the cheese wheel
and move your mouse forward to the next free spot of this color.
When the mouse ends up on a boot spot and there is a mouse in
the Smelly-Cheese Zone, you spring the trap by pressing the red
arrow. If you catch a mouse the game ends and you have won.
If not, the trap is set up again and the game continues. Series:
Elefun & friends
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Placement and collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Trick-taking card game for 3-6 players, ages 8+

Roll & move game with action for 2-3 players, ages 4+

SchattenMonster

Schatz Ra

Publisher: MeterMorphosen

Designers: Ilya Anikin, Liubov Anikina, Alexey Bondarev
Publisher: Step Puzzle

8

Schatz Rabatz

7

Designer: Karin Hetling
Publisher: Noris Spiele

5

MeterMorphosen is a synonym for unusual and fascinating
memo games. After Gemischtes Doppel there is now Schattenmonster. 72 memo tiles show mythical creatures. You play a
normal memo game and must pair the monsters with their dark
shadow. The standard memo rules are extended by pairs of socalled Scheck Monsters: If you do not immediately turn up the
second such monster, Lummy causes all your pairs to jump to
you right neighbor, Schlock causes all pairs of all players to jump
to the left neighbor and for Alarm the face-down monsters are
frightened and are shuffled. As usual you win with most pairs.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

In Memphis an ancient pyramid was discovered, you are meant
to explore it and to reach the top of the pyramid first and to
win with most points. A jewel is set at the top. Underneath your
pawn there is a marble, you roll a die and move pawn + marble
to the top, over ladders to the next level. Chips that you win are
placed in your card, a full card protects you from traps; you do
not fall but have an extra turn. The cord chip takes you from UP
to the next level. For the Guardian and the event cards there are
special rules, you first implement the Guardian’s task.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

The old pirate captain will hand his ship over to the pirate who
will complete his ship first due to best-filled treasure chests. All
play simultaneously while the timer runs and try to fill their chest
with treasures in five colors and eight shapes. When you are
done or the timer runs out you must be able to close your chest
correctly, otherwise you have to remove treasures. Then each
player in turn compares his treasures with the current board and
discards all treasures depicted on this board. Whoever then has
most treasures left, may take one of four ship parts and wins if
his ship is complete.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Memo game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Roll & move game for 2-4 players, ages 7+

Dexterity game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age
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SchatzJäger

Schlafmütze

Designer: Richard Garfield
Publisher: Queen Games

Designer: not named
Publisher: Amigo Spiele

8

Schnapp die Schätze

6

Designers: Lena and Günter Burkhardt
Publisher: Haba

5

In the caves of Frost Mountains, in the jungle and in lava caves
we hunt for treasures. In each round you draft a hand of nine
cards with adventurers, watch dogs, coins and action cards. Then
you place cards for locations and can improve those with action
cards. The two treasures of a location go to the player with the
strongest group and to the player with the weakest group.
Treasures that were handed out must be defended with watch
dogs against Goblins or you risk loss of coins. Finally, you can
swap yellow spell scrolls for coins. After five rounds you win with
the highest total from treasures and coins.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

You try to shed all your cards as fast as possible by placing them
on the middle stacks or on another player’s stack. Five cards
of value 1 are laid out, the rest is dealt evenly to all players and
stacked face down. In turn you try to place the top card of your
discard pile or, failing this, the top card of your draw pile on another player’s stack, ascending or descending, or on the middle
stacks, in ascending order only. When a card fits no stack, you
put it on your own discard pile. If you make a mistake or overlook a chance to place a card you get the bottom card of each
player’s pile as a penalty. If you place your last card, you win.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

The best Vizier will be rewarded by the sultan with the magical
silver pedestal. The treasure tower is set up and you draw a task
card. Someone rolls dice and lifts the cup - when at least three
dice show the color of a task card, its owner grabs the silver
pedestal. In case of six different colors, all may grab for it. As
soon as someone grabs, all others may try to grab one or two
treasures, too. All are rewarded with gold bag cards in relation to
the treasures they grabbed. If you grabbed the silver pedestal by
mistake, you must discard a gold bag card. After ten such rounds
you win with most gold bags on your cards.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr it nl * In-game text: no

Card game with drafting for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Card shedding game for 2-8 playes, ages 6+

Snatching game for 2-6 players, ages 5+

Scotland Yard Junior

Seventh Hero

Designer: Michael Schacht
Publisher: Ravensburger

Designer: Kuro
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

6

Shakespeare

8

Designer: Arnaud Demaegd
Publisher: Asmodee / Ystari

Detectives are chasing Mister X - in a game for two or three
players one player embodies Mister X, the others are detectives.
Mister X secretly chooses a station and selects the appropriate
ticket; detectives agree if they move along one station or remain
in place. When this is implemented, Mister X moves according to
his chosen ticket. If he then is in a station with detectives, the detectives score one success chip; if he is alone in a station Mister
X scores a chip. Whoever fills the respective board first, wins. In a
game for four players Mister X has an accomplice.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr it nl * In-game text: no

Seven heroes are needed to defeat Maedoc the Destroyer. Two
heroes for each player out of 77, numbered 1 to 7, begin a group
of heroes for each player and you draw five cards. You turn up
the top card from the deck and, according to the card, you hand
on a face-down card from your hand or from the deck or an
open one from your hero group. The next player recruits the
hero by revealing him or hands him on. Recruited heroes are
added to the hero group or, if the same hero is already in the
group, both are discarded to the stack of dead heroes. You can
get hints, can use each hero once in the game and win with six
of seven heroes.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr jp * In-game text: yes

The Queen will visit Londons theaters and then give support to
one of them - who will write a master piece? You need actors,
craftsmen, decoration, costumes and rehearsals. Each of the
six days has six rounds - first you bid secretly for the number of
actions, these are then executed in turn, as hiring or activating.
For costumes and decorations there are special rules. On days
Four and Six there is a costume rehearsal with scoring, and then
all activated persons but one do need a break. After revealing
the target cards on Day Six you win with most prestige. Includes
Solo version.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Deduction game for 2-4 players, ages 6+

Set collecting game for 3-5 players, ages 8+

Placement game with drafting for 1-4 players, ages 13+

Shark Mania

Sheep & Thief

Publisher: Spin Master

Designer: Yuichi Sakashita
Publisher: Power 9 Games

6

Sheila Shark

10

Designer: Beate Nikolai
Publisher: Huch! & friends

4

A pirate ship did founder at Shark Island and the gold treasure
has ended up in the water. As a pirate you must be faster than
the shark and collect most gold, if possible. The active player
starts the shark - he swims towards the island - and rolls the
die. Then you either move or collect as many coins and quickly
hand on the die. If you reach the green island cases you are safe,
but cannot collect. If you are thrown off the path by the shark
or when the shark overthrows a path piece in front of you, you
are out of the game. From the remaining players the one with
in sum most valuable coins wins. When all had to quit, the shark
wins.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

You begin with a starting card on your own board and draft five
cards for your hand. Then, in turn, you place one card orthogonally next to a card already placed. Sheep on this card give you
as many sheep to put on the card. Sheep dogs give you as many
steps for sheep movement; thieves denote the number of steps
each thief of all players must take. If another player’s thief must
enter a card with sheep, the active player gets those sheep.
Cottages protect sheep which are moved onto the cottage card.
After three rounds, you score for sheep, roads connecting to
towns and for rivers.
Version: multi * Rules: en jp * In-game text: no

Little girl shark Sheila is threatening the colorful fish in the coral
reef. Tinto the Octopus is helping them with ink to cloud Sheila’s
vision. You roll a die and may turn over a fish on the board for a
blue symbol. If the backside shows an ink spot, you may cover
part of Sheila with a puzzle piece. If you roll Sheila you turn the
shark spinner and then turn over a fish in this board segment.
If it shows no ink spot, Sheila eats the blue fish with the lowest
number. For an ink spot you place a part of Sheila again. When
Sheila is complete before she has caught nine fish you win if you
have fewest caught fish.
Version: multi * Rules: de dk en fr nl pt * In-game text: no

Race and collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 6+

Placement game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Cooperative dice and memo game for 2-4 players, ages 4+
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Shinobi Arts

Shopping Queen

Sieben unter Verdacht

Designer: Seiji Kanai
Publisher: QBIST / MinimalGames

Designers: Nicola Schäfer, Michael Feldkötter
Publisher: Huch! & friends

Designer: Reiner Knizia
Publisher: Gmeiner Verlag

As a Ninja you try to steal valuables, use Shinobi Arts - the art of
the Ninjas - and cooperate with others in the Clan. Items have
different values that change in the presence of other items. In
your turn you must either steal or attack - both with using a
Shinobi Arts card - or investigate. Then you can use a Shinobi
Arts card effect or reveal your partner und use him or leave the
clan or pass. When the end-of-round conditions are met, you
show your items and apply their effects. You win the round and
honor with the most valuable item und win the game with three
honor points.
Version: jp * Rules: de en fr + jp * In-game text: yes

Fashion points are your goal und most of them make you the
Shopping Queen. You choose one of two mottos and need not
announce it, but should comply with it at the end. Your roll a die,
move Guido and answer a question, do an action, choose question or action or go - from Guido’s starting position - shopping.
For correctly answered questions or well-done actions - half of
the other players must be happy - you roll a die and can shop.
You have eight laps of Guide around the board to reach the catwalk with the must-haves of your chosen motto. On the catwalk
you present and explain your selection and score for it.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Murder has happened; seven well-known gangsters have been
arrested. You need to find the real culprit using clues. These
are gathered from a series of confrontations – a witness always
names the number of culprits among the suspects. The game
master is the witness and makes the statements. He takes the
top card from the stack to represent the solution. Then he takes
another card and places clue stones on it. Players choose a
suspect card and the game master places clue stones again. The
fewer clues you need to solve the crime the better you are!
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Collecting game for 3-5 players, ages 10+

Game on the TV Show for 3-5 players, ages 12+

Crime card game for 1-5 players, ages 12+

Siggil

Signorie

Silhouette

Designers: Henri Kermarrec, Maud Chalmel
Publisher: Capsicum Games

Designer: Andrea Chiarvesio
Publisher: Asmodee / What’s your Game

Designer: Horst Pöppel
Publisher: Noris Spiele

8

Siggils as Magical Seals imprison spirits. 56 cards, 1ä7 in seven
colors, and seven spirits, are laid out face-down; the rules offer
suggestions for layouts. Cards not covered by other cards are
available and are turned up; is it a spirit is set aside for being
freed and can be caught. The active player takes an available card and can then take over a free spirit or a spirit from
another player, using card combinations. If you control 5-4-3
spirits in case of 2-3-4 players, you win. When the last card has
been drawn you win with most spirits at the end of the round.
Includes a solo version.
Version: multi * Rules: de fr * In-game text: no

Renaissance in Italy, as Signore of a gamily you want to create
a powerful dynasty and enter into alliances with the most
powerful houses of the era. Man must be successful in military,
clerical or political careers and then go on diplomatic missions.
For women you must arrange strategically important marriages.
20 dice in five colors are the base for actions; in turn you choose
one, put it on your board and implement the actions; you can
hire helpers. Money is scarce and the temptation to choose high
dice is great, but at the end of the round you only earn a bonus
when the total of dice is equal to or lower than 13.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: no

Thinking around corners is necessary. All silhouettes are open
for interpretation. A doe can be deer and together with a pork
then be a boar and if necessary a light bulb above a ladder is
taken for a High Light. All tiles are on display, two are turned
over and if you are first to come up with a term that is accepted
by all others, you take the pair of cards. When nobody offers a
suggestion, the tiles are turned back over and the next player
reveals two new tiles. When all agree that remaining tiles cannot
be used for new terms you can use tiles already won. You win
with most pairs.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Worker placement with dice for 2-4 players, ages 12+

Creative association game for 2 or more players, ages 8+

Card game for 1-4 players, ages 8+

Simon Swipe

Simsala … Bumm?

Publisher: Hasbro

Designer: Gary Kim
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

8

Simurgh

8

Designer: Pierluca Zizzi
Publisher: NSKN Games

Everybody knows Simon! The game with the color sequences
which must be repeated fast and exactly in order to go on
playing. Sounds are coupled to colors. In this new version
the principle of the game stays the same, but the technology
has changed - you use the movements known from modern
smartphones and tablets, touching the touch screen or swiping
over it, to repeat the color patterns. The unit offers four different
modes for individual players and also a multi-player version and
demands exact movements for swiping and pressing to enable
the unit to interpret them correctly.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Magician use spells against each other to secure the ancient
Book of Spells for themselves. You see only the spell stones of
your opponents. You call out the name of a spell - if it is one
of yours the spell was successful; it is set aside and its effect is
resolved - others lose live points or you heal yourself or you may
check a mystic stone. Then you can call another spell, but only
spells of the same or higher value. For a wrong spell you lose life
points. After each round of spells - someone is out of spells or life
points - you score and move up the tower accordingly.
Version: multi * Rules: de en kr * In-game text: no

Clans of dragon riders fighting dark powers. You breed dragons,
called Simurghs, and use their abilities, collect resources and
power points for your own house. Each round allows players
one main action and any number of free actions. Spearmen
and dragon riders are placed as workers on cases for resources,
swapping of commodities for power points, for new followers or
a new type of Simurgh. The board develops in the course of the
game from action tiles that introduce new action cases. When
you reach the game-end condition for tiles, you score power
points at the end of the round and win with most of them.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: yes

Memo and reaction game for 1 or more players, ages 8+

Deduction game for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Worker placement game for 2-5 players, ages 12+
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Sing it!

Sissi! Die Bohnenkaiserin

Skyliners

Designer: Vengelis Bagiartakis
Publisher: Desyllas

Designer: Uwe Rosenberg
Publisher: Österreichisches Spiele Museum

Designer: Gabriele Bubola
Publisher: Hans im Glück

8

8

Sing it! introduces music to play, in six different game modes.
The basic concept is always the same: You choose a word from a
card and find a song in which the word is used - you must quote
a minimum of five connected words from the lyrics, including
the word, but you can use the word in any tense or declination.
The song cannot be used a second time in the game. All existing
songs, even those from commercials, are allowed, but you cannot invent songs. You can play solitaire or ping-pong between
two teams with the same word for most songs.
Version: en * Rules: en gr * In-game text: yes

Finally, there is some human interest in our Beaniverse! In this
stand-alone game, based on Bohnanza, you have seven kinds
of Beans of usual names, all called Captain Beans, value 4 to 18,
and also Sissi Beans. Sissi Beans can never be planted separately,
they must always alternate in fields with Captain Beans. You play
a normal Bohnanza turn, followed by a Sissi Action phase: you
check your bean fields for two identical cards in a row. If - when
planting beans - you had to put a Sissi Bean on a Sissi Bean or
a Captain Bean on a Captain Bean, you must now harvest this
field. All other Bohnanza rules apply, also for winning conditions.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

All players together build a town of skyscrapers on 5x5 slots with
a park in the middle. Each player wants to see more buildings
from his point of view than the others. In your turn you build
once or twice, a floor, a roof or a park, according to the rules.
Objects thus built belong to all players. Instead of building a second time you can also choose planning and put a planning card
into the container predicting visible objects. If someone is out of
floors, all score their skyscraper card and their planning cards for
correlation with actually visible buildings in their lines of sight.
Antenna are placed on buildings for additional points.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Party game for 2-10 players, ages 8+

Set collecting game for 3-5 players, ages 12+

Building game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Slotter

Small City

Smart Cookies

Publisher: Hasbro/MB

Designer: Alban Viard
Publisher: Alban Viard Studio

Designers: Michel & Robert Lyons
Publisher: Foxmind Games / Carletto

7

6

Each player has sets of chips numbered 1 to 5. Those chips
should be moved through the wheels into the bottom target
tray. On each side of the device are five wheels with different
dents. At the start of the game you place your chips into the
shafts. In your turn you use your key to turn any wheel any
number of cogs into any direction; the key locks this wheel for
the opposite player. Depending on the version you should pilot
through your chips in any order or in number sequence or in
color sequence or in number + color sequence.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

You have eight rounds or elections to receive enough votes to
be elected Mayor. Votes = Victory Points come from placement
of citizens in residential areas, building Public Buildings and setting up commercial areas as well as keeping promises given at
the start. While doing all this you should avoid pollution which
can cost you votes. The advanced version offers three alternative
victory conditions - economical, population or cultural. The eight
phases of a round are: Choose special action, extend borough,
move citizens, receive income, count votes, determine pollution,
influence city council and next visit of the mayor.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Nine cookies are in play, in three flavors, represented by colors,
and three shapes for each flavor, circle, triangle and square. 64
logic puzzles are divided into eight levels of difficulty. Cookies of given colors and shapes must be placed according to
instructions in a 3x3 grid. Instructions relate to cookie colors and
shapes, forbidden squares in the grid or stipulated squares for a
cookie, and also placements in relation to other cookies, for instance to the right, either adjacent or with one square distance.
Solutions are given at the end of the book, there is always only
one correct solution. Series Brain Builder.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Spatial arrangement game for 2 players, ages 7+

Development game for 2-4 players, ages 12+

Logic puzzles for 1 player, ages 6+

Smart Guy

Smash Up Kuschelattacke

Smash Up Munchkin

Designer: Meelis Looveer
Publisher: moses.Verlag

Designer: Paul Peterson
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

Designer: Paul Peterson
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

8

In Variant I you need to find a term suiting a topic and the currently valid first letter. The fastest gets the topic card and turns
over the next one. In Variant II 21 cards are randomly drawn and
stacked, letter-side up. Again you turn over a card for the top
and this time all players in turn must find a suitable word with
the correct first letter. If nobody repeated themselves, you turn
over the next card. If you give a wrong answer or no answer or
repeat an answer you take all cards used so far. In Variant III you
write down words suiting four topics and a letter, score positive
wor words and -2 for each topic for which there is no word.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Aim of the game: Control all of the world and achieve this by
destroying opposing bases with your own creatures gleaned
from two factions. In your turn you activate and use abilities;
then you play a creature at a base including implementation of
card text, action or both. Then you check bases for destruction
or scoring, replenish your hand and use activated end-of-turn
abilities. Bases are destroyed when the value of all creatures next
to it equals or surpasses the destruction value of the bases. You
score point majorities of creatures for victory points and win
with 15 VP. Faction in this edition are Fairies, princesses, Mystic
Horses and Kitty Cats.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Aim of the game: Control all of the world and achieve this by
destroying opposing bases with your own creatures gleaned
from two factions. In your turn you activate and use abilities;
then you play a creature at a base including implementation of
card text, action or both. Then you check bases for destruction
or scoring, replenish your hand and use activated end-of-turn
abilities. Bases are destroyed when the value of all creatures next
to it equals or surpasses the destruction value of the bases. You
score point majorities of creatures for victory points and win
with 15 VP. Eight factions - Clerics, Halflings, Orcs, Warriors, Elves,
Thieves, Dwarves and Mages.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Association and word game for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Expansion for Smash Up for 2-4 players, ages 12+

Stand-alone variant of Smash Up for 2-4 players, ages 12+

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age
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Snowdonia Transaustralische Eisenbahn

Solomino

Designer: Tony Boydell
Publisher: Surprised Stare Games

Designers: Wilfried Lepuschitz, Arno Steinwender
Publisher: Amigo Spiele

Sonne und Mond

6

Designer: Jacques Zeimet
Publisher: Drei Hasen in der Abendsonne

8

Two new scenarios, one new, one already published 2013 in a
mini edition. New is Snowdonia Transaustralische Eisenbahn:
The line runs from Perth to Sydney and has - with 487 km - the
longest straight line of a railway in the world. Water is a new and
necessary resource, accompanied by weather caprioles, draught
and spring tides. Snowdonia: The Daffodil Line: Topic of this
expansion is a line in Herefordshire and Gloucestershire, new
mechanisms are plucking daffodils, filling canals and breaking
stones. For the additional options using rubble you need to have
rubble in your own personal stock.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Solomino is a Maumau variant, in which cards are discarded to
form a domino queue. You hold eight cards, the top card of the
draw pile begins the queue. You place a suitable card at one of
the queue ends, featuring the identical color or number or action symbol. If you cannot place a card or do not want to place a
card you draw a card. If you place an action symbol or if it is generated when a card is placed you instantly implement the effect
of the action symbol. If you hold only one card you announce
this with “Solomino”. Whoever places his last card, wins.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

You draw five cards from the face-down stack including sun,
moon, and eclipses for both. You place a card, ascending, at one
end of your own or an opposing row and draw cards, when you
used all in hand. In a turn you must place a card or collect a row
and you can have only one sun and one moon row on display.
After an animal card you place a second card, darkness cards
interrupt opposing rows. A row of five or more cards can be
collected next turn; if you cannot place or collect you lose cards
in hand and both rows. When nobody can play anymore you
score one point for sun and moon cards, cards on display are
each worth -1.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Two expansions for Snowdownia for 14 players, ages 10+

Card placement game for 2-6 players, ages 6+

Card placement game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Speakeasy

Speed Cups Fan-Edition

Designers: Aurélien Bedaud, Henri Redici
Publisher: Capsicum Games

Designer: Haim Shafir
Publisher: Amigo Spiele

8

Speed Snacks

6

Designer: Ulrich Blum
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

8

Rivaling gangs are looking for the Speakeasy of their opponents;
you win if you enter the opposing Speakeasy. 60 cases are roads,
alleys, buildings and bars. You place 25 pieces according to the
template in a way that only you know their values. Then you
move pieces - several cases in a straight line on roads; only one
case to enter or leave an alley. A building occupied by an opponent cannot be entered, only such a bar. When two opposing
figures meet, the higher one chases the lower one out of town.
Some figures can chase away all opponents and then disappear
themselves, some move faster than others.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: no

There are cups in five colors, 24 task cards and a bell. You have
one cup per color. On the task cards other images represent
those cups. The top task card is revealed and, depending on the
image, you line up the cups or stack them in correct order: For
birds in a tree, you stack them, for cars you line them up. When
you are done, you hit the bell: If your arrangement is correct, you
take the card. When all 24 cards have been played, you win with
most cards. The Fan Edition comprises 6 boosters with five cards
each, created in national championships for Speed Cups. The
cards are shuffled into the core game.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Fast Food ist stressy and customers are stressy, too. You try to
serve them as best as you can and to achieve five chef’s hats. You
play simultaneously, draw a card, look at it and place it face-up
on the table for customer demands or face-down into your own
kitchen, all with one hand. For a “Wird’s bald” card you interrupt
the game and put the card on a stack of customer demands, this
stack is now closed. After the fourth of those cards you evaluate
the game. The top card in kitchen stacks is compared with the
customer demands - three hot dogs there earn you three points
for a hot dog in your kitchen. If your score is highest you earn
a hat.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Bluff and placement game for 2 players, ages 8+

Expansion for Speed Cups for 2-4 players, ages 6+

Card placement game for 2 players, ages 8+

Spiky

Spinderella

Designer: Karin Hetling
Publisher: Beleduc

Designer: Roberto Fraga
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

4

Spinnengift und Krötenschleim

6

Designer: Klaus Teuber
Publisher: Kosmos

6

Spiky and his dragon friends guard the egg out of which a tiny
dragon will soon hatch. To while away the time they guess at
each other’s spikes on their backs. Fire Stones and egg are set
out, and the dragon pieces with one, two, three, four or five
spikes on their backs are put into the bag. In your turn you roll
the die and try to find the dragon with this number of spikes.
If you pull out the correct dragon, you are rewarded with a Fire
Stone. If the die shows the egg, all player try to grab the egg
quickly; the fastest player receives a Fire Stone. Whoever collects
five Fire Stones first, wins.
Version: multi * Rules: cn de en es fr it nl * In-game text: no

Spiders Roberto and Klaus are letting Spinderella down on a
rope, they want to play and grab ants to take them back to the
start. You roll all three dice. For a spider on the green die you
move Roberto or Klaus on top on the spider web board, according to the white die. When Spinderella descends on an ant
it is caught and put back to start. If you catch an opposing ant
you can move one of your own. For an ant on the green die you
move one of your ants according to the brown die. For a leaf on
the green die you move the bark and then move spiders or an
ant. If you are first to have all ants at the finish, you win.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

The imp has created havoc in the witches‘ kitchen and if you
remember well where the ingredients are hidden you will earn
a witch badge and a magic. You move your witch and try to win
the magic chip next to her. You roll the die once for each hole in
the chip and must find each ingredient shown. If you succeed,
you get a badge and put the chip into the cauldron. If a monster
jumps out you take it, too. If you turn up the imp, you must stop
and all other players take a badge. When all monsters have been
created or when only two chips are left on the board, you win
with most points from badges and monsters.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Tactile game for 2-4 players, ages 4+

Magnetic collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 6+

Memo game with dice for 2-4 players, ages 6+
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Splash!

Spookies

Designers: Wilfried and Marie Fort
Publisher: Game Factory

Designer: Stefan Kloß
Publisher: Haba

6

Star Realms

8

Designers: Robert Dougherty, Darwin Kastle
Publisher: ADC Blackfire

From 30 building blocks in five shapes and six colors you take
one block in turn. Then, again in turn, you hand one block to
your left neighbor, who must extend the tower. The block must
correspond to the previous block in either shape or color and
cannot touch any other block than the previously built one.
If you have no suitable block you take it from another player
and hand it on. When the tower topples, you as the block giver
receive a water crystal. The player who toppled the tower, takes
three fallen pieces and play continues with the highest remaining tower section. Whoever is first to have three crystals or no
blocks left, wins.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Four friends and a dog are moved with dice through the spooky
house and collect Spookies. The Friend die determines the
friend you move. Then you use 2-4 dice to make up the value
of the next square with the two best results. If you succeed you
get Spookies in relation to the number of dice you used and the
friend steps on the square. If you then stop, you keep the Spookies. If you continue and your roll fails, you go back to the square
you managed and place penalty spookies on the square you
vacate. If someone reaches it with two dice, he can pick them up.
When all Spookies have been taken, you win with the highest
total from your Spookies.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Your personal deck of cards is your armada. In a turn you play
cards from your hand, for Trade, Combat, Authority and other
effects. Trade lets you acquire ships and bases, with Combat you
attack bases of your opponent and Authority represents your
score, you win if you reduce your opponent from initial 50 to
zero. You have cards in hand; in the main phase of your turn you
play cards for their Primary effect or their alliance/scrap effect
of bases or use Trade to acquire new cards from Trade Row use
Combat for attacks. Discard Phase and Draw Phase complete
your turn, Rules for 3-6 players are available.
Version: de * Rules: de en ru * In-game text: yes

Dexterity game for 2-6 players, ages 6+

Betting game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Deck-building card game for 2 / 3-6 players, ages 12+

Star Trek Five-Year Mission

Star Wars Armada

Star Wars Das Kartenspiel

Designer: David E. Whitcher
Publisher: Mayfair Games

Designers: James Kniffen, Christian T. Petersen
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag / FFG

Designer: Eric M. Lang
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

As a crew member with special abilities on Captain Kirk’s or
Captain Picard’s Enterprise you cooperate to cope with alarms
before the Enterprise takes too much damage. Missions are
available in six levels of difficulty, each with amounts of points
and a number of overcome alarms. You draw a new alarm and
implement its effect, stock up on tiles, roll newly taken dice plus
selected dice from the action area and place all of them into
the action area. Then you place dice from there on alarm cards;
those are dealt with when all dice symbols are covered. Cards
with Starfleet symbols earn you points.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: no

Rebel Alliance versus the Empire in a competitive miniatures
game. Ship models in relative scale are used for a training scenario with given fleets and then in scenarios with custom-made
fleets of your own. In those scenarios you play six rounds with
the phases of Command - ships are assigned command wheels;
ship - you attack with ships and move ships; Status - defense
markers are readied for play and the initiative marker is turned
over. You win instantly by destroying all opposing ships or with
most points.
Version: de * Rules: de en es * In-game text: yes

Living Card Game for Star Wars - Rebels against Empire at the
time of the original trilogy. One objective cards with mission
teams up with five player cards for units, events, enforcement
and fate. You choose objectives, lay out cards, attack opposing
objectives and defend your own or play cards for Force, The
Empire wins when the Death Star Dial arrives at 12. The Rebels
win when they destroy three objectives of the Empire before the
Empire wins. The deluxe expansion “Ärger mit dem Imperium”
features 5 Mission Sets for “Imperiale Flotte” and “Schmuggler &
Spione” and 1 Mission Set for each of the other factions.
Version: de * Rules: de en es it kr nl pl ru * In-game text: yes

Cooperative dice game for 3-7 players, ages 10+

Miniature game for 2 players, ages 14+

Card game for 2 players, ages 10+

Star Wars Die Große Würfelrebellion
Designer: Reiner Knizia
Publisher: Ravensburger

Star Wars Flottenmanöver

8

Publisher: Hasbro

Star Wars Imperial Assault

7

Designers: J. Kemppainen, C. Konieczka, J. Ying
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag / FFG

On planets Yavin 4, Hoth, Dagobah und Bespin, Tatooine, Endor
and on Death Star 2 you fight the Empire. Each planet features
several rows of imperial symbols. In your turn you need to roll
at least two symbols, using four dice, and cover them with rebel
markers. If you cover the last symbol in a row, you win victory
points and/or an ally. If you can only cover one symbol, Darth
Vader takes away one die for your next roll. If you cannot roll
any symbol, Imperator Palpatine takes away two dice. Allies and
rebels help to complete rows. After all planets you win with most
victory points.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

You place your four ships on your Space Base grid, in relation to
their affiliation to either Imperial Fleet or Rebel fleet the ships
have different shape, but bases of the same size, 5, 4, 3 and 2
slots. In the classic version the active player names a coordinate,
the opponent states hit or a miss; both results are marked on the
vertical target grid. A destroyed ship is announced and named.
In the Volley version you have as many shots as you have ships
on the Base. If you lose a ship, you have one shot less per turn. If
you are first to sink the opposing fleet you win.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

The Empire attacks! One player controls the forces of the Empire,
all others work as a team and each one leads a hero of the Rebels. You travel across the galaxy and deal with high-risk missions
which always include tactical ground combat between Rebels
and Empire. Missions are enacted on modular boards, you can
play campaigns or with two players as a melee. Each round of a
mission comprises the phases of Activation - with two actions
for one of the rebels and activating of all miniatures on a deployment card for the Empire - and Status with clean-up steps.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr it pl * In-game text: yes

Dice game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Deduction and placement game for 2 players, ages 7+

Conflict simulation for 2-5 players, ages 12+

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age
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Star Wars Labyrinth
Designer: Max J. Kobbert
Publisher: Ravensburger

Star Wars Looping Chewie

7

Star Wars Qwirkle

4

Publisher: Hasbro

Designer: Susan McKinley Ross
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele

6

Between fixed tiles you lay out a labyrinth with tiles. The remaining tile is inserted at the end of one row or column. This insertion
moves all tiles in the row or column and one tile falls out at the
other end. After inserting a tile you can move your space-ship
as far as you can or want. With clever use of these two moves
you try to reach Star Wars characters with your space ship. If you
reach the current character on your card, you discard the card. If
you are the first to discard all cards and get back to your starting
spot, you win. In the Darth Vader Version you must reach cards
showing his Symbol with the Darth Vader pawn.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr it nl * In-game text: no

The fun action hit in Star Wars Design. Wookie Chewbacca flies
the Millenium Falcon and descends on the Storm Troopers.
Each player has three Storm Troopers in his base, represented
by circular chips, and must hinter Chewie to shoot them out
of their slot. When Chewie is approaching in a steep dive, you
must hit the seesaw at the right moment to fend Chewie off and
catapult him back high up into the air. The fun is even bigger
when you manage to direct him to the Storm Troopers of your
fellow player who has now chance to defend them. If you are
the last player to have Storm Troopers in your slot, you win. Two
levels of difficulty.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

You start or expand rows with tiles of identical shape or image.
Instead of geomatrical images this edition features characters
from Star Wars - Darth Vader, Yoda, C-3PO, R2D2, Bobo Fat and
a Storm Trooper. One player puts down a starting row, then you
can add tiles to a row and draw tiles or swap 1-6 tiles for new
ones. In rows of the same color a character is only allowed once,
and in rows of the same character each color can only appear
once. Newly placed tiles must touch tiles already in place, but
not necessarily each other. You score for each tile in the row that
you form or expand.
Version: multi * Rules: de fr it * In-game text: no

Sliding and position game for 2-4 players, ages 7+

Action game for 2-3 players, ages 4+

Tile placement game for 2-4 players, ages 6+

Star Wars Rebels Angriff der Rebellen

Star Wars Ubongo

Designers: Sandra Dochtermann and Ralph Querfurth
Publisher: Kosmos

Designer: Grzegorz Rejchtman
Publisher: Kosmos

7

Star Wars X-Wing Miniaturen Spiel

8

Designers: J. Little, A. Sadler, B. Sadler, C. Konieczka
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Rebels versus Empire. 16 hex tiles are laid out face-down. From
your position you fly your Ghost ship to an adjacent tile and
then turn over a tile adjacent to the one you reached. If you find
Unterstützung or Verbündeter you take the tile if you not have
on of this kind. Kosmischer Nebel can give you power chips or
cost you power chips. AN opponent can be ignored and you
take a power chip or you can fight him with roll of dice and
strength comparison, you can use power chips, Verbündeter or
Unterstützung for support of your die roll. Gaps in the display
are filled. IF you cannot fill it, you win with most victory points.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

12 shapes for each player show characters from the new Star
Wars film „Das Erwachen der Macht“. At the start of the game
you choose the easy or difficult side of the task cards. At the start
of each round you get a new card. A die roll decides if you use
the Dark or the Light Side, that is, which of the depicted tiles you
use. You take those shown next to the symbol that was rolled
and fill your area on the card, without gaps and without protruding elements. The fastest advances his marker s many steps as
there are players, the following players move always one step
less. After seven rounds you win if you are in the lead.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

X-Wing simulates space battles from Star Wars. Each round
comprises phases: Planning with secret choice of maneuver on
the wheel - Activation with ship movement and one action with
pilot abilities, enhancement and damage cards and also missions - Combat with one attack per ship, resolved in descending
order of pilot value; you attack ships in reach and within the line
of fire, using attack and defense dice - End phase with removal
of unused action markers and resolving end phase cards. You
win if you destroy all opposing ships or complete the mission
goal. Numerous expansion packs with models, new is “Erwachen
der Macht” basis box.
Version: de * Rules: de en es pl * In-game text: yes

Placement game with dice for 2-4 players, ages 7+

Shape placement game for 2-4 players. Ages 8+

Miniatures game for 2 players, ages 14+

Steam Time

Stern von Afrika

Designer: Rüdiger Dorn
Publisher: Kosmos

Designer: Kari Mannerla
Publisher: Piatnik

Stingy

10

Designer: Reiner Knizia
Publisher: Playthisone

10

In the age of Steam dirigibles go on time travels to search for lost
knowledge, ancient cultures and hidden treasures. You play five
rounds with the phases of Upgrades, Actions - Tasks, Encounters
with personalities for information and resources, Upgrade, Gold
or Expedition - with one action for each dirigible of each player
or taking the starting player marker with special actions. You
can only choose a free action that you can implement and must
move forward in the time stream. The last phase of a round is the
supply phase. After five rounds you win with most prestige from
upgrades, steam and completed tasks.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Players search for the world’s biggest diamond, “Stern von
Afrika”, and must take it safely to Cairo or Tangier, travelling over
land, sea or by plane. You start in Cairo or Tangier, roll the die
and move as many steps over land, free of charge. Over sea you
pay 100 $ for a track section between red dots and move the
number of steps you rolled. For travelling by plane you only use
red dots and pay 300 $ for each step. Markers on red dots can be
bought for 100 $ and are immediately implemented. If you are
first to reach Cairo or Tangier with the diamond or with a horse
shoe, you win. New edition.
Version: multi * Rules: cz de hu sk + en et fi se * In-game text: no

SPoils are distributed among pirates! 115 tiles in six colors show
four symbols in varying numbers and seven black pirate flags.
You draw six tiles and stack them openly, identical tiles grouped
together. The active player first does a swap and then draws tiles.
You ask for a group of another player, he must hand it over and
takes one or more groups of the same total value. When this is
not possible, he takes less or demands payment with groups of
higher value. Complete groups cannot be exchanged. When the
last tile has been drawn you win at the end of the round with
most valuable complete groups.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr nl * In-game text: no

Resources management for 2-4 players, ages 12+

Roll & move game with resources for 2-5 players, ages 10+

Collecting and swapping game for 2-6 players, ages 10+
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Stone Age

Stone Age Mit Stil zum Ziel

Stronghold 2nd Edition

Designer: Bernd Brunnhofer
Publisher: Hans im Glück

Designer: Michael Tummelhofer
Publisher: Hans im Glück

Designer: Ignacy Trzewiczek
Publisher: Portal Games

Players act in a Stone Age setting, cut down wood, get stones
from a quarry and wash gold in the river; they barter goods,
expand their village and acquire new levels of civilization. Each
round comprises introducing persons to the board, use the
persons for actions and feed the persons. In turn you place workers at location to implement actions, usually in limited numbers.
Different locations can hold different amounts of persons. Possible actions for persons are either producing resources, increase
food, receive tools, acquire civilization cards or acquire buildings.
At the end you score for civilization cards.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

You have labored to build the village; you have acquired
resources, have children and have food in stock. Finally, you
prosper and can think of other things! Jewelry has been discovered. From simple teeth combs, rings and bracelets have been
manufactured. Soon traders arrive, offer their goods and set up
trading posts. You can now play with five players, use jewelry
to acquire buildings and cards and can swap it. Jewelry can be
bought from the trader or collected when hunting, jewelry is
neither food nor resource. Lots of rule changes due to jewelry
and 5th player.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Defenders of the fortress versus attackers. In a round the
defender has a turn after each attack action. Each such action
represents a preparation step for attack, including use of
resources from action cards. Attacker actions take time, the
attacker hands hour glasses to the defender which the defender
spends at buildings and locations in the fortress for defense
measures. At the end of the round an attack from range and
melee happens. When the attacker manages a break-through in
a wall segment he wins instantly, otherwise the defender wins
after seven rounds.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: yes

Worker placement game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Expansion for Stone Age for 2-5 players, ages 10+

Conflict simulation for 2 players, ages 8+

Super Dungeon Explore

Supermag Maxi Classic 66

Designer: Deke Stella
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag / Ulisses Spiele

Publisher: Plastwood / iToy

Supermag Maxi Wheels

3

Publisher: Plastwood / iToy

4

In the Arcade Mode you are a hero, the Consul is driven
automatically by monster cards and command deck. Heroes
cooperatively destroy summoning points to attract the dark
Consul and to defeat him. Heroes and Consul alternate to
activate characters. When a summoning point is destroyed, a
mini boss appears. Players select heroes with a broad variety
of abilities, a nasty troop o monsters and - depending on the
number of players - mini bosses and creepers. Shuffling cards
for a random selection can give you unusual and interesting
combinations. After extensive set-up you roll dice for dungeonconcordant behavior.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Supermag is a bullding and construction with magnetic
components. The magnetic sticks are available in two sizes and
various colors and are connected with metal balls. The magnets
are strong and and hold the sticks well, the constructions are
very stable. The box Supermag Maxi comprises 66 parts - 30
short sicks of 6,5 cm and six long ones with 9,5 cm as well as 30
metal marbles.
Version: de * Rules: - * In-game text: no

Supermag is a bullding and construction with magnetic components. The magnetic sticks are available in two sizes and various
colors and are connected with metal balls. The magnets are
strong and and hold the sticks well, the constructions are very
stable. The Box Supermag Maxi Wheels introduces special parts,
all in all 102 parts, among them 14 short sticks of 6,5 cm and six
long sticks of 9,5 cm as well as 12 metal marbles and 28 special
sticks and four broad and four narrow wheels for vehicles.
Version: de * Rules: - * In-game text: no

Dungeon crawl with miniatures for 1-6 players, ages 14+

Construction material for 1 or more players, ages 3+

Construction material for 1 or more players, ages 3+

Sushi go!

Switching Tracks

Swords & Bagpipes

Designer: Phil Walker-Harding
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

Designer: Kris Gould
Publisher: Wattsalpoag

Designer: Yan Ecorov
Publisher: Rightgames RBG

8

All 108 sushi cards are shuffled and you are dealt 7, 8 or 9 cards.
In each turn of a round you choose one card that you want to
keep and lay it down. Then all cards are revealed and you hand
your remaining cards in hand to your left neighbor. Wasabi is
covered with Nigiri, Salmon Nigiri or Tuna Nigiri, Chopsticks
allow you to keep and display two cards in a turn. When all
cards are laid out, you score Maki for majorities, Tempura and
Sashimi for sets, Mussels for numbers and Nigiri for numbers and
combinations with Wasabi. After thee such rounds you score
Pudding (those cards remain always on the table) and win with
most points.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Sheep and textiles are transported across America. The active
player first fills empty cities, can throw switches and then moves
the train, according to the dice status on the engine - from city
to city. If your train has room you must pick up a commodity in a
town you reach and must, if possible, also deliver a commodity if
you have a suitable one and take this commodity and, if present,
also the demand marker, behind your screen. With commodities
taken you can upgrade your train - range, number of cards - or
complete one of the contracts or buy offices for special abilities
of the train or Switchmen.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: yes

Clans fight cooperatively for the independence of Scotland from
England. As a player you want to protect the independence and
earn good money at the same time. In seven rounds you reveal
a card for England, all can now try to achieve the necessary
army strength for Scotland or support England as a traitor - in
the phases of Invasion, Action, Honor tokens, Election, Combat,
Reward and End of round. Rewards are handed out accordingly.
When Scotland loses for battles in a row you win with the fewest
swords on traitor card, otherwise you win with most money.
Version: en * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Set collecting game for 3-5 players, ages 8+

Logistics game for 2-5 players, ages 10+

Bluff game for 3-5 players, ages 11+

Icon explanation
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T.I.M.E Stories

T.I.M.E Stories Der Marcy Fall

Table Curling

Designer: Manuel Rozoy
Publisher: Space Cowboys

Designers: Manuel Rozoy, Nicolas Normandon
Publisher: Space Cowboys

Publisher: Noris Spiele

Board game, role game and narrative game - as Time Agents
we travel into other eras and try to complete our mission there,
using a host body. If we do not succeed we are hauled back
automatically and can try again. A cooperative scenario is
included. Its deck must be handled exactly as stated, because as
usual the topic is a mystery and therefore all that you hear, read
and see is important. A mission begins at headquarters, one run
commands X Time Units; placing/exploring locations and changing locations alternate until time has run out; basic mechanism is
reaching cards, reading and evaluating them.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: yes

As Time Agents we travel to other eras and try to complete
missions there, using a host body. If we do not succeed we are
hauled back automatically and can try again. A mission begins at
headquarters, one run commands X Time Units; placing/exploring locations and changing locations alternate until time has run
out; basic mechanism is reaching cards, reading and evaluating
them. “Der Marcy Fall” is a first scenario - featuring a mysterious
epidemic that threatens an American small town. Save Marcy,
save the future!
Version: de * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: yes

Narrative game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Narrative game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Tabu

16

Curling at the table, independent from ice and weather. The
playing area measures 120 x 40 cm, is foldable and easily and
quickly spread. In a round both teams alternate to shoot heir
eight discs. Then the team that is nearer to the target circle
scores one point for each of its own pieces that is nearer to the
target than the nearest opposing piece.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Dexterity game for 2-8 players, ages 6+

Tabu Junior

Publisher: Hasbro

6

Tabu XXL

8

Publisher: Hasbro

Publisher: Hasbro

This is the 6th edition of Tabu with yet another 1000 new terms,
without a board and a completely new feature, the Taboo Die.
One player of a team describes a term, the other members of
his team must guess. The opposing team checks adherence to
the rules. Each player starts his turn with a roll of the taboo die
for a special rule: Only one player guesses, or both teams guess
or you have double the time or you must not move at all while
explaining or you play standard Taboo. Each term that is correctly guessed yields a point. Rules violations and cards that are
set aside earn points for the opposing team.
Version: de * Rules: de en and many others * In-game text: yes

Tabu Junior is aimed at children between ages 8 and 12, featuring the same game mechanisms, but simpler rules. Cards in four
categories name 2 taboo words each. Categories are “At home”,
“At school”, “Animal Creation” or “Garments & co”. You draw a
card corresponding to the location of your mover and describe
the term to your teammates without using taboo words or
abbreviations. You can set aside cards that seem too difficult and
draw a new card. When time runs out, your mover advances the
number of correctly described terms. The team that reaches the
finish square first wins the game.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Another version of Tabu, featuring a track showing squares for
different tasks. You must get your team to name the correct
term by using the means appropriate to the location of the team
mover: In “classic Taboo” you must avoid forbidden terms. “15
words” allows you only that many words to get the description
across, “Draw” demands drawing of the term, and for “KnotenKnut” you use the purple doll to enact a pantomime to explain
the term. “Memory” gives you 2 hints to remember terms already
guessed. For each accomplished card the mover advances one
step. The first team to reach the finish wins.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Creative vocabulary game for 4 or more players, ages 16+

Creative definition game for 4 or more players, ages 8-12

Creative definition game for 4 or more players, ages 12+

Takenoko

Takenoko Chibis

Talo

Designer: Antoine Bauza
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

Designers: Antoine Bauza, Corentin Lebrat
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

Designers: U. Krüger, B. Poloczek, J.-P. Schliemann
Publisher: Drei Hasen in der Abendsonne

6

The tenno has received a gift from China: A Panda bear. This gift
must be appreciated properly! So the Tenno has his gardeners
planting bamboo in his private garden. Players are gardeners
looking after the bamboo. They must buy land and irrigate it to
be able to plant the three kinds of bamboo optimally for feeding
the panda. In your move you have two actions. You either move
the gardener marker, buy land, build irrigation canals, feed the
panda or draw a new card. A weather die introduces chance into
the game. If you plant most bamboo and feed the bear best, you
win. New edition.
Version: de * Rules: de en and others * In-game text: no

Takenoko Chibis introduces new plot tiles, new tasks and, as a
new character, Miss Panda and her babies. When the first plot
with her symbol is played, Miss Panda is put on it. When she
moves, she does not eat bamboo at the end, but can - if she is
now on the same plot with Panda, have a baby. The player who
moved her, discards a piece of bamboo, chooses a baby chip
and applies its bonus - irrigation, improvement or change of
task. The expansion also lists two variants that can be played
with the core game only: Gourmet - Panda never eats the bottom part of a bamboo shoot - and Variety - you score 3 points for
three different task cards types.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr pl * In-game text: no

Build and climb and move your marker upwards. In a turn you
choose one or two blocks with a total length equal to the dice
result. You place them horizontally or vertically, within the grid
spaces and up to height 10. From level 2 on the blocks can exceed the area. When the construction tumbles and you cannot
reconstruct it exactly you have lost. You may move your marker
before or after placing blocks or between placing two blocks.
You move it any distance, but only one level up in each step,
even passing underneath blocks. It must stop always within an
exact grid square. Whoever is first to reach level 10, wins.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Card placement game for 2-5 players, ages 10+

Expansion for Takenoko for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Building game for 2-4 players, ages 6+
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Tangramino

Tank Hunter 2e

Tank Hunter 2e CMDR

Designers: Michel & Robert Lyons
Publisher: Foxmind Games / Carletto

Designer: Atsuo Yoshizawa
Publisher: Arclight Games / Japon Brand

Designer: Atsuo Yoshizawa
Publisher: Arclight Games / Japon Brand

6

Tangramino tells its mechanics with its title – shape forming with
blocks. The game comprises 18 blocks of one color and of seven
different shapes. For each puzzle in one of six levels of difficulty
the number and type of building blocks that must be used are
stated. For a correct solution you must use all of them and all
blocks must touch the surface. With rising levels of difficulty
the images in the puzzles more and more cease to resemble
the actual size, but the size relations of blocks are correct. In the
solutions given the different types of blocks are presented in
different colors. Serie Brain Builder.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no
Shape-forming game for 1 player, ages 6+

A game featuring tanks from WWII. At the start you draft your
hand for units - tanks, artillery or infantry - or events, which
influence the battlefield. Units are on the table, events in your
hand. Before your turn you can rearrange hidden units, move
one unit to the front and discard 3 event cards to free units or
to re-supply them. In your turn you can attack, scout or wait.
Revealed units can attack opposing units, a D6 decides the
attack. Otherwise there are detailed rules for conditions and
situations of combat.
Version: jp * Rules: en jp * In-game text: yes

Card and dice game for 2-8 players, ages 12+

Tank Hunter 2e Jäger

Targets

Designer: Atsuo Yoshizawa
Publisher: Arclight Games / Japon Brand

Designer: Wilfried Fort
Publisher: Blackrock Games

Stand-alone expansion for the game Tank Hunter 2e. This
expansion again features tanks from WWII in a fictional future,
where models of tanks are sent into battle against each other.
This expansion is called Commander and introduces additional
tanks, more infantry and more guns, and - furthermore - also
introduces Commander cards to the game. You can use the
expansion as a stand-alone game or can combine it with the
core game Tank Hunter 2e and/or the other expansion Tank
Hunter 2e Jäger.
Version: jp * Rules: en jp * In-game text: yes

Expansion for Tank Hunter 2e for 2-8 players, ages 12+

Tash-Kalar Nethervoid

7

Designer: Vlaada Chvátil
Publisher: Czech Games Edition

Stand-alone expansion for the game Tank Hunter 2e. This expansion again features tanks from WWII in a fictional future, where
models of tanks are sent into battle against each other. This
expansion is called Jäger and - like the Commander expansion
- introduces additional tanks and more guns. You can use this
Jäger expansion as a stand-alone game or can combine it with
the core game Tank Hunter 2e and/or the other expansion Tank
Hunter 2e CMDR.
Version: jp * Rules: en jp * In-game text: yes

Dice are placed on targets to win win discs. Three discs are on
display. You stack your three dice as a tower on your puck. In
your turn you snip the top die and leave it - with the exception
for some special cases - where it ends up. When a die touches
the center of a target, you win the disc instantly. A die as part of a
double can be taken back. When you hit opposing discs beneath
pucks you get them. When all dice are played, discs under pucks
turn into discs you won; discs with majorities of dice on them go
beneath the puck of this player. If you own four discs that you
did win you win the game. Includes variants.
Version: multi * Rules: de fr * In-game text: no

Magician’s duel in the arena, in teams or individually. Three factions command individual decks for creatures to summon. You
place helpers of your own color and summon creatures based
on resulting patterns and then use the effect of the creature.
Nethervoid is a player deck that can be used - in analogy to the
decks from the base game - as a magical school. It contains
18 cards and a set of pieces and also a scoring board for a life/
death encounter and a special marker for the gateway. Gateway
is a trans-dimensional portal through which you can summon
creatures from the Nethervoid.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: yes

Expansion for Tank Hunter 2e for 2-8 players, ages 12+

Dexterity game for 2-4 players, ages 7+

Expansion for Tash-Kalar for 2-4 players, ages 13+

Tatort - Das Memo

Team Play

Publisher: moses.Verlag

Designer: Johannes
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele

TellMe Notfall

8

Publisher: Beleduc

4

The game based on the TV series - 60 memo tiles show 40
Superintendents and 20 cities. In the basic game you play only
with the superintendent tiles and must find the pairs of superintendents that work together in the episodes. If you are not
sure who belongs to whom you can check the brochure that is
included. When all teams are found, you win with most pairs. In
the deluxe version you add the cities and must now find triplets:
The pair of superintendents and their city where they operate.
As usual, you have another turn when you successfully collected
a pair or triplet.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

In a game of four and six you try in teams of two to complete
task. Three and five players play on their own. Three cards out of
64 number cards, 1-8 in red and blue, are on display, you receive
hand cards and task cards depending on the number of players,
a task card is displayed on the table. You can draw two cards or
complete one or more task cards with cards from you hand, a
card can only be used for one task. Or you hand 1 or 2 cards to
your partner, but without communication. When a team has
completed its eighth task, you win after a final round with most
victory points on your task cards.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

TellMe is a new series of games that examines important topics
in a way suitable for young children. Each box features six topics
on five picture cards with identical color frames, presenting
the safe and self-reliant behavior in emergency situations. All
players together sort the image cards into the correct sequence,
the backside of the cards allows for an easy self-check. Each
emergency situation is described in the booklet, cards are explained and the correct behavior is documented. The box Notfall
comprises the topics of Fire Alarm, Bicycle Accident, Swimming
Accident, Stranger, Department Store and Elevator.
Version: multi * Rules: cn de en es fr it nl * In-game text: no

Memo game for 2-4 players, ages 12+

Card game for teams for 3-6 players, ages 8+

Educational game for 1 or more players, ages 4+

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age
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TellMe Verantwortung

Termites

Terra

Publisher: Beleduc

Designer: Fréderic Moyersoen
Publisher: Rebel.pl

Designer: Friedemann Friese
Publisher: Huch! & friends

4

10

TellMe is a new series of games that examines important topics
in a way suitable for young children. Each box features six topics
on five picture cards with identical color frames, presenting the
safe and self-reliant behavior in emergency situations. All players
together sort the image cards into the correct sequence, the
backside of the cards allows for an easy self-check. Each behavioral situation is described in the booklet, cards are explained
and the correct behavior is documented. The box Verantwortung
comprises the topics of Consideration, Civic or Moral Courage,
Self-Reliance, Helpfulness, Responsibility and Caring.
Version: multi * Rules: cn de en es fr it nl * In-game text: no

Termites in a colony - you want to control neutral and enemy
colonies and defend your own and then win with the most valuable colony mounds. In four colonies of five mounds each there
are four castes of termites - blue is fast, read is strong, gold spits
across distances and grey can fly. On four types of terrain you
begin each turn with reproduction - a marker from your hand is
put on an empty spot with suitable terrain. This is followed by
movement according to caste, also over taken spots of your own
units. If you reach taken opposing spots or mounds, you attack,
the attacked one retreats and a mound is destroyed including
the attacker.
Version: multi * Rules: en pl * In-game text: no

Architectural masterpieces, wonders of nature, forgotten empires, records in fauna and flora - based on the game mechanics
of Fauna, Terra poses questions on facts about our planet. You
see information on the current card and place tip markers
on free position on the tracks or on a world map to guess at
answers - number of territories where the topic applies or magnitudes like year, number or length/distance. You score points
for correct assessments and discard a tip marker for wrong ones,
but begin each round with three tip markers. After a pre-agreed
number of rounds you win with the highest total score.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Educational game for 1 or more players, ages 4+

Placement game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Quiz and estimation game for 2-6 players, ages 10+

Tesseract

The Arabian Pots

Designers: Giuliano Acquati, Lorenzo Tucci Sorentino
Publisher: Stratelibri / Giochi Uniti

Designer: Takashi Hamada
Publisher: Gift10Industry / Japon Brand

The Battle of Five Armies

6

Designers: R. di Meglio, M. Maggi, F. Nepitello
Publisher: Ares Games

Four gods play with the Tesseract and the balance of the
universe. Each part of the Tesseract is defined by one of the
three cosmic colors. In turn you choose an option: Take an
Equilibrium card and display it, and then repeat this for a second
card in correct alignment; or draw a Divine Interference card for
your hand, maximum five. Play such a card on the Tesseract and
implement it, but not the same color. When then the demands
of an Equilibrium Card are met, you place this card underneath
your God card. When the game-end condition is met you win at
the end of the turn with most power points.
Version: en * Rules: en it * In-game text: no

Pots must be sorted, but the tags are missing and so you need to
shake them and sort them by sound. Three groups of three pots
each make three different sounds, a tenth pot is a quiet, soundless pot. In the basic game you need to form a row of three pots
with the same sound. In your turn you shake a pot and then
swap two pots of the same row or column. If you believe that
a row or column is complete, you announce this and shake all
pots there. If you are correct, you win; if not, you have to pass
your next turn. There are special rules for including the quiet pot
in the game.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr + jp * In-game text: no

The second epos in the War of the Ring series, this time based
on The Hobbit. One player commands the forces of The Shadow,
the other the Free People. Mechanisms are similar to those in
War of the Ring; using the action dice system players alternate
to choose one of the previously rolled dice and implement it for movement, attack, recruiting troops, using characters, etc.
Story and Event cards can be played for events or actions. Fate
is a central element, the Fate track yields unexpected events, its
timing can be influenced by players; Fate cards have influence
on players.
Version: en * Rules: de en fr it pl * In-game text: yes

Card placement and collecting game for 2-4 players

Listening and sorting game for 2-6 players, ages 6+

Epic strategy game for 2 players, ages 13+

The Big Bang Theory

The Big Book of Madness

The Game

Designer: Michael Schacht
Publisher: Kosmos

Designer: Maxime Rambourg
Publisher: iello

Designer: Steffen Benndorf
Publisher: nsv Nürnberger-Spielkarten-Verlag

8

Sheldon, Leonard und their friends want curious things for
which you bid in every round. You hold five cards from a set of
15 cards, and also Paradoxon tiles. Each round a Wanna-havecard for each color is displayed. You can activate a Paradoxon tile
to change the rules. Then all in turn play a card or pass. When
all have passed, Paradoxon tiles are revealed and their effects
applied to the totals of each player’s color cards. If you then have
the highest total in a color, you get this Wanna-have-card and
all draw two cards. After six rounds you win with most points on
your Wanna-have-cards.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

To open the forbidden Grimoire of spells has proven itself to
be a huge mistake; now the pages must be resealed in one of
three game modes. In six rounds each one monster attacks with
curses and you must destroy all curses before the page is turned
over, or a penalty incurs. Only the last monster must be really
defeated in order for all to win together. In the course of the
game you receive Madness card which can be put into supply,
be destroyed or be healed with spells and elements. If you
have only Madness cards in hand at the end of a turn, you are
eliminated from the game.
Version: multi * Rules: en fr * In-game text: yes

Row cards for two rows in ascending and two rows in descending order are on display, all players as a team try to place many
cards as possible in those rows, gaps are allowed. In your turn
you must place two cards and may place all of your cards, into
any of the rows in any order. When you can place a card that is
higher by a value of ten than the card placed last in a descending row, or by ten lower than the last card in an ascending row,
you may, so to say, play “backwards”. Communication is allowed,
but without naming numbers. When all cards were placed, you
defeated the game! Any result with under 10 left-over cards I
wonderful.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Card game based on the TV series, for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Cooperative deck building game for 2-5 players, ages 14+

Card placement game for 1-5 players, ages 8+
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The Game On Fire

The Mystery of Dattakamo

Designer: Steffen Benndorf
Publisher: nsv Nürnberger-Spielkarten-Verlag

Designer: Takashi Hamada
Publisher: Gift10Industry

8

The Peides Curse: Earth

5

Designer: Vence Chong
Publisher: Game Design House

Row cards for two rows in ascending and two in descending
order are on display, all players try to place as many cards as
possible in those rows, gaps are allowed. In your turn you must
place two cards and may place all of your cards, into any of the
rows in any order. When you can place a card that is higher by
a value of ten than the card placed last in a descending row, or
by ten lower than the last card in an ascending row, you may, so
to say, play “backwards”. The expansion On Fire replaces cards
22, 33, 44, 55, 66 and 77 in the base game. When such a card
is played the game is lost if the card is not covered by the next
player.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

You are tasked with guessing the meaning of artifacts from the
“Dattakamo“ civilization. One player is the Doctor, you need to
address him with “Sir” and he must speak very dignified. He feels
for an artifact in the bag and thinks of a meaning. Then he sets
the piece on the box. Players as students in turn can either pose
a question, try to get a clue or guess the meaning. Then the Doctor gives a clue, precise or vague at his choice. After four turns
each student must give a guess. If you guess correctly, you get
the artifact, and eventually one that was not guest last round. If
each player was doctor one, you win with most artifacts.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr + jp * In-game text: no

A race to save the fright-immobilized earth, you must find all
nine secret codes to unlock the Heavenly gate and defrost the
planet. En route you find energy on the platform and from
decoding codes, you can look for the codes cooperatively as a
group or competitively on your own. In the race a player turn
comprises planning - by comparing mission cards with the
platform on Quorton cards - as well as race with two action
depending on the character and action and strategy when a
player tries a mission during the race. Decoding at first try earns
you battle cards, flags and energy.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: yes

Card placement game for 1-5 players, ages 8+

Deduction game for 3-12 players, ages 5+

Strategic race game for 2-4 players, ages 13+

The Prodigals Club

The Tower

Designer: Vladimir Suchý
Publisher: Czech Games Edition

Designers: Simone Luciani, Antonio Tinto
Publisher: Cranio Creations / Heidelberger Spieleverlag

The Witcher

5

Designer: Ignacy Trzewiczek
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

16

It seems to be more fun to be poor, and so players as prodigals
try to worsen their status very efficiently by trying to lose an
election or to get rid of all your worldly goods or to insult the
most influential people in society. You can combine two contests
or play them at the same time. Thematically related to Last
Will, you can combine both games, but The Prodigals Club is a
stand-alone game. In five rounds you lay out cards, players use
their errand boys and implement the action and then use cards
in hand and on their own board for actions. If you manage to
achieve Zero in a competition, you win.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: yes

The Tower up on the hill has been restored and so monsters in
the garret must be chased away. Monsters sit in the tower and
you draw a target tile. All players simultaneously push „their“
monster towards the basement. You can only stick one finger
into a window and move them down level by level. You can use
both hands and each window. When a monster falls out of a
window it starts again in the garret. When the timer has run out
the tower is lifted and you check for monsters in the basement.
You receive on trophy marker for monsters corresponding to
your target card. Then a new round starts in the garret. If you
have 15 trophies, you win.
Version: en * Rules: de en it * In-game text: no

In the world of the Witcher you are a hero with special abilities
and travel about, fight enemies and follow up on clues to
complete quests and collect victory points, you win with most
of them. Each hero has a quest and may only draw from the
respective piles. As active player you have two actions and then
face the dangers in an area - Actions are Travel, Investigate, Train,
Rest, Alchemy (Geralt), Preparation (Triss), Sing (Rittersporn) or
Lead (Yarpen). Free actions do not use up action points. Dangers
are either a catastrophe that you execute or a monster that you
fight.
Version: de * Rules: de en es * In-game text: yes

Worker placement game for 2-5 players, ages 14+

Dexterity game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Adventure game for 2-4 players, ages 16+

Thermopyles

Think Str8!

Through the Ages

Designer: Touko Tahkokallio
Publisher: BoardGameTravel.com

Designer: Leo Colovini
Publisher: Huch! & friends

Designer: Vlaada Chvátil
Publisher: Czech Games Edition

BoardGameTravel.com is a new idea for a combination of two
passions, a passion for travel and a passion for games. Travels for
gamers, so to say - summer events are called Cardboard & Sun
and usually take place on Greek islands. As a gift for participants
there was a card game, specially designed, called Thermopyles.
In this cooperative card game all players together guide the
Spartans in their desperate struggle to fight of the overwhelming invasion army of the Persians. The decision when to deploy
your strongest units decides the outcome of the game. A Persian
unit is defeated when cards played by all surpass the strength of
the active Persian unit.
Version: multi * Rules: en gr * In-game text: no

Think, guess your numbers and win with most points. Of cards
of values 0-7 in each color one is discarded and then you take
one card per color, backside facing you. On your sheet you cross
out all cards that you see with others. One rolls 3 dice for all,
places them on color columns on the board and you choose a
betting tile for the sum on numbers that you might have in the
colors of the dice. The other players tell you if your bet is right,
too high or too low. If it is right, you score points, otherwise you
must exchange a card. After 8-.10 rounds you give a guess on
your numbers, the fewer guesses the higher your score if you
are correct.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr nl pl se * In-game text: no

A new story of civilizations! Again you lead a nation from
ancient times into modern times and develop lots of culture.
The determining facts of a nation are population, production,
science and military as well as a balance of those powers.
Basically, all is the same and yet a lot has changed in the new
edition: If you change your leader you take back a Civil Action.
Tactic is played as usual, but is marked and others can spend
two military actions to copy the tactic. Sacrificing units in War or
Agression is forbidden, there are new events, new leaders and
new wonders …
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: yes

Card game for 1-4 players, ages 10+

Deduction game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

New edition of the development game for 2-4 players, ages 12+

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age
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Thurn und Taxis

Tic Tac Toe 3D

Designers: Karen and Andreas Seyfarth
Publisher: Hans im Glück

Tick Tack Bumm Party Edition

Publisher: Goliath Toys

8

Designer: Los Rodriguez
Publisher: Piatnik

Each player develops a stage coach line and tries, by means of
clever building of lines, to get as many stages = houses onto the
board as possible. These efforts result in valuable coaches and
bonus tiles, there is also help available from officials. In his move
a player must take up a city card, lay out a city card and can if he
wants score a line. In addition he can use the support of Stage
Coach Man, Postmaster, Bailiff and Wainwright for one action
in his turn. If a player has placed all his houses or has received a
coach No. 7, you win, at the end of the current round, with the
highest score.
Version: de * Rules: cz de en fi pl ru sk * In-game text: no

In analogy to the well-known standard Tic Tac Toe you need to
place four of your pieces in this version - you have either x or o
and arrange them horizontally, vertically or diagonally. Pieces
are crafted as X in red and a square white O, a board is made up
from 16 squares. The X placer begins and places a piece, then
both players alternate turns to place pieces either on the board
or on top of pieces already placed, up to a maximum height of
four pieces. As a variant you can use blocker pieces or limit the
goal of the game to three pieces in a row, which reduces the
maximum height to three, too.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

This is another version of the word and association game in
combination with action elements. The categories have been
changed in this edition. „Movers“ asks for persons whose name
starts with the current letter; „Mixers“ describes a scenario,
„Makers“ demands word combinations, „Shakers“ offers a jumble
of letters that need to be make into a word, and „Original“ asks
for words that contain a given combination of letters. For this
category the original die is used to determine the place in the
word for the letter combination. If you hold the bomb when it
explodes, you take the card.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr nl * In-game text: yes

Connection-building game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Placement game for 2 players, ages 8+

Vocabulary and association game for 3-12 players, ages 12+

Ticket to Ride Pennsylvania und United Kingdom

Tides of Time

Tides of Time

Designer: Alan R. Moon
Publisher: Days of Wonder

Designer: Kristian Čurla
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

Designer: Kristian Čurla
Publisher: Portal Games

8

You connect cities with track, collect car cards, spend them for
track in corresponding colors or draw target cards. Connect
cities, completed target cards and the longest track earn you
points. Pennsylvania features 50 target cards, for ferries you play
one engine card per ferry symbol and when you use a track you
can take the top share of a railway company. United Kingdom has
57 target cards, its own car cards, ferries and - for the first time technology cards, which you buy with an engine and which give
permits for track use and additional points; for some track you
need several technologies. No scoring of longest track!
Version: de * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

You guide kingdoms through rise and fall of their civilizations.
You begin with five of 18 cards and place one to start a kingdom;
the other cards are handed to other players, you choose a card,
etc. until all cards are played. Then the cards are scored in relation to their abilities and effects on other cards. Then you take
all cards for the realm in your hand, choose two, discard one
and keep the other; draw two cards and play round Two, score 6
cards, and so un until you score seven cards at the end of round
Three and win with most points.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

You guide kingdoms through rise and fall of their civilizations.
You begin with five of 18 cards and place one to start a kingdom;
the other cards are handed to other players, you choose a card,
etc. until all cards are played. Then the cards are scored in relation to their abilities and effects on other cards. Then you take
all cards for the realm in your hand, choose two, discard one
and keep the other; draw two cards and play round Two, score 6
cards, and so un until you score seven cards at the end of round
Three and win with most points.
Version: en * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Expansion for Ticket to Ride for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Card drafting and collecting game for 2 players, ages 8+

Card drafting and collecting game for 2 players, ages 8+

TimeBomb

Tinker Tailor

Tiny Epic Galaxies

Designer: Yusuke Sato
Publisher: New Board Game Party / MinimalGames

Designer: Richard Denning
Publisher: Medusa Games

10

Designer: Scott Almes
Publisher: Gamelyn Games

You embody a terrorist wanting to detonate a bomb or a
member of a SWAT team wanting to defuse it, determined by a
random card. You receive five cards, look at them, shuffle them,
and lay them out face-down. There are six “Success” cards, one
“Boom” card and 23 “Safe” cards. The active player chooses a card
of another player to reveal and passes the turn to this player.
Which card to choose, can be discussed by all players. When
cards equal to the number of players have been revealed, the
remaining cards are re-shuffled and dealt again. When “Boom” is
revealed terrorists win. If all “Success“ cards are revealed before,
the SWAT Team wins.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr jp * In-game text: no

Collect card sets for points, the more cards the more valuable.
Sets of five different commodities - bread, fish, cloth, wine and
jewels - earn you a bonus. The role defines the actions for the
round. The starting player draws number of players plus 2 cards,
then all draft their role, the rhyme is read out and when the role
of a player is mentioned this player reveals the role card, reads
the action and puts it into effect. Then you can buy cards. After
rounds in relation to the number of players you score sets of the
same commodities and sets of different commodities, a card can
be scored for both sets.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

New planets need to be colonized. You roll and activate dice
according to the level of your realm, in any order, you need not
activate all and can re-roll inactive ones, free once, and for 1
energy for additional rerolls. As soon as one player activates a
die other players can spend 1 culture and do the action, too:
Move ship - land on a planet or orbit a planet; Receive resources
- energy or culture; Progress at colonization with economy or
diplomacy; Use colony. When someone has 21 points, you win at
the end with most points from completed missions.
Version: en * Rules: cz de en * In-game text: yes

Deduction and communication game for 4-6 players, ages 10+

Set collecting game with cards for 3-6 players, ages 10+

Dice game with worker placement for 1-5 players, ages 13+
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Tiny Robots

Titanium Wars

Titus Tentakel

Designer: Pekka Koukkula
Publisher: Doorway Games

Designer: Frédéric Guérard
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag / Iello

Designer: Leo Colovini
Publisher: Haba

8

4

Robot parts are on display, conduit side up. You can do all or any
actions in your turn as folloews: Take a tile from a stack and add
it to a robot, reveal three tiles from a stack and hide them again,
return a part from a robot to the stack or announce a robot as
complete when it has a minimum of three tiles. When all tiles are
taken or nobody wants to take parts anymore, you add points
on all your robots and win with most points.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fi * In-game text: no

Titanium deposits at the end of the galaxy, all want to conquer
those planets. One planet per round is the target for conquests,
events and special conditions are added. With income from conquered planets you upgrade ships and worlds, each command
center brings you more tactical cards; races have special abilities.
If you want to join the battle for a planet, you choose a tactical
card; they are resolved in order of their number for allocating
damage markers to opponents. You draw cards and can fight
again; the last player in the battle wins the planet. Negotiations
and alliances are possible.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: yes

Pirates want to salvage a treasure of legendary riches, but giant
kraken Titus Tentakel is guarding the treasure. You rolls the die
and moves one of his ships in direction of the arrow to the next
free spot of the color you rolled. If you roll red, you wake Titus
Tentakel: You turn him so that he will hit as many ships as possible and then press down his head - his tentacles come out and
push ships off the track. Ships off the track must go back to the
start. Ships that only toppled on the track are put upright again.
If you reach the island you take one gold coin and go back to
start. If you are first to collect three coins, you win.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr it nl * In-game text: no

Tile placement game for 1-5 players, ages 8+

SciFi conquest game for 3-4 players, ages 12+

Dice and collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 4+

Tobago

Top 12

Designer: Bruce Allen
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

Designer: Heinz Meister
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele

Top & Flop

8

Designer: Dominic Crapuchettes
Publisher: Kosmos

Players search and find treasures on a variable board, different
for each game. They play clues for paths to the treasures and
thus narrow down the number of possible treasure locations. If
a location is definitely found, the first player to reach the location with his car seizes the treasure. The treasure is distributed
among all players who gave hints for its location. A move comprises placement of a treasure card, marking, and movement of
the car. You can collect amulets which protect you from cured
treasures and offer other advantages. When all treasures are
distributed, you win with most gold.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr hu nl * In-game text: no

All play simultaneously and try to achieve a completely filled
column with numbers in ascending order. At the start you
enter - secretly - starting numbers 10, 20, 30, 40 and 50, each in
any column of your choice, thereby considering the necessity of
ascending numbers. The active player names a number and rolls
the die, both results are valid for all. For a symbol you enter the
number into the corresponding column, for the joker symbol
into a column of your choice. If you cannot enter the number,
you simply pass. If you are first to fill a column correctly with
numbers in ascending order, you win.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr it nl * In-game text: no

At the start of a round you read out a question. All secretly note
a number, reveal their answer and those guesses are sorted
in ascending order. Then you place your betting chips on the
guess you believe to be the closest to the answer without being
higher. You can bet on your own guess or bet on two guesses.
Then the bets are revealed and the answer is read out. Top Tipp
is the guess that is nearest to the correct answer, but not higher
than the answer. You score points if your guess is the Top Tipp
and/or if you did bet on the Top Tipp. In round 7 you may also
use victory points for your bet and win afterwards with most
points.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Game of treasure acquisition for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Dice game for 1-4 players, ages 8+

Quiz game for 4 or more players, ages 10+

Top Trumps Big Bang Theory

Top Trumps Breaking Bad

8

Publisher: Winning Moves

Top Trumps Disney Die Eiskönigin

8

Publisher: Winning Moves

Publisher: Winning Moves

8

Choosing your card’s best attribute, beating (trumping) your
opponent’s card, and winning the cards played in the round –
already a Classic! Cards are dealt evenly to all players. The active
player chooses an attribute on his top card (no shuffling of the
deck!) and calls out the corresponding value – all other players
check their cards for the value of this attribute – the player with
the highest value gets all cards of this round. In case of a tie
cards go on the table and the winner of the next round receives
those too. Theme set: Big Bang Theory
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Choosing your card’s best attribute, beating (trumping) your
opponent’s card, and winning the cards played in the round –
already a Classic! Cards are dealt evenly to all players. The active
player chooses an attribute on his top card (no shuffling of the
deck!) and calls out the corresponding value – all other players
check their cards for the value of this attribute – the player with
the highest value gets all cards of this round. In case of a tie
cards go on the table and the winner of the next round receives
those too. Theme set: Breaking Bad
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Choosing your card’s best attribute, beating (trumping) your
opponent’s card, and winning the cards played in the round –
already a Classic! Cards are dealt evenly to all players. The active
player chooses an attribute on his top card (no shuffling of the
deck!) and calls out the corresponding value – all other players
check their cards for the value of this attribute – the player with
the highest value gets all cards of this round. In case of a tie
cards go on the table and the winner of the next round receives
those too. Theme set: Disney Die Eiskönigin
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Card/Quiz game for 2 or more players, ages 8+

Card/Quiz game for 2 or more players, ages 8+

Card/Quiz game for 2 or more players, ages 8+

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age
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Top Trumps Dreamworks Dragons
Publisher: Winning Moves

Top Trumps Marvel Comics Vintage

8

Publisher: Winning Moves

Top Trumps Minions

8

8

Publisher: Winning Moves

Choosing your card’s best attribute, beating (trumping) your
opponent’s card, and winning the cards played in the round –
already a Classic! Cards are dealt evenly to all players. The active
player chooses an attribute on his top card (no shuffling of the
deck!) and calls out the corresponding value – all other players
check their cards for the value of this attribute – the player with
the highest value gets all cards of this round. In case of a tie
cards go on the table and the winner of the next round receives
those too. Theme set: Disney Dreamworks Dragons
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Choosing your card’s best attribute, beating (trumping) your
opponent’s card, and winning the cards played in the round –
already a Classic! Cards are dealt evenly to all players. The active
player chooses an attribute on his top card (no shuffling of the
deck!) and calls out the corresponding value – all other players
check their cards for the value of this attribute – the player with
the highest value gets all cards of this round. In case of a tie
cards go on the table and the winner of the next round receives
those too. Theme set: Disney Marvel Comics Vintage
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Choosing your card’s best attribute, beating (trumping) your
opponent’s card, and winning the cards played in the round –
already a Classic! Cards are dealt evenly to all players. The active
player chooses an attribute on his top card (no shuffling of the
deck!) and calls out the corresponding value – all other players
check their cards for the value of this attribute – the player with
the highest value gets all cards of this round. In case of a tie
cards go on the table and the winner of the next round receives
those too. Theme set: Disney Minions
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Card/Quiz game for 2 or more players, ages 8+

Card/Quiz game for 2 or more players, ages 8+

Card/Quiz game for 2 or more players, ages 8+

Top Trumps Star Wars Rebels
Publisher: Winning Moves

Top Trumps Transformers

8

Publisher: Winning Moves

Tornado Ellie

8

Designer: Josep M. Allué
Publisher: Huch! & friends

8

Choosing your card’s best attribute, beating (trumping) your
opponent’s card, and winning the cards played in the round –
already a Classic! Cards are dealt evenly to all players. The active
player chooses an attribute on his top card (no shuffling of the
deck!) and calls out the corresponding value – all other players
check their cards for the value of this attribute – the player with
the highest value gets all cards of this round. In case of a tie
cards go on the table and the winner of the next round receives
those too. Theme set: Star Wars Rebels
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Choosing your card’s best attribute, beating (trumping) your
opponent’s card, and winning the cards played in the round –
already a Classic! Cards are dealt evenly to all players. The active
player chooses an attribute on his top card (no shuffling of the
deck!) and calls out the corresponding value – all other players
check their cards for the value of this attribute – the player with
the highest value gets all cards of this round. In case of a tie
cards go on the table and the winner of the next round receives
those too. Theme set: Transformers
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Farms in the tornado region are damaged by tornadoes. You
play a card onto the tornado and turn him with one hand
towards your neighbor, who then must play animal on animal or
more other animals or a special card showing the previous animal, If he cannot do so, he suffers tornado damage according to
the back of the top card on the draw pile, places the respective
pieces onto the tornado column and all draw cards. Whoever
causes the tornado to tumble suffers tornado damage and all
others get one piece back, all cards in the fallen tornado go out
of play. When the game end condition occurs you win with most
points from remaining farm pieces.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr nl * In-game text: no

Card/Quiz game for 2 or more players, ages 8+

Card/Quiz game for 2 or more players, ages 8+

Stacking game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Tortenschlacht

Tortuga

Designer: Haim Shafir
Publisher: Amigo Spiele

Designers: Jay Cormier, Sen-Foong Lim
Publisher: Queen Games

5

Trambahn

8

Designer: Helmut Ohley
Publisher: Lookout Spiele

8

Five cake cards of one color are selected for each player, shuffled
and dealt evenly to all. Players take their cards in hand and then
in each turn all choose one card from their hand and pass it to
their left neighbor. This is repeated until someone has managed
to collect five cards of the same color. This player quickly places
his hand on the cake plate, the others follow suit as fast as they
can. Whoever has his hand on top, that is, the slowest player
has his hand marked with a cake stamp. If you collect your
fifth stamp you lose and all players with the fewest stamps win
together.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

After each roll you leave one or more identical dice behind your
screen, reveal them and place them accordingly on the board.
This you repeat until all dice are placed. Whoever placec all five
dice earlier than others earns advantage tiles. For a majority
at a symbol you can expand your fleet, hire crew, or search for
treasures, board or attack. Positions of ship and pirate markers,
altered by boarding and attacking, determine the maximum
of treasure chests in crew and fleet sections of your board. In
the final scoring you score treasure chests, color sets of chests,
advancement on fleet and crew track and coins on treasure tiles.
Version: de * Rules: * In-game text: no

The new Trambahn in Munich is about to be expanded. You
place cards from your hand as a passengers to terminals and
trigger a scoring with the 4th card at a station. You can place
any number of stations in your own display, in ascending order
and sorted by color; the 8th card triggers a scoring “Special
Ride”. Then you can put cards from your hand on the many stack
and, finally, buy one or more trains, pay them from the money
stack and assign them to a line in your display. Remaining lines
without Trambahn go to the money stack. After the 10th scoring
you win with most points.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Reaction game with cards for 3-6 players, ages 5+

Dice placement game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Railroad game for 2 players, ages 8+
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Trampeltiere

Träxx

Designer: Emely Brand
Publisher: Haba

Designers: Steffen Benndorf, Reinhard Staupe
Publisher: nsv Nürnberger-Spielkarten-Verlag

6

Trickerion

8

Designers: Richard Amann, Viktor Peter
Publisher: Mindclash Games

Animals walk in different ways and you are tasked with imitating
the walk of various animals. The board is assembled and path
cards are placed next to it. You draw a guessing card and place
the snake at the side of the board where the currently wanted
animal is depicted. Then you imitate its walk with your arms,
hands, and fingers on the back of your left neighbor. He must
guess the animal. If he does so correctly, the imitator takes the
guessing card, the guesser takes the path card. If not, you try the
next player. When nobody guesses correctly, path and guessing
card go out of play. After the last guessing card you win with
most cards.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr it nl * In-game text: no

On his own board featuring color and number cases 2-10 each
player draws one track. Fifteen cards show four or five color
cases. In each turn a card is turned over and all players can use
the cases on the card to extend their track, need not use all cases
or can pass. The track should incorporate as many number cases
as possible and, in a turn, you can only extend the track at one
end. If you are first to incorporate a number you score the full
value, all others score only half of it when connecting the number. After fifteen rounds you win with most points from number
cases minus number of cases not included in the track.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Four magicians have been selected by Dahlgaard the greatest
magician alive to compete for his succession, the mighty
Trickerion Stone. Dice determine available tricks and characters
as well as money given by the bank. You learn Magic Tricks,
acquire their Components and expand your crew so that you
can take more actions during a turn, and have special abilities.
Tricks are prepared and stored in the workshops of Magicians.
Performances are planned in the Theater, then at the end of
a turn each Magician can perform and win Fame, riches and
shards of the Trickerion Stone. Whoever has acquired the most
Fame at the end of the 5th round wins the game.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: yes

Tactile guessing game for 3-5 players, ages 6+

Track building game for 1-4 players, ages 8+

Worker placement game for 2-4 players, ages 14+

Trideo
Designer: Stefano Lorenzo Cavané
Publisher: Gerhards Spiel und Design

8

Trivial Pursuit Big Bang Theory

Trivial Pursuit Familien Edition

Publisher: Winning Moves

Publisher: Hasbro

8

24 peg pieces in six colors are placed according to the template
into the board with 8x8 pits and into the three border pits on
each side. Player A commands the black, gray and white pegs,
Player B the red, orange and yellow pegs. Players alternate to
move a peg of one of their colors, any distance in orthogonal or
diagonal direction, crossing pieces or changes of direction are
not allowed. You win, if you are first to form a horizontal or vertical row of three pieces or to arrange three pieces in an L-shape,
all with pieces of one color. Three pegs in diagonal formation are
not a winning formation!
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

A special edition for all fans of Big Bang Theory, featuring 600
questions from seven seasons in an edition without a game
board, which can be played anywhere. You can also combine the
questions with a standard Trivial Pursuit board game. 100 questions each come from six categories: Blue = Seasons 1 and 2;
pink = Season 3; yellow = Season 4; brown = Season 5; green =
Season 6; orange = Season 7. You roll for a category, answer the
question and - if you are correct - roll again for a card question. If
you are correct, you get the card and go on until your answer is
wrong. You win with six cards.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

This edition features a complete game, with movers and board.
Categories are blue for Geography, pink for Entertainment,
yellow for History, brown for Art & Literature, green for Science
and Technology and orange for Sports & Leisure. The question
cards are separated into blue cards, for players aged 14 and up,
and yellow cards for younger players, featuring 1200 questions
and answers each. General Rules and mechanisms correspond
to those of a standard Trivial Pursuit edition, for movement you
use a die and can jump to any corner spot if you roll the joker
symbol. New edition with a new package design.
Version: de * Rules: de and many others * In-game text: yes

Placement game for 2 players, ages 8+

Trivia Quiz for 2-6 players, ages 12+

Trivia quiz game for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Trivial Pursuit Harry Potter

Trivial Pursuit Master Edition

Publisher: Winning Moves

Publisher: Hasbro

True Stories!

16

Designer: Reinhard Staupe
Publisher: moses.Verlag

A special edition for all fans of Harry Potter: 600 questions from
the Harry Potter films, without a game board, the questions can
also be integrated into a standard Trivial Pursuit board game.
100 questions each come from six categories: The Dark Arts/Die
Dunklen Künste - Hogwarts - Spells and Potions / Zaubersprüche
und Tränke - Magical Objects / Magische Objekte - Wizards /
Magier - Magical animals and creatures / Magische Tiere und
Kreaturen. You roll for a category, answer the question and - if
you are correct - roll again for a card question. If you are correct,
you get the card and go on until your answer is wrong. You win
with six cards
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

A new variant with nearly 3000 new questions and a new element for the game – a timer! The basic rules apply: You roll the
die, move, and answer a question in the category of the space
you reach. The question is read out to you and (new!) the timer
is started. If you answer correctly before time runs out, you
earn another turn or receive a wedge and have another turn, as
appropriate for the space you stand on. Again, as usual, you go
to the middle of the board when your mover is filled with 6 different wedges, and answer a final question to win. The category
of this question is chosen by your opponents.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Which story can you believe? Which is bag of lies? Here are some
answers. 300 cards offer 1200 incredible stories. Each player has
betting cards „A“ and „B“. Each card tells a story with a question
and offers three false stories/answers and one correct one. The
narrator reads the story and one wrong answer plus the correct
ones, in the order in which they appear on the card. Then all
players use their cards to guess right or wrong. If your guess is
correct you score 1 point, the narrator scores one point for each
wrong guess. After a pre-agreed number of rounds you win with
most points.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Trivia Quiz for 2-6 players, ages 12+

Trivia quiz game for 2 or more players, ages 16+

Quiz game for 2-6 players, ages 12+
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Tumult Royal

Twister

Designers: Klaus and Benjamin Teuber
Publisher: Kosmos

Publisher: Hasbro

Twister Moves Hip Hop

6

8

Publisher: Hasbro

As a nobleman you build statues and pay with goods stolen
from your people. At the start you place a statue in a meadow
on landscape tiles. All then search simultaneously for suitable
goods among the stock of face-down goods. When afterwards
there are not enough goods left to meet people’s demand, uproar happens and players with majorities in types of goods lose
goods and followers. Remaining goods are used to build statues.
If you currently have most followers, you are crowned king,
return five followers and place a statue into the chronicle. When
the game-end-condition is met, you win with most built statues.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

The well-known agility game does not need much: A plastic
sheet with big colored dots, arranged in four rows, and a spinner.
The spinner determines which hand or foot must touch which
colored dot. The rules have stayed the same – only hand and
feet may touch the mat, if you touch the mat with any other part
of your body you must leave the game. If the spinner gives you
a position that you already hold you must move all the same – a
foot on blue must either go on another blue dot or the other
foot must touch a blue dot. All in all, Twister is good training for
balance and coordinated movement.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Yet another version of Twister, the famous movement game. In
this version we again encounter the familiar color dots, albeit
as an electronic game unit including light and sound effects.
Players must follow the instructions of the trainer, given by the
game unit, jump onto the colored dancing spots and enact the
sequence of steps that becomes faster and faster. There are four
levels - beginners, using one foot, advanced, using both feet.
The expert mode demands feet and even hands on the color
dots and in the freestyle mode you simply dance as you like.
When three songs have been mastered in a level, the next level
is activated.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Acquisition game for 2-4 playes, ages 10+

Agility game for 2 or more players, ages 6+

Movement game for 1-2 players, ages 8+

Twister Moves Skip-It

Ubongo Junior

Publisher: Hasbro

Designer: Grzegorz Rejchtman
Publisher: Kosmos

8

Ubongo play it smart

5

Designer: Grzegorz Rejchtman
Publisher: Kosmos

8

Twister Moves Skip-it has only joy in movement in common
with the original dotted mat; in this Version you use a game unit
made up from a sling and an electronic unit, connected by a
cord. You switch on the unit, put a foot through the sling so that
it is placed ankle-high and let Skip-it rotate around your ankle
and jump over it with your other foot. This causes lighting up
of color spots; if you manage to turn up all four colors you have
reached levels 27-30; Red stands for levels 1-7, Blue for levels
8-14, Yellow for levels 15-21 and Green for levels 22-26.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

The junior version of the colorful placement game features only
nine geometrical shapes in nine colors, each illustrated with an
animal that fits the shape. As in the core game you draw a board,
take the animals shown on it from your stock and try as fast as
you can to place the animals correctly on the white square spots
of the board, no empty spots are allowed and no sticking out
of any shape across the border lines. If you manage to place
your animals within the time set by the timer, you draw jewels
from the bag. When all boards have been played, you win with
most jewels. You can combine Ubongo and Ubongo junior for
a family game.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

You use tiles made up from squares and a board to place them.
The die determines the tiles you will use, according to the
symbol. You take the tiles that are listed for the die symbol on
your board and place the tiles - within the time frame - as fast
as possible on the board area, without gaps or protruding tile
parts. The App Ubongo play it smart replaces the die from the
core game and the timer replaces the sand timer. You can also
activate a second timer for children, they can go on playing until
the second timer runs down. Further App features are a tutorial,
solution assistance and a solo game timer for to solo version.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Agility game for 1 player, ages 8+

Placement game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Abstract placement game with App for 1-4 players, ages 8+

Ugo

Ultimate Warriorz

Designers: Ronald Hoekstra, Thomas Jansen, Patrick Zuidhof
Publisher: Kosmos

Designer: Guillaume Blossier
Publisher: Matagot / Pegasus Spiele

Unser Baumhaus

8

Designers: Wilfried and Marie Fort
Publisher: Amigo Spiele

5

You begin with 10 cards. One player leads a card, the others follow suit in color, if possible; the highest card regardless of color
wins the trick. The cards of a trick you win are placed, separated
by color, on fiefdom cards; you choose the top card of a stack.
You also receive the farmers depicted on the card that won the
trick and place them in areas without farmer. For areas of value
1, 2 and 0 there are special rules. When all tricks are played you
sum the top card values from areas with farmers. Not enough
farmers in areas with cards result in penalty points, farmers in
areas without cards in bonus points.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr nl * In-game text: no

Conflict int he arena; up to eight Ultimate Warriorz enter it and
do whatever is necessary to win „Tribal Rumble“ at solstice.
Either one of them remains standing or one of them is declared
the winner with most popularity points after seven rounds,
You start with the smallest warrior and place all of them in the
arena.. Then you play action cards from your hand, face down,
and someone counts from 8 to 1. When the countdown reaches
the initiative number of a card its owner has a turn - in case of
identical numbers in ascending size of heroes - and implements
all actions on the card. Comes with rules for team play.
Version: multi * Rules: cn de fr nl pl * In-game text: no

In the crown of the old tree, the kids want to build a tree house.
There are tools, nails, planks and shingles for three floors of four
building cubes each. In each turn you choose a building tile for
the meadow; when wood, nails and tools are next to each other
you place a building cube; players may confer which one. There
are riles for windows and the door, weather tiles influence the
availability of building tiles. All win together when one level is
complete and the roof is placed - the roof can only be placed on
a complete level - and all have lost when no roof was built after
three rounds of the game.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Trick-taking card game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Conflict simulation for 2-8 players, ages 8+

Building game for 2-6 players, ages 5+
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Unusual Suspects

V-Commandos

Vampire Rader

Designer: Paolo Mori
Publisher: Cranio Creations

Designer: Thibaud de la Touanne
Publisher: Triton Noir

Designer: Yuji Kaneko
Publisher: Kabuhero / Japon Brand

A thief is chased, a witness has been found, but funnily enough
he does not know anything about the thief’s appearance, but all
about his opinions, preferences and habits. Among 12 suspects
the culprit must be identified. One player is witness, the others
investigators. Appearance can never be mentioned, the witness
just extrapolates his opinion on the suspect from his exterior
and wears a cap so that nobody sees at which card he is looking,
and the witness only answers “yes” or “no” to questions. Then all
discuss and exonerate one suspect. If it would have been the
culprit, all have lost together. If the culprit is the one left over, all
win together.
Version: en * Rules: de en it * In-game text: yes

Cooperation in WWII. You can assemble your own mission from
one to two target cards yourself or play a pre-set mission. The
team is assembled from famous units of Allied forces, each
player chooses one specialist. An event at the start can already
influence your plan and then each specialist has three action
before the game reacts as your opponent with enforcement,
movement and attack. This sequence is repeated until the mission is completed successfully or fails. Terrain, buildings, vehicles
and equipment provide details, if necessary players decide
together. Announced for Q1 2016.
Version: multi * Rules: en fr * In-game text: yes

Humans versus a Vampire: One player represents the invisible
vampire, the others guide eight or nine humans on the 6x6
board. Humans can move to adjacent squares or shoot, for two
action points per turn. You pick up a bullet on a square you
enter; radar on a square gives you a clue about the distance of
the vampire from the radar. Based on those clues you fire your
guns. The vampire can move, attack or heal himself with a bat he
took from a square that he entered. Humans win, if the vampire
is down to zero life points before all bullets have been used or all
humans are eliminated. Otherwise, the vampire wins.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr jp * In-game text: no

Party game for 3-16 players, ages 13+

Cooperative card game for 1-4 players, ages 12+

Cooperative eliminiation game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Vanquish Sky

Venezia 2099

Designer: Kuro
Publisher: Manifest Destiny / Japon Brand

Designer: Leo Colovini
Publisher: Piatnik

Versteckt! Entdeckt?

8

Designer: Antje Damm
Publisher: MeterMorphosen

6

Tactical combat simulation with cards. Each player has Power,
Speed and Technique cards with a rock-paper-scissor relationship in hand - Power defeats Speed defeats Technique defeats
Power. You have also your own “Moves” Deck, of which up to
five cards are on display. Both players play one of their standard
cards and compare them according to rock-paper-scissor. The
winner does damage to the loser and can use available “moves”
for more damage and special effects. The loser displays as many
“moves” cards as he took damage. Once in the game a placer can
proclaim Vanquish, which causes additional damage once.
Version: en * Rules: en jp * In-game text: yes

As an art collector we salvage valuable treasures from a sinking
Venice. You play in turn and can move one of your pawns - over
land or in a gondola; you can buy a treasure - in the color of a tile
with your pawn on it and for one coin more than already on the
tile. Then you play your lowest prophecy card and turn over the
corresponding tile. A pawn on it sinks and is out of play, unless
you play a gondola card. After the last prophecy card you score
treasures in relation to remaining tiles of this color, remaining
paws, coins and tiles marked with X and win with the highest
total.
Version: multi * Rules: cz de en fr hu it pl sk * In-game text: no

No, memo is not boring because all too familiar, there is always
something new to discover. In this case an adaptation of the
classic memo in which items from daily life were transformed
into animals - I still remember the cute crocodile that was a cloth
peg in an earlier life! In this memo you must find the item that
was changed into a face or which forms part of a face. Spaghetti
for a hairdo, keys for eyeglasses - you can start looking yourself
and come up with an idea what a brush could be in a face? Or
an egg? Where in a map could a face be hidden? Creative, fun,
surprising, memo!
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Conflict simulation with cards for 2 players, ages 10+

Treasure collecting game for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Memo game for 2 or more players, ages 6+

Viceroy

Vienna

Villa Paletti

Designer: Yuri Zhuravlev
Publisher: Mayday Games

Designer: Johannes Schmidauer-König
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele

Designer: Bill Payne
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

8

Power play in the kingdom of Laar! In 12 rounds you first auction
character cards and then play three cards in three rounds from
your hand into your own pyramid display with a maximum of
five levels. Jewels govern the game, you pay with them for costs,
receive them as rewards for cards you played and can - in the
end - re-color multi-colored circles in connecting card corners
to monochromatic ones. Jewels can become permanent which
means that you can use them without spending them. At the
end you score for monochromatic circles, permanent jewels, law
cards and markers from rewards for played cards minus penalties for attack markers.
Version: en * Rules: de en fr it ru * In-game text: yes

You want to make optimum use of options and opportunities
offered in 19th century Vienna and place dice - for quick money
or long-term building projects. In a turn, you can place dice on
a free action spot of corresponding value to one or two dice.
Action spots are lined up along a road and they can only be
occupied in forward direction, starting from the last taken action
spot of a player; if you want to go backwards, you must pay for
placing dice. Card received on action spots are collected and
you can score the symbols on them using other action spots,
always the number of symbols in comparison to your left and
right neighbor.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Players compete to place their own pillars on the highest level
of Villa Paletti. In your turn you take one of your own pillars,
be it still loose or already built into a level, and place it one
level higher. If you cannot do so, you ask for a new level. In
case of a veto the opponent must remove a pillar of the player
demanding the level. In case of success this pillar goes out of the
game, otherwise a pillar of the opponent. From the green level
upwards you score points for pillars on the top level and receive
the seal for most points. When the villa tumbles, the owner of
the seal wins.
Version: multi * Rules: de fr it pt * In-game text: no

Placement and collecting game for 1-4 players, ages 12+

Worker placement game with dice for 3-5 players, ages 10+

Game of dexterity for 2-4 players, ages 8+
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Village of Familiar

Visby

Designer: Hiroki Kasawa
Publisher: One Draw / Japon Brand

Designer: Stefan Risthaus
Publisher: Ostia Spiele

6

Viva Topo!

10

Designer: Manfred Ludwig
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

4

Graduation at the magic school, you must pass your exam. To
do so you build a village of tree houses, using the resources
from the forest, for your familiars. In the planning phase all play
simultaneously - if you hold cards, you place planning cards
into your drawer, discard cards from hand or use a spell. If you
have no cards in hand, you take cards from the carriage, draw
cards from your deck or pass. In the building phase you take - in
turn order - your cards from the drawer and put them into the
village. Your familiar can help with resources. After four rounds
you score points for buildings and their abilities as well as for
mastered challenges.
Version: multi * Rules: en jp * In-game text: no

As Patrician family you defend Visby and go on merchant trips.
You use a stack of action cards. One round comprises I. Supply
with advancement of markers on the various tracks, II. Playing
and revealing of 1-2 cards depending on the number of players
and III. Scoring cards in order, identical ones always at the same
time. Depending on the card you receive seals from the tracks
of campaign, merchant trip, market or from stock. When the
resources on the track are not enough you hand them out
evenly, a potential rest remains on the track. When someone
has acquired 30 seals you win at the end of the round with most
seals. Includes two expansions.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

The family of mice wants to reach the land of plenty, of plenty of
cheese! Unfortunately, the cat is chasing them, but moves only
on marked cases. If you roll a number, you move one of your
mice. If you roll the cat with a number, you move first a mouse,
by one step, and then the cat, also by one step. When the cat is
threateningly near, a mouse can flee to relatives in the corners
of the board; they also offer cheese, but the mouse is out of play.
When the cat reaches a mouse, this mouse is also out of play.
When all mice are off the track, you win with most pieces of
cheese. New edition.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Card drafting game for 3-4 players, ages 6+

Card game for 2-6 players, ages 10+

Roll & move game for 2-4 players, ages 4+

Volt

Von Drachen und Schafen

Designer: Emerson Matsuuchi
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag / Nacza

Designer: Nathanael Mortensen
Publisher: Kosmos

Wakanda

9

Designer: Charles Chevallier
Publisher: Huch! & friends

8

Controllers move from arena to arena and fight with their
individually customized robots in the robot league. You want to
win five victory points and must have your robot at the currently
active control point at the end of the round or destroy opposing
robots. A round comprises placement of action dice, revealing
actions and implementing them, earn victory points and
renew robots. This edition comes with variable boards, revised
movement mechanisms and the robots command their own
miniature and individual abilities. A beginner’s version facilitates
access to the game, accompanied by basic version and variants.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Dragons go treasure hunting, using double-sided cards with
sheep on one side and treasures or action options on the other
side. Four sheep are displayed as pasture. You first draw cards
from pasture or draw pile and then you play two cards or pass.
Cards can be laid out as treasure or cave or can be played for an
action. Treasures are sorted by colors and paid for with sheep.
Caves are free and yield additional points if colors of treasures
and caves correspond. Actions relate to cards in hand or protect
you from actions or defend against them. If someone plays his
10th treasure, you win with most points at the end of the round.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Members of different tribes meet in order to carve new totems.
Those totems represent the values of the families and of the
village as well as courage and culture. The value of a totem
depends on its features and the location of the totem in the
villages. Six villages are on display, three of them are available
at the start. In your turn you draw one totem piece und then
either a) start a totem on an available village or enlarge a totem
or b) complete a totem by putting the Head Piece on it. When
all totems are complete you score for characteristics in totems in
relation to the villages.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr it nl pt * In-game text: no

Tactical placement game for 1-4 players, ages 13+

Collecting game with cards for 2-4 players, ages 9+

Placement game for 2 players, ages 8+

War of the Ring

Warhammer 40.000 Conquest

Wazabi

Designers: R. die Meglio, M. Maggi, F. Nepitello
Publisher: Ares Games

Designers: Brad Andres, Nate French, Eric M. Lang
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Designer: Ghuilhem Debricon
Publisher: Gigamic

8

You command one of the armies of factions confronting each
other in this epic struggle: The united armies of the Free People
against the Dark Hosts of the Shadows. In this new edition elements from the limited Collector’s edition have been included;
character abilities, event cards, army deployment of the dwarves,
use of combat cards as well as “The Hunt” and the entering into
Mordor have been modified. In this game with highly complex
rules you can either win with military achievements or with
ring-related events: The Ring is destroyed or Sauron corrupts the
Ringbearer.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

A Living Card Game set in a far, dark future, there is war in the
Traxis Sector. You command a faction and must conquer three
planets of the same type and and balance victory in today’s
battles against planning and preparation for future battles. Each
faction - Space Marines, Astra Militarum, The Orks, Chaos, Eldar,
Dark Eldar or Tau - has a deck and a special Warlord, You send
troops to planets as basis for armies in future rounds, choose the
planet for the Warlord in the Command phase and receive resources and cards as a reward for presence on planets. Conflicts
are resolved adhering to detailed rules.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Wazabi is a dice game in which you try to get rid of your dice
as fast as you can, with the help of cards. You begin with four
dice and three cards, In turn you roll your dice. Then you draw
as many cards as you have card symbols on your dice. If you
did roll dice symbols, you hand those dice to another player
of your choice and may then play a card that shows as many
“W” symbols as you did roll. Furthermore, the card must be
implemented instantly. Cards influence the number of dice or
cards owned by a player. When you have managed to get rid of
all your dice, you win.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr and many others * In-game text: no

Epic strategy game for 2-4 players, ages 14+

Living Card Game for 2 players, ages 14+

Dice game using cards for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age
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Welcome to the Dungeon

Weltberühmt und unbekannt

Wer ist es?

Designer: Masato Uesugi
Publisher: iello

Designer: Angelika Overath
Publisher: MeterMorphosen

Publisher: Hasbro

10

6

Adventures somewhat different! You fight for the right to send
your adventurer into the dungeon. One adventure for all is laid
out. In the preparation phase you draw one card in turn from
monster deck or quit the game. Cards you draw are placed in
the dungeon or with adventurer equipment on the table. The
last one in play must send the adventurer into the dungeon
with the remaining equipment. His life points are added. Then
monster cards are implemented one by one and either defeated
with still available equipment or cost life points. When the hero
survives he take success card and you win instantly with two
success cards.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: yes

A sturdy box with 100 cards, which are spread for 100 biographic
puzzles. Arranged in 10 categories, for instance actors, science
or society personalities like Hildegard von Bingen or Janis Joplin,
Sigmund Freud and Heath Ledger are presented in surprising
texts in a way that you have not encountered before, revealing
gross whims, secret passions and abysmal character features.
Subtly written by author Angelika Overath and provided with
a copious solution booklet, those miniatures offer fun and
interesting reading, solutions are often a surprise. Do you know
which scientist was afraid of writing?
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Each player sits in front of a portrait gallery, some show a beard,
some sport a hat! Each player chooses a portrait and must find
out his opponent’s choice. Alternately, players ask a question
and close the shutter in front of portraits that do not fit the
answer. Who is quick enough to find the correct portrait first?
In this edition the portraits are printed on an exchangeable
sheet, the box comes with a second sheet featuring animals.
Additional sheets can be downloaded from the web. The folding
mechanism of the game makes it easy to transport this ideal
travel companion.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Adventure game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Guessing games on biographies for 1 or more players, ages 14+

Logic and question game for 2 players, ages 6+

Wer ist es? Entschlüsselt

Wer pupst?!

6

Publisher: Hasbro

Wettpuzzeln auf dem Bauernhof

Publisher: Goliath Toys

5

Designer: Krag Team
Publisher: Kosmos

4

A variant of the classic guessing game, featuring a double-sided
board and a key. You choose a sheet - faces, kids, professions, super heroes, animals or monsters - and put it into the frame. Then
you first choose a face on your side and lock it with lock and key,
and then a version - standard or tick-tock for a time-frame - and
switch the unit on. Playes alternate to ask a question, the other
player answers by pressing a button for yes or no. You can now
close all windows that can be excluded due to this answer. If you
believe you know the face, you unlock this window. The unit
announces with music if you are right and win.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Farting as a means to reach the finish, that is, guessing who did
fart. The game unit is set up and playing pieces are inserted. You
switch it on and press as many controllers as there are players.
Then each player his his farting cushion control. You press the
basis and the control on a cushion lights up. He presses the
button secretly and the game unit farts. All guess who did it
and turn their noses towards the sesupected player, the culprit
points his nose anywhere. Then you show your cushion and advance as many steps as you hoodwinked players. If you guessed
correctly you advance one step. The first at the finish wins.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Today all goes haywire on the farm, even Farmer Paul got lost in
the general chaos. Players help the farmer to clean up the farm.
Each player takes a picture frame, all pictures from all frames are
spread out on the table, picture side up. On a signal all search
simultaneously among the images for those that they need for
their frame, one by one and a picture that does not fit is put back
instantly. Each image has always the same shape, put can be
found in a different position on the frame. If you are first to place
all pictures again, you win. If you play another ound, you hand
the frame to your neighbor.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Logic game with electronics for 2 players, ages 6+

Action game for 3-4 players, ages 5+

Spotting and placement game for 1-4 players, ages 4+

Why first?

Wien! Das Spiel

Designer: Simon Havard
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

Designer: SpartacoAlbertarelli
Publisher: Piatnik

7

Wien Catan

8

Designer: Klaus Teuber
Publisher: Kosmos

In this race of cards you score when you end up in second place
and you win after five races when you have the second-highest
score in total! You are dealt five out of 32 race cards. Each player
chooses a card and - on a signal - puts it in front of any player
of his choice or even himself. Then all cards are revealed and
players move their markers forward for positive card values
and backwards for negative ones. The last card of each round
is played by by their owners. Then all in second place score the
value of this track case, positive or negative. In a tactical version
you play each card yourself and choose - in order of numbers on
the cards - a marker that that you move.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

The board shows colored spots along a path, attractions and
a time line with events and dates. Cards carry information on
Vienna’s history; seven site markers are on the board. You choose
one of seven dice and then one of two possibilities: 1) move
according to die to reach a site marker quickly and get cards or
2) play 1 to 3 cards to advance on the time line or implement
the special action of a red card. The next player chooses a die
and moves or plays cards, etc. Advancement on the timeline
depends on the kind of card played and on the location of your
marker at the start of the move. Whoever reaches the end of the
timeline first, wins.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Vienna must be settled, it is made up of landscapes yielding
wood, grapes, clay, stone and grain for resources; the knights are
called militia in this version. As in the original Catan game the
dice determine in each round who gets which resources from
the landscapes. Those resources pay for building of roads, settlements and monuments and you can trade resources with the
active player. Monuments can only be built on their own special
spots. If the dice result is Seven, the robber arrives, blocks a tile
and steals resources from players. To win you need 10 victory
points from settlements, cities and militia cards.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Race game with cards for 2-6 players, ages 7+

Roll & Move with history topic for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Development game for 3-4 players, ages 10+
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Willkommen im Dungeon

Windy Woody

Designer: Masato Uesugi
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Designers: Peter Ratschiller, Markus Hagenauer
Publisher: Piatnik

10

Winter der Toten

6

Designer: Jonathan Gilmour
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Adventures somewhat different! You fight for the right to send
your adventurer into the dungeon. One adventure for all is laid
out. In the preparation phase you draw one card in turn from
monster deck or quit the game. Cards you draw are placed in
the dungeon or with adventurer equipment on the table. The
last one in play must send the adventurer into the dungeon
with the remaining equipment. His life points are added. Then
monster cards are implemented one by one and either defeated
with still available equipment or cost life points. When the hero
survives he take success card and you win instantly with two
success cards.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: yes

Windy flies kits in different colors, which one fits his clothes?
You place one, two or three string tiles between Woody and the
kites. Depending on the chosen version you consider kite color,
missing kite color or kite bows. The color die is rolled and you
grab the card for a piece of Woody’s clothes in the rolled kite’s
color or in the rolled kite color that is missing or in the rolled
color of the bows on the kite. If you cannot find a corresponding
Woody, you grab for the card on which all types of clothes are
crossed out. If you grabbed the correct card, you earn a bow
card and may change the board.
Version: multi * Rules: cz de en fr hu it nl sk pl * In-game text: no

Crossroads is a new series of games testing survival and
cooperation abilities of teams of players, who must survive and
master crises coming from outside and also from inside. Dead
of Winter sends us into a colony of survivors in the middle of
Zombie hordes; each player leads a faction of survivors. In addition to a victory condition for all, each player must complete his
own secret mission - a harmless quirk, a dangerous obsession,
maybe even sabotage or revenge on the colony! You use action
points, variable powers, cards, voting etc., and can play in several
versions, for instance without secret goals.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: yes

Adventure game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Spotting and reaction game for 2-6 players, ages 6+

Cooperative tabletop for 2-5 players, ages 14+

Winter Tales

Wo ist bitte Umtata?

Wo ist das Gehirn?

Designers: Matteo Santos, Jocularis
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Designer: Arno Steinwerder
Publisher: moses.Verlag

Designer: James Ernest
Publisher: Truant Spiele

Winter Tales is a game of story-telling and fairy tales; as a player
you are a member of one of two faction and either represent
one of the characters who stand for all that is good and hopeful
and who are fighting for the return of Spring or you are one of
the Soldiers of Winter who wants to extinguish all remnants of
Hope. You use narrative cards, players complete quests, create
memories and are asked to weave the stories of their characters
into a joint sequence of events and accept and integrate ideas
and suggestions. Each game is different, as you always tell a new
story with a jointly created story line.
Version: de * Rules: de en it *In-game text: no

Umtata is a place holder for a European country on a board
showing countries in four colors and assigned to North, South,
East and West. One player is Narrator, draws a card and reads
it out. Then you give a guess on the country that could be the
answer and use your spinner disc to indicate region/country. If
you are sure to know the correct answer you put the disc, playercolor up, on the „Tataa-ich weiß das“ area. THen all Tataa players
answer and score or not, and then the narrator names the
answer and you score for right answers in color and/or region.
You win with 16 points.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Undead as employees in a fast food restaurant must do their
jobs which works better if you have a brain, but there is only one
brain for all. You have seven cards; the die representing the brain
is on the table and must be bid for. You play an auction card or
pass; the player with the highest bid takes the brain. And then in
turn each player playes a job card - with or without demands for
a brain - and follows instructions or chills out and receives cards.
If you followed instructions and own the brain, you roll a die and
keep it for a value equal to or higher as the value of the card.
Otheriwse, the brain drops and the next round begins.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Narrative game for 3-7 players, ages 14+

Quiz and guessing game for 2-5 players, ages 12+

Satirical card game for 3-8 players, ages 10+

WoofMeow Biscuits

Wortblitz

Designer: Chen Chih Fan
Publisher: Big Fun Games

6

Wortblitz Das Kartenspiel

8

Publisher: HCM Kinzel

Publisher: HCM Kinzel

8

Even dogs and cats want to get a bite of cookies fresh from
the oven. But how do you get into the kitchen without being
caught. From the door to the cookie you have to take 14 steps.
You play cards in turn and if you end up at the cookie exactly,
you get one. When you overshoot, you wake up your master
and are warned off with penalty points. You have three cards,
draw a card, play a card and sum numbers or implement the
effect - Sum -1 - change direction of play - don’t play a cat. When
all cookies and warnings are handed out, cookies score +7 and
warnings -3; you win with most points.
Version: multi * Rules: cn en * In-game text: no

Words are supposed to assist Alien Teo to get more familiar with
Earth. A category dice is placed into the game unit - letter tornado. It is shuffled by rolling in in your hand and then placed on
the table. The red die shows the category, the blue ones letters
and all now try to find six words corresponding to the category
and beginning with one of the six letters. If you want to do so,
you call Stop even if you do not have all words, and you score for
each word that you have on your own. For multiple words with
the same letter you score 1 point per word, e.g. Donald Duck.
After four rounds you win with most points.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: yes

A card from a stack of fifty cards is laid ready openly, it shows a
category; the top card on the stack shows - on its backside - a
letter. One player reads out both category and letter and all
search for a word corresponding to category and Letter. If you
name one, you take the card and read out letter and category of
the next card. When nobody finds a word, you set aside the card
and continue with the next one. If you then are first to name a
word for this card, you take both cards. When all cards but one
are taken you win with most cards.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: yes

Movement game with cards for 2-5 players, ages 6+

Word game for 2 or more players, ages 8+

Word game for 2 or more players, ages 8+

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age
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Würfel! Was?

XCOM

Xenoshyft

Designer: Emily Daly
Publisher: Gigamic

Designer: Eric M. Lang
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

Designers: Keren Philiosophales, Michael Shinall
Publisher: Cool Mini or Not

4

Twelve six-sided dice provide images in categories - Sky, location, food, emotions, activity, imagination, fantasy, human body,
animals, hobbies, travel, daily life and history. You roll all twelve
dice and think up a story - each player chooses one die that the
wants to use, sets it down and continues the story. You can use
the dice for vocabulary training or as synonyms or for associations. As an alternative you can roll two or more dice and use all
images in a grammatically correct sentence.
Version: de * Rules: de fr * In-game text: no

You are a member of the elite international organization XCOM,
defend mankind and fending off an alien invasion. A digital
App is the central element of the game and controls the Alien
invasion. A round of the game begins with a real-time phase, in
which the app provides information on the Aliens - UFOs appear,
crisis cards are drawn and Aliens attack. Soldiers defend Earth,
UFOs are shot down, technologies are explored, surveillance
data are collected and communication channels blocked. When
all resources have been assigned, the real-time phase ends and
each section is evaluated/scored using a dice system.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr pl * In-game text: yes

In nine rounds you must defend the base against the permanent
attacks of the Alien swarm, the enemy need not be eliminated, it
is sufficient that the defenders survive. You control a division of
the NorTec Army - research, San region, weapons arsenal, weapons research, garrisons and central command. After detailed
preparations you play rounds of turn phase, resources phase
with buying of any resources, deployment phase with cards
for enemy ones and unit zones, combat phase for each player
individually with revealing enemy, reaction, fight, advance and
then collecting phase for card management.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: yes

Narrative games for 2-12 players, ages 4+

Cooperative real-time game for 1-4 players, ages 14+

Conflict simulation with cards for 1-4 players, ages 14+

Yak

Yay!

Designer: Bono Light
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

Designer: Heinz Meister
Publisher: Noris Spiele

8

Zeitalter des Krieges

8

Designer: Reiner Knizia
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag

There are yaks, ibexes, vultures, groundhogs and yetis of values
1-3, joker, special and stop cards. In turn you play a card facedown and make an assertion or doubt the assertion of your
predecessor. You say maybe “4 yaks”, which can be true or false.
For a first card you must assert “1” and then always a higher
number plus any species or the same number plus a bigger species than asserted by the previous player. If you doubt, the player
in the wrong takes the stack of cards. Special cards influence the
numbers. When the draw pile is empty and someone doubts,
you win afterwards with fewest cards.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Yay is a dice game of a different kind - you throw three dice into
a wooden frame with a grid at the bottom. You sum the values
of the dice and enter the sum into one of the spots in the grid
that is touched by one of the dice. But you can never enter a
smaller sum next to bigger one that is already there. When the
new sum is bigger than an adjacent sum, you can erase the
smaller one. Aim of the game is to fill one row and one column
with numbers in your color. If you do so, the game ends and you
add numbers in your color and win with the highest total.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

As a daimyo you try to conquer castles and clans. A castle card
shows icons for daimyo, weapon types, score values etc. and
on the back side clan information, score value and number of
cards in the clan. You roll seven dice, places suitable ones on a
card in the display and roll remaining dice again. If you cannot
place a die, you continue with one die less. When you can fill all
standard symbols on a card you conquer the card, with all cards
you have conquered the clan. To conquer cards from other players you must also fill the additional daimyo symbol on a card.
You cannot attack a complete clan. When all cards have been
conquered, you win with most points.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Card game for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Dice game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Dice game for 2-6 players, ages 14+

Zicke Zacke Hühnerkacke

Zombie 15‘

Zombie 15‘ Left alone

Designer: Klaus Zoch
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

Designer: Nicolas Schlewitz / Guillaume Lemery
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag / iello

Designer: Nicolas Schlewitz / Guillaume Lemery
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag / iello

4

In the chicken coop the hens try to steal feathers from each
other when overtaking in a race. The hen collecting all feathers
wins. The track is laid out. You draw one of the face-down tiles
and compare it to the tile in front of your hen. If the motive on
the track tile is the same as on the tile you drew, you can move
your hen forward to this track tile. This you may repeat as long
as you turn up a corresponding tile. If you turn up a wrong tile
your move ends. Overtaking other hens is a must as you should
steal their feathers. 10 Year Jubilee Edition. There is now an app
for iOS.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr it nl jp and others * In-game text: no

In the guise of a teenager you have 15 minutes in order to
escape a Zombie horde. The cooperative game is designed as
a campaign, you can play individual scenarios or design your
own. Players win when they achieve the scenario goal - victory
conditions and level of difficulty vary. As long as the sound track
runs you are active in turns, a special sound announces another
Zombie. You have four actions in turn, depending on the presence of Zombies or on your status, on the floor or not, followed
by a zombie attack. In between scenarios you use the control
point for regeneration and adapt item bags.
Version: en * Rules: en fr * In-game text: yes

Solitaire campaign for the basically cooperative game; you relive
the beginning of the the zombie academy from the view point
from one of eight heroes! You play each on of the heroes in a
campaign of 15 scenarios. Each scenario names the hero to play,
With each scenario the difficulty rises up to Dantesque finae, the
hero can hand over the item bag at the checkpoint for the next
scenario. You must play three and can play four actions, in some
scenarios you must play several heroes. You win with achieving
the scenario goal; in Scenario 1: Severity this is having the police
station free of zombies before the sound track end.
Version: en * Rules: en fr * In-game text: yes

Game of moves and memory for 2-4 players, ages 4+

Real time adventure for 2-4 players, ages 14+

Real-time adventure for 1 player, ages 14+
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Colour codes for target groups (Headline Colour)
For children + learning
With friends
For families
For experts

Colour codes for features (Bar in Evalution box)
Chance
Strategy
Knowledge
Tactics
Creativity
Memory

GABIS explanation on page 3
Communication
Interaction

Dexterity
Action

201 6
Zombie Mania!

Zoowaboo

Designer: Reiner Knizia
Publisher: Noris Spiele

Designer: Carlo A. Rossi
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

8

Zum Geier mit dem Mord

5

Designer: Andreas Bierlein
Publisher: Krimi total

16

Zombie decontamination for buildings. You roll eight dice for
a maximum of doubles. In a turn you set aside at least one die
showing Zombies or the roll is a failure. You can set aside dice
and re-roll remaining ones, but never those that were set aside.
Two tombstones are necessary for the roll to be effective; two
green Zombies remove a Zombie from a building, two blue
Zombies to the same. With two pairs of Zombies you get rid of
two Zombies, two times x2 doubles the number of removed
Zombies and two houses send removed Zombies to other
players. IF you house is empty of Zombies at the start of your
turn, you win!
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Animals plan a rafting trip, but will they all fit? One raft and 10
animal cards and figurines are laid out. Then all players decide
for themselves, if all animals will fit on the raft, lying down, and
vote accordingly with their chips. All vote yes - a new animal
is added and all vote again. If someone votes no, the timer is
turned over and all players who voted yes, must now try to arrange all animals on the raft. If they manage this successfully, all
yes-voters score, if not, the no-voters score. After six rounds you
win with most points. New edition.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

The new title in the series of KRIMI Total Dinner crime games
takes us off into the wild wild West! The host of the evening
invites, distributes the roles and first information and, as usual,
we meet to investigate a murder. At dinner in - preferably - fancy
costumes we embody a dazzling Character from the Wild West
and speculate, accuse and scheme. The murder can lie, all others
must tell the truth and all the information they have. The game
master can supplement missing clues as police investigations.
When the culprit is named in the final voting, the case is solved
and the killer found.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Dice game for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Guessing and placement game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Crime dinner game for 6-7 players, ages 16+

The Games Club Osttirol meets monthly
at the Games and Book hotel “Spieleund Buchhotel” at Nikolsdorf!

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age
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AUSTRIAN GAMES AWARD 2015

Mmm!

Cooperation is necessary to avoid the cat while you collect mice food. One player rolls three dice - featuring five types of food and one red x - and
all decide together where you place at least one dice. After each roll you can re-roll unplaced dice or take food away and cover the source spot. If
you cannot place a die after a re-roll the turn ends and the cat advances one step towards the pantry. If you cannot cover the last spot for a food
type, the cat also advances one step. When all food spots are covered before the cat reaches the pantry, all players have won together.
Cooperative dice placement game for 2-4 players, ages 5+, by Reiner Knizia with graphics by Andreas Resch at Verlag Pegasus Spiele 2015, ca. 20
min

Cacao

Tile placement game for 2-4 players, ages 8+, by Phil Walker-Harding
with graphics by Claus Stephan at Abacusspiele 2015, ca. 45 min
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Drachenhort

Tactical roll & move game for 2-7 players, ages 8+, by Reiner
Knizia with graphics by Nora Nowatzyk, Franz Vohwinkel and Walter
Pepperle at Verlag Ravensburger 2015, ca. 60 min

201 6

Hamsterbacke

Loony Quest

Crazy Coconuts

Fliegenschmaus

Push a Monster

Schatz Rabatz

Card collecting game for 3-5 players, ages 8+, by Francesco Berardi
and graphics by Oliver Freudenreich at Amigo Spiele 2014, ca. 20
min

Dexterity game for 2-4 players, ages 5+, by Walter Schneider with
graphics by Vincent Kim at Pegasus Spiele 2015, ca. 20 min

Dexterity game for 2-4 players, ages 5+, by Wolfgang Dirscherl and
Manfred Reindl with graphics by Claus Stephan and Michael Hüter at
Queen Games 2015, ca. 15 min

Drawing and memo game for 2-5 players, ages 8+, by Laurent
Escoffier and David Franck with graphics by Paul Mafayon at Libellud
/ Asmodee 2014, ca. 30 min

Race game for 2-4 players, ages 6+, by Dietmar Keusch with
graphics by Kai Pannen at Haba 2015, ca. 20 min

Dexterity game for 2-4 players, ages 5+, by Karin Hetling with
graphics by Johann Rüttinger at Noris Spiele 2015, ca. 20 min
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Orléans

Progress

Bermuda

Broom Service

Ludix

Ugo

Historic development game for 2-4 players, ages 12, by Reiner
Stockhausen with graphics by Klemens Franz at Verlag dlp games,
ca. 90 min

Cooperative card game for 3-6 players, ages 10+, by Carlo Emanuele
Lanzavecchia with graphics by Oliver and Sandra Freudenreich at
HUCH! & friends 2015, ca. 15 min

Dice game for 2-6 players, ages 10+, by Niek Neuwahl with graphics
by Klemens Franz at Piatnik 2014, ca. 20 min
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Development game with cards for 1-5 players, ages 12+, by Andrei
Novac and Agnieszka Kopera with graphics by David Szilagy, David
J. Coffey and Kristi Kirisberg Harmon at NSKN Games 2014 /
Heidelberger Spieleverlag 2015, ca. 90 min

Role selection and collecting game for 2-5 players, ages 10+, by
Andreas Pelikan and Alexander Pfister with graphics by Vincent
Dutrait at alea / Ravensburger 2015, ca. 75 min

Trick-taking card game for 2-4 players, ages 10+, by Ronald
Hoekstra, Thomas Jansen and Patrick Zuidhof with graphics by
Franz and Imelda Vohwinkel at Kosmos 2015, ca. 40 min

201 6

Vienna

Worker placement game with dice for 3-5 players, ages 10+, by
Johannes Schmidauer-König with graphics from Michael Menzel at
Schmidt Spiele 2015, ca. 30 min

Patchwork

Placement game for 2 players, ages 8+, by Uwe Rosenberg with
graphics by Klemens Franz at Lookout Spiele 2014, ca. 30 min

VIENNESE GAMES AKADEMIE
Awarded for the 15th time on June 29th 2015 the Viennese Games Academy has announed the award winners. The Austrian
Games Award is presented annually. Spiel der Spiele is awarded
to the game which is considered by the Games Committee to be
especially up-to-date and entertaining, every interested player
should have played. All our award winners are available on the
game market.
The Games Committee chaired by Dipl.Ing.Dagmar de Cassan
comprises: Dr. Gerhard Bergauer, Dipl.Ing. Bernhard Czermak, Prof.
Samy Molcho, Dr. Christoph Proksch, Kurt Schellenbauer and Gert
Stöckl.
More information can be found at: www.spiel-der-spiele.at

XCOM

Cooperative real-time conflict simulation for 1-4 players, ages 14+,
by Eric M. Lang and using graphics from the PC game at Fantasy
Flight Games 2014 / Heidelberger Spieleverlag 2015, ca. 120 min

Our 4 target groups
We sort our award winners into 4 target groups:
For Children: Games for children and educational games. Adults
may play, but need not play. Against adults children can not win.
For Families: Parents and children play on equal footing, all have
the same chances to win.
With Friends: Yound adults and adults play on equal footing, all
players are older than 12 years.
For Experts: Games with complex rules, a high accessability
threshold and lots of interesting games play, especially suitable for
experienced players.
Please be aware that boundaries between groups are blurred. Children who play often and gladly can be ahead of their age group when
playing. „For Families“ is not equal to the classic „Family Game“!
Your taste and fun while playing decides what is a game for you.
When choosing the right game for you, we always recommend to
play the game!
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PUBLISHER CONTAC T INFORMATION
2D6.ee, http://2d6.ee
2F Spiele, http://www.2f-spiele.de
A-games, www.a-games.hu
Abacus, http://www.abacusspiele.de
ADC Blackfire, http://www.blackfire.cz
Alban Viard Studio Games, ageofsteam2012@gmail.com
Albe Pavo, http://www.albepavo.com
Alderac, http://www.alderac.com
Alea, http://www.aleaspiele.de
Amigo, http://www.amigo-spiele.de
Arclight, http://www.arclight.co.jp/ag
Ares Games, http://www.aresgames.eu
Argentum, http://www.argentum-verlag.de
Asmodee, http://de.asmodee.com
ASS, http://www.ass-spiele.de
Beleduc, http://www.beleduc.de
Big Fun Games, http://www.bigfungame.tw
Bioblo, http://bioblo.com
Boardgametravel, http://www.boardgametravel.com
Bombyx, http://www.studiobombyx.com
Capsicum, http://www.capsicumgames.com
Catch Up Games, http://www.catchupgames.com
Clicker Spiele, http://www.clickerspiele.de
Cool mini or not, http://www.coolminiornot.com
Cranio Creations, http://www.craniocreations.com
Czech Games Edition, http://www.czechgames.com
Days of Wonder, http://www.daysofwonder.com
Desyllas, http://desyllasgames.gr
dlp Games, http://www.dlp-games.de
Doorway Games, http://www.doorwaygames.fi
Dragon Dawn, http://www.arcticunion.org
Drei Hasen in der Abendsonne, http://hasehasehase.de
Drei Magier, http://www.dreimagier.de
dV Giochi, http://www.dvgiochi.com
Eggertspiele, http://www.eggertspiele.de
Ferti, http://www.ferti-games.com/
Feuerland Spiele, http://www.feuerland-spiele.de
FFG, http://www.fantasyflightgames.com
Flatlined, http://www.flatlinedgames.com
Foxmind, http://www.foxmind.com
Franjos, http://www.franjos.de
Frosted Games, http://frostedgames.de
Galakta, http://www.galakta.pl
Gale Force Nine, http://www.gf9.com
Game Design House, http://www.gamedesignhouse.com
Gamefactory, http://www.gamefactory.ch
Game Salute, http://www.gamesalute.com
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Gamelyn Games, http://www.gamelyngames.com
Gerhards, http://www.spiel-und-design.eu
Gigamic, http://www.gigamic.com
Giochi Uniti, http://www.giochiuniti.it
Gmeiner, http://www.gmeiner-verlag.de
Golden Egg, http://www.goldenegggames.com
Goliath, http://www.goliathgames.nl
Haba, http://www.haba.de
H@ll Games, http://www.hallgames.de
Hans im Glück, http://www.hans-im-glueck.de
Hard Boiled Games, http://www.lacosanostra-kartenspiel.de
Harebrained Holdings, http://harebrained-schemes.com
Hasbro, http://www.hasbro.com
HCM Kinzel, https://shop.hcm-kinzel.eu
Heidelberger, http://www.hds-fantasy.de
Horrible Games, http://www.horrible-games.com
Huch, http://www.huchandfriends.de
Hutter, http://www.hutter-trade.com
Iello, http://www.iello.fr
Indie Boards and Cards, http://www.indieboardsandcards.com
iToy, http://site.itoy.de
Japon Brand, www.japonbrand.com
Kaleidos Games, http://www.kaleidosgames.com
Knightwork Games, http://www.knightworksgames.com
KogeKogeDo, http://koge2do.hateblo.jp
Korea Board Games, http://www.koreaboardgames.com
Kosmos, http://www.kosmos.de
Krimi total, http://www.krimitotal.de
Lautapelit, http://www.lautapelit.fi
Le Scorpion Masque, http://www.scorpionmasque.com
Libellud, http://www.libellud.com
Lifestyle Boardgames, http://www.lifestyleltd.ru
Lookout Spiele, http://www.lookout-spiele.de
Loquai, http://www.loquai-holzkunst.de
LudiCreations, http://ludicreations.com
Ludonaute, http://www.ludonaute.fr
Madoriya, http://madoriya-game.jimdo.com
Manifest Destiny, http://ash.jp
Mantic, http://www.manticgames.com
Matagot, http://www.matagot.com
Mayday Games, https://maydaygames.com
Mayfair Games, http://www.mayfairgames.com
Mesaboardgames, http://www.mesaboardgames.pt/en
Metermorphosen, http://www.metermorphosen.de
Mind Clash Games, http://trickerionboardgame.com
Moses, http://www.moses-verlag.de/de
Mücke Spiele, http://www.muecke-spiele.de
My Witty, http://www.mywittygames.com
Nakayoshi-Mura, www.japonbrand.com
Nazca Games, http://www.nazcagames.com
New Board Game Party, www.japonbrand.com
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Noris, http://www.noris-spiele.de
NSKN Games, http://www.nskn.net/en2
nsv Nürnberger Spiele Verlag, http://www.nsv.de
Okazu Brand, http://okazubrand.seesaa.net
One Draw, http://one-draw.jp
Österreichisches Spiele Museum, http://www.spielemuseum.at
Ostia Spiele, http://www.ostia-spiele.de
Pandasaurus Games, http://pandasaurusgames.com
PD Verlag, http://www.pd-verlag.de/spiele
Pearl, http://www.pearlgames.be
Pegasus, http://www.pegasus.de
Piatnik, http://www.piatnik.com
Playmore Games, http://playmoregames.fi
Playthisone, http://www.playthisone.com/en
Portal Publishing, http://portalgames.pl
Post Scriptum, http://www.postscriptum-games.it
Power9, http://www.power9games.com
Purple Brain, https://www.facebook.com/PurpleBrainCreations
Purple Games, http://www.purplegames.eu
Qbist, https://www.qbist.co.jp
Queen Games, http://www.queen-games.de
Ragnar Brothers, http://www.ragnarbrothers.co.uk
Ravensburger, http://www.ravensburger.com
Rebel, http://www.rebelgames.eu
Repos Production, http://www.rprod.com
Rightgames / RBG, http://www.russianboardgames.com
Route 11, www.japonbrand.com
Schmidt, http://www.schmidtspiele.de
Sit Down, http://www.sitdown-games.com
Soda Pop Minatures, http://sodapopminiatures.com
Space Cowboys, http://www.spacecowboys.fr
Spinmaster, http://spinmastergames.com
Stratelibri, http://www.stratelibri.it
Step Puzzle, http://steppuzzle.com
Steve Jackson, http://www.sjgames.com
Studio Soso, http://www.sosostudio.com
Superlude, http://www.superlude.fr
The Green Board Game, http://www.brainbox.co.uk
Thinkfun, http://www.thinkfun.com
Truant Spiele, http://www.truant.de
University Games, http://www.universitygames.de
Ulisses, http://www.ulisses-spiele.de
Wattsalpoag, http://wattsalpoaggames.com
What’s your game, http://www.whatsyourgame.eu
Winning Moves, http://winningmoves.de
WiWa Spiele, http://www.wiwa-spiele.de
WRS Spiele, http://www.wrs-spiele.at
Ystari, http://www.ystari.com
Z-Man, http://www.zmangames.com
Zenfami Kyokai, www.japonbrand.com
Zoch, http://www.zoch-verlag.com
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Tournaments at Spielefest 2014
The Spieleliga invites to championships

Long Night of Museums 2015
619 visitors came to the Spielesalon

GameDesignerMeeting 2015
Austrian Games Designer present

www.spielefest.at

13.11. bis 15.11. 2015
9.00 – 19.00 Uhr

NEW

HABA-FAMILY GAMES

excellent authors:

+
=

Wolfgang Kramer, Michael Kiesling, Rüdiger Dorn, Stefan Kloß

famous illustrators:

Franz Vohwinkel, Claus Stephan, Michael Menzel

3 brilliant games!

8 - 99 years

10 - 99 years

8 - 99 years

More information:
www.haba.de/familygames
Habermaaß GmbH · August-Grosch-Str. 28-38 · 96476 Bad Rodach · Germany · info@haba.de

